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For right and wrong are confused here, there’s so much
war in the world

gvil has so many faces, the plough so little
Honour, the labourers are taken, the fields untended
And the curving sickle is beaten into the sword that

yields not

^ arms, here Germany marches:
Neighbour cides, breaking their treades, attack each other:
1 he wicked War-god runs amok through all the world.

— The Georgies of Virgil

CraU/ul acknowledgment is made to The Atlantic
Monthly, Liberty Hyde Bailey and The Land
Jot permission to reprint material in this book.

Also to Oxford University Press for four selections

from The Georgies of Virgil, translaUd by
C. Day Lewis; copyright, 1940, 1^47, by Oxford

Unimsity Press, Inc., Hew Tork.



DEDICATION

Again for all those at Malabar who have
found in the Valley the delights and

satisfactions of the lifis and the
accomplishments in which all of us

have participated.



AUTHOR’S NOTE

F
or the sake of those interested in the identity of the
various persons mentioned in the Malabar Journal

—

Mary is the author’s wife and Anne, Hope and Ellen
his daughters. George is his business manager. Nanny is the
Englishwoman who has been nurse, great friend and house-
keeper at the Big House and in Europe for twenty-one years.

Rcba is the cook at the Big House and Tom the indispensable

man of all work. Charlie is in charge of the communal gardens
which feed the families at Malabar. Bob is the farm manager
and Virginia his wife. Kenneth is the farmer-mechanic who
both farms and runs the machine shop. Martha is his wife

and Bob and Jim Cook are his sons. Jim recently out of Ohio
State Agricultural College now shares responsibility with A1
for the big dairy herd and the hundred ana fifty head of dairy

heifers and baby-beef steers. Max is the first manager of the

farm who set up the organization and later left to head the

Northern Ohio Breeders Co-operative, one of the biggest

organizations of its kind in the country where he has made
an outstanding success. Jenny, a neighbour, is the expert

butter-maker. Jesse is the general man of all work, an experi-

enced character who knows how to do everything from run

a buzz saw to setting posts and feeding hogs.

L. B.
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A LETTER TO A SERGEANT IN OKINAWA

Malabar Farm
October, 1945

My dear Sergeant:

Thank you for your interesting letter. Okinawa is indeed

a long way from Ohio.

I wish I could answer your letter as I would like to do but

your questions are so vaned and so provocative that it would
require a whole book to answer them even with a modest
adequacy. I’m glad you liked Pleasant Valley. In that book I

tried to answer some of the questions you ask, not dogmatically

but out of my own experience, speculatively, because although
the world has made great progress during the past generation
along the lines of a better agriculture and the understanding
of natural and universal laws regarding soil, production,
nutrition, and many other phases, there are still many things,

remaining in the realm 01 the unknovm, which we do not
understand. As we discover new laws and facts and gradually
dissipate the fog of mystery, we make strides toward improving
the conditions of the human race, its health, its happiness, its

living standards, its whole future and, not the least, the
possible realization of its hopes for peace; because in this
shrunken, complex, modem world peace and war are largely
determined by the world supply and distribution of food, of
raw materials and of markets. As the population of the world
increases at the rate of twenty-five a minute while food sources
appear to diminish, food becomes the primitive and dominant
factor.

Agriculture is the oldest of professions. Yes, it is older even
than the one you are thinking of, for it began when Adam
and Eve were expelled from the Garden and prostitution did
not begin until at least one more woman entered the world.
It should be remembered that both professions spring from
fimdkmental urges in man: (1) The necessity to eat: (2) The
urge to propagate, legitimately, indiscriminately, or otherwise,
ihey ^t in the above order, since to exist at all man must
eat and to insure his continuation on this earth he must
propagate. Both urges have been since the beginning of time
subject to debasement and greed and ignorance. There is as
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much original sin in poor agriculture as there is in prostitution,

and a good deal of the agriculture practiced in this country
is in itself no more than prostitution. The speculating wheat
farmer, the farmer who ‘wore out three farms and was still

young enough to wear out a fourth,’ the miserable one-crop
cotton farmer are all cases in point. All three represent a whorisn
agriculture and certainly such an agriculture has been until

recently as prevalent in this country as prostitution itself. It is

difficult to say which is the more devastating to the welfare,

morality, health, and security of the individual or the nation.
It is a whorish, greedy, ignorant agriculture which fastened

the label ‘hick’ to the farmer of the last two generations. It

made him the butt of vaudeville jokes before cheap, city-bred

audiences. It very largely produced the ‘hill-billies,^ the ‘white
trash,’ the army of unemployed migrant workers which, during
the Great Depression, afflicted parts of the nation like locusts.

Indeed, the social and economic diseases spread by a poor
agriculture have been and still are as bad as or worse than
the diseases spread by the prostitute.

Oh, I am aware tnat many factors have contributed to the
waste and dissipation of our abundance—the absentee land-

lord, tenant-share-cropper systems in which the evils of a
parasitic agriculture are doubled, subsidies by government
which tend only to preserve and maintain such systems, and
with them in the Deep South one of the worst agricultures

practiced anywhere in the world. Poor and indifferent means
of distribution, exploitation of the farmer by fertilizer and feed

merchants, commission merchants, meat packers and livestock

yards have contributed their share to the debasement of the

farmer in the bad period between the frontier and the New
Agriculture. All of these things must be considered but they

were superficial in relation to the fundamental fact that all

real solidity, security, and prosperity are dependent upon the

fertility and production per acre of the farmer’s soil and the

eflSciency with which he cherishes and manages it.

And do not be misled by cries of ‘surpluses’ and ‘What
shall we do with surpluses?’ For a thousand years there have
been no real surpluses of food produced on the farms of the

world or of this country. There has been only poor and in-

efficient distribution, exploitation of the buyer, and high prices

for which this distribution is partly responsible. These things

—poor distribution and high prices—create artificial surpluses

which have no reality in a world where half the people suffer

all their lives from malnutrition and the diseases arising from
it, and where at least 500 million people are bom and die

without ever having had enough to eat one day of their

lives.
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Government might well have helped the American farmer

and the national economy by spending the billions it has

spent not upon bribes, parity, guarantees, subsidies, ever-

normal granaries and other artificial methods of propping up
an imperilled economy, but in finding the proper, efficient

and economical means of getting American-raised food to

other nations and peoples or even to the Americans them-

selves who need it but are prevented from buying it by high

prices which they cannot afford. Who, knowing anything

about economics, can doubt that the market for beefsteak at

thirty-five cents a poimd would not be at least twenty-five

times greater than the market for beefsteak at ninety cents a

pound? My point is merely this—that the fanner could produce
profitably iDeefsteak at thirty-five cents a pound (with ^ other

agricultural food products in similarly priced relationship) if

we had a really good and productive agriculture.

As a nation we produced record amounts of food during
the war but never has any nation at any time produced such
expensive food. Indeed it was produced so expensively that
many kmds of high-protein fooas, important to the hedth of
ffie nation, had to be subsidized with taxpayer’s money to
induce production anywhere approaching the demand and
the need. This was so because our agriculture was and is,

largely, unproductive and inefficient. In simple words wc
farmed much too much land in order to produce the record
of food production we attained. To put it even more simply,
when we farm five acres to produce a hundred bushels of
com, It costs us five times as much in terms of taxes, interest,
investment, labour, seed, and general wear and tear than
when we farm one acre to produce the same amount. It is

probable that, if we had an agriculture as good as that of
France, Holland, Denmark, or Belgium, or as good as ihat
prac&ed by lo per cent of our own farmers, the price of food
could come down at least a third fi'om the levels of 1939 and
our fanners would be making 20 per cent more than they are
making today. Among the natiom mentioned above, there is
no such thmg as a poor farmer either in the economic or the
agncultural sense. In those countries the word ‘farmer* is
synonymous with the words ‘rich man.* And what makes a
nch fanner?^ Production and efficiency, or exactly the same
methods which make rich industrialists and make the wages
of our mdustrial workers higher by from 40 per cent to 90
per cent than that of the industrial workers any where else in
the world.

^at CTMt authority on practical agriculture, E. R. Babcock
01 LomeU Umveraty, has declared and proved clearly enough
that il every Amencan lived upon a proper diet, we could not
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at our present agricultural production levels, produce enough
food. Dr. Lowdermilk, the great soil authority of the U. S.
Department of Agriculture, estimates that we could produce
on a fourth less land than is now under cultivation enough
food to feed 250 million people at our present dietary levels
whereas we are actually afflicted with too-high prices and at
times actual shortages in our effort to feed 140 million. And
we are managing barely to hold that level with all the vast
aid of mechanization, hybrid corn, new seeds, weed-killers,
subsidies, parity guarantees, bribes, and all the rest of what
might be called technologiczd or money aids.

One truth, of course, is that in our agriculture we have
neglected largely the fundamantals—the soil, its preservation,
its maintenance and restoration, and with these things we have
overlooked the natural and universal laws for which there is

no short cut even through Socialism, Communism or Nazi
dictatorship. Nature is still unconouered by man and when
he attemps to upset or circumvent her laws, he merely courts
disaster, misery, low living standards, and eventual destruction.
The truth is, of course, that for the last century, while

industry has been moving toward the assembly lines, mass-
production, and efficiency which give our citizens more tele-

phones, automobiles, plumbing, and radios than all the rest

of the world put together and her industrial workers the highest
living standards in the world, agriculture has been moving in
the opposite direction toward a lower and lower production
per acre, per man hour, and per dollar invested. For if one
writes off the immense technological and money aids listed

above, the small increases in yield per acre reported in recent
years by government statisticians are quickly nullified and
indeed annihilated and it becomes evident that we are still

going down hill.

And bear in mind, Sergeant, that these technological and
money aids are tricky and might be called both superficial

and artificial. Mechanization can be destructive as well as
constructive. These things can serve the good farmer as a
means by which he can increase his income and lower his

prices to the consumer. They can also help the poor farmer
to destroy his land many times more rapidly tnan he has
des^oyed it in the past. And I repeat that a subsidized
agriculture must always be a burden to the average citizen

in terms both of taxes and high prices. He is forced to pay
the high prices either directly across the counter or in terms
of taxes for subsidies out of his other pocket. Actually in these
times, under present conditions, he is paying both ways. A
subsidized agriculture is necessarily a static agriculture in
which progress toward production, efficiency, low prices, and
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many other desirable ends is averted. Subsidies serve merely
to protect and maintain the poor and inefficient farmer or
absentee landlord who is always looking toward high prices
rather than production per acre to give him economic solidity

and prospenty. They serve also to maintain the socially and
economically destructive absentee landlord, tenant-share-
cropper system in its worst exploiting form.
And it would be well to remember that at least 6o per cent

of our American farmers practice in one form or another a
whorish, greedy agriculture. Thirty per cent are moderately
good fanners and lo per cent bear the burden, out of all

proportion to their numbers, of feeding the nation. Food,
according to labour organizations, is the principal item in the
living cost budget of city dwelling industrial and white-collar
workers. It is the cost of food, increasing steadily since the
Civil War, which sets off (according to labour economists) the
demands for constantly increasing wages among industrial
workers, white-collar workers and city dwellers generally,
raises which are pass^ on in the prices of everything all of
us buy including ooth industrial and agricultural commodities.
What all of us need is not more dollars but dollars which buy
more. That is the only way in which any of us ever gets a real
raise in pay whether we are keeping books or making auto-
mobiles or producing hogs.
How better can a start be made toward stabilizing our

economy on a productive, not a speculative, basis than by
achievmg a really productive, efficient agriculture with lower
costs to consumer and higher profits to the producer? As with
all else in our modem, highly integrated world, high production
per man hoi^, per dollar invested, is the answer^d never
scarcity and high prices.

In all of this we are driven to fall back upon the great
productivity and maintcniice.Under a whomh agnculture we have wasted our soU bywosion, by b^ and greedy land use. We are stiU wasting it

5° so fiightening that as^puladon increases and yields per acre remain static or d^
on the horizon a cloud ‘no bigger th^

01 India or China where crude grain is so precious that itS and wherf
produce eggs or butter or milk ormeat, and where pnees are so high and wages so low that

prot^'^foodf
P°P“>»*>on rarely tastes what we caU high-

I
the ultimate miserv^ofpopulations where miUions Uve and die with^t evS^ILehad enough to eat one day of their Uves.

®
At present, high-protein foods are available in sufficient



(^antities to only about 6o per cent of our population because
tne prices are too high. Raising industrial and white-collar
wages se^es only to increase in turn the cost of food. The
answer lies with a better and more productive agriculture
which lowers the price of food and increases the value of
every man’s dollar.

What I am trying to say is that the farmer, the good farmer,
has in a starving world become an increasingly important and
vital citizen. No young man with any aptitude for agriculture
could undertake a more fascinating and, probably in these
times and for years to come, a more profitable career than
agriculture or one in which he could do more for the welfare
of mankind. The good farmer or livestock man is no longer a
‘hick,’ as indeed he never was. He must always be an intelligent

man of parts, knowing perhaps more about more things than
any other citizen. He must know and understand something
of markets, the weather, distribution, machinery, economics,

history, ecology, disease, bacteriolo^, and many other things,

but most of all he must understand the earth and the laws of

God and nature which govern its maintenance and productivity.

This last is a vast field and it is a startling fact that, although

agriculture is the oldest calling worthy of the name of ‘pro-

fession,’ it is only recently that we have begun to understand

beyond the realms of superstition the laws which govern its

relationship to our economy, our health, and indeed our
survival as decent, comfortable, happy citizens. There is much
that we still have not discovered or understood. In the field

of experiment and research alone there exists a whole un-

explored world of great fascination, for in a cubic foot of good
productive soil one can find the pattern of the laws which
govern the universe—laws before which political ideologies,

manipulations of currency, short cuts, and all manner of man-
made dodges become singularly silly and puerile.

I haven’t answered a tenth of your questions. You are

indeed a smart fellow with a mind that works. Of that fact,

you should be proud in a world which needs desperately that

Kind of mind and in which all the expensive machinery for

education appears to produce more and more citizens who
seem merely able to read and write and do not especially

distinguish themselves even in these primary steps toward

civilization.

Since the publication of Pleasant Vall^ I have received

thousands of letters, half of them fi'om GI’s like yourself

stationed in what to many an American boy seemed ouUandish

places like Okinawa, the Solomons, India, North Africa and

from little towns in Germany and France and Austria. Some
of them were ‘thank you’ notes because Pleasant Valley had
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somehow assuaged a deep homesickness for the home land-
scapes and living of New England, of Texas, of the Middle
West, of the South or of that great empire, the Northwest.
Most of them, together with all the correspondence from
civilians, asking questions, endless and important and funda-
mental, about how we were getting along at Malabar or
quesdons regarding soil and livestock or health or economy.
The sum total of letters and quesdons represented a mass of

correspondence which, if answered or merely discussed intelli-

gendy and consciendously, would have occupied all my time
for a^ period of ^ears. Since I have to make a living both by
farming and writing, it was impossible to answer adequately
and beyond mere acknowledgment more than a very tew, so
I am writing Malabar Farm, which is no more than a second
volume of Pleasant Vall^ recounting largely what we have
accomplished in achievement, observation, and experiment
during the period of nearly five years since Pleasant Valley was
written. For all of us at Malabar the whole experience has
been exciting and as satisfacto^, I think, as any human
experience can be. In the following pages you will find a lot
of Ae things about which you asked m your letter. I hope
you 11 get as much enjoyment out of Malabar Farm as you did
out of Pleasant Vall^.
Anyway, when you come back, come and sec us here. Pd

like to show you some remarkable things. In any case there is
a great job to be done in the field of agriculture fi-om one end
of the world to the other. Never forget that agriculture is the
oldest of the honourable professions and that always the good
farmer is iht Jundammtal citizen of any community, state, or
nation. Never in the history of the world has this fact been
more ^dent than in the disordered times in which we live.
It is hkely to remain equally evident for the rest of man’s
existence upon this earth.
Good luck. Let us hear fi'om you how things are going and

pay us a visit.
* °

.

Yours faithfully,

Louis Bromfield



I: MALABAR JOURNAL
Autumn 1944

We are but fanners of ourselves; yet may
If we can stock ourselves and thrive, uplay
Much, much good treasure for the great rent day.

—John Donne

AUGUST 31: The drought broke today with a heavy,
slow, soaking rain which began during the night and^ ^ continued all through the day. Forty-six days without

rain, save one or two thunderstorms, has left the com that
was planted early in the season parched and dry with only
undeveloped nubbins as ears. Without water the chemical
ferulizer h^ not been available to the plants. We have just
finished filling the four silos with the corn that was planted to
provide feeding com during the winter, leaving the com planted
later for silage to develop into feeding corn. That is one of the
tactics weather sometimes forces upon the farmer. If the frost

holds off we shall have a good crop despite the drought, now
that rain has come at last.

Drought in our green Ohio country where it is seldom ex-
pected IS a shocking experience. It raises in good Ohioans a
sense of indignation and outrage. Each day under the hot sun
the fields and bluegrass pastures grew a little drier and browner,
the cattle a little more nervous. Day after day clouds came up
on the horizon only to move on to some more fortunate region,
very possibly the middle of the Atlantic since this year the late
drought has extended eastward through Pennsylvania and the
seaboard states.

Note

:

The Journal—which makes up five of the seventeen chapten of this book

—

IS merely a record of the life at Malabar Farm during a penod roughly of one
year. It was not kept as a daily record but was written when the weather was
bad and the work light—in short, when there was lime to set down the record.
On a modem, well-managed farm there are no slack periods. Modern farming
has become a business like any other, save that outdoor life, sport, nature, and
independence all play larger roles than in the lives of the banker, law>'er, business-
man, and industrial and white-collar worker. There arc no killing peaks of labour
in spring, summer, and autumn and no sitting around the village store spitting
into the stove during the winter months. And everybody has a vacation. During
the disturbed year recorded, Malabar Farm, like all America, felt at times the
impact of the events taking place in the world outside. This is reflected in the
Journal itself.
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Here at Malabar we are proud of the fact that not one of our
fifteen or more springs, big or little, showed any signs of drying

up. All through the heat and drought there was good cold spring
water for the livestock in every pasture on the farm. Switzer’s

Creek got as low as I have ever seen it but there was always
plenty of water and the big swimming hole in the Jungle was
always clear and cool all through the diy hot weather. It is a
natural pond made by the water pouring over a big fallen
Sycamore which made a dam. It is deep, with a spring in the
bottom, and across it leans a huge and ancient willow the
branches of which provide diving platforms at varying heights.
During the hot weather the boys on the farm lay on work a
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derful sound. I lay awake for a long time listening to it, afraid
to go to sleep again lest the soft patter would stop, and presently
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I rose and walked out of my room, which is on the ground
floor, on to the terrace to feel the rain. Two of the dogs,
Prince and Baby, went with me and stood there enjoying it

as much as myself. Baby, the big Boxer, who is a natural
clown, lifted his head, opened his mouth and let the water,
drmping from the eaves, fall into it.

When I returned to my bed I slept better than I had slept
for weeks. It was almost as if I could feel the earth, the pastures,
the fields of com and soyabeans drinking up the falling
rain.

It continued all morning and after lunch I went for a long
walk in the rain over a large part of the farm. It was warm,
slow, heavy rain and you could feel the thirsty earth drinking
it up as you walked.
A week before the rain came, we turned all the livestock,

sheep, beef cattle, and hogs into one 50-acre field in which
there were ten acres of com and about ten of soyabeans. The
rest was knee-deep in second growth alfalfa. After the sparse
bluegr^s the animals were in paradise and could not make
up their minds whether they preferred the corn, the lush soya-
beans, or the deep green alfalfa. They went from one to the
other eating for a few minutes in each strip, the giddy heifers

running and kicking with pleasure. We turned them in on the
crops because the permanent pastures had grown short in the
drought. Turning livestock into good soyabeans and com very
nearly broke manager Bob’s heart, but it ^ave me pleasure to
see the beasts enjoying themselves. Surprisingly none of the
cattle showed any signs of bloating, perhaps because the diet

was so varied.

There is some curious factor controlling bloat in cattle which
we have not yet discovered. I suspect that bloating is related

less to the gorring of lush new grasses than to the presence or
the absence of some element in the soil. In the region around
Lexington, Kentucky, where hundreds of steers are run among
the horses on the same kind of bluegrass and white-clover
pasture which we have at Malabar, bloating is a very serious

problem each spring. On our glaciated Ohio soil we have
never had a case of bloat on bluegrass—white-clover pastures,

or even upon rich ladino and alfalfa. To be sure we never
turn hungry cattle suddenly into a rich field, but neither do
the cattlemen at Lexington. In that rerion cases of ‘spring

bloat’ occur even after the steers have Been on pasture for

weeks. Our theory is only a theory bora of observation but it

might well be explored by research men.
We have also observed that where cattle are turned into

fresh, heavy legume pasture they will instinctively take care

of themselves provided there is some form of dry roughage or



even coarse weeds available. They will ‘balance’ their own
forage by mixing large quantities of dry stuff or weeds with

the lush green forage. For this reason many wise farmers

provide dried hay placed in an accessible spot. Cattle on new
neavy pasture will consume large quantities whereas later in

the season when the pasture is less nch and its mineral content
much higher, they will merely pick at it or not touch it at all.

We have also observed that during the rich months of early
spring they will consume quantities of mint, dock, nettles and
other weeds which later in the season go entirely untouched.
For the first four or five days neighbour after neighbour

stopped in to tell us the livestock were in the com. To some
of them the turning of cattle into a field of unharvested crops
seemed a violation and a sacrilege.

I know of nothing more comical than a hog making a hog
ofhimself. The hogp were, as usual, both comical and intelligent.
They would stand chewing CTeat mouthiuls of alfalfa for a few
minutes and then dash with grunts and pig excitement into
the com to snatch up the ears knocked off by the beef cattle.
Then back again with excited noises to chew alfalfa. ITiey
didn’t get to the soyabeans until the second day. Once they
discovered them, they lived on a three-course diet. The cattle
followed the out same menu, but more calmly. The sheep as
usual behaved with stupidity. They huddled together for two
days in the alfalfa before they discovered either com or beans.
On the third day I drove them throt^h the gate into the
bluegrass pasture where the water was. ^entualfy they would
have found it but they lacked either the cleverness of the hogs
or the sound instincts of the beef cattle which always leans
mem to water. The hogs and cattle will keep going down
hm until they find it. Now with the rain, they will all have
the best diet livestock can have—com, soyabeans, alfalfa,
bluegrass and void white clover with the finest and cleanest
of spnng water.
When I think of our lush Ohio pastures and the burnt-up

sage brush of the western prairies I wonder how western cattle
survive.

For the agronomist or the livestock breeder nothing can be
ot greater interest than a study of the eating habits of animals.
1 have spent many hours watching them as they grazed across
permanent bluegrass pasture and the record is Jmost always

^ supposed, prefer the bluegrass and
}

vegetations. On toe contrary toey showa great liking for all kinds of weeds and even toe leaves of
pattern seems a fairly uniform one. The
^ minutes on toe lush bluegrass andthen turn aside to eat common dock, mint, and ot&r coarse
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weeds, even young nettles and thistles. It is clear, I think, that
they are seeking something, probably minerals or even flavours,
which the shallow-rooted bluegrass and white clover do not
contain. The deep-rooted dock and thistles undoubtedly bring
up minerals, particularly trace elements,^ from the deep layei?
of minerally rich glacial, gravel loam and the nettle, as has
long been accepted in superstition and witchcraft, possesses
special properties and curative qualities. In France young
nettle shool^ are fed, chopped finely, to young turkeys as a
specific against virtually all young turkey ills. In some regions
the young shoots are sometimes eaten like asparagus or made
into soup for human consumption. The shoots are used much
as the American pioneer used sassafras tea—‘to clear the blood
in the spring.’

Basing my deductions upon the belief that any animal knows
better how to balance its diet than any professor or feed
merchant, I have come to the conclusion that pasture or hay
all of one kind or one of two kinds, however lush and beautiful,
is not necessarily the best pasture or forage for top nutrition
and health of livestock. With this in mind, most of the farm
meadow pastures of pure brome grass, alfalfa and ladino (the
most rich, high-protein food) connect with permanent blue-
grass pastures where, despite constant clipping, dock, thistles,

mint, nettles, and many other ‘weeds’ are available to the
animals along ditches and creek beds, in fence comers and on
patches of wet unclipped ground. We have noted many times
in the feeding barns that cattle being fed the finest quality
pure alfalfa hay will, after a week or two, turn away from it

to eat their oat straw bedding, either from boredom or in a
search of something which is lacking in the pure alfalfa. It

need not be simply minerals, for our farm-grown alfalfa is, of
course, not only a deep-rooted plant but its mineral content
runs about 06.5 which is considerably above the average
mineral content of alfalfa. The more subtle facts of animal
nutrition, beyond the primary protein, carbohydrates, principal
mineral needs and balances, are still largely unexplored.

It is probable that the most nutritious pasture and forage
in the world is the high mountain pastures grown on a rocky
soil and composed of a great variety of mixed grasses, wild
flowers and weeds with a high proportion of legumes. There
are areas in the Rockies and in Switzerland where cattle, fed

on such pastures, actually grow fat as if they had been fed
grain. A similar pasture once grew on the calcium-impregnated

^ The expression ‘trace elements* means the rarer mineral elements which
appear only in such small quantities that their percentage cannot be measured^
hence only a ‘trace.’ They arc generally boron, cobalt, manganese, copper,
magnesium, iodine, fluorine, zinc and sulphur, and some others, as compared
to the major elements such as nitrogen, phosphorus, potassium and calcium.
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Great Plains region but it has been largely destroyed by over-

grazing and burning over. The health and vigour of the cattle

on the Southwestern Plains covered by sparse vegetation prob-

ably arises from two factors—the considerable variety of vege-
tation plus the high mineral content in the unleached soils of
areas of low rainf^ formed from an agglomeration of broken-
down rock.

Although Bob’s heart was broken and some of the neighbours
were outraged by the rape of the com and soyabeans, we shall

in the end benefit by it. It will send all the livestock into the
barns for the winter sleek and fat and healthy. We shall have
been saved the labour of harvesting the com and beans and
alfalfa and all will be turned into beef, mutton, and pork before
we plough the land for wheat. It will take less com to carry
the Dreeding stock through the winter and to fatten out the
steers. Once animals have been permitted to go backward
it takes twice as much feed to put them back on Aeir
feet.

As I walked through the rain, it was obvious to me that the
livestock were enjoying the warm downpour as much as myself.
The cattle were standing knee-deep in the alfalfa with the rain
ninmng off their backs. The sheep were huddled under the
trees^ near the old graveyard and the hogs were industriously

wallows for themselves where any water collected in

The rain will make the wheat ploughing easier. One field
—the poorest on the Fleming Place—^we are ploughing for the
fi^t time in four years. It has been limed and has had a crop
of coarse sweet clover pastured off in the second year by the
wttle. The poor spots have had a coating of manure and
J^owmg that it was seeded to a mixture of ladino and alsike.
Ihe native wild white clover seeded itself, and some bluegrasshM come m. For two years it has been pastured, thus receiving
direcUy the manure of sheep and cattle and, most valuable of

^ the unne.^ It should grow an excellent crop of wheat.mcT that It wiU be seeded to a mixture of alfalfa, red clover,
orome ^ass, ^d ladino to serve the triple purpose of grass
^age, hay, and emergency pasture. After two years of tramp-
tog m aU weather by the cattle it has been hard to plough.
It IS a rough steep field pitching in aU directions with streSks
of glacial gravel^ of us have taken turns wrestling with the
pishing of It. The rain will help soften it.

dpir fW we farm this hm country the longer it becomesWW It is surprising

in SS’soil^^
of lime and phosphate
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Crossing this pasture, I found the first mushroom of the
season. And then another near it and another. The warm rain
had brought them out. The spawn had been there all along
in the hard, baked earth and with the night’s rain they pushed
their way through the bluegrass. They were fresh, young and
damp, some of them no more than buttons, others opened up
with the gills showing tender and flesh-pink. The sight of them
sent me through the dripping woods up the long steep hill to
the Ferguson Place where the big fields are ancient pastures
more than one hundred and thirty years old. They have been
pastures since the forest was first cleared away.

There, ‘up Ferguson way’ as everyone in our valley calls

it, one is high up against the sky. For a long time I stood on
the highest part of the pasture where there is an unobstructed
view over the fields and valleys and forests of three countries,

watching the rain falling over the parched woods and fields.

In the old orchard near the empty hole which marks the
spot where the burned farmhouse once stood, I found two
very old peach trees with the fruit ripe and dropping to the
ground. One tree bore white peaches and the other yellow
ones. They were small but of a delicious, concentrated flavour,

partly because they were ‘old-fashioned’ and partly because
the dry weather had concentrated their flavour and sweetness.

The possums and raccoons and perhaps the foxes had been
sampling the ones that lay on the ground. There were tiny

sharp teeth marks in nearly all of them.
There was a quality and flavour in the peaches which city

people rarely know. They get only ‘improved’ varieties of
fruits and vegetables which are bred not so much for flavour

as to ship and keep well, or for convenience in canning or
quick freezing. They rarely receive the old-fashioned varieties

of strawberries, peaches, cantaloupe and lima beans which arc

often far superior to the new sorts developed not for flavour or

excellence but for utilitarian purposes. We have inherited

many old varieties of fruit which are now virtually unobtain-
able off the farm—rambo and russet apples, tender, juicy,

white clingstone peaches, the old small variety of Jonathan
apples that are ofan intense, tangy flavour. And in the vegetable

garden we have each year planted some of the old-fasnioned

vegetables and small fruits which are no longer obtainable in

the markets.

On the way home I passed one of the wild apple trees

descended from the ones planted by Johnny Appleseed which
are scattered over our hills and pastures. The apples are small

and sour and with a tangy flavour of their own. Some of them
are excellent and they are much favoured by possum, raccoon,

and rabbit.
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1 returned home through the dripping woods with a hatful

of young, fresh mushrooms. I was so^ed to the skin but that

was a small matter considering that the drought was broken.
In the woods there was a warm, steamy mist coming up from
the decaying leaves. It smelled of decay and fungus and the
promise of new life.

September i: Slept late after having made a talk last night
in Mansfield. Unfortunately when I went to pick up my wife,

Mary, at the Prestons on the way home, I had a drink or two
and fell into conversation. It was three-thirty in the morning
when we set out on the fifteen-mile drive down the Pleasant
Valley road. There was a full moon, setting but very brilliant,

and me valley never looked more beautiful. All five Boxers
and Dusky, the Cocker, were still up waiting for us, most of
all, I think, to have their ‘snacks* which they are accustomed
to every night at midnight. Prince and Baby had had a fight
and apparently Baby had gotten a good hold on Prince’s ear
and chewed it for some time.
Worked all morning on articles and propaganda in behalf

of the plan to reorganize all agencies having to do with the
natural resources of Ohio—soil, water, forests, parks, mines,
highways, fish, game, and so forth. All of these agencies are
mtcrlocked but m the past each has operated separately with-
out much co-ordination and with a great deaf of confusion
and red tape. A sensible plan is in the course of development
^der the Post War Planning Commission, headed by Paul
Ikrbert, Ae Xaeutenant Governor, who is doing a good Job.
Murray Lincoln, head of the Farm Bureau, is chairman of the
Watui^ Resources Committee and I serve on the Soil Con-
servation sub-committee.
AAer lunch although work was piled up on my desk I

couldn t resist going out on the farm. The rain had stopped
and the^ was cool and clear. Picked a half bushel of inush-
rooms. Would have ploughed but all the tractors were busy,
rivo disbng the ground on the high hiU above the old Bailey
Place where we are sowing rye for late fall and early spring

^r^*?**^ u permit us to keep the cattle out
of the barm three or four weeks later in the autumn and getthem out that much earUer in the spring. With one hundredhwd of cattle ^d a couple of hundred sheep that meam a
great saving of labour, and of hay and silage and grain which

generalTy put up during the summer. By disking^ gZSS

^ «ceUent cover crop. In the spring after the cattle go on^ bluegrass, the^ acres will be disked and sowed to Jfalfa,brome grass, and iadino in the way Dr. Borst developc^h ai
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the Zanesville Soil Conservation Station—using alfalfa as a
poor-land crop, seeded directly into a trash mulch, ‘ without
all the old coddling nonsense. With us it has been strikingly

successful. It produces one of the most valuable crops and
builds up the soil at the same time.

The third tractor was mowing the third cutting of alfalfa

and the fourth was out with the pick-up baler. Bob went to

help out Herb Briarly, whose main bam burned during a
recent thunderstorm. He has one barn left but it is too small

to take all his soyabean hay and straw put in loose. If it is

baled he can store it. Although it comes at a busy time and,
like everybody else, we are terribly short of help, we felt we
had to help him out.

Doc Wadsworth came to patch up the red Guernsey who
jumped a barbed-wire fence and cut her udder. Always enjoy
seeing him as do the dogs who know him well. I like this

because it makes me know that when the dogs are with him,
they are happy. His favourite is Gina, the grandmother of
them all. What a dog she is! She leads an independent life

and takes no nonsense from her children or grandchildren.

She really ‘brings them up,* teaching them good manners
and disciplining their natural Boxer boisterousness. She can
make them quail simply by making a ferocious face at them
and she can certainly make ugly faces.

When Doc left, I took Susie, the Angus heifer, down to the

Fleming farm to tiu-n her in with the beef herd. She is more
or less a pet having been brought up in the big barn with the

dairy calves. She has a determined and comic character and
twice has jumped the fence to return to the girl-friends she

has been brought up with. But she is old enough to breed now
and must find out the facts of life and go to work producing.

To my surprise she went with perfect docility the half mile

down the road to the Fleming Place. But I don’t trust her. I

expect to wake in the morning and find her back with her

friends the Guernsey heifers.

Susie’s father Blondy, the big Angus bull, simply knocked

out the side of the bam this morning in order to rejoin his

harem half an hour after he was shut in a box stall. He runs

with the shorthorn cows the year round and resents being

separated. To return to them, he junmed two fences and
smashed a floodgate. I can’t blame him. What real bull would

like to leave the com, alfalfa, and soyabeans, not to mention

the harem? We shall have to start 2ul over again tomorrow

trying to keep him shut up as we want to avoid his breeding

with his own daughters, the crossbred blue-roans.

* The expression ‘trash mulch* means disking or ‘working* into the soil the

r^idue of grass^ straw or weeds left in the Helds after harvesting.
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Went up this evening with Bob and Harry, and Ma to look

at the forty acre alfalfa seeding on the Ferguson Place. Despite

the drought it looks pretty well. If it gets through the winter we
shall have a fine field for hay and emergency pasture.

Ma, my mother, is extraordinary. At eighty-three she takes

the liveliest and most intelligent interest in everything that

goes on at Malabar—fertilizer, seedings, livestock, pasture
treatment, orchards. She insists on going everywhere >vith me
in the old Ford, across streams, ditches, rough ground, always
with six dogs in the back of the car. And she is very smart
about it all and passionately interested in new farming develop-
ments. She loves livestock and if she can pay a daily visit to
the beef cattle, she is happy. She is a farmer’s daughter, my
grandfather having been one of the best farmers in the state
and one of the founders of the Ohio Grange.
The Ferguson Place was as always very beautiful, with its

enormom view of farms, forest, streams and lakes. The sim
was setting as the full moon rose over Pleasant Hill lake and
Ae white houses and bams in the Darling settlement far below
in the valley.

When at last, our venerable Ford, like ‘the one hoss shay’
fell apart, we replaced it with a jeep which has proved in-
valuable in the operation of a big farm in hilly country. It
serves as conveyance and emergency repair wagon, and can
do all kinds of farm work. In bad weather nothing but a Ford
or a jeep can cope witli some of the lanes and the rough
ground. Mr. Ritter, President of the State Golfer’s Association
IS ^ an official of the Willys-Overland and was telling me
at dinner last night the great virtues of the jeep and its possi-
bihdes. I have made an engagement to visit the Sorensen farm
on the sixteenth to sec jeeps in operation.
To bed c^Iy to read Aldous Huxley’s new novel which

begms well. Many ordinary readers say they don’t believe his
character exist in real life, but they do. I think you would have
to know Europe during the past twenty-five yeare to understand
that thar count^arts do exist and have had an appalling
amount to do with the tragic foolish history of our tim«

September 3; Yesterday and today had better be entered asOM day smee they are hopelessly mixed up in a procession ofpeople and work. In the morning Mr. Harmon of the Redpath

kSia P'wpose of seeing the farm and^emg me to sign up for lectures with his bureau. He was a
®y^atbetic ^d aCTecable salesman and an intelligentMd good companion. We didn’t talk lectures until the^last

Bv*Jh ^ because I despise lecturetours. By the time we got round to business afterWc hours
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on the farm, we had become old friends and it was not difficult

to make him understand how I felt.

I don’t dislike people or talking or even making speeches
but I can’t make lectures to audiences who have paid 81.50
to come and see a show. I like political speeches and talking
to farmers and businessmen and to people who share common
interests. I tried to explain this, saying that I make a hundred
or more speeches a year for conservation, for political reasons,

on soil, on gardening, even at times on Europe and India. I

get paid little or nothing for all this and turn over the proceeds
to the Friends of the Land or to charities. Usually I pay my
own expenses. Happily I can afford to talk when ana where
I please and about what I please. I explained that I could
make more money by staying at home minding my farming
and writing than I could ever make on a lecture tour, even
at the high fees suggested, and I keep my independence and
freedom and am not bored by repeating over and over night
after night the same speeches.

The interesting part of Mr. Harrison’s visit was entirely

devoted to horticulture and agriculture. I think his real

interests were his fruit farm in northern Michigan and his

wheat ranch in Texas. The valley looked beautuul after the

big rains and several shades greener than a week ago. 1 was
proud of how well our crops looked and how well our springs

flowed after nearly fifty days without rain. Mr. Harrison
promised to send us a crate of his best cherries next July.

The car that took Mr. Harrison to Mansfield brought back
Dalpeggeto and Herbert Spencer, two young ensigns and
friends of Hope’s, who have neen at the University in a special

Navy course. They have been spending weekends here during the

summer. Nice and very smart kids they are. If the whole of the

younger generation is as good, the future of the country is safe.

A Mrs. Johnson called from Antioch College saying she was
from Connecticut and was interested in the soil programme
we had here in relation to human nutrition and in the co-

operative side of the farm. I told her to come and reserved a

room at the hotel in Mansfield. I have learned a certain

caution about strange visitors. Sometimes they turn out to be

charming and intelligent and stimulating people and some-

times they turn out to be bores and cranks. If they turn out

all right they’re moved from the hotel to Malabar.
We have had strangers come to pay an hour’s visit, remain

for lunch, then the night and finally stay for a week or ten

days. That is what happened with the Robertsons from South

Africa. He is the editor oOLibertas, a South African publication

resembling our own Life Magazine and a great advocate of

American soil conservation methods. South Africa has suffered
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devastation by erosion, both wind and water, even greater

than our own, if this were possible. Dr. Bennett of the U. S.

Soil Conservation Service is making a trip there this winter at

the urgent request of the South A&ican government. I made
several talks on the subject by short wave radio for the OWI
(Office of War Information) during the war at the request of

South African government officials, Libertas and the Johannes-

burg newspapers. I hope to follow Dr. Bennett’s route during

1948. Countries all over the world are turning to our Depart-

ment of Agriculture and principally the Soil Conservation

Service for aid and instruction in the New Amculture devel-

oped here. This is a little-known fact in v^ch Americans
should take pride—that out of the widespread ruin of our
originally virgin land we have built the principles of a New
Agriculture of great value to every nation m the world.

Before supper the boys and I gathered two bushels of yellow
and white tomatoes, carrots, onions, and celery from the
garden. After supper Nanny and Tom made it up into a drink
which we worked out for ourselves and founci much more
interesting and stimuladng than ordinary tomato juice. There
is no water involved, only the juice of the tomatoes for a base
with half a peck of onions, two dozen carrots and eight big
bunches of celery, tops and all, the greener the better. Some-
times spinach is added, and always three or four cloves of
garlic, parsley, bay leaves, celery and mustard seed, salt,

pepper and a dash of Cayenne. When boiled and strained it

looks and tastes like the finest consomm^; jellied it is wonderful
in hot weather; served hot, it is a delicious, clear soup. You
can also drink it as you drink orange or tomato juice. We
whipped it up as an experiment two years ago and have put
up several dozen bottles of it each year since then. Nanny
calls it ‘Doctor Bromfield’s Special Vegetable Compound and
Celery Tonic.’ The chief difficulty is to stop drinking it.

After supper the two ensigns. Dal and Herb, and I went
ploughing while there was still light. We used the Ford-
Fergusons—wMch make ploughing a pleasure. In fact I know
nothing that gives me more pleasure or satisfaction than turn-
ing over rich soil, mixing sod, manure, rubbish of ail sorts into
ffie earth to raise big crops. The field was on the Fleming
rlace—the same field I described the day of the walk in theram—and presented a tough job. It was a steep field which

farm had been used to grow row crops in
the old-fashioned up-and-down-hill method, which had allowed
the top soil to be washed off the slopes by the time we arrived
on the scene. The rain had soften^ up the ground and the
ploughing was e^ier. The boys were fascinated by the power
and manoeuvrability of the neat little Ferguson tractor.



Wc had hardly gotten started when George came down to
say that Frank and Jane Lausche were at the Big House and
I left the ploughing to the boys to p and see them. Two nicer
or finer people do not exist. Frank is the Democratic candidate
for Governor and had been campaigning in the southern part
of the state. He wanted to talk about his campaign. He was a
little discouraged by what he felt was the ‘ isolationist * feeling
he had encountered. I tried to persuade him that he had not
gotten a fair picture of Ohio during his trip since he had visited
only five or six counties, strongly German in ancestry and in
^en rebellion against the New Deal, where Gerald Smith,
Father Coughlin and their friends had taken advantage of the
discontent to muscle their way in. In one of the counties a
faction of the farmers, in open rebellion, smashed up the OPA
(Office of Price Administration) and the AAA (Agricultural
Adjustment Administration) offices and burned the records
after seizing a compicker without a WPB (War Production
Board) priority.

Frank and Jane stayed late but would not spend the night.
They had to return to Cleveland as the Graphite Bronze
Company, one of the most important war production plants,

is in the throes of one of the most irresponsible and shameful
strikes, and Frank wanted to return and do what he could as

Mayor of Cleveland to end the situation.

After they left everybody went to the kitchen and finished

bottling the ‘ Vegetable Compound * and as usual the evening
finished with us—everybody trom Patti Aldrich and Ellen and
Sigrid Meisse who are twelve to Ma who is eighty-three

—

sitting around eating cantaloupe from the garden and drink-

ing nmk and talking about the war and India and international

pcmtics. Dal and Herb displayed remarkably sound grounding
in all subjects and offered some good contributions concerning
the past, present, and future of this wretched world.

Finally to bed after hearing the midnight news that American
troops were in Belgium and near the German border. In bed,

read an excellent article in Fortune on the political monkey-
business that went on at both party conventions in Chicago.

I saw them both from the inside and certainly neither one was
an especially elevating spectacle.

Sunday Morning: Rose late after a night interrupted a couple

of times by the exit, entrance, and barking of the dogs gomg
courting with Bob’s bitch Kitchee. Yesterday Bob was boast-

ing how he had fixed them by keeping Kitchee locked in the

garage but this morning he admitted that the dogs (and nature)

had won out by making sleep impossible and by Kitchec’s

rescue and escape from the garage, aided by Pnnee, Baby,

and Smoky, who simply chewed and tore a big hole in the
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garage door. This morning Kitchee was all smiles and wriggles.

At times the fertility of this place, like that of India, becomes
terrifying.

Herb Spencer drove to Mansfield to fetch the mysterious

Mrs. Johnson, and Dal and I and Ae dogs drove to the Bailey

farm where Kenneth Cook and his boys. Bob and Jim, and
Bob Huge and his brother-in-law were busy with the tractors,

fitting^ me CTound and drilling rye in the sixty-acre field above
the home. It will be good to see those hills green once more.
The worn-out soil has been bare for too long.

The longer I watched the operations and co-operation in-

volved the more it seems to me that co-operation in one form
or another is the solution to many problems afflicting agri-

culture today. Nobody asked the boys to work on Sunday;
they did so on their own because it was to everybody’s interest
ana they did it as a kind of lark. Kenneth’s boys, Jim and Bob,
work in a factory during the week and on the farm evenings
and Sundays, laying aside money for their education. No one
would have worked on Sunday save that we are, like all

farmers, desperately short of help. We need four farmers and
two hired men and actually we have only three farmers

—

Bob, who manage things and works like a dog in the fields,
Harry who has thirty head of Guernseys and 1 200 chickens to
care for, and Kenneth who has all the machinery to keep in
order, in addition to the bulk of the actual farming. This
year we haven’t even been able to find a man or boy to cut
weeds. The three high-school boys from Cleveland—Johnny
Rudhuyzen, Dave Sumper and Jimmy Caddick were whirl-
wmd workers during the hay part of the year but they had to

school. This, their second year, they did the work
offull-time hired men and were a lot more intelligent than the
average hired man.
On the Bailey hill we again picked a shirtful of mushrooms,m^y of them growing out of the bare clay on poor ground

which seem^ to indicate that fundamentaUy the apparently
wom-out soil was better than it seemed.
Went through the com originally planted for silage, and ifwe have any luck with the fi-ost holding off, we sh5l have agood ^p of corn despite the drought. Luckily we had the

sense to put the half-ruined com crop into the silo and let
toe silage com benefit by the rain that came at last. The

disaster but out of it we have
v^uable things about soil and crops, most ofM about the pnedcss value of humus and orgamc material

^M**^*T^
ofsoaking up and preserving moisture.

MTS. Johnson appeared and turned out to be very intelligent,
* ‘Rtting’ means preparing the earth for seeding.
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having had many years oi experience working along dietary

.

and nutrition lines. She was very interesting about her experi-

ences with the dreary Okie camps in Canfomia during the
bad years. She agreed that after the post-war boom dies down,
we shall have the armies of migratory workers, dispossessed

from poor, worn-out land, back on our hands, a liability, not
only in relief and taxes but a moral, physicd, and spiritual

liability to the nation. The economic-human problem of the

‘poor whites’ and ‘Okies’ is an extremely complex one which
in the end can be solved only by dealing with tundamentals

—

soil, diet, and education in that order. Poor, worn-out soil

produces specimens handicapped physically, mentally, and
morally from the very beginning. Food grown on such soil

from which calcium, phosphorus, and other vital minerals

and elements are exhausted can only produce sickly specimens,

both humans and livestock. Wretched diet aggravates sickliness,

and poor, undernourished, stupid people make bad farmers

who only destroy the soil still further. Education comes third

because it is useless to attempt education with people sick

physically and mentally from dehciencies of vital minerals. It

is no good trying to solve the problem by taxes, WPA (Work
Projects Administration), charity and relief, although these

may be necessary in time of acute crisis.

Reba is off for the weekend in Mt. Vernon so Tom and
Nanny cooked lunch aided by bits of advice, some corn-

husking and potato-paring by the rest of the family. And a

good lunch it was—young White Rock broilers, mashed
potatoes, gravy, cauliflower and sweetcom fresh from the

garden, quantities of fresh butter churned Thursday, tomatoes

like beefsteak and the first limestone lettuce, newly made peach

butter and freshly made pickles put up by Nanny and Jenny
Oaks, ice-cold cantaloupe watermelon, big bunches of Niagara

and Concord grapes and fresh peaches, ice-cold glasses of

Guernsey milk or fresh buttermilk with little globules of butter

still floating in it. Everything on the table was produced on

the place.

We were fourteen in all in the big house—from Butch who
is seven to Ma who is eighty-three. It reminded me of the

meals at my grandfather’s farm long ago when farmers some-

how lived better than most of them do today. I believed it

could be done and it has been done, but best of all every

other family on the place was having the same kind of meal.

Today the acres at Malabar support more people than ever

before in their history. And the families live better, having

more comforts and a higher standard of living than any living

on the same land in the past. We have dispossessed nobody.

On the contrary we have been able to make much of the land,
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poor and run down when wc took it over, do a better job

than when it was virgin soil, freshly cleared of forest.

As we left the Sunday dinner table three cars of people

—

men, women and children—arrived from Wooster to go over

the place to see what we had accomplished. Two of the men.

and one of the women were doctors. 1 had met them all when
I went to Wooster last spring to speak under the au^ices of the

Izaak Walton League and the State Agricultural ^periment
Station.

The farm was in an interesting condition, its springs flowing

despite the drought, its com and beans and pastures greener
than those on most farms, part of it ploughed for wheat, part

of it ‘trash-farmed* without a plough in order to conserve
moisture. The cattle, despite the drought, were looking sleek

and well from a summer on bluegrass and white clover,

supplemented by com, soyabeans and alfalfa, and the calves
fat and happy. The story was all there—the results spread
before the eyes of any who wanted to see. The ‘new-fangled*
ideas were paying big dividends.

In our old Ford station wagon there were six dogs, Mrs.
Johnson, Ma, the two ensigns and Ellen and her two friends.
We finished up in the big spring house at the Bailey Place
where a whole brook of ice-cold water flows out of a crevasse
in the sandstone. It was a hot dry day and never did that
clear, cold water taste so good.
When ^e Wooster party departed, Charley Schrack and

his son Hilbert arrived. Hifbert has been nearly four years in
the Army—four of his best years as he is now twenty-eight

—

for the idiotic reason of war. This time Hilbert brought back
a wife and year-old son his parents had not seen b^ore. He
IS bringing them over tomorrow.
Managed to get half an hour off and went to the swimming

hole in the Jungle. No ladies this time so we went in the good
^-fashioned way--Gcorge, Butch, the two ensigns and myself.
The day was hot but the spring in the bottom of the pool
made the water very cold. On arriving back at the Big House
found Todd and Sadie Chesrown. I xnow of nobody I love
mc^e than Todd and Sadie. Todd went to school with me
and iMt year won the award of the Cleveland City Farmers
Club for having done the best job in restoring a run-down
faro to productivity. They have built up their farm andr^ed eight children and are giving them all college educations,
without asking help of anybody. It’s a damned shame there
are fewer and fewer Americans with that spirit and more andmore who want the government to take care of them. I don’t

^ fowl which
insist on roostmg m the big catalpa tree just outside the



bedrooms and make the most god-awful noises when any
intruder comes within five hundred yards of the place. But
they are wonderful eating in the winter—all breast and white
meat with a delicious wild flavour because they live wild, like
pheasants, roaming over the farm all the year round. Roasted
and basted with butter in which celery, parsley, and dill have
been chopped, and served with bread sauce they are better
than any pheasant. Todd and Sadie have one of our Boxer
pups which they love with the same passion which afflicts all

owners of Boxei's. Mr. Hunter, superintendent of the Ashland
schools, his wife and grandson, came with Todd and Sadie.
The supper bell rang and Todd left saying the American

Legion Band wanted to come over some Sunday evening before
the end of September for a picnic and serenade. We decided
on the twenty-sixth as I have to be in New York next weekend.

Usual Sunday night is by co-operative effort in the supper
kitchen and pantry. After supper Mrs. Johnson and the ensigns
left, one for California and the others for Columbus, and
my cousins Catherine, Roy, and Johnny McGinty arrived.
Catherine brought a lot of old photographs and daguerreotypes
of our common ancestors on my father’s side of the house. It

gave one an extraordinary feeling, going back and back into
the past to great-great-grandfathers and grandmothers sitting

primly before the camera. Some of them whom I remembered
only as very old people were remarkably handsome and
beautiful as young people. It gave one an intense feeling of
the continuity of life and of immortality. All of them are
Ohioans. We came here in the very beginning and are still

going strong.

Catherine brought in a big watermelon, and, in return, we
gave her a bushel of tomatoes for canning and a half bushel
of the little yellow and orange tomatoes for making tomato
butter. Roy is having fire-blight in his one Bartlett pear
tree.

The dogs all got into their chairs and went to bed early.

They had had a hard day, covering miles of hunting while
we made the farm tour. Prince got a groundhog, his second
this week and tried proudly to bring it into the crowded
station wagon and had to be restrained by force.

Marshal Bullitt wired and asked me to stay at Oxmoor
while in Louisville. It is one of the oldest and most beautiful

houses in Kentucky. He has a famous herd of Jerseys and is

immensely proud of the thick yellow cream.

September 4

—

Labour Day: One of the pleasant things about
living in the country is that there aren’t any holidays. One
day is like the next and if you want a day on you can take it
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when you like. It doesn’t have to be on the same day ninety

million other people arc having a holiday.

Worked all morning with George getting caught up with

letters. They pile up at such a rate that if you let them go for

two or three days you are swamped and it takes a day or two
to dig out. I try to be conscientious about answering the

letters of people who take the trouble to write, but it some-
times becomes physically impossible. The letters of every
Service man and every farmer get answered and the letters of
people who want information. The cranks, whose number is

legion, the abusive letters, and naturally the anonymous ones
go unanswered. There are advantages and disadvantages to

a large correspondence. It brings in inends from all over the
world but it takes an enormous amount of time. As someone
said, most letters if left unanswered long enough, answer
themselves.

In the middle of the morning Eula Slander came in with
two women friends. All the husbands were over at Maxwalton
Farm looking at Ernie Hartman’s and Wallace Campbell’s
Shorthorm. The purebred Shorthorn and Angus people look
on me as if I had married a Hottentot because we cross Angus
and Shorthorn. The final indignity is that we are gradually
eliminating purebred beef cows altogether and are building
up a herd of blue-roan (crossed Angus and Shorthorn) cows
and breeding them to a Shorthorn bull. We’re not interested
in pedi^ees or show cattle but in producing quality, top-

beef with a minimum of sickness and feeding and I
think we’ve made some process. The calves of the blue-roan
heifers bred to a Shorthorn bull look like miniature fat steers^m the day they’re born. Some of the crossbred blue-roan
heifers give more milk with their first calves than some of our
re^tcred Guernsey heifers. Why, I do not pretend to know.
AU the beef cows—that is, the blue-roans of the Angus-

Sho^ora cross—are actually black and polled, and the bull,
a bhorthom, is pure white. Their offspring, the calves, come
in all mixtures of blue and strawberry roan and calico. There

two which like their father—two-thirds Shorthorn, one-
third Ang^^e pure white, a dazzUug white, with black
noses ^d black eyes. Prettier animab I have never seen. On
the nch pasting Ae coats of the black cows actuaUy shine in
the evemng sunhght.

and at noon big black clouds
piled up behind the hill above the house. For fee hours we

Kenneth had just^hed di^ng twenty acres of rye on the Bailey hill. It will

worked that ground and I discovered that the earth there is
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filled with chipped and broken rocks, stratified like limestone
but unlike the clean pink and red sandstone that crops out
all along the valley. It must have come from the bottom of
a pre-glacial lake and ought to enrich the soil as it disintegrates.
It IS great soil for alfalfa.

®

Watching the rain from the top of the hill was a magnificent
Sight. Butch Aldrich and George Cook, aged seven and eight,
were there and told me that Bob was giving them cheques for
their summer work. They both helped with loading baled
straw. Bob let them take turns steering the big truck in low
gear, but after a couple of hours they learned all about shifting
gears and began to drive. It almost makes one believe that
their generation is proof of inherited instincts.
Went with Mary, Ma, Bob and Virginia to the ice-cream

supper at the valley church. The money is to be put into ‘the
electric.’ The romantic side of me can’t help being a little
sorry over the prospect of ‘the electric.’ I liked the natural
gas that comes right out of our earth here, but electricity will
be more convenient.
The little church is built of red brick and sits by the roadside

on the edge of the Douglass wood which still has a lot ot
virgin oak in it and in spring is filled with the white clouds
of dogwood. Below the church lies the litde valley and Charley
Schrack’s rich fields, and beside it an old churchyard where
sooner or later all the valley people are buried. Tonight after
the big rain the earth is steaming and a white cottony mist
lay over the valley. During the evening a big, red harvest
moon came up behind Charley’s woods silhouetting the
branches of the big trees. For a moment when old Miss
Andrews saw it and said, ‘Look,’ and the word spread, a
silence came over the crowd in the churchyard. Most of the
people stood watching as the moon, which seemed no farther
away than the Andrews farm, rose above the trees. I had
never stood still before watching for a time the rising of the
moon and had no idea how rapidly it comes up out of the
horizon. Said old Miss Andrews watching it, ‘It’s a wonder
we don’t just all fiy right off the earth.’

While the women washed dishes and served sandwiches, the
men stood about in groups talking. Some of the talk was of
crops and the beneficient rains, but most of it was politics of
and how soon the war would be over and the bad effect of
the industrial boom and the high war wages on juvenile
delinquency and adult morals, on citizenship generally. Here
in rich agricultural Ohio, studded with big industrial cities like

Cleveland, Akron, Youngstown, Toledo, Canton, Cincinnati,
Dayton and many others, the gap between the farmer and
war labour is very great indeed, and sometimes the animosity



runs high. AU efforts by organized labour to unionize farmers
have been dismal failures and will continue to be so, since
nearly all farmers, even tenants, are individual proprietors and
not employed labour. There are, however, great possibilities

for belter understanding between farmers and organized labour
in the establishment of co-operatives, with the farmer on one
side as the producer and union labour on the other as consumer.
Some of the farm people were bitter about the administration’s
coddling of labour. Most of the men present were middle-aged
or elderly men who had been carrying on somehow, worHng
with their wives and young children twelve and fourteen hours
a day. Nearly all the farm boys have been taken in the draft
and the few who remained were ill or handicapped. Short of
machinery, of spare parts, harassed by questionnaires and all
sorts of regimentation, their profits checked during the first
prosperous period they have had for a long time, th^ have
done one of the heroic jobs of history. Old man Tucker,
eighty-six years old, was there. Living alone he has farmed
his 120 acres single-handed for two years because there was
no help to be had. He did not quit and go on relief. Nobody
in that community had gone on strike because a toilet floor
v^n t swept, or because the A.F. of L. (American Federation
of Labour) was trying to horn in on the C.I.O. (Congress of
Industnal Organizations) or vice versa or because some labour
leader had to produce results or lose the next union election.

1 went home feeling both elated and depressed—proud
because there were still in America people like those at the
valley church festival and depressed because there were too
lew ot them and too marw of the other kind, loolting to Govern-
ment to support them. The big industrial cities are the curse
ot the nation, perhaps of the whole world. What they have
rought us m bad health and morals and insecurity and^ery are not worth the gains in comfort and convenience

from the machinery they turn out.
Hilbert came over with Charley to

They were married
toere and the baby was bom there m a couple of inadequate

f„
which was aU they could find to five

giri, raised on a Nebraska

S om own^"A“'‘'=
like tofave a de«ntIme

^ng to get dong, dislocated, living from day to day £ b«tthey can, aU because of this damned war. Four yeSs out of

teShT^
^enty-four and twenty-eight isa pretty terrible price for young people to pay. The bd>y is
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eight months old, very pretty and bright. Hilbert and his wife
have one day more before they go back to the dreariness of
that Wyoming camp. Hilbert has lost twenty pounds in the
last year and is becoming discouraged about his future. He’ll
have to begin all over again as if he were a boy of eighteen
instead of a man of thirty which he may well be before he is

demobilized.

After the festival Bob and his wife Virginia came up to the
house and we sat talking until one in the morning, mostly
about the handicaps which great inherited we^th placed on
young people and the need to find the right groove early in
life. We also talked about cattle-breeding and the value to us
of crossbred cattle rather than purebred beef stock.

At one o’clock we went to the kitchen and had sandwiches,
milk and cantaloupe before going to bed.

September 5 : Joe Connolly of International News Service
called up to try to straighten out the difficulties over whether
I am to write a series of special political articles for Inter-

national News or for Scripps-Howard. The whole business had
become tangled, through no fault of my own. The mix-up
involves the Bell Syndicate which publishes my column,
Scripps-Howard and the Hearst papers. Sometimes I should
like to take to the woods and live the rest of my life in a cabin.

The radio brought the good news that the British and
Canadians are on the outskirts of Rotterdam and the first

rumours (denied) of German capitulation. Lindsay of the

Mansfield News Journal telephoned two days ago to say that

Senlis, the town where we lived for sixteen years in France,

had been liberated. It was good of him. Soon we shall be re-

ceiving a lot of letters from friends who have been shut off

from us for four years or more. They are as good and close

friends zis any we have here in our country. From time to

time we have had messages from them through the Under-
ground or through Mademoiselle Vuillemin, the translator of

my books, who is French-Swiss and was allowed by the Nazis

for a time to go back and forth between Geneva and Paris as

a newspaper correspondent. She would see our friends and
when she returned to Geneva write us the news.

Antwerp has been liberated and I shall be hearing shortly

from my friend Willy Van Hove who is a master pilot on the

Scheldt. I heard from him every week until Germany declared

war on us. The letters came by airmail from Antwerp to Lisbon

to Richland County. The Germans permitted it, 1 think, in

the hope of getting information from the letters written in

return. They didn’t get much save the kind of news they

didn’t want to hear.
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September 16-17: The usual busy weekend. Herbie Spencer
and Dal, the two ensign friends of Hope, came up as usual
fix)m Columbus for Saturday and Sunday. I find the younger
generation remarkable, both in information and intelligence,

superior to my own generation and far superior to the genera-
tion before mine. Most of that generation has never grown up
at all. The record of my own generation isn’t too good but
these kids seemed intelligent, balanced, and mature. This is

their l^t weekend. Dal goes to the Pacific and Herbie to the
Atlantic, both in command of destroyer escorts.

Herbie and I spent most of Sunday on the Ford-Ferguson
tearing up a soyabean field to plant lye. Dal ran the big John
Deere, disking the cornfield into which we turned the cattle.
Between the cattle, hogs, and shegj they have eaten it bare.
Both the kids get a great kick out 01 the farm.
Most of the talk while I was in New York among old friends

was ofFranee, of Senlis, of all the French friends and acquaint-
ances out of the past—the Polignacs, Rene de Chambrun and
Jos6 Laval, the Rochefoucaulds, the Archbishop of Senlis, the
mayor, the neighbours, the Swiss who rented our house—and

ipmours and gossip concerning some of them. Bernard
Fay IS shanng a cell at Drancey with Sacha Guitry. Also
specifiated regarding Camilla Acheson who married a boy
^Icd Von Schaffenburg, cousin of the man who tried to kill
Hitler. Mary and I went to their wedding in London and have
known Camilla since she was a litUe girl. Her family have heard
virtually nothing from her for four years.

September 19: Home from Columbus at noon. Barbara Wood,
Ben s wife, drove over from Lima with her aunt for lunch. She
fnd her husband are stationed in Texas where Ben is a flying
ins^ctor. She was most interested in beef cattle and we went
to the bottom pas^e to see the blue-roans and the calves of
the blue-roan heifers by the Shorthorn bull—as fine beef
calves as Pve ever seen.
Went to sec Vane Qose who was spreading Ume with a

m^ure-spreader and Ford-Ferguson manure-loader equipped
scoop. The combination solves our hme-spreaomg problem and does away altogether with the slow

dJ* much
Ume. With this^ set-up one man can

quickly and efficiently the work that would

ha« to*::™™
** acreage we

the hard-shell conservatism of many of them our neighbourhood who will go down into baSc-ruptey rather than try new ideas. Their fillds w^hCt
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their feet, their crop yields go down year after year and still

they go on criticizing the more progressive farmers who are
aware that the old ways of farming in America are no longer
good enough. Some of them have come round and have been
imitating Vane and Roy Mengert and ourselves and are
getting results but if you should remark on the methods or
results they would probably abandon the new methods and
go back to the disastrous old ones just ‘to show you’ and
vindicate their sense ofindependence. It is a curious psychology,
as old as agriculture itself and has some aspects which are both
grim and humorous.

Finished the fitting of the wheat ground on the strips near
the big house, using spring tooth and spike tooth, the one
behind the other. It is almost unbelievable—the increase in

the humus content, the moisture and the workability of the
soil over what it was when we came here.

Grass farming and livestock are gradually becoming the
established programme with us. It has come about through
experience and day by day experiment. It is ideal country
for such a programme—well-drained glacial hills that raise

wonderful bluegrass and wonderful ladino and alfalfa with the
low ground given over to row crops. The cattle grow fat on
such pasture and the calves grow like weeds and the soil gets

better and more productive all the time. There is no satis-

faction like watching the earth grow richer because of what
you do with it.

September 20-21-22: Three busy days. Another heavy rain

which has brought on the rye pasture and filled the ground
with moisture for the wheat planting. Unfortunately it caught

us with some soyabean hay still down, but the wind and sun

dried it out quickly and today we are baling it. Yesterday I

drove the big John Deere all day fitting wheat ground for

planting after the twenty-sixth when it should be safe from

Hessian Fly. While working the ground, I was struck again

by the miracles that can be done with poor soil. The change

in mineral as well as humus content, even in a few years, is

extraordinary. One would believe that it was not the same
soil we found when we came here. And production has jumped
as much as 300 per cent to 400 per cent. Wherever alfalfa or

sweet clover has been ploughed under the change is phenomenal.

Worked at night on a chapter on ‘Decentrzuization of Cities’

to be included in a book edited by Elmer Peterson and pub-

lished by the University of Oklahoma Press. Elmer, Paul Sears

and other writers on agriculture and economics are contributing.

Thursday’s mail brought a letter from Sandro D’Ostiani,

an old friend, still a prisoner in North Africa where he was
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captured. Nothing makes war seem more futile and tragic

than the way in which it destroys people’s lives. Sandro, a

{

)ainter and philosopher, an anti-Fascist, a hater of war, has
ost the best five or six years of his life and now sits in a prison
camp in North Africa, guarded by American soldiers.

Also had a letter from an American officer named Taylor,
saying that he had seen and talked with Louise Pesch who for

years was our friend and cook in Seniis. He could not, owing
to censorship, give me her address and no civilian mail is yet
going to or from France. She is a remarkable woman with
a tragic life. She began with the little band—Cesar and Marie
Rite, Escoffier et al.—and rose with them through the Rite in
Paris, the Savoy and Carlton in London and then went to
^erica where she had a table d’hote restaurant in New York
in the Twenties and later a charcuterie in New Jersey. After
that she returned to France to retire and live on her savings.
These were wiped out by the inflation and she came to work
again with us when she was well over sixty. She stayed with
us until the work grew too heavy for her. Like all French
pe^le she was politically minded and well-informed. No one
understood better than she did the weakness of the Popular
Front and the meaning of the British political manoeuvres,
Mumch, sanctions, the Spanish Civil War, Russia. We used
to talk European politics by the hour in the red-tiled kitchen.
If Daladier, Reynaud, Chamberlain, L6on Blum, Halifax or
Sir John Simon had been as wise and able and honest as
Lo^c, the history of the world might have been different
and there might have been no war. She told Taylor that
her one hope was to revisit America and that she hoped to
visit us.

Blondy, the big Angus bull, has escaped again and crossed
five fences with no difficulty, to rejoin his harem which,
unlortunately, contains some of his own daughters. No box
stall or pen would hold him and so we set up an electric^ce about him, mside the bam. He wouldn’t go near it andfrom time to time we shut off the current. When that happened
the ticking of the transformer would stop. After a while he
apparently discovered the connection between the ticking and
the current and waited for the ticking to stop before breaking

ful’ • 7?r
® lives closely with animals can’t help respectinl

ffieirmtelhgence and be led almost into a beliefin remcaiSation.He IS a.gentlc amiable buU, very beautiful, and will come up^ scratched. He gets on very
white Shorthorn buU save i/the case ofnvainr. The Shorthorn bull has the advantage of horns butBlondy manage to keep him under domination. I can’t helpprefernng the beef catUe to the dairy herd—more personalit^



1 guess. The dairy herd just eats and gets milked, but the beef
cattle are always raising hell of some &nd.

September 24: A man named Darnell called early asking if

he could come out and go over the farm and talk of his plans
for setting up a farm of his own. He came down from Mansfield
at nine-thirty and it turned out that he was a New York
businessman of about forty who had had enough of city and
business life and wanted to invest his savings in a farm where
he could live the rest of his life. He had been doing a lot of
reading and investigating and was very well informed, with
few illusions concerning the business of farming. Very intelligent

about it all. One of the finest things about the Malabar adven-
ture is the contact it brings with intelligent and well-informed
people of broad interests.

Charley Kimmel, the County Game Warden, came to get

a contribution for the new Boy Scouts* camp and to talk over
the soil and game conservation film which he and Floyd Dent
are making here in the county on coloured film. They have
been at it for eighteen months and have some beautiful

material. We expect to get it pieced together soon and titled.

I’m doing the titles and paying expenses which is the smallest

part of the job. When finished it vml be available for showing
throughout the state and elsewhere. Charley and Floyd have
done wonders by organizing the scouts and high-school boys

from towns and villages in the county to continue the planting

of seedling trees in Mohican State Forest after war shortages

of labour very nearly killed the forestry project.

At noon went up to Mansfield to talk to the State Convention

of the Credit Managers Association on the decentralization of

cities and the value to the national economy of small land-

holdings by industrial workers and white-collar people.

Came home about two-thirty and finished fitting the field

by the old graveyard for wheat. Our working on Sundays

scandalizes some of the more conservative and cantankerous

of our neighbours, but it seems to me that real faith and

religion begins in people with love and respect for the earth

and for animals. I have to work on the farm when I get a

chance and I am sure the Lord understands. Some of those

who are horrified would do better to make less of a public

display of piety and take better care of their soil and livestock.

Blondy, the bull, wasn’t content with breaking out of the

barn and rejoining his harem. This afternoon he broke down
a fence and led them all off on an excursion through the

woods and up to the Ferguson Place. He is just too damned

smart.

Bob and Virginia came up tonight and we talked farm and
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financing. Things go better and better each year with really

good prospects ahead. We arc finding out a lot of answers,

the ha^ way, but that makes it interesting and when you learn

the hard way, you learn for good and are on a sound basis

and anything is better than standing still. The conservatism
of the farmer is sometimes his worst handicap.

September 25-26: Worked on the baler with the last of the
soyabean hay. It was too dry and the dust was thick, with
the result that I had chills and fever in the evening from it.

Protein poisoning!

Had the first real letter out of France today from Jean dc
Sourian. The last we had heard from him was a letter actually
written on the beach at Dunkirque calling despairingly for us
to send help. He wrote that all the country around Senlis was
a shambles and that the De Montfort and Harcourt boys were
both killed. His mother, English by birth, was in a concen-
tration camp for a while. Jean, who is twenty-two, joined the
American army on the day after it arrived in Paris. Half-
English, half-French he is extraordinarily American in his
ouuook and likely, I think, to end up here.

Finished tilling the upper field on the Anson Place (Faulkner
method) It has been treated that way for two years and the
increase of humus is striking, especially in contrast with the
soyabean field on the Fleming Place which was like cement in
spots. The record of better moisture content in the Anson field
as compared with the Fleming field is striking. I begin to
suspect that the real system is trash farming (Faufltner method)
for two or three years and then a really deep ploughing to
bring up the glacial subsoil every third or fourUi year. On our
soil man can create in five or six years what it takes nature
thousands of years to do, but it can only be done by using
namre*8 ovm method, speeding it up enormously.
Went with Ma up to the Ferguson Place where, as we

had taken most of his harem. The othere arc
in the bottom bluegrass pasture with the white Shorthorn

^ author of a remarkable and controversial book on
Wowman r publiihed in 1943. It outsold most novels and

“ r
a of to one million copies.

universal employment of ‘trash farming’ which mixes aU surface
^ t)ook did much to“«th^ since largely adopted over the wheat-growing

of the Great Pl^ns which are very, largely responsible for checkmg du«
of

mouture and acW^g r«oS^prXction. He U a neiglibour
observer. He recenUy publuhed a

SSnfV* ^ j book called A Stcond Look in which he modified some rfhii earlier
wntroyersi^ materijd. His greatest contribution

and
probably been hu capacity for surring up controversyand injecting life and interest into the whole of the vast field.
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bull. Blondy, apparently, still has more sex appeal as most of
the cows had followed him. The calves from the crossbred
blue-roan heifers are big and fat and vigorous. They are only
a little over four months old and as big as the ordinary beef
calf six or seven months old. There was a tree of late peaches
ripe near the ruins of the burned down Ferguson house. They
were touched by the frost and delicious. We gorged ourselves.
The first frost came Sunday night (September 24). The

average date is supposed to be October 4 in this area. We
have drilled to date something over ninety acres of wheat and
about sixty of rye and are not behind schedule. This is remark-
able considering we are 50 per cent undermanned. The answer
to our problem is, I believe, first-rate machinery, good manage-
ment and grass farming. Bob who has been here for about
eighteen months had done one of the most remarkable jobs
I’ve ever seen or heard of being done. With Max’s illness and
absorption in other things and my own absence, the place was
in a mess when Bob came, plus the awful burden ol the run-
down Bailey Place which we bought in March. We did not
want another worn-out farm at that time but it fell into our
laps and we had to seize the opportunity.

This afternoon Kenneth drilled more wheat in the cemetery
field while Bob and I got in all the soyabean hay. I helped
with two loads until we discovered two of the registered
Guernsey calves were missing from the old orchard paddock.
I went to find them in the top Anson field. Blossom, one of
the Holsteins, had a heifer calf during the morning.

I know few satisfactions greater than getting in a field of
good hay green and in prime condition. The barns are bursting
with hundreds of tons of alfalfa and soyabean hay that looks
^od enough to eat. The silos arc filled and the grain bins.

Only the corn crop will be short but under OPA ceilings no
farmer can afford to fatten out cattle with corn save for

his own use. It’s getting so that the only good steaks are to

be found at home. And there is butter and buttermilk and
cream and a quick freeze filled with strawberries, swcctcorn,
lima and string beans, cauliflower, broccoli, and red rasp-
berries. Soon the root cellar will be filled with apples, potatoes,
squash, carrots and celery. The cellar shelves are groaning
under Jars of homemade tomato juice, jams, jellies, pickles,

canned peaches, blackberries, elderberries and ‘Dr. Bromfield’s
tonic.’ A farm life is a good life. Nanny and Jennie Oaks have
done nobly this year with the canning and freezing.

Some of the corn is shocked in the valley and the evenings
are growing frosty with mist lying white in the moonlight over
the lower pastures and over the ponds. The rye on the distant

Bailey farm hill turns a more brilliant emerald green every
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day. In the bottom fields at Bailey’s, the new contours arc

showing up in strips of different shades of green. Ladino clover

is wonderful stuff: seeded in a mixture over the poorer bottom
fields without lime or fertilizer it has spread in a mat over the

whole field.

Charley started preparing ^ound for the new peony collec-

tion given me by the Chamber of Commerce of Van Wert,
Ohio. It is the centre of the peony-growing industry in America
and the)j are giving me a collection of 75 of the world’s finest

peonies in return for making a speech there on ‘soil.’ I can’t
think of any better payment. We are planting them in a semi-
circle in front of a row of climbing hybrid perpetual and
rugosa roses which begin to bloom at about the same time
as the peonies.

The County Commissioners are widening the bridge just
outside the garden and are making a tiny new pond by
excavating soil from the runway where the cattle come down
from the orchard paddock to drink. Bob says I will end up
by having the whole farm under water. Well, there’s never
too much water on a farm with livestock.

Four farmers from Palestine turned up this week to spend
the day and to investigate our soil conservation and soil building
programme. Unfortunately I was not at home but Bob turned
over the day to them. They were tough and homy-handed
specimens (as th^ need well be for the job they have under-
taken in rehabilitating ruined, half-barren Palestine). Three
were from Poland and one from Roumania. They had escaped
somehow out of the shambles of Central Europe three or mur
years ago. They spoke very little English but Bob knows
German and by ‘wrassling* with Yiddish and German they
managed to communicate with each other and both sides had
a profitable day. Bob said their knowledge of modem agri-
ciuture was remarkably varied and sound. 1 was sorry to have
missed them. Scarcely a week passes, even in wartime, without
^^tors from some remote part of the world as well as from
all parts of the Umted States.

October 21: This morning when I went down to the big
bottom pastCTe to have a look at the new carload of Holstein

fro™ Wisconsin, I
stated up aU kinds of game birds in the marshy land along

a whn^i?fl
^ started up snipe, four woodcock anda whole flock of that rare and beautiful bird, the golden

plover. Apparently, like the common killdeer ploverf they

ve^
migrate southward. The golden plover, stiU

protected from all shooting. ApparenUy their numbers are
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increasing for I have seen a few each season. This flock behaved
in the regular plover fashion. After I started them, they circled
around and settled in a wheat field where the freshly seeded
wheat is only a few inches high. When I went nearer to
investigate them, I could not at first discover them at all. It
was not unfil I nearly stepped on one that I discovered they
were all hiding there in the newly grown wheat, pressed tightly
against the bare earth. The colouring was so exactly the same
as our brown glacial soil that they were practically indistin-
guishable. The bird that took to wing made a short circle of
mght and settled back among its immovable companions.
Only when I walked into their very midst did they again
take to the air as a flock.

The flight of the woodcock is one of the swiftest and most
erratic of all birds. They start up from under foot in a flight
which can best be described as the zigzag course of a streak
of lighting. I am certain that no sportsman has ever brought
down a woodcock except by accident—Annie Oakley included.
The red-winged blackbirds have all gone. I miss their beauty

and their song. They live in our low lands in summer in great
numbers.
The first hell-divers have appeared in pairs on the ponds

where they have made themselves completely at home and
refuse to be disturbed. They will be followed shortly by wild
ducks of every sort, and with luck, by a few geese.
The proper use of the land plus a simple programme of

f
ame food and cover has certainly paid big dividends in fish,

irds, and game. Everywhere at Malabar, since we established
the farm as a game propagation area, the population of wild
life has doubled and redoubled, again and again. Once the
area becomes saturated, the excess population moves off into
the neighbouring territory where it provides sport for hunters.
We do not shoot on the farm and ^low no snooting, but the
sportsmen benefit enormously by the closed season on this

large area. Big fox-squirrel, fox, raccoon and rabbits are
especially abundant. Of course there is always plenty of quail
(on which in Ohio there is no season) and some grouse and
pheasant although the foxes kill off the latter pretty rapidly.

It is easy to see why the quail escape the foxes. Almost from
the day they are hatched, they leave the nest and are able to

fly. Again and again in midsummer I have started up a covey
of newly hatched quail so small that but for the presence of
the mother among them I would have taken them for a &ght
of good-sized grasshoppers.

The delight of the sudden flight of a bird or the sight of
the secretive muskrat migrating with his undulating, ripple-

like motion down a rapidly flowing stream or the glimpse of
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a herd of deer among the dogwood and wild grapes has an

extraordinary power to dissipate all feelings of worry and
depression and restore a sensation of confidence and even

dehght on the most trying of days.

The new heifers, on the whole, look pretty good. They
seem very quiet but their coats are rough and shaggy comparea
to the coats of our own heifers brought up on our pasture.

Ours are sle^ and they shine as if tJiey had been groomed
for a stock show.
August has begun to slip toward winter but the barns and

silos are full, the cattle are looking sleek and bright-eyed, and
the wheat and rye spread vigorous and emerald-green across

the fields.



II: THE PASSING OF A PATTERN
For horticulture and good husbandry are eternally living

professions, constantly Rowing and changing their methods
and manners, and subject to all manner of pressures from
economy and science and philosophy.

—Voltaire

I
N Pleasant Valley much space was given to ‘The Plan’
under which Malabar Farm was set up. It was a co-
operative plan with a good many goals which appeared

Utopian. The important point is that these goals were recog-
nized in the very beginning as Utopian and most of them as
perhaps unattainable. The Plan was something to aim at and
after eight years it is remarkable how many of those goals
have been attained. War intervened and took away Pete and
Wayne, which was a great loss, and Max, after organizing the
farms and setting them in operation, stepped out, to head the
Northern Ohio Co-operative Breeders Association, one of the
most important American centres of artificial insemination
with all Its vast implications of better economic conditions for

the farmer-cattle breeder throughout the nation. Max, I think,

regretted leaving and I know we all regretted seeing him go.

But it was a job and an opportunity for which he has been
specially trained and for which he had a great enthusiasm,
and then Bob Huge stepped in to take his place. And finally

the pattern became set to include four families and ourselves

and it appears likely that it will change little for years to come
save for the addition of another family or two from time to time
as our acres continue to increase their yields.

Of these two original goals certainly one—a good life with
mutual enthusiasm and co-operation in an undertaking—has

been attained. And certainly the checking of all soil and water
loss and the restoration of eroded or depleted land has been
realized and far more quickly and to a degree far beyond
anything even the most optimistic of us had hoped. The
change in the very landscape from one of abandoned fields,

of gullied desolation of hills brown and red with sorrel and
broom sedge to greenness has been as remarkable as the

steadily darkening colour of the soil as the fertility rose with

gains in production ranging from 50 to 1500 per cent per

acre. Where once the same acreage could scarcely feed thirty
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head of cattle, winter and summer, ten times that number
co^d flourish today with abundant forage, grain and pasture
always in reserve. Abundance, not only m crops and livestock

but in living as well, has been brought into being and the actual

value of the land on the Federal Land Bank basis of appraisal

has increased three or four times.

And there have been many less tangible satisfactions—such
things as mutual enthusiasm and interest and the deep pleasure
of having succeeded at a tough job. An enthusiasm and a
pleasure shared not only by all those living permanently at
Malabai; but as well by the boys who come each summer to
bale the hay and the straw and clip the pastures and fill the
silos. They must all have been happy for each year they return
during the school months to spend a CTeat part of their Christ-
mas and Easter holidays working with us in the big dairy and
feeding barns. We have seen them grow from boys into men
and go off to war as new and younger teams came in. They
return to visit us and bring bacK their girls to meet us and all

during the war we had letters from Oie older ones at least
once a month from Okinawa or Calcutta or Stuttgart or other
remote and unlikely places. The oldest ones are getting married
and before long will make a grandparent of Malabar Farm,
IJe contact with these boys and the character and the sense
of responsibility they have shown has certainly been one of
the richest of our experiences and has served to raise a great
confidence in the future of the nation which produces such
specimens.

^d ofcourse there has been the satisfaction and the pleasure
of fiiendship and co-operation with the neighbours and the
people of the surrounding viUages in a life far removed from
the neurotic, snarling life of the city subway. And there have
been scorns and hundreds of new friends coming from all
parts of this country and from aU over the world whom we
should never have met save for Malabar Farm and a mutual
interest m amculture, and scores and hundreds of letters from
all parts of the world.

tu
least of the satisfactions has come from the visitors,

the thousands of people, mostly dirt or city farmers or scientistswho come on Sundays from late April to weU into November.m jalopies, in motor buses—fromtwo hundred to a thousand each Sunday throughout thesummer, m such numbers that mere curiosity-seders have
eh^nated and sent on their way and ^e

MM ? r‘ "P 0“ Sunday afternoons as traJ^

r
“<1 tractor always ready to pull stray

Rnr..
mud hole. There ha4 been FarmBureau groups, Granges, 4.H Clubs, Future F^ersTf
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America, Soil Conservation District Association, G. I. Voca-
tional classes, City Farmers Clubs, many of them coming by
bus from as far as Flint and Saginaw in Michigan and Buffalo
in New York State.

Most of them are good and serious and successful men

—

the City Farmers as well as the dirt farmers—most of whom,
like ourselves, are making contributions to cattle, swine and
poultry breeding and to the New Agriculture. More than half
of them are young men and many of them are boys—the
group which will have to cherish our soils and feed not only
ourselves but a large part of the world from now on until
Doom’s Day. They are of all stations of life and all degrees of
affluence, from the symbolism of the big shiny Cadillac to
that of the jalopy containing a young tenant getting a start

with a wife beside him and four or five children in the back
seat. But they ail have one thing in common—an eye which
shines at sight of a beautiful heifer or a shiny fat steer or a
thick, heavy stand of lush pasture and a willingness to sit on
the fence and talk farming and cattle breeding untU darkness
falls. At Malabar we have learned much from the new friends
who come on Sundays.

In long processions on foot or in cars they follow the long
winding lane to the top of the Bailey hill which Phillippe, one
of the boys, long ago named ‘Mount Jeez.’ The name might
be indelicate or even blasphemous but for the fact that it

came about spontaneously and reverently. From the top of
the hill there is certainly one of the most beautiful views in

the world, across wild woodland and both rich and desolated

fields, of dl Pleasant Hill lake. Pleasant Valley and the valley

of the Clear Fork. On a clear day you can see into four counties.

From the top of Mount Jeez the whole landscape tells its own
story both of weedy, abandoned fields, ruined worn-out land,

pastured sickly woodlots and of farms which are green, where
the soil is dark and rich and the crops stand strong and
opulent in the fields. The green farms—our own and those

of some of our neighbours stand out like Jewels. They make
you feel good, and they make you see what all our valley and
all our state and nation could be under a good agriculture.

Up there on the hilltop with the whole of Malabar laid out

like a map below, the talk goes on for an hour, two hours,

sometimes three, and afterwards, those who haven’t already

left to go home to do the chores, move down to the ancient

spring house on the Bailey Place and drink their fill of

the icy water which gushes directly out of the sandstone cliff

behind the house to rush through the watercress beds on its

way to the big fish pond across the road.

One by one, family by family, the crowd slips away, until
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at last there remains as the* sun begins to go down only a

handful of farmers gathered, usually in the milk parlour where
A1 and Jim are doing the evening milking. Sometimes Sunday
is a long, hard day but always it is a rewarding and satisfactory

one. By ten o’clock bed feels pretty good and there isn’t any
trouble about sleeping.

In the original Plan for Malabar set forth in Pleasant Valley

great emphasis was placed on diversified farming and self-

sufficiency. These two goals have not been reached, not
because we failed in the attempt but because under the
changing pattern of modem economic life both goals have
become, in so far as such a unit as Malabar is concerned,
uneconomic and even expensive. Although Max had always
had doubts concerning the soundness of both goals in modem
agriculture, I had held out strongly for both of them. Looking
back now, I think there were two reasons for my insistence:
(i) The fact that I had recently come from Europe where
war appeared inevitable, and because of having lived for
years outside the United States, I knew the hardships and
deprivations brought about by wars, rationing, inflation and
the consequent disruption of human society. (2) A nostalgia
bom of memories of my grandfather’s farm where virtu^y
everything but salt, pepper, coffee, tea, and spices was supplied
from the farm and where the cellar, the attic and the fruit
house were always groaning with food.
During the war yeap the self-sufficiency goal was a satis-

factory and sound policy. In the years when butter, bacon,
beef, lamb, poultry, honey, maple syrup, and many other
things were either available only at fantastic black-market
pnc« or not available at ail, the four families at Malabar and
aU the countless visitors lived well and richly. In the case of
another war or the disruption which might arise from political
di^rders, the self-sufficiency programme would again be
useful pd economic and could be quickly re-established. But
tor periods of fairly normal peacetime existence we found that

m Malabar afford a programme of 100 per cent
s^-sufficiency nor could we afford a programme of Wghly
diversified farming on the plan of my grandfather’s ‘Generi

"“scalciflations regarding the goal arose from the

CO
I™ not thinking of the intricate,

co-related world in which we live today, but of the world as
gTM^ather’s time and even in my early

^ world in which there were few fast trains, no
and no radio and Uttle means ofcommumcauon, a world in which neither time nor labour



were expensive, where there was no electricity and the principal
use of gasoline was for the patent lamp in the parlour. It was
a world born of the frontier or prairie and forest, a pattern of
life which grew up of necessity in America as it grew up in
South America and Australia and South Africa and wherever
families had to lead the lonely life of the frontier. It was a
pattern of farm life which, save in remote areas, has not
existed in Europe for generations and even centuries. The
pattern became known as the ‘general farm,’ and throughout
the horse-and-bug^ days on comparatively new, still fertile

soil, it prospered. It built many fine barns and farm houses
and piled up small fortunes upon which farmers could retire

and Uive in town.’
The pattern of the general farm has, I think, outlived its

usefulness and its economic justification and to a certain
extent so has the pattern of self-sufficiency. The successful
farmer of the future in the United States will be, as he has
long been in Europe, not a frontier farmer living in a little

world of his own with a few cows, a few hogs, a few chickens,
ten acres of corn, ten acres of oats, ten of hay and ten of
vyheat with a little primitive, untended pasture land on the
side, but a businessman, a specialist and something of a
scientist. I suspect that the old-fashioned, frontier-pattern

general farm has already become obsolete and that in the
future save for a few farmers who stubbornly prefer that

f

)attern and are willing to sacrifice profits to hard work and
ow income, the general farm will cease to exist within a

generation or two. It is not a prospect which I, personally,

regard with any pleasure but my own preferences or those of

anyone else are of small importance where the pressures of

economic law in the industrial era are concerned.
I hasten at this point to add that by the passing of the

general farm I do not mean the passing of the family-sized

farm. Size has nothing to do with it. It is a question of pro-

gramme and of land use. I know some families who on fifty

acres or less make far more money every year than other

families who operate ten to twenty times the acreage. Reviewers

please note and do not accuse me of predicting the passing of

the family-sized farm or of speaking of it with derogation.

The family-sized farm is still, and I hope will remain, a

bulwark to our agriculture, our economy, and our democratic

ideals. I mean simply that it cannot survive on the old over-

diversified pattern of the frontier general farm.

The obsolescence of the pattern is one part of the enormous
revolution in agriculture which has taken place almost un-

noticed and which is still taking place. Many things have

contributed to it—mechanization, better and quicker distribu-
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tion, specialization (within reason), efficiency, health regula-

tions, increasing markets and populations, rapid means of

communication, rural electrification and the immense advances

in agricultural discoveries and knowledge made during the

past generation. All these thin^ and many more have, I

think, made the old-fashioned, over-diversified farm as obsolete

as the wooden plough. And it has, generally speaking, reduced

the general farmer not only to a standard of living far below
the level of that of his more advanced, specialized, mechanized
brothers but has made him a burden to the taxpayers of the

nation. It is my guess that if an analysis could be made of
those farmers who need subsidies, parity supports, bribes, etc.,

8o per cent (excluding the blighted cotton areas) would fall

in me category of general farmers who work upon a plan so

over-diversified that they can afford little mechanization and
all of whose efforts and energies become in turn so diversified

and so splintered that they can at best achieve only a maximum
of hard work and a minimum of profit.

If I had not observed these things at Malabar and among
neighbouring farmers they would have been forced upon my
attention during agricultural trips which I make each year
into some forty states. To be sure, Malabar is not in the pattern
of the general farm or even the family-sized farm. It is a farm
of about 1,000 acres, including 140 acres of woodlot, co-
operatively run and making a much oetter than average living
under modern conditions for five families. It is made up of
five farms, four owned and one rented, which had been
o^nally operated on the old general farm plan. Despite the
differences many of the things which we discovered through
our own operations nevertheless apply to all farms and nearly
all of them apply to all big farms.

In our own case we have moved gradually but surely away
from the oririnal pattern of the general farm on an expanded
scale toward a programme of specialization. We set out on
the original 640 acres with a pattern which included dairy
and berfcattle, sheep, hogs and cnickens and a field programme
which included com, wheat, oats, hay, soyabeans, pasture and

^ orchard of some 200 trees. Bit by bit we discovered that
if we stuck to such a programme and were efficiently and s^-
sufficiently mechanized, we should have too big investment in
machinery and that we did not have enough acreage or
production in hay to support a baler, enough acreage in com
to support a corn-picker or enough acreage in smaU grain to
support a combine. To justify this mechanization as weU as
the investment in other incidental mechanization one of three
couwes was necessary: (i) to acquire more land; (2) to raise
production per acre to such a point that the yields justified



the investment in machinery; or (3) to do custom work in
order to augment the cash income to a point where it justified
the mechanical equipment*
We could not raise production per acre overnight and if

one or two of us went out on the machines doing custom
work it meant that we were taking time away from the urgent
needs of a farm where not only were the normal operations
in progress but also an intensive programme of rehabilitation.
The first choice was taken and we acquired by purchase and
lease 350 more acres. Even with the additional acreage, how-
ever, the high degree of mechanization was still not justified
in the economic sense because the production per acre on the
eroded, depleted farms was so low—not higher in total pro-
duction possibly than the production of an average, well-
managed 200-acre farm. In other words, such a 200-acre farm
on a highly-diversified programme could no more really afford
such a degree of mechanization than we could on our
1,000 acres. (Eventually the rapid gains in production per
acre did justify the purchase and maintenance of some of our
machinery.)
Then gradually we began to discover that we could not

afford to operate the 200-tree apple orchard. If we operated
it with any degree of efficiency, the investment meant mulching
and mowing, five or six sprays, picking, sorting, and packing
the apples. Two hundred trees did not justify the investment
in spraying apparatus and if we hired the spraying done the
cost had to be added to the cost of other operations and even
a bumper crop could be produced and markete:*. only at a
loss. Added to this we should have had to take time off away
from the other important and profitable operations. The point
was that we could not afford to operate the orchard. If we had
had 5,000 apple trees we could have made money, but with
only 200 trees we were neither in nor out of the apple business

so the orchard was abandoned or leased out to neighbours
who quickly found themselves in the same situation and quit

their leases after one year.

One story concerning potatoes parallels that of the orchard.

For three or four years under our self-sufficiency programme
we grew a supply of potatoes sufficient for all of us with a

little over. ‘All of us’ means about an average of forty people

the year round. The small acreage involved did not merit

elaborate planting, graying, digging machinery, so beyond
the ploughing and fitting much of this work was done by
hand and therefore, together with ploughing, fitting and culti-

vating, consumed considerable valuable man-hours which
might profitably been have employed elsewhere. Because we
always had to steal time from other more important tasks to
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take care of the potatoes, they were neglected and both the

yield and the quality were poor.

It was only after three or four years that the light struck us.

We could go down the road to a neighbour whose business is

potato growing on a scale of thousands of bushels and buy
all the potatoes we wanted far more cheaply than we were
raising them in terms of seed, labour, and fertilizer, and they
were much better potatoes. He in turn came to us for meat
and dairy products because that was our business and we
produced tnem much more cheaply and efficiently than he
could on his own place.

In a tiny way, the potato story illustrates one economic
phase of a changed world. It has been true also that at times
we could buy peas or string beans cheaper than we could
raise them. We have not done so because we prefer the fresh-
ness and better flavour of the vegetables grown in our own
communal garden. We have also used diat garden as an
experimental plot and we find pleasure in raising good
vegetables, but all of these elements are outside the realm of
pure economics and of course a world controlled by pure
economics, devoid of luxuries and pleasures of the spirit,
would be a poor and dreary world indeed.

^

Next we found that save for a couple of years with occasional
high prices we could not afford to operate the laying houses
wth only 1400 pullets, no matter what records they made.
Each year the hen house showed a profit, but if we charged
up labour and the time taken away from the operations more
^tal, the profits largely vanished. Again it was the same story.
We were neither tn nor out of the egg business. If we had had
5 thousmd or 25 thousand pullets we could have operated
efficiently and even made large profits but none of us liked
^ckens well enough to sacrifice all other operations to them.
The same story held true of heavy chickens, especially whenurA ceilmgs made it impossible to produce them at 28 cents
a pound even when fed cafeteria system on our own grain.

« Vji r
was reduced to enough merely to supply eggs and

poultry fo^e farm with an occasional small surplus for sale
puiTwses. The expense in labour and feed and time were aU
slight and justified, especially during the war years when eggsand poultry pnees not only were high but when both wl?e

either In the black market or
altogether unavailable.
And so, once the usefulness of the sheep as consumers of

k
® ^ poultry. We were neither in nor out of the

woJ]W.®“ w
“ot. afford them. (They were fine-wool Dorset crossbreeds.) Registered sheep of high individual
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value might have been a different story but ordinary sheep
are a low profit per head and it requires a great many to
show any substantial profit.

Hog-raising soon went the way of the sheep, the poultry
and the orchard, for we quickly found it much cheaper to

buy weanling pigs to run after the cattle in the feeding barns,
than to keep an array of sows the year round with all the
labour, housing and feeding costs involved. In any case, our
hill country is naturally grciss country and not hog and com
country.

Gradually as the fertility of the fields mounted, we found
ourselves moving deeper and deeper under the pressure of

common sense and economics into streamlined^ efficient,

speciality farming and a programme based upon small grains

and grasses. We moved toward a pattern whicn today is firmly

and permanently established. We have become a factory for

grass in all its forms—hay, grass silage, and pasture. Our
livestock have become incidental to the main speciality. They
are merely the factory which processes the raw material we

C
reduce in the form of grass. The factory in the livestock

arns processes it into milk, cheese, veal, baby beef and dairy

heifers which we ship to the eastern markets. Within another

year or two we shall probably grow no corn at all, put the

remaining corn land into grass, buy what corn we need, and
make money by doing so. We still raise oats and wheat because

both give us at present a high-priced cash crop while we are

re-seeding meadows and because we consume a considerable

amount of oats in our programme. We are going uphill all

the time, concentrating all our efforts upon a definite, stream-

lined programme of grass and cattle, building our fertility

instead of tearing it down and making more money per acre

than any general farmer can make and more than most corn

and hog farmers are making. (The reasons are set forth in the

chapters ‘Grass, The Great Healer.’)

We know where we are going, what we are doing and what

to expect in returns from year to year. Bad weather, not even

drought (in our country), nor rains, nor frosts, affect seriously

our grasslands’ production. The books are simple and easy to

keep and the turnover is constant and stable. Not only is our

income much higher than we should have off a general farm

with a little of this and a little of that but we have done away

with headaches which go with over-diversified farming. We
can operate with our hay baler (for hay, straw, and making

silage) one combine, two mowers, two side-delivery rakes, four

tractors and the usual fitting tools on something over a thousand

acres. Four men do the work with the aid of the boys who
bale and fill silos in summer. Working upon our original
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gcncral-farm plan we should need at least two or three more
men. We also have the satisfaction of doing one or two jobs

well instead of doing a dozen indifferently.

The truth is, of course, that the generd farm cannot afford

a high degree of mechanization because its gross income is

not so high as that of the specialized farm doing one or two
or three things expertly, efficiently, and well. The higher
income of the specialist provides an economic base for still

greater mechanized efficiency per acre and per man-hour,
reduces drudgery to nil and permits still higher ^oss pro-
duction and proBts. Without mechanization it is d^cult for

the general farm to compete on even terms with the wheat
specialist or the com and hog specialist or the grass farmer or
tnc big and efficient poultry operator or the orchardist with
from five thousand trees upward or the i oo-cow dairy

Actually the old-fashioned general farmer is attempting to
compete with all of these. While he may receive the same
prices for his produce in the open market, he is paying the
difference between his production costs and those of the
efficient specialist in terms of money, hard work, a low living
standard, and all too often, the ruin of his soil because he
cannot afford to buy the fertilizer and the equipment to do a
good job in apples, in poultry, in hogs, in cattle, in hay, corn,
wheat, oats, etc., all at one time, in all of which fields he is

attempting to compete. Labour is expensive in these times,
whether it is paid for in cash or in terms of long hours and
hard work by the farmer and his family.

I thii^ the problem and its answer were expressed partially
at least in a conversation which took place at Malabar between
one of the men and a visiting friend. The conversation ran
something like this:

Friend: ‘John, would you ever go back to general fanning
on your own?*

John: ‘No.*

Friend: |Why? Weren’t you doing all right?*
John: ‘Yes, much better than average, but probablym spending money not as well as here. And cash

isn’t the only answer.*
Friend: |What do you mean by that?*
John; I me^ that when I was general farming on my

own, I worked from six in the morning to ten
at mght. f had to harvest my crops the old-
fashioned way, shocking the grain, picking the
com by hand and handling small grain two or
three times before it came out the right end of
an old-fashioned thrahing machine. The only
alternative was having the work custom done
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and almost never was I able to get the combine,
the picker or the baler at exactly the right time.
Nearly always I lost at one end or the other.
And more than that, my wife often had to help
me in a pinch and I don’t like my wife driving
a tractor or working in the field. Now she
never sets foot outside her house to work
excepting in the flower garden or to hang out
the washing. I work from eight to six and not
always that much and I’m better off.’

The conversation brought out at least one aspect of the reasons
for the passing of the general farm—the aspect of hard work.
But it revealed loo the fact that any farmer who does not own
all the mechanical equipment necessary to his job is always
at a disadvantage no matter how much custom machinery there
is available. Crops in a ^ven region usually ripen at about
the same time and that time, perhaps even on a single given
day, is the moment when every farmer in the neighbourhood
wants the combine or the hay-baler. A week early or a week
late may cause a loss not only of feed values but of actual
dollars and cents.

The average pioneer family was a family of many children
among whom sons were especially desirable, and the work
done by the children at various steps of their existence was
regarded as free work. Very often the children of a pioneer
family, as they grew to manhood or womanhood, had little

choice but to marry and set up farms within the limited com-
munity in which they were born. To-day the pattern has
greatly altered. The average farm family in prosperous
agricultural America produces but three children and the
work which they contribute can no longer be regarded as

free work, since they are, in our highly complex civilization,

great opportunities for them to earn good money. A hundred
careers are open to the youngster of to-day when even fifty

years ago, the local area at least offered very limited choices
beyond the field of agriculture. To-day agriculture must be
attractive to young people not only as a way of living but it

must open prospects of a life free from drudgery as well as

economic rewards comparable to those of other crafts, trades

and professions. It is unlikely that the family-sized general

farm can offer these prospects. It can offer neither a large

gross income, nor freedom from drudgery, nor much prospect

of a progress toward a higher standard of living.

None of this is meant as an argument against the existence

of the family-sized farm, but only against that of the general

farm. As I pointed out above, the size of agricultural income
and profits are not determined by the amount of acreage.
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Many other elements enter into the picture—tax and land
values, markets, specialized, efiiciently>run operations, mech-
anization and many other things, which rmght perhaps be
summed up as proper farm progress and proper land use.

At Malaoar 1 get countless letters a year asking, *How much
should we make per acre?’ This is a question which is completely
unanswerable because of all the elements listed above. Wheat
farms on the low value, low-tax level of the great farms of the
Southwest where the land is valuable only as wheat or grazing
land, can make money most years on yields of wheat as low
as ten bushels to the acre. The same yields upon the rich,
well-watered valuable lands of the corn-belt country would
be wholly ruinous.

I have one friend who on thirteen acres grossed in the year
1946 a total of $144,000 of which the greater part represented
net profit. He was, however, a specialist, growing hothouse
vegetables and truck produce. It is obvious that such profits
can well support a l^h investment in machinery which in
turn creates greater efficiency and lower costs of production.

I have another friend, operating a i6o-acre farm of land
reclaimed from the abandoned tax-delinquent level. Last
year on the i6o acres he grossed $33,000 with a probable
net of about $27,000. If he had been operating the same
acreage ^ a general farm his gross income, even at the in-
flated prices of 1946, could not have been much more than
seven or eight thousand dollars with a net of ‘spending money’
amounting to about $t,ooo to $1,500. He operates, however,
as a specialist in fruit and hybrid seed-corn. He operates with
a high degree of efficiency in these two fields, wrth the most
modem equipment and machinery which such a large income
makes possible. He has a definite programme with no labour
peato and no sitting idly about the stove in winter. His
work day is short and his work easy. 1 know many farms
of much larger acreage operated as general farms wMch do

® ““ the net income of this efficient specialized

In the pictme of modem agriculture—the New Agriculturem a complex, ffighly intricate and integrated national
economy, the question ofproper land use plays an important
rol^ not only the proper land use of the individual farm, but
of the coimty, the state and the nation. On a farm it means
siiMly usmg ffie land according to the best, most profitable
and often obwous use. We have tried to foUow a proper land-

lias turned out profitably and see^ to beji^ed both m production and in the great increase in capital
valu^e, based upon ffie Federal Land Bank appraisal of
production per acre. Roughly the plan works out thus:



(i) We are in hill country with little or no level land. The
soil IS light but minerally rich. It is not land suited to corn
but when properly handled grows the finest hay, grass silage,
and pasture in the world. Many farms in our region were
completely ruined in the p^t by trying to raise corn and hogs
on hills. (2) The first step in achieving proper use of the land
was doing away with the old, square fields and establishing
an agriculture upon the contour around the hills rather than
up and down them. It involved as well the establishment of
wide strips kept in sod-meadow. Much steep land was put
permanently into meadow and pasture. All these measures were
designed to retain all rainfall and prevent all soil erosion.

(3) One hundred and forty acres of rough and rocky ground,
not even suitable to permanent pasture and already in timber,
was put into efficient woodlot management with all cattle
fenced out and the seedlings allowed to grow into valuable
timber. (4) A considerable acreage of steep land and low-
lying land was put into permanent bluegrass pasture, limed,
fertiuzed, clipped, and treated as a valuable crop with a high-
carrying capacity of livestock. {5) A large acreage of less steep
land was put into strip cropping given over to a rotation of
hay, silage, and pasture production alternated with wheat
and oats. (6) The fairly level land was worked intensively in

a com, oats, sweet clover rotation. (7) Gradually the corn
acreage has been reduced and the whole area has become,
outside the woodlots and permanent bluegrass pastures, a
grass, small-grain farm with the prospect of corn being elimi-

nated altogether, putting the intensively farmed oats, corn,

sweet clover area into grass and buying what com we need
from the flat prairie lands to the west of us where com is a

speciality. The flat-land Iowa farmer can produce corn more
efficiently and more cheaply than we can, while we have the

advantage over him in grass, hay silage, and pasture production

so long as we do a good job of it.

The pattern of proper land-use in the rich prairie country

would bear little resemblance to our own. We are in a grass

and dairy country. That country is natural com, hog and
beef-feeding country. The great plains farmer needs another

pattern of land-use and the farmer in the Deep South, with

Its special problems, still another. The average, over-diversified

general farm with a conventional four-year rotation is attempt-

ing to practice and compete with all these areas—and often

many more.
We have moved steadily toward the pattern of the New

Agriculture, toward efficiency and concentration of purpose

and effort and direction. Our fields are mostly big fielas, their

size and shape determined largely by the contours of the land
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and the exigencies of danger from erosion and by the flexibility
of use which electric fencing has brought to such agriculture.
Although the programme of grass-small grain farming has
virtually eliminated the dangers of soil and rainfall loss by
erosion, we still maintain many of the long strips laid out
originally because they are very practical and easy to farm.
Some of them run nearly a mile in length following contours
and always on the level. For ploughing, fitting, and harvesting,
these long strips have great advantages vrith none of the
frequent turnings, stops and diagonal dead furrows which
come with the old square-field farming.
The pattern of our specialized, grass programme was

determined by soil, climate, topoCTaphy, markets, labour costs,

proper land use and many other factors inherent in the
principles of a new agriculture under which the successful
farmer must be, I think, part businessman who invests a
dollar to make five dollars, part scientist who does not merely
accept what the Department of Agriculture or the County
Agent tells him to do but knows why the practice is good and
how and why it works, and the specialist who concentrates on
doing two or three jobs efficiently and well rather than a

dozen or fifteen indifferently.

During the century or more in which our agriculture,

depending always upon new and virgin soils in apparently
limitless quantities, has been slipping backward ana in the

Middle West was often confined rigidly to the old pioneer,

general farm pattern, American industry has produced more
telephones, more automobiles, more plumbing, more radios

and more of everything at a lower cost than the industry of

all the rest of the world put together. At the same time
American industry has paid wages to its workers from 30 to

90 per cent higher than paid to industrial workers in any
other country in the world. This great feat of abundance, of

high wages and low prices, has been achieved through

efficiency, through specialization, through assembly lines,

mass production and high production per man-hour, per

unit and per invested dollar.

The record of our agriculture until very recently has been

moving in exactly the opposite direction of a declining yield

per acre and per man-hour, and food costs which have been

rising steadily since the Civil War. An efficient agriculture,

specialized, mechanized, with proper land use and respect for

tne soil could produce much the same result in the field of

food and fibre as industry has achieved in the field of industrial

commodities. A good agriculture—the New Agriculture—could

produce at the same time higher profits and rewards for its
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workers while lowering the costs of food. If we had an agri-

culture universally as good as that practiced by lo per cent of
our really efficient fanners it is probable that on a basis of
increased production per man-hour and per acre the cost of
food could be lowered as much as qo per cent while the profit
of the farmer increased by as much as 20 per cent, regardless
of inflations or deflations. No such thing can come about so
long as proper land use is ignored and so much of our agri-
ture still remains in the old pattern of the pioneer general
farm.

Too many of our farmers, by far the great proportion, have
fallen into the evil habit of expecting high prices rather than
efficient and abundant production per acre and per man-hour
to bring them prosperity, economic stability, or even a bare
living. They have been content with waning production per
acre. ‘What was good enough for grandpappy is good enough
for me,’ failing to realize that increased production and
efficiency mean lowered costs per unit and per man-hour and
increased profits and solid incomes.

Considering the inflated prices of the war and immediate
postw^ years, every fanner should have made a small fortune,
but this was not so. Many of them paid off mortgages and
put some reserves in the bank. Government statistics showed
a vast increase in gross farm income but like all statistics,
wffich are not analysed and qualified, these give a false picture.
Ihe net profits to the farmer represented only a fraction of
the gross income just as the wages or salaries of other elements
of our society do not in themselves represent net profits. The
great ^crepancy between gross and net agricultural income
wose from a number of causes—rising prices of seed, fertilizer,
labour, machinery and material costs when these things were
available, but largely the increased costs of production lay in
the widespread acreages of low yields and the ploughing up
of non-agncultural and essentiaUy unproductive ground tom^e emergency crops at high-price levels. Ofcourse the biggest

could not be measured in dollam and elms;

U^e the uidustnal workers, neither overtime nor adequateor con-espondmg recompense in prices. In many sensra the^ “<1 particularly the good!pr^uctive farmer, next to the men and women on MtivIduty, were the real heroes of the war.
-.11 -1 • • - - _ •

«
of picture the profits of the good farmer were

® acreage This was so because'^ he p^lc^ amuch bigger gross and because that gross, owing to high yieldsper acre, cost him per ear of com or quart of®milk or
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eggs, much less to produce in terms of actual labour and of
money costs.

The relation between production and costs and profits,

judging from our own practical experience can scarcely be
over-estimated. It shows up in farm operations, in a hundred
small ways. It is quite clear, as was pointed out earlier, that
in the case of two larms, side by side, on the same type of soil,

the farmer producing a hundred bushels of corn per acre can
produce an ear of corn or a bushel of com approximately
five times as cheaply on the same basis of taxes, interest,

seed, and labour «is the farmer raising twenty bushels to the
acre.

The same holds true of pasture and grazing land. Our best

permanent pasture, when we took over three of the farms,

could at best carry about one cow or steer for every ten or twelve
acres for a part of the summer. To-day, while the base of taxes

and interest has varied little, we are able to carry head per
acre, and in seasons of good rainfall at times as many as two
head to the acre throughout the summer. On the pastures

that were originally almost non-productive and needed ten

or twelve acres to feed one cow or steer inadequately, we have
raised production as much as ten to twelve times on the original

base of capital and tax cost. Such a record speaks for itself in

terms ofpure economics.

One or the common errors, particularly of the old-fashioned

general farmer, is the conviction that his money is made in

the barn by his livestock because that is where the monthly

milk or egg check comes from or the sausage money at butcher-

ing time. It is an easy error to fall into, but it is a serious error.

The farmer makes his money in the fields, out of his soil and

its yield per acre; the livestock, in whatever form, are merely

machines which process the yields of the field. If these yields

are small, the cost of the production shows up iii the general

picture, and it costs the farmer more to produce his eggs, meat,

or milk. The barn profits are in direct ratio to the degree of

yields in his fields. Inevitably these thin^ go back to the soil,

the productivity of the soil and the efficiency in working that

soil and increasing its yields per acre while maintaining or

even increasing its fertility. In other words it costs the farmer

with yields of one ton per acre of hay approximately three

times as much to produce a quart of milk as it does the farmer

producing three to three and a half tons per acre of hay.

Efficiency and intelligent feeding programmes can lower

production costs and increase profits in the bams and hen

houses but the final determination of costs is based always

upon the soil and its productivity per acre, whether it concerns

the man who raises his own feed or whether it is the man who
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is forced to buy feed grown five hundred or a thousand miles
away.

I am aware that the above arguments have raised a number
of questions, principally the question of surpluses. If we had
an agriculture comparable in production to that of the top
European agricultural nations what could we do with the
surpluses?

As I wrote to my friend, the sergeant in Okinawa, I think
the answer to that one is easy enough—simply that for centuries
there have never been any surpluses of food in the world and
very rarely have there been real surpluses offood in this country
since its beginning. There can be no surpluses of food in a
world where half the population suffers in times of peace from
severe malnutrition and where at least 500 million people
arc bom and die without ever having had enough to eat one
day of their lives. There are no surpluses, particularly of high
protein foods, in a nation such as this one where in normal
times, 40 per cent of the population suffers for one reason or
another from malnutrition. There are no surpluses offood: there
IS only abominable distribution and prices which are so high
espwially in the realm ofhigh protein foods, that great numbeis
of the populatioa find them beyond their means and other
numbers find theu* consumption of such foods gravely limited
by the contents of their pocKet books.

^

ffigh prices limit consumption and create surpluses, especiallv
quality and highly nutritious foods*

war Md the necessity for feeding a considerable part
01 the world in the immediate postwar years have proved
quickly thatm the world, even with the bumper crops producedm ^CTc^there was a great shortage rather than a surplus
01 food. The desperate need of immediate neighbours inEumpe gave nse to an emergency distribution which quickly
jjuicl^ disproved the theory of surpluses. Even if Europe
immediately regained the power of feeding itself accordiig
to foraer standaMs there would stiU be a shortage of foo^
«pecially of good food, throughout the world. If the war

^distribution were maintained, the

Sif
P^ticmg twice or more its record production,

produce enough food to meet the demands
®ven on a low-grade diet of cereals.

«o^try distribution is almost as inefficient as

meat, eggs, butter, milk, etc., are drawn irresistibly to the areasof concentrated populations and the ffigher-iScome Sbecause the prices ofthese things are high.^Othcr“is rS
of themAuch faftois as the high^«^land values, etc.^ in our monstrous ovwgrown



cities, the virtually unregulated activities of the commission
merchant who is often able to ng prices, holding them down
to the producer, raising them to the consumer and sometimes
causing a spread of as much as 75 per cent, and more between^e price paid the producer and the price paid by the consumer,
there are endless and often unnecessary costs of refrigeration
transportation, etc., of which the notable example lies in those
small towns within a radius of 200 miles of a great city small
towns which pay the big city commission merchant a cut
and pay shipping costs mto the great city markets and out
again on food grown originally at their very borders. All these
tlungs represent the minor idiocies of an economic civilization
which considers itself mature, but again, while serious they
reppent only a part of the picture. The fundamental is the
high cost of food production which is inevitable under a poor
or mediocre agriculture.

When agricultural prices decline sharply all farmers suffer
curtailment of income but the productive, efficient farmer
remains solvent and even perhaps modestly prosperous because
the cost of his production is so much lower than that of the
poor or mediocre farmer that he is still able to produce a
profit margin. His gross income declines much less than the
income of the unproductive farmer on the same acreage.
The truth, of course, is that efficient production and reasonable
and profitable prices and not scarcity and high prices is the
answer to high standards of living, for the farmer as well as
other elements of society.

Some readers might ask, ‘Supposing we produce twice as
much food and agricultural products on half as much land,
what could we do with the land that remained?’
At le^t a fourth or more of the agricultural land now under

cultivation is not, properly speaking, agricultural land at all.

It is not profitable to work and to make it so would cost far
too great an expenditure of money. It may be too sandy, or
too wet, or too dry, or it may be unsuitable and unprofitable
for a dozen other reasons. Some thousands of American families
to-day live upon such land where they lead lives not far

removed from those of Chinese peasants at a level below that
of the Central European peasant. The poor diet and the de-
ficiencies of the soil itseli handicap the health, vigour and
intelligence of these people. All of tne same land could, under
a universal system of proper land use, be put to forest and pas-

ture production. Much of it would make excellent grazing
country, and changed cither to grazing or managed forestry

would provide for the people living on that land a better source
of employment and a higher standard of living than they now
possess.
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It is an illusion, I believe, that a better, more efficient agri-

culture displaces agricultural workers and lowers the level of

agricultural employment. A better agriculture of higher pro-

duction actually opens new prospects for more profitable

employment, especially in the field of processing carried on as

a part oi* the farm programme, for example, the production of
cheese, butter, hams, sausage and a wide vancty of other
products which can be produced and sold locally or nationally

from the farm itself. Only in vast single-crop areas, such as

those devoted to cotton and wheat, does the element of
mechanization as an element of efficiency, greatly reduce
enmloyment.
In our own experience, a better, more productive farm

employs more people than the same land ever supported before
—even in the days of big families—and at a much higher
standard of living, one which includes plumbing, electricity,

natural gas and the disappearance of all drudgery once
associated with farm life both for the farmer and the farmer’s
wife. The truth is, of course, that no individual or no nation
ever profited by poor, limited, and costly production of com-
modities of any kind

Still another reader may ask, ‘But what became of the old
sacred formula of crop rotation?*

I think that most modem amcultural authorities would
agree that the long-established ‘three- or four-year rotation of
crops* is not a necessity on any good and productive farm. The
rotation was originally worked out for the old-fashioned general
farm to prevent the descendants of the traditional pioneer
farmer from working out their land completely by constant
use of fields in openly cultivated row crops. In the traditional
rotation, ^ass and green and barnyard manures were the back-
bone as indeed they must be in any good farm programme,
specialized or otherwise, but in the conventional rotation of
com, oats or wheat, grass is neither an infallible nor a necessary
procedure. Lime, green manures, and humus are the key toMV w^-managed agricultural enterprise. Barnyard manure
IS the best of all sources of fertilizer and humus but it cannot be
produced in sufficient quantity to mainUm the fertility of even
a small farm and other means of maintining and increasing
ffi^umus content of the soil have to be found.

potato-growing specialist knows that he must turn back
each year a certain amount of organic material along with
c^mercial fertilizer or his yields will fall off and his plantsb^me more and more subject to disease. The cotton and
tobaco) grower knows or should know this although, to the

of hundreds of thousands of acres ofgood soU, he does not
always practise it. The single-crop wheat grower, except in



wheat speciality are^, has learned it the hard way. The
successful potato specialist ploughs under each year a crop of
green manure, usually rye. The good cotton and tobacco farmer
alternates his crops with winter-growing legumes. The good
wheat farmer in areas where there is too little rainfall to grow
much but wheat, has long since abandoned the use of the
mould-board plough in favour of trash farming and has ceased
to burn his straw.

In the whole of this picture there is probably little place for
the old-fashioned general farm. The family-sized farm can
certainly survive and upon a much more prosperous basis than
in the past, but it must be upon a programme which undertakes
a definite project or a limited number of projects and carries
them through efficiently and expertly.

The general, widely-diversified, and self-sufficientprogramme
is, however, admirably suited to the small-scale enterprise of
industrial, white-collar and middle-bracket-income citizens
with a few acres in the suburbs or in the country itself. This
category of small, largely self-sufficient holdings is increasing
const^tly in numbers and it provides not only a bulwark of
security for the individual but a source of strength for the
narion as well. A well-managed small place with vegetables,
fruit trees, chickens, perhaps a pig or two and a cow provides
not only a source of large saving in the family food buaget, but
it also is a source of health, recreation, outdoor life, and general
contentment for the whole family.^

There is a revolution under way in American agriculture. It

is a revolution of many facts, including soil conservation and
better land use, ofgreater mechanization and CTeater efficiency,

and also a growing understanding of what soil is as a source of
production, prosperity, vigour, and health in plants, animals,

and people. But there are as well economic pressures at work
which are more powerful perhaps than the influence of educa-
tion, and they are hostile to the old-fashioned pioneer pattern

of general farming which is likely to impose low income,
drudgery, inefficiency, and a lack of expertness.

The youn^ters and the younger farmers are beginning to

understand me operation of these pressures and it is likely that

within another generation or two, the general farm, raising a

little of this and a little of that, will have passed pretty well out

of the picture and we shall berin to have an efficient and really

abundant agriculture in whi<m the farmer will be a combina-
tion of specialist, scientist, and businessman. We shall have

‘ Tht HoM-More Plan, a booklet available from the author, Ed. Robinson of

Noroton, Conn., sets forth the immense advantages of op>erating small family

holdings.
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better and more abundant food and anicultural commodities
for industrial use at lower prices and higher profits for the
good farmer.

It is also probable that in the meanwhile the city-dwelling
housewife will weary of paying high prices caused by inefficient
production and low yields per acre and the taxpayer will resist

paying hundreds of millions a year for bribes, government-
buying to support pric«, price floors, subsidies, parity prices
and oUier dodges to maintain in a mummified state a poor and
unproducdve agriculture and to pension the farmer wno is not
doing his job as well or as intelligently as he could. It is not a
auesdon of more and harder work. The better, the more pro-
ductive and well-planned the farm, the less is the drudgery. It
is much more a question of information, intelligence, and
expertness. All of these thinw add up to abundance, to lower
pnccs for food to the city dweller, and higher profits and a
more solid economic base for the farmer.
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Ill: THE CYCLE OF A FARM POND
A useful contact with the earth places man not as superior

to nature but as a superior intelligence working in nature as
a conscious and therefore as a responsible part in a plan of
evolution, which is a continuing creation.

—Liberty Hyde Bailey, The Holy Earth

O F the three ponds at Malabar, the low, shallow one at
the Fleming Place is the most productive of big fish.
This IS so because it is the oldest and the richest in

vegetation. It was made out of an old ox-bow left when
Switzer’s Run was foolishly straightened by the County
Commissioners before we came here. We raised the banks
about two feet by a day’s work with hand shovels and thus
raised the water level by the same depth. It is fed by a big
spring in the bottom which has increased its flow by at least
100 per cent since we began keeping the rainfall where it fell

on our land, and by the flow of an abandoned gas well which
has turned into a first-rate artesian well flowing hundreds of
gallons a minute of ice-cold w'ater. Drainage from the neigh-
bouring barnyard during heavy rain occasionally reaches the
pond and fertilizes the heavy vegetation in it. It is a compara-
tively shallow pond with a gravel bottom long since stopped
tight by layers of decaying water vegetation.
The natural balance and cycle of this pond is very nearly

perfect. The population is made up of bass, bluegills, sunfish
and innumerable hybrid variations of the sunfish family which
occur in fish ponds. There is also a single large carp caught
by the children in Switzer’s Run as a small fish and dumped
into the pond along with a miscellaneous assortment ofminnows,
shiners, suckers, etc. All but the carp have long since dis-

appeared, devoured by the big bass. On the richness of the
table set for him by nature beneath the surface of the water,
the ca^ has grown to nearly three feet in length and must
weigh in the neighbourhood of thirty pounds. He is occasion-
ally accompanied by a gigantic goldfish which seems to have
for him a romantic attachment—a situation not unusual since

carp and goldfish belong to the same family and in Lake Erie

where huge goldfish, descended from a few which escaped

from a pond in Cleveland years ago during flood times, are

not uncommon and frequently breed with the big carp to
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create new crossbred strains puzzling of identification to the

amateur and sometimes to the commercial fishermen who find

them in their nets.

The goldfish also came into the Fleming pond through no
design but through the zeal of the children who, six years ago,

dumped into the pond a dozen fingcrling-size goldfish bought

at V^olworth’s. On the rich diet of the pond they have grown
to eighteen inches and more in length and to a weight of two
or three pounds. They arc very fat and lumbering and awkward
beside the swifi-moving streamlined bass and bluegills and
have the appearance of red-gold galleons wallowing through

the deep green-blue water moss and weeds. Some have the

appearance of large luminous streamlined carp and others

have long flowing fins and tails which trail bcnind them in

the clear blue water like the veils of brides. Some have their

red-gold scales variegated with silver. It is easy to see why
the Japanese and Chinese long ago regarded goldfish as works
of art, of high artistic value in their shallow ornamented pools,

and made a science and an art of breeding them into fantastic

almost artificial shapes and colours. A ^mpse of these big,

brilliantly colourful fish seen moving througn the gently un-
dulating weeds in the blue, clear water from the high bank of
the Fleming pond gives the beholder the sudden delight that
comes from the contemplation of an old Chinese painting or
from the luminous beauty of Redon’s flower pictures.

Neither the goldfish not the great carp belong in a properly
managed Ohio fish pond but ^ efforts to remove them nave
failed. The goldfish, fat and contented, will sometimes nose
about a worm-baited hook but never take the worm. The
great carp has refused all baits persistently and has even
managed to escape the marksmanship ofthe boys who regularly
attempt to shoot him with a twenty-two calibre rifle.

However, beyond consuming some of the food supply of the
pond, neither goldfish nor carp can do any serious harm. I am
not at all sure that they are not an asset in the cycle of the
pond and to the food supply of the big, small-mouthed bass.
They have never succeeded in producing a single surviving
descendant and there is consequently no way of knowing
whether the romance of the great carp and his love-lorn
accompanying goldfish has ever been fruitful. Each year the
goldfeh gather, after the fashion of the carp, in a herd in
the shallowest water and there thrash about m the ecstasy of
r^roduction for several days at a time. But apparently the

“pe<l*atcly devour the roe or any young goldfish
which by chance have hatched out. Thus they con&ue—the
great caip and his fleet of goldfish cousins-rto lead, if not a
sterile existence, a fruitless one, taking their place in the cycle
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producing a perpetual supply of caviar for

I have seen literallv acres of great carp spawning in the
shaUow waters of the big Pleasant Hill lake at the end of the
larni in late May or June. In the late spring they gather from
the deep holes of the Clear Fork and the deeper waters of the
lake Itself by some common and terrific urge and then move
into the shallow waters where they indulge in a wild orgy of
reproduction continuing for several days. At such times it is

posable to walk in water up to one’s knees among hundreds
ot thrphmg, wallowing carp, which in their ecstasy pay little
attention to one’s presence—so little indeed that it is possible
to knock them over with blows of a club. In Lake Erie at
spa\^TOng time, the big carp put on a similar performance in
me shallow waters along the beaches and boys amuse themselves
by shooting at them with rifles.

The fresh-water shad which exist in great numbers in the
waters^ of the lake and the Clear Fork have another way of
pawning. They will gather in schools on the surface of fairly
deep water and swarm and flash, jumping in and out of the
water in the brilliant sunlight of June. They are prodigiously
fecund and reproduce themselves by the hundred thousands
and their offspring are devoured in great quantities by the big
bass which fit into the cycle of life in the streams, ponds, and
lakes of most of the Mississippi basin. So intent do the shad
become during the season of breeding that you can swim
among them while they continue their gyrations and silvery
leaps above the surface of the clear, blue water.
There are no shad in our ponds but their place is taken in

the pond cycle by the blue^Us and sunfish which also re-

produce themselves in prodigious numbers. Tom Langlois of
the Ohio Fish Laboratories, one of the great authorities on
mid-American fresh-water fish, tells me that not only are there
many distinct and identifiable members of the sunfish family,

but that they have an indiscriminate way of crossbreeding an
infinite number of variations. Many of these are sterile, like

the mule, and each year go through the fiercely compulsive
process of breeding and laying eggs without producing any-
thing. It appears also that the urge to breed overtakes them
earlier in the season than it docs the accepted and recognized
members of the sunfish family. Very often they will pre-empt
the available nesting grounds on shallow gravel beds in their

fruitless and sterile efforts and fiercely fight off the fertile

members of their tribe when these attempt a little later to find

nesting places, a fact that can upset the regular cycle of fMDnd

life and food supply within the pond.
The mating nabits of many fish and of most of the sunfish
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family in particular are fascinating to observe. In our ponds,
they begin to nest about the end ofMay and all along the edges
of the ponds in shallow waters, you will find them in great
numbers beginning to clear away the mud or the decayed
vegetation that covers the clean gravel which they like for

nesting purposes.

The bass, the bluegills and the other members of the sunfish
family all follow a similar urge and procedure. Each one will
select, not without considerable fighting, a chosen site and then
begin to clear off the silt or decayed vegetation that has settled
over the gravel during the year. Each one will take a place
above his selected site and without moving either backward
or forward will set up a fluttering motion with his fins which
in turn creates a current in the water that washes the gravel
clean. This procedure sometimes requires a day or two of work.
When the gravel has been washed clean and a slight depression
of fi-om one to two inches deep has been created (similar in
appearance beneath the water to the nest of the killdeer plover
wmch law its eggs and hatches its young on a nest of gravel
on the adjoining dry ground), the female will deposit her eggs
in the nest and the male will swim over them and fertile
them. From then on the duty of guarding the nest becomes
that ofthe male and until the young are hatched he will remain
over the nest, moving his fins very gently, unless another fish
of any species comes within aii eighteen-inch radius of the
centre of the nest. Then he will attack furiously until the
molesting &h is driven off. The bluegills and some varieties
of sunfish build their nests in clusters side by side, each
with a male fish fiercely guarding his own nest and darting
Mgrjly at his nearest neighbours if they attempt to cross the
m^^ible hne which guards his nursery from ^at of his
ne^hbours.

i am not certain that the male fish is aware of the exact
moment when the tiny fish he has fathered hatch, nor of how
long the penod of gestation is, but overnight the whole pond
will become infested with millions of tiny foh no bigger than
a pm move about in schools of thousands and promptlysc^ remge m ve^ sh^ow water or among the algae which^the time they have hatched covers large areas of the pond.
X here would seem to be some purpose in the presence of the

as a protection for the tiny fish not only because its
a^bric makes it impossible for the big bass to swallow the youngmb in a single sweepmg gulp but because the larger fist find
tte algae itself dBtastefiiT and unpalatable. I have observed

attached by accident
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I doubt that the male fish is aware of the moment when the
young fry hatch out and flee the nest for the safety of the very
shallow waters or of the webbed, clinging algae. I suspect that
very often, driven by an urge which covers a comparatively
fixed period well overlapping the period of gestation, the male
fish often remains on guard long after the roe have hatched
and fled the nest.

In certain parts of the pond which the fish have chosen as
nesting and spawning beds, the whole character of the pond
bottom has changed over a period of years. On bottoms which
once were clay and muddy, the clay-mud element has been
entirely washed away by the motions of countless small fins

season after season until they have become clean, gravel
shelves, bars and beaches. If, as sometimes happens during
the spawning season, which usually coincides with a season of
rains and thundershowers, floodwaters cover the nest with a
thin layer of silt, the male fish will immediately and frantically

go to work washing away the deposit of silt to make the nests

clean once more.
During the spawning season, the male becomes fierce and

even the litde male bluegill will stand by his particular nest

and give battle to a sticK or a finger thrust into the water

near mm. I have had my finger ‘bitten’ by big male bass when
I thrust my hand into the water above his nest. At other times

when the fish are not nesting my mere presence on the bank
or that shadow cast over the water will suffice- to send them in

a darting brilliant course into deeper water.

All of these elements play their part in the ‘balance’ of a

good fish pond. The algae and vegetation shelters and produces

vast quantities of minute animal life upon which the fiercely

fecund and reproductive small-mouthed^, purse-lipped bluegills

and sunfish largely feed along with the flies and insects wluch

fall on the surface of the ponds during the long, hot, insect-

breeding months on a fertile middle-western farm. In turn

the smaS-mouthed sunfish produce millions of small fish which

provide food for the big, predatory bass and trout and some of

the larger-mouthed and predatory green sunfish.

Weather and flood conditions occasionally alter the nesting

habits not only of fish but of marsh-nesting birds. During the

disastrously wet spring and summer of 1947 red-winged

blackbirds provided a remarkable example of the effect of

weather upon nesting habits. These lovely birds which normallv

nest among the sedge grass and bullrushes of marshes, creek

banks and ponds, abandoned their usual habits and took to

nesting on tnc high ground in the alfafa fields. When I began

mowing alfalfa in mid-June I started up considerable numbers

of fledglings just old enough ^o fly and found several old
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abandoned nests set into clumps of alfalfa exactly as the birds
normally set their nests in a clump of sedge or marsh grass.
The fact raises again the old question of whether birds by some
instinct are aware in advance of weather or the exact time of
changing seasons. The miration time of many birds varies a
great deal. In this case I do not know whether the birds
anticipated the floods which later inundated their usual
low-ground nesting places or whether they took to the higher
ground because the whole of the spring had produced contin-
uously flooding rains and abnormally high water. In the same
season of disturbed and turbulent water in the ponds, the sun-
fish and bass did not breed and nest until five or six weeks
later than usual. Whether they attempted to do so earlier at
the normal time and found their efforts thwarted or whether
their later nesting and breeding period produced the usual
results I do not know. In that same summer, the red-winged
blackbirds developed or at least exhibited habits that in my
observation were new and strange. They appeared in great
numbers, indeed in flocks, following the mower and gorging
diemselves on the leafhoppers which infested the alfalfa
Except at migrating time the red-winged blackbirds had gener-
ally flown about m pairs or occasionally appeared in groups
of five or SIX of all the same sex. It scarcely seems possible
Aat the birds through nesting on high ground suddenly and
for the first Umc discovered the leafhoppers as a rich source

The occurrence, however, was one more proof
of the benefit to the farmer ofsupplying adequate cover in fence
rows or isolated patches of undergrowth and marshland for
the bird population.
In the same season the kiUdeer plovers, which also nest onlow ground along creeks made no apparent change in theirnesdng habits. They are among the most careless of nest-

low
1'".’ “^"5 beyond hollowing out a shal-

i rreoV
p" “ gravel or sand in a low pasture bya creek. Presumably the eggs and the young killdeer which

'^"e destroyed bythe floods. Like <^uail, however, the young of the killdeer areextremely precocious and leave the nest very early runningabout on the sandbanks and on the short blue^ p^ture evenWore they arc able to fly. The young of the red-^S
feathered aJId wdl^ow before they are able to leave the nest. They live almost^toely in the air or by cUnging to high bullrushw and wSds
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there is no fish which fights more gamely. Indeed, if their size
IS taken into consideration, I know of no fresh- or salt-water
fish which puts up so valiant a fight. They are, so far as I
have been able to discover, the only group of the minor sunfish
which feed upon the young of other fish. I have observed them
greedily pursuing young bass which is a little like the fox
turning upon the hounds. Naturally they are equipped with
much bigger mouths than the other minor sunfish and some
of them actually resemble closely small bass in appearance.
When they get out of balance in a pond or lake they may
become a menace even to the predatory bass population. The
green sunfish is altogether a very aggressive little fish and a
gallant fighter which will provide good sport on a light flyrod.

All will take a worm from a hook and, of course, artificial

flies, but at times it is difficult to take the bluegills or some of
the varieties of sunfish because of the extreme smallness of
their mouths. The bass, even the small-mouth which is the
variety which inhabits our ponds, has an immense mouth and
gullet, sometimes making up very nearly half his length. The
great mouth and gullet permits him to swallow a good-sized
sunfish at a single gulp. In the case of the Fleming pond, the
bass provide an absolute check or block upon the increase of
carp or goldfish by devouring their roe or their young very
soon after they are hatched.

This process and control and the operation of a natural

cycle and balance of life is observable not only in ponds but
in the free, open, fresh-water streams. In almost any clear

running stream with abundant vegetation throughout most of

the Mississippi basin, the balance and life-cycle will include

some carp and catfish as well as bass, crappies and other

members of the sunfish, game fish family. If the stream becomes
polluted either by sewage or siltation or is swept clean of

vegetation by periodic floods, the balance is upset and the

game fish will gradually disappear and the mud-loving fish

will presently dominate in overwhelming numbers until

gradually and finally only coarse mud-loving fish—carp,

catfish, et al .—alone exist.

This has been the history of many once fine fishing streams

and lakes in the Mississippi basin where either sewage pollution

from cities or steadily increasing siltation coming from ignor-

antly and poorly-managed farm lands gradually produce

conditions which exterminate all the game fish and leave only

the coarse fish and finally exterminate all stream life save

turtles and frogs.

This is what happened to countless streams in the South

which were once famous for good sport fishing. Increasing

erosion has turned many of them at certain times of the year
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into what is little more than a mass ofviscous, thin, slow-flowing

mud in which ^ fish life becomes impossible.

For the sportsmen this gives the problem of soil and water
conservation and reckless deforestation an important place in

the scheme of things. In the past, stream after stream, pond
after pond, and bay after bay in the bigger lakes which were
once ramous fishing grounds for sportsmen have been reduced,
by incessant floods and siltadon coming from bare, poorly
farmed fields, to the categon^ of coarse, mud-fish territory or
of no fish at all. In Lake Erie even the commercial fishing

business, representing millions of dollars a year, is being
threatened by the pollution of the big industrial cities and the
siltation ofspawning beds in its shallower waters. On the other
hand, in a few streams in limited areas where good soil, water,
and forestry practices have come into existence, clean water
and vegetation has come back into the streams, ponds, and
lakes, and periodic floods have been largely eliminated with
the result that in streams which only a few years ago had been
reduced to the level of coarse-fish carp and cat&h waters, the
proper balance and cycle is being restored and the waters are
becoming known again as fine places for game fishing.

In our own farm ponds every effort has been made to prevent
siltation. The practice of proper forestry and soil conservation
and a programme of grass farming has reduced siltation
virtually to zero, and after and even during the heaviest rain-
fall the excess water reaching at least two of the ponds is as
clear as the rainwater itself. In one pond the water becomes
dis^loured from the run-off of a neighbouring gravel lane
which cannot be controlled, but the siltation amounts to little
more than discolouration and is mostly very fine sand which
settles quickly leaving the water clear and blue after a short
time. Under these conditions the balance of aquatic life quickly
establishes itself and the ponds rapidly become filled with too
many fish, so that fishing becomes not only a pleasure but a
duty, for unfished ponds existing under proper conditions need
no stoclung; on the contrary it is necessary to fiish them con-
stantly in order to keep down the population. Otherwise the
popmation exceeds the food supply and the pond becomes
filled with innumerable fish which are too small either for
good sport or for food.
The pond on the Meming Place has long since reached the

point of ideal bjdance and cycle. If fished steadily it goes on
producing quantities of big game fish providing both umimited
sport and fish for supper’ for every family on the farm as
often as they want it. Because the pond is a fertile one fiUed

II
it produces a constant supply of food for

small fish and the small-mouthed sunfish which in turn provide
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food for the b^s and the bigger fish. The cycle of production
lor sport and food is constant and prodigious despite the fact
that the pond is little over an acre in size. Constant fishing is
in Itself a part of the cycle of abundance since the pond is

would quickly become over-populated and
the fish small and bony if a considerable poundage of fish
were not removed from it annually.

pond is an old pond. Those on the Anson and
the Bailey Places are newer. The one on the Anson Place was
constructed only seven years ago and the one on the Bailey
Place only two years ago. In the Anson pond the perfect
balance and cycle has not yet established itself. It is a deep
pond with a comparatively small amount of shallow water. In
the beginning no stocking was done, save the fish caught in
other ponds or in neighbouring streams and dumped into it.

Two years ago about 500 fingerling rainbow trout were put in.

The fish from local ponds and streams were largely bluegills
and varieties of sunfish with a few suckers and minnows.
Arnong them were a score and more of big small-mouth bass
weighing from one to two pounds upwards. These were taken
out of the older Fleming pond which at the end of each summer
is cleaned systematically oy worm and hook fishing to eliminate
the biggest fish which turn cannibal and devour not only the
‘food fish’ within the pond cycle but also the young and
half-CTOwn bass.

Of all the fish put into the six-year-old pond on the Anson
Place, the minnows and suckers very quickly were eliminated,
either by being eaten or by going out of the outlet into the
flowing streams which were much more their natural habitat

than the still ponds. A heavy winter following the trans-

plantation of the big bass kept the pond frozen over solidly

and the lack of oxygen and sunlight was apparently too much
for the bass for when the ice thawed in the spring all of them
were floating dead on its surface. They never had a chance to

nest or breed.

Fish ponds and even lakes of considerable size throughout

Ohio suffered similar losses of the bass and some other fish

during the same severe winter. Open streams did not suffer

similar losses because the movement of the water kept them
open wherever there were ripples. Ponds, of course, are not

the natural or ideal habitat for the small-mouthed bass which

prefers streams, varied by deep pools and swift flowing water

over steep gradients. The fish for which the pond is a natural

habitat suffered much less from the shortage of oxygen and

sunlight.

As it turned out, this worked into the plan of control on the

six-year-old Anson pond. Its waters ran to a depth of twenty
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feet and it was spring-fed both at the inlet and from springs

in the bottom and even in the hottest days of August the

deeper water remained cold, at a temperature of about fifty

degrees. This d^th and temperature made it a possibility as

a trout pond. Trout could never have survived in the old

shallow Fleming pond which was too warm and which already

contained a flounshing population of bass. We found long ago
that trout and bass cannot exist indefinitely in the same waters;

the bass inevitably exterminate the trout, perhaps because
they have much bigger mouths and can outswallow the trout

both in number and size of fish. Therefore, the elimination of
the big bass by a severe winter left the deep, cold, six-year-old

Anson pond ready for stocking by trout, especisJly since the
food supply of the smaller fecund sunfish or all varieties was
already well established.

Rainbow or brown trout were chosen as the most likely to
flourish in the Anson pond and eventually we put in the 500
fingerlinn not more than three or four inches in length.
During the first summer there was no evidence of them vynat-
cver. They were never to be seen at all, either alive or floating
dead upon the surface, and I came to the disappointing con-
clusion that they had all left the pond through the open outlet.
When spring came the following year there was still no evidence
ofthe rainbows. None ofthem were seen either dead or alive or in
the sh^ow waters where the sunfish could be watched nesting.
During the six years of the pond’s existence, following me

‘amateur stocking of native fish from neighbouring ponds and
streams, the fish population increased immensely until this
spring it became evident that there were far too many fish
and that we should have to go to ‘work’ fishing them out.
There were thousands of them, mostly too small for table use.
When we went to work, we made a remarkable discovery.
Among the scores of fish which we took out as rapidly as the
hook struck the water, more than 99 per cent were of two
varieties^ither lone-eared or green sunfish with some odd
i^dentifiable hybrids. There being no big predatory fish in
the pond, we came to the conclusion that these two varieties
had suiinyed and dominated and because the green sunfish
had the biggest mouths, they could swallow the other varieties
of smaUer, purse-mouthed sunfish like the bluegill, the punkin-
seed and even the long-eared sunfish. They had simply eaten
the otoer fish out of existence, and themselves had no control
placed upon them since the small-mouthed fish could not
swaUow them once they were above a certain size, even if

«?^i f
inclined to include other fish as legitimate

arncles of diet which, as a rule, the small-mouthed fish do
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In any case, we were made sharply aware of the vast popula-
Uon of green simhsh, which I suspect in our case, may have
been a crossbreed variety in that particular pond, for their
mouths and gullets appear to be much larger than the ordinary
^ecn sunfish described and pictured in all books dealing with
the fish of the Mississippi basin*
These voracious green sunfish, although they never attain

much size even under favourable conditions and I have seen
only a few that approached a pound in weight, made excellent
sport with a flyrod. They take the fly with a rush and ounce
for ounce put up a fiercer and longer fight than any trout or
bass. That summer we did not look for sport in the Anson
pond so much as to reduce the population of foh, so we used
cane poles and worms to fish. Even with this steady tackle,
I have seen the little fellows take a worm on the rush and bend
the bamboo pole half way to double.

‘Cleaning a pond to reduce the fish population is a pleasur-
able procedure. Armed with cane pole and worms and with
a big milk can at one’s side we take fish after fish off the hook
at half-minute intervals and throw them into the milk can for

transference to a new pond or to the neighbouring streams,
but there is not much real excitement in it. At times eight or
ten of us will spend an evening simply ‘cleaning’ a pond.

I began the ‘cleaning* process on the six-year-old Anson
pond to cut down the population of green sunfish and I got
my excitement, even with a bamboo pole and worm-baited
hook, when after I had half-filled the milk can with fish, the

bait was taken by a fish which behaved differently from the

ones I had been catching. I brought him to the surface and
the sight of his silvery speckled body gave me one of the thrills

of a long fishing career. He was no sunfish. He was a rainbow
trout, ten inches in length, one of the 500 I had put in a year

earlier and bemoaned as lost. He was not only still in the pond
but he had grown in the span of a year from three inches to

ten. I raised him reverently from the water. I had hooked
him through the cartilage around the mouth and he was
unhurt. Reverently I threw him back into the pond to go on
growing into a two or three pound big fellow who later on

will m^e wonderful sport and wonderful eating.

And about every tenth fish we took out in the process of

‘cleaning’ was a handsome, silvery, speckled fellow, one of the

rainbow fingerlings we had put in a year earlier. Most of them

were uninjured and were put back to grow some more.

It is clear what happened. The trout fingerlings stayed in

the clear, cold, deep water and never appeared in the warm
shallow water where the sunfish nested, fi'olicked and ate.

They are still staying most of the time in the deep, cold water
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but now the fingcrlings are big enough to go foraging into

the shallow haunts of the sunmh, clearly in search of food
which meant that they were after the young sunfish. The
latter are now having competition from predatory fish with
as big or bigger mouths than their own and it is probable
that a balance and cycle like that between bass and sunfish

in the older Fleming pond will establish itself between trout
and sunfish in the six-year-old Anson pond. In the evenings
we see the trout foraging on the surface for insects.

The vegetation and lue growing in the algae of the pond are
clearly already sufficient to support considerable population of
food sunfish, enough to give tne rainbow trout as fat a diet as
the bass already have in the older Fleming pond. Whether
the trout whose breeding habits are different from those of the
bass-sunfish family will manage to reproduce themselves as
rapidly as the bass have done in the Fleming pond or even at
aff, remains to be seen. I am hopeful. If they do, the produc-
tivity and balance of the newer pond will be established and
we shall, in order to maintain it at the maximum level of food
and sport, have to fish it regularly, a hardship any fisherman
is willing to suffer when it means that he is getting fish from
a pound to four or five pounds, all fighters whether they are
bi^luegills and sunfish or bass or rainbow trout.

life cycle of fish is a subject of some dispute among
scientists and to be sure, varies greatly with the species.
Legend has it that there are carp in the moats and ponds of
Fontainebleau and Chantilly which were there at the time of
Fran9ois Premier and guides point to the rings set in the
snouts of the huge, mangy old carp with the statement that
they were thus ringed two hundred years ago. All this may be
tiue for certainly the carp are immensely old and very large.
Recendy a female sturgeon weighing 175 pounds was takenm Lake Ene and the press attributed to it an age of over a
hundred years. This particular fish was a female and yielded
many pounds of caviar at the time of the catch. It is a sad
fact the the stu^eon population of the Great Lakes, like that
of many other &h, has been steadily decreasing as siltation,
sewage, and industrial pollution has increased.
GrowA and size of fish and perhaps their age is determined

largely by food supply. A ween sunfish in the controlled
tlemmg pond will reach what is apparent maximum sizemuch more rapidly than in the six-year-old Anson pond where
the population of its own kind, feeding upon its own diet, ismuch too great at present. In the Fleming pond where its
food u abundant, a bass will reach a weight of three or four
pounds m approximately the same number of years. The
largest bass taien Scorn the pond weighed a little over five
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pounds. I do not know its exact age. But because the Fleming
pond is comparatively small and shallow it is possible to observe
and check with a considerable degree of accuracy the age and
growth of the fish. There always appears to be at least four
sizes: (i) The newly hatched pin-sized fry. Those which survive
apparently reach a length of three to four inches in one season.

{2) The two-year-olds which at the end of the second season
have grown from the four-inch length to a length of eight or
more inches. (3) The three-year-old crop which runs a foot

to eighteen inches. (4) Those fish of all sizes above eighteen
inches which are the biggest ones and whose cannibalistic

habits with regard to the five to eight-inch bass lead us to clear

them out of the pond at the end of each summer.
The newest of theories among fish experts is that if a pond

or stream provides the proper conditions, and is not sumect
to violent periodic flooding, siltation or pollution and the food

supply is adequate, there is no need for stocking and that, on
the contrary, there is a need to fish the stream or pond con-

stantly in order to control the population and secure bigger

fish and better sport.

The Ohio State Conservation Commission, of which the

author is a member, has opened several lakes and some streams

where the food and control conditions are right and pollution

is virtually non-existent, to unrestricted fishing without season,

size or bag limit, and the results tend to show over a short

period of time that such wholesale fishing improves both the

size and quality of the fish without diminishing the amount of

the catch. Other states are making similar experiments and

if the final results are in line with the early indication of the

experiment it is likely that stocking fish in polluted or heavily

silted streams where they cannot live or reproduce will be

abandoned, together with bag and season restrictions, and the

emphasis and expenditure of taxpayers’ money will be diverted

from expensive fish hatcheries and stocking programmes to

the cleaning up of streams and lakes and the establishment of

conditions which permit and encourage almost unlimited fish

populations which actually demand unrestricted fishing to keep

their populations in control.

Among the great and beautiful artificial lakes created in the

Tennessee Valley Authority area all restrictions as to season,

bag and size limit have been removed. The result has been to

create a veritable fisherman’s paradise. The creation of proper

conditions, clean water, vegetation, etc., has proven that

rules on take, season, etc., are unnecessary and that actually

the more fish taken the better the fishing becomes. This is

both reasonable and scientific procedure since a single female

bass will produce as many as a hundred thousand and upward
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of eggs which when fertilized become small fry. Sunfish,

crappies and coarse fish reproduce themselves at an even
more prodigious rate. Not long ago I happened along the
shore of Pleasant Hill lake at the end of the farm when a
Conservation Commission employee was dumping five thousand
fingerling small-mouth bass into the lake. As he poured the
bass into the lake he remarked cynically, “Each one of these
fish cost a lot of money to produce and all this stocking is a lot
of hooey. Maybe it makes some ignorant sportsmen feel they’re
getting something, but a couple of pairs of good bass could do
the same job without any expense at all.” The man was not a
scientist. He was an unskilled labourer but he had learned a

g
eat deal of wisdom through observation. I am told that in
olorado where hatchery-raised trout are introduced into

streams, the cost of each trout is about $4.75. This, of course,
is paid out of the sportsman licence fees which could be ex-
pended far more profitably in providing clean streams and
proper habitat where the fish could reproduce themselves
successfully by the million. The new belief that money ex-
pended upon clean streams and habitat is better spent than
on hatcheri« and stocking is growing among state fish and
game commissions and sportsmen generally. The same theory
IS spreading to the realm of hatchery bred and stocked quail,
pheasant, partridge, to raccoon ‘farms’ and all fields of game
conservation and propagation.

This is a revoluuonary idea, but it is also a wise development
in reason, science and common sense. If the streams and lakes
of the country were cleaned of pollution and siltation and
flwds checked by proper agricultural and forestry methods,

be fine fishing in unlimited quantity for the
whole of the population which enjoys fishing. Certainly ouro^ experience with both ponds and streams has proved that
tms IS true and that fishing becomes not only a sport but at
times a duty and occasionally a real job.

One of the most fascinating spectacles in the world is the
fashion m which Nature herself will uke over a naked, newly
constructed pond and set to work to make it into an old fertile

are set up throughout the
whole cycle of its life.

Wc have had an opportunity during the past years to observe
the case of the new ponds constructed and

particulMly the one on the BaUey Place. The site chosen for
this pond was the comer of a fidd which even in midsummer
was tM wet for use as cultivated ground. Nearby, was a very

f ^ Dig spnng and several smaller ones as a source of water.
In two days work with a big bull-dozer and scoop a pond was
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constructed of about three acres in size varying from under a
foot to fourteen feet in depth. The shallow area is large and

^ound for fish once
aquatic life is fully established. The barrier was made by ex-
cavating the soil from the bottom of the pond and piling it
up ^ a dam which also serves as a roadway to and from
adjoining fields.

Nearly seven weeks were required to fill the pond to its full
depth for some of the water evaporated and much of it seeped
through the bare, newly created bottom.
Watching the pond carefully, I observed a number of things.

1 he first life to appear was the native killdeer, accompanied
now and then by a dozen or more of their cousins, the rare
golden plover. They waded about, crying and fluttering
apparently in delight over the shallow rising water. They did
not appear to feed but simply to wade about screaming and
flapping their wings. Then a few frogs appeared from the damp
spots in the neighbouring fields ana numbers of water skaters
and water beetles. In the water warmed by the sun a few thin
strands of algae, possibly carried in on the feet of the killdeer
and plovers, appeared and began to grow in long strands, like
the green hair of mermaids, and presently as the frogs in-
creased in number the smaller herons appeared, and at last
the pair of great blue herons which has been with us winter
and summer for six years and ranges the ponds and the
shallows of the big lake at the end of the farm, acknowledged
the existence ofthe new pond by visits to do a litdc frog hunting.
What new life they brought to the pond clinging to their feet or
in their excreta I do not mow, but they too undoubtedly made
their contribution to the growing, expanding life of the pond.
On the naked sides and on the newly constructed dam we

put a layer of barnyard manure and sowed rye to bind the
soil with its deep, wide-spreading fibrous roots and stop all

erosion. In the manure there must have been millions of un-
digested seeds of ladino clover and other plants for there
quickly ctcw up a carpet of vegetation which included rye-

grass and bluesprass, white, sweet, red alsike and ladino clovers,

and within a few weeks all danger of erosion or siltation from
the naked soil surrounding the pond was eliminated. Even
after a heavy rain the water remained clear. The apparent
high rate of germination in the manure-sewn clover seeds

could doubdess be traced back a season or two to the aedvities

of thirty hives of bees which we keep on the farm to provide
honey and pollenize the legumes. During all that first summer
the level of the pond condnued to rise and fall, varyin| accord-

ing to the seepage in the pond bottom as it setded itself. By
autumn there was a thick growth of algae over a considerable
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part of the surface. The winter came, the vegetation froze

hard, the fixjgs and beetles disappeared, the killdeer and plover

went south and the CTeat blue nerons abandoned visiting the

pond for the richer, shallower, unfrozen waters of the big lake.

Then the pond froze over and went dormant.

With the coming of spring, the ice melted and presently the

crying of frogs and spring peepers were heard from ^long the

shallow edges. The vegetation came back with a rush. Then
in the shallows occurred the mating orgies of the hundreds

of toads which appeared out of nowhere—accompanied by
struggling and crymg which put to rout the excesses of the

Babylonians, and presently great strands of frog and toad

spawn appeared in the shallow waters. In the same shallow

waters the coarse hardy dock plants, submerged the summer
before where they grew, thrust their tough heads up through
the water and presently began to turn yellow and drown to

slow death to be supplanted by the new growth of seedlings

and water grasses brought in as seeds clinging to the feet of
water birds. And the seepage problem seemed to have solved
itself. The pond had settled, the weight of the water closing

up the open places in the bottom. And the algae had done its

part for with the coming of winter it had sui^ to the bottom
and laid a network of fine webbing over the whole of the pond
bottom. The clay which had been sauashy the season before
so that when you waded into the pona you sank very nearly to
your knees, became firm and hard under the weight of tons of
water and remained only a little sticky on the top surface.
What had once been a naked excavation walled in by a naked
earthen dam had become within a year a watertight reservoir,
its banks covered with protective vegetation, its shallow waters
alive with vegetable and animal life.

The beetles and water skaters and water flies reappeared in
vastly greater numbers and presently the shallow water was
filled by millions of animated exclamation points that were
tadpoles. And along the banks one came upon various Idnds
of water snakes which had discovered the new pond and taken
up residence there to feed upon the young frogs and fish which
their instinct told them would soon provide a rich source of
food. But most curious of all, there appeared presently in a
pond completely shut off from outside waters, among the
myriad tadpoles, a few pin-sized fish. Where they came from
I do not know unless the eggs became attached somehow to
the feet of the plovers and herons as they waded over the nests
of &h in the other ponds or in Switzer’s Creek. They were,
at the time, still too .small to be identified as to species save
through the use of a magnifying glass or microscope. The eggs
may have remained wet, the germ still living durmg the flight



of the birds from one pond to another or from the creek or
the shallows of the big lake at Pleasant Hill dam. Those who
live near to water know that in the business of carrying on
hie, nature can be incredibly tough and resistant and over-
whelming. As the summer progressed all of these small fry
turned into varieties of sunfish indicating that their origin
probably lay in neighbouring ponds.

In the case of the frogs and tadpoles which appeared early
dunng the second year of life in the pond, we were indeed
overwhelmed. The tadpoles appeared by the thousands in the
shallows waters and presently were turned into myriads of
small frogs, mostly of the handsome green and black spotted
leopard varieties, none of them too big to sit comfortably on
a silver half dollar. As we walked along the banks they went
into a panic and leaped into the water like flights of grass-
hoppers in a grasshopper year. One could understand easily
the Old Testament plague of frogs brought upon Egypt in
Moses’ time. One could understand too why nature proouced
tiny frogs in such vast quantities for their behaviour during
panic was idiotic and made them an easy victim of any pre-
dator, snake, fish, or raccoon. As one approached, they went
into a panic-stricken hysterical flight, some jumping into the
water, some away from the water. The truth was that the new
pond, still partly undeveloped by nature and with no natural
balance established, contained not yet enough enemies and
predators to cope with the prodigious fecundity of the frogs
which produced in the scheme of things thousands of frogs in

order that a few score might survive. There were in the waters
of the pond no bass or trout or pike which would have made
short work of the hysterical young frogs which leaped into the
open water, and not yet enough snakes, raccoons and herons
to devour the more foolish of their numbers on land or in the
very shallow waters.

It is easy to see how the frogs of the world, unhampered by
natural checks and predators, could socn increase to such
numbers that they would overrun everything, fill the whole of

the land, and leave no room for the rest of us.

The muskrats were certain to be the next settlers at the new
pond. Always in the second year they make their appearance,
coming up the narrow silver thread of overflow water in the

moonlight from the marshes in the Jungle, a wild piece of wet
land in the middle of the farm, and from the marshes about
the big lake where they exist by the thousand. One rarely sees

them save sometimes in the moonlight when the nose of a

muskrat moves across the ponds leaving a long V-shaped wake
behind it in the still, silvery waters. One rarely sees them,

but the evidence of their presence is all around the edges of
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the pond, in the boles they dig for dens in the banks, in the

nibbled foliage of certain plants and in the runways th^ make
along the edges of the streams that feed the ponds. Usually

they migrate during the second winter of the life of a pond
ana once they are established they like the easy living and
remain there. When their numbers exceed the food supply,

the younger ones go back to the marches about the big l^es
which are a muskrat’s paradise.

The ones which remain are an endless source of trouble.

They devour the succulent roots of the water lilies and the
bullnishes and the tender imderwater shoots of the arrowleaf
which we try to establish in a new pond, and they attack even
the tubers of the irises in the flower garden only nfty feet from
the house. Two years ago during a hard winter when the ponds
were frozen over for three months they burrowed beneath a
tree wistaria and ate off all its roots so that in the spring, it

simply fell over, roodess and dead. They burrowed into the
dams and threatened to destroy them until we discovered that
twcnty-four-inch chicken wire laid along the dam at the
surface of the water, where they like to dig, prevented further
burrowing. They are tough and shrewd and sly and prolific
and no amount of trapping by the boys on the farm, who pick
up a ^ood many extra dollars that way during the winter,
either mdmidates or discourages them. Now and then one of
the dogs catches a foolish young muskrat offside and ends his
career, but the dogs do not serve as a sufficient check upon the
fecundity of the water rodents. There are no more wolves in
our country but there are an abundance of foxes which at
lu^t bark from the wooded ridge back and forth in the moon-
li^t. Save for the do^ they are the only check upon the wood*
chu^ and the muskrat and they get only the young and
foolish ones. A big muskrat is too shrewd for a fox and a big,
old woodchuck can outfight him. Without Ae dogs, the wood-
chuck would, like the frogs, eventually take us over.

It must be said, however, that one of the last things we
^esh'e at Malabar is the total extermination of wood-

chui^. The holes they dig and their generous hospitality in
shMwg them with other animals make them a great asset in

„ .
rame and wildlife populations. Their holes serve at

all tim«, but particularly during the winter months, as shelter
and refuge for rabbit, quail, possum, skunks, partridges and
other animals and birds. Female raccoon, when natural tree
d(^ are scarce or non-existent, will house their litters in wood-
chuck holes. So valuable does the Ohio Conservation Com-
nusaon insider the place of the woodchuck and the hole he

zPwPi. j
cyclical balance of wildlife that in 1947 it

established a closed season from March, when the wood^uck
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wakens to emerge from his hole, to August, by which time theyoung are able to take care of themselves. The ruling does not
prevent a farmer from reducing the woodchuck population
which gets out of control but it does put an end to the idioticand unsportsmanlike habits of some city dwellers who go into
the countryside merely to use the woodchuck for target practice.Among emigrant Southerners, both white and coloured
woodchuck is considered a delicacy.

’

I seen a muslaat by daylight and then only
when lying very still among the sedge grass and weeds, I have
been so well hidden that he was unaware of my presence. His
habit IS to travel in the shallow water of a creek close to the
bank and even though the water is clear he is difficult to
notice or to see. The concealment arises less from his fantastic-
^ly protective colouring than from the undulations of his wet
shining body which are like the movements of the flowing
water itself. He moves, half-swimming, half-walldng with a
flowing motion and only a sharp eye can detect his presence
where there is any current at all.

Perhaps the most beautiful newcomers to the pond during
the second summer were the dragonflies. They appeared in
prodigious numbers, looking like gaudily-painted miniature
planes. At least three varieties were noticeable. One variety,
the largest, was about three to four inches long, with purple-
black body and with bars of black on the widespread trans-
parent wings. Another smaller dragonfly came in various
shades of green with deep emerald green wings. The third,

smallest and most beautiful, was a fragile dragonfly all of one
colour, an irridescent turquoise blue with a body which appeared
to be almost transparent as they hovered over the surface of
the water. All three varieties spend the whole of their brief
lives in frantically eating and breeding. They dart and hover
over the shallow water, the floating alg* and the water weeds,
devouring hosts of tiny gnats, mosquitoes and other insects

which deposit their eggs in the water where they hatch into

larvee to feed the sunflsh as well. The prodigious number of
dragonflies over the new pond probably arose from the fact

that the fish population has not yet become established to

devour the larv® and act as a check upon the almost unlimited
increase of insects.

The great numbers of hatching insects brought not only
hordes of the delicate dragonflies, but wild, soaring flights of

deep, iridescent blue and red swifts and barn swallows which
each year build their neat mud nests on the beams of the big

Bailey barn beside the pond. In the evenings they circle,

hover and dive-bomb the newly hatched insects, dipping their
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tiny, swift wings into the water, sending up tiny jets of spray
in the evening light.W coi^e, within the depths of the new pond there came
quickly into existence trillions of amoebje, rotifers and tiny
plants and animals invisible to the naked eye which ftourish

in the warm shallow waters of ponds and in the form of flesh

water plankton which makes up a large part of the food supply
of the fish from the smallest pin^sized fry up through the larger
sunftsh. These animals and plants, seen under a microscope,
reveal complicated and brilliantly beautiful patterns of life,

^though invisible they comprise a vital part of the natural
life-cycle of a pond. Doubtless they are carried there upon the
feet of birds and muskrats or the damp skin of frogs and on
the bellies of slithering water snakes from adjoining ponds and
sfreams. Many already existed in the wet ground ofthe pond
site. The Natural History Museum in New York City contains
a truly wonderful exhibit ofthese organisms executed brilliantly
in coloured glass mariy thousands of times larger than life.

Nature has a million subtle ways of quickly converting a
raw, new pond into an old pond, fertile and teeming with
life, but in all our ponds we have helped her as much as possible
to speed the rate of conversion. One thing which a good farmer
Quickly learns is that in fighting nature he will always be
drfeated but that in working witn her, he can make remark-
able and immensely profitable progress* Beside the barnyard
m^ure and the seeciing of the banks we have thrust young
wilmw butts here and there along the banks and every three
or four feet along Ae cr«t of the dam. Within two or three
vean the fast growing willows, the particularly beautiful and
hardy, semi-weeping variety known as Bahylonxea, will grow
tw^ve to fifteen feet and along their dam the roots create a
solid mat which binds the earth together and makes it resistant
to the waters of the most devastating cloudbursts. Along the
edge they provide the shade which the big bass love and a
resting place for insects which drop into the water and feedhun^ fish waiting below.
The Conservation Commissions of many states send out free

to all farmers of the state, bundles of shrubs and trees for
planting around farm ponds. These hasten the efforts of nature

^ one and provide food and
Reiter for small game. The bundles include native floweringSw standing honeysuckle, fruit-bearing viburnums,

n^ni trees. These are

K ®i^
the areas about the ponds and help to buUd

into thepond and the wea about
® successful &h. pond. The new pondsare treated with fertilizer alon| the edgw in the shallow water



to encourage the growing of vegetation which plays so larirea part m the cycle of pond fertility and life. A little fertilizer
—particularly phosphate—will increase the number and size
ot the nsh enormously.^
During the first summer of the Bailey pond’s existence we

transplanted to its borders a few roots of arrowleaf and some
of the water plants already growing in the older ponds. It was
a simple enough process, simply that of thrusting the roots into
the soil in the shallow water. These took hold immediately
and increased prodigiously during the summer, as much as
many hundreds of times, joining the water and marsh vegeta-
don already seeded there through visits of muskrats and water
birds in providing shelter for all sorts ofminute animal life as well
as for the small fry which appeared mysteriously and those
hatched out after the stocking of the new pond in the early spring
with mature bass, bluegills and sunfish trom the older ponds.
By the end of the second summer the first evidence of

balance had become apparent. The plague of small frogs- and
toads had levelled off to a normal population, the number of
dragonflies diminished and the whole cycle of birth, life,

death, and rebirth had begun to operate.
At the end of the third year the new pond on the Bailey

Place already took on the aspect of the older ponds. The
shallow water had been invaded by thick growths of arrow-
head, bulrush, water lilies and a great variety of water grasses
and subaqueous vegetation. Within the refuge they provide
against the attacks of the bigger fish, the water snakes and
birds, there appeared in due course of time literally thousands
of young bluegills, sunfish and young bass up to three or four
inches in length. The fingerlings of the pound-size bluegills

and the big bass which will make the sport of tomorrow.
A week ago we began seriously the annual ‘cleaning* of the

older ponds with bamboo poles, worms, and a couple of big
milk cans, transferring fish wholesale from the fertile older

ponds into the newer ones. The task becomes a sport in which
all the farm takes part. The boys, the older men and even
some of the women join in, and in the crowded ponds every
cast means a strike, and one never knows what one will get

—

a bluegill, a bass or any one of the varieties of sunfish and
sometimes in the Anson pond, a nice-sized trout. Only the

trout are thrown back because we want to establish in the

Anson pond that cycle of trout and sunfish based upon the

bass and sunfish cycle which has proven itself so productive

in the old Fleming pond.

^ At Georgia State Agriculmral College experiments with the fertilizing of fish

ponds achieved an increase in fish production of up co five hundred pounds to

the acre.
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Fish after fish, the catch is tossed into the milk cans, kept
aerated by changing the water and pouring in fresh bucketfuls
constandy fi'om the pond. There is a wide range of beauty in

the catch fixim the lovely deep sea-green of the bass and the
silvery-spotted beauty of the trout, through the whole range
of sunfish up to the iridescent, fantastic beauty of the long-
eared type with his brilliant yellow belly, his stripes and
changeable colours and the jet-black spot behind his gills.

Last ni^ht we sat among the willows along the old Fleming
pond, fishing, nine of us, as the sun went down and a virgin
crescent moon appeared as the sky changed from scarlet and
gold to pale mauve to deep blue. The women sat in the grass
shelling the glut of peas from the garden for canning and the
quick freeze and the small children yelled with excitement
each time they managed to hook and bring in a fish. We
fished until it was too dark to see the bobber, and then set
out with a flashlight to transfer the fish to the new ponds.
There was at least thirty pounds of fish ranging in size from
a few baby sunfish to a nne big bass of about four pounds
which somehow had eluded us in ‘cleaning* the pond of big
fellows the preceding autumn. And everyone had fresh fish for
breakfast the next morning.
The farm pond is becoming r^idly not only a pleasure but

a necessity. State Conservation Comnussions are encouraging
them. Ohio aids the individual farm without cost in uieir
construction. Missouri plans to construct 200 thousand farm
ponds during the next few years. They tend to catch and hold

P^^ccious r^nf&ll on thousands oi fnrmSi to supply water
for toe livestock, swimming holes, and fish for the table. On
OUT farm whenever a family wants fish for supper one has
only to take a pole and a line and in a half hour or more get
all the fish he wants«
But there are other advantages to farm ponds which are not

wholly utilitarian. Our ponds are each one a spot of beauty,
a sm^ universe teeming with life. The big herons visit them
and the lovely red-winged blackbirds build their nests in the
^hes along the borders. They are the deUght of the big fierce
oulouse ge^e and the tame mallards. They are the source of

muim music in the night from the peeping of new young frogs
to the booming bass of the big Louisiana bullfrogs which we
put p as tadpoles years ago and which now measure as muchM eighteen to twenty inches when stretched out. In April
tear bordere turn green and gold with the lush foliage and
flowers of the m^h marigold, and later they are bordered
witfi the blue of Siberian iris and the purple and gold of the
nrave ^d nags. At night the muscats move across the
surlace in the moonlight and the raccoons and foxes and possum
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come down out of the thick woods to drink and catch unwary
frogs, leaving the imprint of their small paws in the wet mud
along the banks. And there are the scavenging mud-turtles
and a few big destructive snapping-turtles which the mallards
avoid by shrewdly never taking their young on to the ponds
until they are well grown. And there are countless birds, the
swifts and barn swallows which skim low over the ponds in
the blue evenings, to catch the insects hatching from their
depths, and the flocks of goldfinches which finally mate off
and build their nests from the down of the purple thistles

growing in the damp ground. And in the spring and autumn
there are the visits of the wild ducks which join our mallards
and feast off the richness of the farm ponds and the neighbour-
ing fields for three or four weeks at a time. For a lonely farm
a pond provides life and fascination.

Each year, spring and autumn, we have been accustomed
to visits of wild ducks. Usually these were mallards and so-

called shallow-water ducks, but with the establishment of the
Bailey pond we began to receive visits from flocks of bluebills

and other deep-water ducks. We discovered presently that they
were attracted by the tender shoots of the fast-spreading

arrowleaf, spending hours diving and burrowing for the young
growth. Whenever they burrowed their bills left tiny holes in

the mud bottom of the pond. Dessie and A1 often sit on the

veranda of the big, old Bailey house in the evening watching
the life on the pond until darkness comes down, the swallows

take to the barn and the muskrat and raccoons come out to

haunt the reeds and the shallow water.

In a way, a farm pond is a symbol of life itself. It is a bright

spot on any farm, a whole universe in which the laws of nature

^erate under the close and intimate gaze of the interested.

(Jne can find in farm ponds and along their borders almost

everything. They change with the season, awakening from the

frozen, silent sleep of winter, going into the beginnii^ of

spring and the fierce breeding life of early summer. They
provide skating in winter and swimming in summer and good

fishing for three seasons of the year. For the children they are

a source of inexhaustible delight. And like the fishponds of

the abbeys and castles of medieval Europe and the Dark Ages,

when all the world fell apart in anarchy and disorder, they

provide not only food for the table but peace for the soul and

an understanding of man’s relationship to the universe.
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IV: MALABAR JOURNAL
Winter 1944-1945

I return to farming with an ardour which I scarcely knew in
my youth.

—Thomas Jefferson in a letter to George Washington.

November 19: A long gap mostly spent in travelling.
The election is over and thank God we can live in peace
again. The first real news is beginning to come in from

France. Annie Chamay has had word that her husband who
was missing has turned up after having been twice seized by
the Boches and taken to Germany, once halfway to Lublin in
Poland. Twee he managed to escape and is now a Captain
in the Resistance Movement.

I have had a long letter from my French publisher, carried
by someone to England and posted there. He tells me that he
was able to turn over to the Underground and to French soup
kitchens a considerable sum in royalties belonging to me. It
was done through Denise Glairouin who came here in 1941
on a passport secured for her by one of the Underground
working inside the Vichy government. I saw her and gave her
an order to my publisher to turn over the money to the Under-
ground. This he managed to do since the transaction was
between two French citizens. Otherwise, the money would
l^ve been frozen or seized by the Germans who prohibited
the publication of my books after they took over France,^ng b^ore that I was a proscribed writer in Nazi Germany.
Delamain writes me that Denise Glairouin was finally caught
and arrested and has disappeared.
Also heard again last week from Jean de Sourian who has

joined toe American First Division as a liaison officer, how I
do not know, as he is a French citizen. His mother is English
and he speaks English perfectly. In any case he is, as an Ameri-CM seller, ^owed to write, and we have had much news from
nim.^He and all his family lived during the war in a working-

s villa near his father's factory in order not to attract
attenUon. He dared not go on the streets of Paris in the day-me tor fear of being picked up by the Germans and shipped
o Germany to wont in a factory. This war has produced
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fant^tic stories. It is remarkable the number of people who
like Denise Clairoum and Annie’s mother-in-law, have simolv
disappeared. ^ ^

The beef cattle are all in the barns as the pasture ran short
owing to the drought. The dairy catde are still out in the day-
time feeding on rye and vetch and ladino. Fortunately it has

Tonight it is raining—badly-needed rain, although the
wheat never looked better to go into the winter. Just before I

sat down to write, the dogs and I went out to put the cattle to
bed in the big bam. It is one of the keenest of pleasures to see
them looking fat and sleek standing in clean straw, their bellies
full of silage and good mixed hay. There are about fifty big
weaned beef calves in the feeding shed. I go out every night and
put back the hay tliey throw out of the mangers while eating.
Tonight they were so full that they simply nosed it over,
making only a pretence at eating. They are a beautiful, uni-
form lot of blue-roans, sleek and black and hornless, save for
a red maverick with horns for which we have never found any
explanation save that he must be a throw-back. He has a faint

wild look of Highland cattle and may have been the result of
inbreeding which will often produce throw-backs.

Charley Kimmel, the Game Warden, and Fanny Copeland
dropped in and stayed for Sunday noonday dinner. Charley,
like myself, is interested in the new dam proposed at Lexington.
It will help the industrial water supply of Mansfield and create
a beautiful new lake four miles long on the upper Clear Fork.
People are beginning to make sense about the water supply,
but only, I think, after they have been scared into it.

Made two speeches on Conservation yesterday at York,
Pennsylvania, one to the women in the afternoon and another
in the evening to a mixed audience of 1600 business-men and
farmers. It is remarkable how people are becoming interested

in these things—a very hopeful sign. If we can overcome the

evils, economic and social, which industry and great cities have
brought us, we shall be making progress. That is the frighten-

ing element in the recent elections. A growing urban pro-

letariat without economic security can wreck everything that

America has been in the past and darken the whole of her

future.

I have been reading Darwin’s Voyage of the Beagle. It is the

best escape literature I know, taking you completely out of

the confusion and anxiety of the times in which we live.

Darwin’s books are filled with interesting observations which

tic in with our experiences in the crossbreeding of animals.

In his day his great mind held intimations of discoveries which

many scientists of today have not yet suspected.





December 28: The house was filled all during the holidays
with the children home and visitors coming and going—like
my grandfather’s house in the old days. Too many people for
the small sitting-room so the fire burned eveiy day in the big
living-room which became the centre of life. Even in wartime
there is plenty of everything, for all the thirty-five people on
the farm.
Today we started curing the first of the winter-killed hams.

The locker plant does a good job for a small price per ham.
The flavour is good but not so good as our own home-cured
stuff, and the consistency is altogether different. When baked,
the home-cured ham is light and flaky. The locker plant in-
jects the curing fluid into the ham, the way most commercial
hams are produced today. It is one of those short cuts which
down’t add up in the end. Tom calls them ‘embalmed hams’
which is as good a name as any.
The smokehouse is octagonal, on a plan worked out by

Thomas Jefferson, and built of bricks from the house of
General Cantwell, Henry Wallace’s grandfather, one of the
first houses in Mansfield, which was torn down a few years
ago. General Cantwell came over the mountains early in the
nineteenth century bringing with him all his household furni-

ture and a big library.

It snowed again last night and today the roads were drifted

so badly that we had to buck our way through in the big
Buick to get to Mansfield where I had to make a speech at the

Lumberman’s Insurance Company Convention.
Anna Barretto and Jean Mixsell who were here for Christmas

left yesterday and Dennis and Theo Heathcote arrived this

morning for the New Year. Dennis is a lieutenant in the

British Navy. Ellen had a party last night and twenty kids

came down in a big moving van, the only kind of conveyance
which could buck the blizzard and the drifting snow. It was
a great lark for the kids seated inside wrapped in blankets

—like the old bobsleigh rides we used to have in my own
childhood when the horses drew us to a country dinner and

dance.
In wartime with all the obligations and travelling and

yjeech-making it is difficult to keep any sort of regular journal.

1 wonder if Ae time will ever come again when life will be

normal—whatever normal is. Perhaps it is better to ask if we
shall ever have peace and leisure again. I doubt it. Sometimes

it seems to me that we are in a period resembling the begin-

ning of the disintegration of the Roman Empire, one of those

periods when ‘civilization,’ having reached a peak, starts

slipping back again out of sheer weariness and moral decadence

through a kind of anarchy into a simplified primitive existence.



December 29: This is indeed an ‘old-fashioned* winter. The

whole valley lies buried deep in snow. Tonight there was a

full moon coming up about five o’clock. While I helped Harry

with the chores in the big barn, the light outside turned slowly

a cold but brilliant blue, and the moon rising over the Bailey

hill crowned by the single big oak, turned slowly pale yellow

and ien orange, then red and at last a cold brilliant silver

colour as the blue deepened in intensity into darkness. In the

moonlight the wide valley turned white and glistening as the

lights came out far down the valley in Kenneth’s house and

then Bob’s and Harry’s.

Inside the bam the blue-roan beef calves pushed their black

muzzles into the troughs of silage, corn, and soyabean meal,

but they fdt so well they kept bacldng off and runnii^ up and
down kicking up their heels between mouthfuls. They arc

beautifiil and sleek, putting on two or three pounds a day, all

blue-roan or black, polled like their An^s sire, Blondy, with

little clusters of black curls over their big black eyes. 1 like

dairy cattle but my heart is always with the beef herd. There
is something solid and satisfactory about them and I like their

lazy, placid dispositions. The twenty-five blue-roan calves are

my pets out of all the livestock, and the dogs have a jealousy

toward them which the calves return. Gina and Folly are

always trying to get in a sly nip at the black noses across the
mangers when my back is turned, and if the dogs get into the

feeding shed, the calves gang up on them.
1 know no greater satisfaction than going out about midnight

just before I go to bed to have a look at the cattle in the big
barn. They stand or lie in the clean straw, dry and warm in
their shaggy winter coats, the steaming breath curling up
from the wet muzzles. When you turn on the lights the big
sleek calves get up, stretch themselves and come toward you
lowing gently. You throw an extra bale of alfalfa toward them
and they only nuzzle the hay and push it about because they
are dready filled up. It gives you a remarkable feeling of
security and well-being, so rare in the world today.
With the deep snow, the rabbits have moved in close to the

house again where they pick up the spilled corn from the
cribs and what is left of the beans and oats put down for the
turkeys and guinea fowl. But that doesn’t satisfy them; they

p to work on the roses and young fruit trees and shrubbery.
In the morning the snow is covered with their tracks close to
the house, just outside the door.

I don’t like killing them but despite the abundance of red
and CTey fox they increase each year in such numbers that
some^ng has to be done to protect oursdves. The dogs, all
SIX of them, have learned the trick of rushing out when 1 say,
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‘Get the rabbits!* to drive them off. I had hoped that by send-
rabbit would becomeS it seems to do nogood. The timid creatures steal back as soon as the dogs are

fmit^treef^^
nibbling again at shrubs and rosj and

Today Torn shot two of them for his own house. When hewent to pick thern up he looked up and saw on the ridge above
^ shotgun watchinghim with interest and mockery. Foxes are the damnedest animalsHarry is feeling very proud over his chicks. Out of 700young pidlets he has over 600 eggs a day for the last week and

this despite the zero weather. Except for the fighting breeds.
I *»aven t much feelmg for chickens, but the two big poultry
houses filled with healthy bright young pullets are a beautiful
sight just now. Certainly Harry’s success witli them establishes
some sort of a record.
Frank Lausche called this morning. He is the new governor.

I

^ suspected in advance Ohio went against Roosevelt, but
elected Frank, a Democrat, by 250,000 majority. It makes
him one of the strongest men in the party. He has already
appointed Frazier Reams amd Jim Hoffman, two of his
opponents in the Democratic primary, to his cabinet. Both
excdlcnt men and a wise move politically. I have suggested
B. O. Skinner as Director of Agriculture, but his health may
not be good enough for him to accept.

December 30: I heard a fox barking tonight for the first time
this season. It was a rare occurrence so early in the winter for
ordinarily they bark and call to each other only in the mating
season which is usually in February. Perhaps he was disturbed
or lonely. The New Year is still two days away and the snow
is deep on the ground.
Today just outside my door I noticed big purple stains on

the snow looking as if someone had spilled indelible ink. On
lamination the stains turned out not to be ink at all but the
jmee from the fruits of the viburnum. With the deep snow the
birds have come close to the house and are feeding on the
viburnum, the hawthorn pips and the fruits of the Rugosa
roses. It is the seeds they are after as they leave the pulp on
the ground. A tiny bit of laburnum pulp dropped on the snow
spreads into a great purple patch six or seven inches across.

The nightly chase after rabbits in the garden seems to be
having little effect. Their tracks are everywhere. There are
distinct runways and here and there circles where apparently
they gather in groups. Last night when I went out with the
dogs to drive them out of the garden they scattered off up the
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hill over the glistening snow in the brilliant moonlight toward
the sandstone ridge, fanning out in all directions, fifteen or
twenty of them. I’m afraid they’ve discovered that Boxers,

having no nose, and very poor sight, are not much of a menace
as hunting dogs. They are big and heavy and crash their way
through shrubbery and underbrush by sheer force of their

great muscular strength. The sly fox behind a bush or a hum-
mock, patient and cruel, is much more of a menace. I suspect
that the presence of so many foxes drives the whole population
of rabbits close to the house. The foxes do keep away irom the
area frequented by the dogs, having lost at least two cubs to
the Boxers.

Yesterday afternoon we were sitting in my office talking
when Bob said, ‘Look!* I turned to where he was pointing and
saw a handsome big red dog-fox moving along the hill on the
other side of the ravine. He was taking his time and paused,
suddenly stood still against the deep snow, and looked over
his shoulder. Then, after a moment, he turned and moved on
his way up through the trees to the crevices in the rocks. And
then scarcely two hundred feet behind him appeared a shaggy
old farm dog, his nose to the ground, earnestly following the
strong fox scent although all the time he was within easy sight
of the fox. The pause and the gesture of the fox was exactly
like that of a small boy thumbing his nose. By the time the
old dog caught up with him, he was safe, deep in one of the
lairs that dot the hillside, perhaps already asleep.
The calves bred by the Shorthorn bull from the blue-roan

heifers are astonishing. Bom only last May some of them will
weigh five hundred pounds or more already. Three of them
are too big to get into the creep, and if we make the opening
any bigger, the cows can get through. With their shaggy winter
coats they are magnificent, looking a UtUe Uke Highland cattle
save that they have no horns—a striking evidence of the great
prepotence of the Angus blood of their grandfather. They are
higgw boned than the Angus and more sturdily built. The
crossbreeding experiment capied back to the Shorthorn has
been so successful in producing quick quality feeders, we will
cull out some of the purebred Shorthorn breeding cows and
replace them with crossbred blue-roan heifers. If the results
next year are as good, I should like to see the whole breeding
stock made up of blue-roan cows. Curiously the best specimens
among the calv^ are those which show white faces derived
irom some Hereford strain in the feeders heifers we brought in

Sh
assumed from their appearance to be pure-

The longer I work with Uvcstock the more I become im-
pressed with crossbred vigour. We never have lost a crossbred



calf or had a sick one. Dr. Reed, Head of the Dairy Division
surprisingly agreed with me when we discussed breeding atOmaha at the Pasture, Forage and Livestock Convention. He
had much to say for crossbred dairy cows. We were both agreed
that It was important for someone to keep the purebred strains
so that we could have the strains to crossbreed. I have many
triends who are in the purebred business—hogs, beef, and dairy
cattle, and they regard our crossbreeding with horror. My
fnend Judge Hackney this year paid 825^,000 for an Angus
bull and Roger Black paid $22,000 for a Guernsey. I suppose
if you re bitten by the purebred bug, nothing is so exciting as
pedigrees. For myself, I get much more kick out of a big
healthy, hearty specimen regardless of its breeding. I have a
suspicion that once you get into the purebred business you
can’t get out of it. Just now prices are tremendously high for
purebreds but three or four years from now they may and
probably will be low. I think in the lor^ run we’ll do better
raising quick quality beef in quantity. The purebred fanatic
always seems to me a little like the fox who lost his tail in
Aesop’s fable. He wants everybody to be in the same situation
and so tries to make it fashionable. The more there are in the
racket the more demand and the better the prices.

The barking fox made me think of the visit we had last

summer from a pair of wildcats. The catamount, as the first

settlers called him and the Southern hill people still call him,
took up quarters in a big hollow beech on the edge of the ravine
just opposite the house, about two hundred yards.away at the
same spot from which the fox barked last night. The first

knowledge of his presence came when George called down
from his room, ‘D’you hear that scream? What the Hell is

it?’ I opened the door of my room and was promptly treated
to the most blood-curdling noise I have ever heard. The hair
on my head and on the backs of the dogs beside me rose at the
same time. Then the dogs rushed past me and across the little

valley up the side of the ravine opposite, barking wildly all

the way. Their barking had no effect on the catamount which
kept up its weird, blood-curdling scream. But the scream had
an effect on the dogs. It was a moonlight night and I could

see them clearly. About fifty feet from the tree they checked
their rush and their wild barkin^^ turned to whining and growl-

ing. Boxers are devils for fighting and are afraid of nothing
but clearly the sound put the fear of God into them; and
presently they returned to the house still disturbed, bristling,

and growling.

Some nights the catamount took up a position on the other

side of the hill behind Jim Pugh’s cabin and treated him to

the same kind of serenade. Jim took a rifle, an electric torch
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and his dog, a big Collie, a courageous dog and a good fighter,

out to locate the heast. He never saw it although he heard the

rustle of leaves as it scuttled away into the thick underbrush.

His dog behaved in the same fashion as the Boxers. It rushed

after the catamount but apparently did not attack it, return-

ing indeed with his white ruff standing straight up around his

neck, and whining in protest.

A man I met on the train in Texas told me he had spent his

boyhood in the Kentucky hills and that the fox hunters there

dreaded above everything to have their hounds corner a cata-

mount. He said he had known a catamount to rip and slash

fatally as many as three valuable foxhounds in a single en-
counter. Perhaps Jim’s dog and mine had some intuitive

knowledge of the beast’s viciousness or perhaps they too were
simply terrified by the supernatural cry of the ‘catty-mount.’
Once you have heard a catamount scream you understand why
the catamount loomed large in the l^ends ofthe frontier life as a
crafty, almost supernatural beast. The cry of the screech owl
in a dark wood at night is blood chilling but it is a lullaby
compared to the noise made by that catamount.
None of us ever saw the beast. We missed no lambs although

we did lose more pullets and ducks than the foxes usually took
and we found the partly eaten carcass ofa big Toulouse gander.
The foxes never bother the big grey geese which seem quite
able to take care of themselves with foxes or dogs. I tWnk the
catamoimt must have wandered in from the Pennsylvania
mountains. It went away again as mysteriously as it came. I
did not miss its blood-curdling moonlight serenades.

^

Now and then the farmers of the country have trouble with
‘wild dogs’ which are nothing more or less than the pets left
behind by the shiftless rural element in the process of moving
from one place to another, from tenant farm to tenant farm
or fhjm farm into town to get a job that pays more money.
Largely speaking, it is the element brought in from the Southern
States m two waves of migration—the first in the early thirties
when Ae farmers were seeking cheap labour and the second
when high mdustrial wages brought an army of migrants
northward. Both migrations have been failures in the agricul-
ture areas and have raised countless economic, social! and
racial problems.
One fact that he been overlooked in dealing with social,

economic, and political problems not only inside this nation
planners for world peace and government, is

that It IS mfficult and even dangerous to attempt applying aco^on formula to peoples or nations existing on wddy
diff»ent planes of^g standards, education, social and
political experience. The migration of the Southern hill people
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into this nch, literate, hard-working Ohio country has beenan almost total failure. In the earlier, cheap farm-labour
encouraged by the farm^ers themselves

(just as the industnahsts of the past century encouraged themigration of the poorer elements of Europe to force d(wn theprice of mdustnal labour), the whole movement failed becauseof the widely divergent standard of living, education, and
social habits. One good Ohio farmhand could and would do
as much work in a day as three to five ‘hill-billy’ hands, andhe had both iniuative and energy which grew out of the rich-

...Lr
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^5 and experience

which grew out of the high-level farming typical of the Ohio
county. With the Southern migration the Ohio farmer gota hand who, in most cases, was very near to useless at a cheap
wage where a decent wage would have gotten him a good hand
out ol his own country, who in the end would have been far
cheaper.

Most of the hill country families arrived in jalopies with
little more than the clothes on their backs. The men ‘worked’
until they had twenty-five dollars and then quit until the money

spent, A great many of them never went back to work at
all, preferring by that time to crowd into the slums of the
towns and cities and live on ‘the WPA.’ The few who remained
in the rural areas took to squatter’s shacks where they lived
as pariahs with no contact with the other members of society
and taking no part in the life of the community. Neighbouring
farmers missed eggs and chickens and tools, and in some areas
It was impossible for a time to follow the age-old Ohio farmer’s
practice of leaving his machinery in the field lest in the mom-
he would find it stripped or gone altogether. When I asked a
couple of hill people why they took anything left loose, they
looked at me in surprise and said, ‘Why, down in our country,
if anything is left out in the field it means nobody wants it

any longer and anybody can take it.’ Here lay the difference
not in morals but of social and economic manners and customs.
The results of the earlier migration were disastrous. It failed

to provide cheap labour for the farmer and it brought into his

neighbourhood a problem element which had never been there
before. It had only complicated not only his problems but
those of the individual county as a whole, for the larger part
of the families on relief were among the southern migrants.
Many of them remained on relief even into the war boom.
The families themselves did not benefit in any way. The

men accepted lower wages, if they worked, than any Ohio
farmhand would accept. They hated a life in which they were
expected to put in at least eight hours a day of work. Their
diet, in most cases, was not improved, partly through poverty
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and shifUessness and partly because most of them stuck firmly

to the old sowbelly-com pone-tumip greens diet. The most
that could be said was that at least the turnip greens, raised

in the richer soil of Ohio, had in them some traces of the
calcium and phosphorus which are essential to human growth,
vigour, and intelligence.

Socially, mpn, women, and children were outcasts. There
was not even any place for them in the county churches which
had played a large part in the lives of many of them ‘down
south,’ and if there was, the church had none of the ‘shoutin’,
rollin’ ’ religion which they relished. The first migration was
in many respects not only a failure but a tragedy for all con-
cerned. The best that can be said of it is that a few families,
perhaps one in twenty-five, had the energy, vigour, intelligence
and sense to better their conditions and acquire a better diet,
a better education, and a more ambitious standard of living.
A great many of them, desperately homesick, drifted back
south to the poor, worn-out hill country from which they
came, back to the one-room school, if it existed at all (there
are some southern counties even today so poor that there are
no schools), and back to the villages where they could sit
happily on the steps of the crossroads store and ‘roll’ and
shout* m the Baptist Church on Sunday.
New elements influenced the second, wartime migration.

Ihe firet and by far the strongest was the pull of the fabulous
wages in mdustnal plants which, by a grapevine that magnified
the mgh wages into weekly fortunes, drew the poor Southern
rural, and backwoods people into the North. The second,
comparatively a small factor, was the effort of the federal
a^onties to bring in outside help for farmers in the richUmo country, harned by questionnaires and shortages both
of labour and machinery. It, like the earlier migration on acheap labour basis, was doomed to failure, and it failed in
record ume. I was ^ked my advice by the federal authoritiesconc^mjg the possibiliti« of a wholesale plan of importing
hill famihes to work on Ohio farms and, out of the earlier
experience, gave a pessimistic answer. The only way the plan

venr carefully, through the aid of thecoun^ ^ente and the AAA, only the very best and hard-
nugration. I knew that importing

shifdess southern elements was not only hopel^ butwould create senous problems for Ohio communitiw. I alsosuggested ^at any Southern families picked should be given a

STmpthfd
break them in in advance to the exifencies^ methods of an agnculture so different from thatV thepoor single-crop country from which most of them cameAn expenment was first made by bringing fifty cai^efully



if fi!
^country men for a course of six weeks

at the Agncultural CoUege of Ohio State University. With
the first week, fourteen of the fifty, homesick, vanished to
return to their southern hill farms. The others stuck it outand eventuaUy were taken on by Ohio farmers and brought
^eir fanuhes north. But even with this hand-picked, super-
hcially-trained element, the experiment failed as the earlier
i^gration had failed* The men were indignant or sullen about
the work expected of them and the new-fangled methods
employed. The women felt strange in the new country, without
a proper church and a general store. As often as not their
cmldren suffered at schools from the inevitable cruelty of
Other farm children who not only felt that the clothes and
speech of the newcomers were strange but were aware of their
sense of inferiority.

nuCTations failed for the same reasons that nearly all
the New Deal rural co-operatives failed. The co-operatives
were a headlong, sentimental if commendable effort to change
overnight the economic, social and even human backgrounds
of thousands of unfortunate and handicapped people by crude
transplantation on to another plane, without any preparation,
physical, social, or intellectual for what could only be an ordeal.
Social reform by the scruff of the neck, through sentimental
and superficial motives, is all too often dangerous and cruel
and almost always chaotic and ineffective.

A parallel problem to that of the Southern hill whites has
arisen among the Negro populations in some of the middle-
sized industrial-agricultural towns of Ohio. Many of these
towns, having been old stations on the pre-Civil War Under-
CTOund Railroad, have large Ne^o populations, sometimes
larger in proportion to the white population than many
southern towns. The old Negro populations had been long
established with their own churches, doctors, dentists, et al.

They had lived side by side with the white populations and in

most towns there was no question ofseCTegratea areas. Virtually
all of the old Negro populations had high school educations
and many of them were graduates of colleges and universities.

They were an accepted and respected part of the population
and very rarely was there any evidence of ‘Jim Crowism’
an^hcre in the community.
The trouble began when the industrial interests began

importing cheap Negro labour from the Deep South. Few of

the imported Negroes could read or write. Moral standards
were abominably lax in comparison to those of the old
established Negro population. Few of the newcomers had ever

had more than a quarter in their pockets since they were
bom and were accustomed to being pushed oif the sidewalk
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by the ‘poor white* population of the Deep South areas from
which they came. In their new environment they were crowded
together in shabby run-down housing quarters. But suddenly
they had plenty of money—^indeed, what, by their former
standards, was affluence. They encountered noJim Crowism and
found that they had liberties in the old Northern Underground
Railroad towns the existence ofwhich they had never suspected.
The result was that many of them ran hog-wild, got drunk

on Saturday nights, carved one another up and in general
became so obnoxious that police magistrates took what Weis an
illegal but what to many of them seemed the only solution

—

railroading the individual habitual bad actors back to the
Southern area whence they came. Restaurants, beer saloons,
theatres, means of transportation, which had hitherto been
frequented by the older Negro population were presently
closed to all Negroes since it was impossible to distinguish
between the old respected Negro population and the rowdy,
arrogant, disorderly newcomers. The presence of the migrant
Negroes was far more resented by the old Negro population
than by any clement in the white population, which rarely
came into very close contact with it. Nearly three generations
of adjustment, which in those old abolitionist towns had very
nearly solved the ‘Negro problem,* were upset and to a large
degree nullified. The old Negro population in my own town
at first made some sincere efforts toward providing recreation
^d education for the newcomers but grew discouraged and
fell back into an attitude of apathy and resentment, and my
towm, like many another similar community suddenly found
on Its hands a ‘Negro problem* which had until the migration
been non-existent.
The fault was not fundamentally that of the Negro imported

from the Deep South. It was the fault of the elements in our
society which brought him suddenly out of one environment
mto another without the slightest degree of preparation.
Many of the overnight Southern Negro migrants were scaredy
above the level of an African savage, some of them consider-
ably below the level of many an African native with a back-wound of native tradition and primitive civilization. OvernightAey were plunged into the midst of what to the average Deep
bouth Negro must have seemed another world. At least itwas another civilization for such a gap separates the socialand ^onomic background of the average prosperous Ohiotown from the backwoods communities ofLouisiana, Mississippiand parts of other deep Southern States, that there seems tobe little connection between the two.^ differences and ills is at baseequal econonuc opportumty, education (in the case of the
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Southern Negro, and for the ‘poor white,’ better diet and
better soil upon which that diet is grown), better ethics and
tinaily the annihilation of ideas about the superiority of one
race over another. Some day all races will commonly inter-
marry and when that day comes many of the problems plaguing
us today will have disappeared. As a rule, the lower the
economic and social status, the more intense the prejudice
You cannot cure Bilbo and Rankin of Mississippi until yoii
have cured the poverty, ignorance and prejudices of the con-
stituencies which they represent all too well.M this is a long way from the problem of the wild dogs left
behind by the constantly moving ‘poor whites’ in our Ohio
county yet it is all a part of the same thing.
The wretched, abandoned dogs take to the wooded hills

and ravines and band together in packs to live off the poultry
and ducks and sheep of the countryside, eventually to be shot
by the dog warden or some irate farmer. The Boxers look on
the farm as their property and God help any dog that comes
on their land. They have killed two of the wild dogs and a
week ago Harry saw the comic spectacle of two foxhounds in
headlong pursuit of a fox across the valley fields with the six
Boxers hot on the trail of the foxhounds. Ruefully Harry told
me two days later that he had seen in the country paper a
reward of §2^.00 apiece for the two foxhounds whicn had run
away from their owner. But for the Boxers he might have
captured them and the reward. When last seen they were going
over the crest of the Bailey hill. The fox had long since escaped
and the hounds were running hell-bent to escape the Boxers.

December 31: The last day of a year which can go without
regrets so far as the world is concerned. I have had much to be
thankful for in my personal life and the life of Malabar, most
of all the great progress that has been made during the last

year towards the goals which were set up in the beginning and
I have been very lucky indeed in friendships far and wide.
There are times when I am very grateful for having spent

so many years outside America, in Europe and the East, not

only because it helped me to understand the stupendous things

going on in the world but because it has made America a new
country to me, which I will never again take for granted as so

many Americans do. Out of the countless letters I get from
overseas, I gather that the experience of the war has made
thousands of young Americans understand and appreciate

this country as they could not have done without having seen

something of the rest of the world. It seems to me that this

country is inexhaustible in its variety and beauty and in the

variety of its people. The Sinclair Lewis philosophy, like most



of the thinking of the twenties, was superficial, especially in its

assumption that Americans are standardized. A Texan and a
Bostonian could scarcely be further apart and still belong to

the same race and nationality.

Perhaps, most of all, I am thankful for having been born in

a count^ which, after an absence of twenty-five years spent
all around the world, I found I would have chosen to be born
in, if I had had the choice. Its woods, hills, streams, fields, and
springs suit me. They have the fertile, half-wild, well-watered
beauty which seems to me to include almost everything. I

suppose everyone in the world feels that way about the country
in which he was bom, but the feeling is doubly important and
sound after one has actually put it to the test against other
countries and landscapes over most of the world.
Today it is raining instead of snowing, but the snow is so

deep that the thawing rain has made little impression upon it.

Very little rain is running off. It is being soaked up oy the
snow and carried on down into the earth. Sometimes the snow
goes quickly and the streams turn to torrents, the water rush-
ing on the land to create floods downstream. This time all the
deep snow and the rainfall is being soaked up by the soil
beneath, a good thing after the long, hot, dry summer. The
underCTound reservoir will need filling up after two dry years.
Thus far the weather has been wonderful for the wheat and
the meadow secdings. The ground beneath its deep cover of
snow is scarcely frozen at all and is protected from the devasta-
tmg heaving process caused by alternate freezing and thawing.
The deep snow has brought numbers of birds close in around

the house and the suet and grain box outside my window is
covered all day long by a wide variety of them. I am very
Ignorant about wild birds, but in the next year or two I must
repa^ the deficiency. It would add greatiy to the pleasure of
watching birds and understanding their actions. Heavy snows^e this one often drive in rare birds, which in my ignorance
X do not recognize.

I do know the mourning doves which strangely do notmgrate but stay with us all winter, and the jays and a variety
'woodpeckers, and of course many of the migrat-

Baltimore oriolef the
tagfishers, the goldfinch, and the shy and dazzUng scarlet

of ** woods

he-l
® ‘he cardinaf is very common

btSrL h
‘he house to feed. Our native Ohio

n ®'“P“®ed m colour and beauty only by the birds

bSf’nW « ‘he assortment ofbnliiant-plumaged birds to be seen m Crawford Market inBombay.
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The sparrows arc always with us of course, very close in
about the house, for they seem to prefer people and bustle
and sociability to solitude. They are noisy and thieving and
at times when they build their big, shaggy, disreputable nests
among the grapevines or in a roof gutter or behind the statue
of Ganesh over the front door, I would like to be rid of them.
Jane Francke, who is a great bird expert, says they drive away
other more rare and timid birds but I do not find this so. She
advocated shooting or poisoning them but that I cannot bring
myself to do. It is true they drive shyer birds away from the
feeding table but once they have had their fill they go away
and the other birds take their turn. They never want for food
because they arc brassy and fearless and feed out of the corn
cribs or on the barn floor and even inside the cattle-feeding
sheds. In winter they sleep in the thick evergreens which are
warm and dry and windless. In summer they like the grape
arbours but I discouraged them last summer by turning water
on them from the garden hose every evening. One little hen
sparrow slept every night for three winters on a ledge inside
the portico covering the front door. Even when you turned on
the light she did not to away but watched you very quietly
with bright little eyes. This year she is gone. 1 am only afraid
that Pete or one of the other big barn cats got her.

New Year’s Day—January i: The rain of yesterday has
turned to thick snow which fell softly without wind and all

the trees are white this morning. The roads are bad for when
the temperature dropped below freezing, ice covered them.
Now there is about four inches of fresh snow on top of the ice.

Charley went off this morning to fetch Jennie Oaks to make
the butter and has not come back. If he doesn’t show up soon
we shall have to send the tractor for him and his car.

Last night in bed I read Gertrude Stein’s article about the

liberation of the Haute Savoy country. It was a beautiful

piece of vivid writing, as American as corn-meal mush. When
Gertrude writes ‘straight’ no one writing today is so able to

transfer to a reader emotions and sensations of sound, smell,

and touch. We knew Bilignin, the little town in the Ain where

she and Alice B. Toklas spent the whole of the war, and have

stayed in the house she writes about. All this gave the story

a peculiar vividness. You could see the beautiful countryside

and the towns all the way up to Chambery.^
Gertrude’s greatest quality as a writer and as a companion

is her immense capacity for enjoyment of the moment. Each

small experience is always new and exciting and filled with

* Gertrude Stein died in 1947 at the American hospital in Neuilly. She Md
her friend Alice B. Toklas were among the closest friends of the Bromficld family.
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inner meaning. I do not know how old she is but she has been

on this earth for a considerable time, yet there is no one I

know who is younger. I have never met an^^one whose mind
is so stirriulating. 1 think this is so because it is not really a
cultivated mind but a naturally brilliant one. It is not like

the minds ofmost of us, a derivative mind, formed by tradition,

by culture, by the reading of books and daily papers and
magazines. The thoughts which come from it are purely

original, like the thoughts of a brilliant child. That is what
msS:es her such stimulating company.
At the time of Munich, I remember Gertrude and Alice B.

Toklas both said, ‘We worked very hard in the last war,
bought an ambulance and hauled things and soldiers about.
There is no excuse for this war which is coming. It was made
by the stupidity and fear of men and we intend to take no
notice of it.*

That may be what Gertrude and Alice intended to do, by
going off to their house in a remote part of France and staying
there throughout the war, but they did not do it. It is clear
from Gertrude’s articles that they were in the midst of every-
thing, making daily visits to neighbouring towns, joining in
the intense feeling of contempt for the Germans. And Gertrude
had luck too for Bili^n is in the very area where the Maquis
movement developed. She loves young men and the Maquis
caught her imagination and affection. The radio broadcast
and the articles were the first direct news we had had of
Gertrude and Alice sirtcc March 1942. Then in a letter written
just before Thanksgiving in 1941 she said, ‘Alice has finished
jetting up^ preserves. We have a turkey for Thanksgiving.
The food situation is not too bad here.’ Evidently they were
still trying to take no notice of the war. From the articles, it
is clear they did not succeed.

I have not heard what became of their wonderful collection
of pictures—Picassos, Braques, Picabias, etc., mostly given to
Gertrude in the early days when she and her Brother Leo
fought the batde for modem painting. All the pictures were
xn thw flat in Paris in the rue Christine. It was a curious but
beaub^ house built in the seventeenth century by Queen
Christina of Sweden. The Germans took a great many private
collections, like that of the Robert de Rothschilds, but all the
Peters represented in Gertrude’s collection belonged to the
school which Schicklgruber designated as ‘degenerate art,’ so
mey may have been left intact, unless some shrewd and cynical
German fell upon them and recognized their value.^

rem^ed intact and unnoticed during the war by theBy her wUl the amda were left to ABce B. Toklas or gven to AmeWcan
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/Uain and Elic de Rothschild are still prisoners in Germany.

Protence^
^ ^ ^

Yesprday I had the first news from the Herberts since I hada wild letter from Denise in Bordeaux at the time of the
collapse of France, asking for help in getting a visa to America
for herself and her mother. I did aU I could but heard nomore from them until yesterday. Monsieur Herbert died iuston the eve of the war. Madame Herbert wrote of the battles
in Grenoble between the Maquis and the Vichy Militia. She^ent most of the war there. Denise had returned to Senlis.
She wrote that Mademoiselle Julie Mancheron, the last of the
three old-maid sisters who were our proprietaires, was dead
She inust have been at least 95 years old. She remembered
well the Franco-Prussian war and lived in a great, beautiful
house in the Rue des Cordeliers, known as the Hotel Flamandc
built in the sixteenth century by a rich Flemish cloth merchant
who had come to Senlis to learn the linen industry.
She was the one who said, when I offered to pay the three

old maids three times what the place in Senlis was worth,
‘Monsieur, we could take your money but what would we do
with it?’ She had the wisdom that came of wars, of invasion,
of a dozen inflations and deflations. Invaders could not carry
off agricultural land and land was the only investment which
remained sound during violent inflation. We leased the
property for fifty years and in the twenty years we have held
the lease, there has been invasion, occupation and two serious
inflations, but the land is still there as solid, as valuable, as
productive as ever.

All this news together with the letter from the Archbishop
of Senlis and the litde pamphlet telling day by day the progress
of the liberation has brought back floods of memories of that
beautiful and happy life in the Oise and of all the French
people we love so much. We shall go back one day and see

them all. It will be like opening a book which we have loved
very much to reveal a chapter that pleased us. But the book
itself is closed, like so much in Europe that was good and
beautiful. France will be the least changed of all European
countries for the quality of Frenchmen rise above occupation,

destruction, politics, everything. It is, in all European culture,

eternal. I think this is so because of the intelligence, the
toughness, the reason of the Frenchman. All this makes for

resilience in the face of change and disaster which no other

country has ever displayed. My grandchildren and great-

grandchildren will go to France and find there the same
essence of France which I knew and which my great-grandfather

found there.
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January 20: Back again from California. It is extraordinary

how bad weather can disrupt completely all our proud modern
means of transportation—blocking cars, throwing trains off

schedule, grounding planes, causing wrecks. On the day George
and I left for California we spent two hours driving twelve

miles from the farm to Mansfield. We tried road after road to

find each one blocked either by snow or by other cars stuck

and half-buried in the snow. On the high plain overlooking

Mansfield, the wnd and blowing snow were ferocious. I came
to understand how people can be frozen to death and die

quickly, scarcely knowing what happens to them. We took
turns—Tom, George, Lieutenant-Commander Heathcote and
myself—in digging snow from under the wheels of the big
Buick with a borrowed shovel. It was impossible to work more
than five minutes at a stretch; you could feel ears and face
freezing. When the spinning wheels cut through the snow,
thev came down to ice and then it was necessary to put boards
and branches under the wheels. At last we turned back and
found an open road which led us all the way back to Lucas
where we got on to Route 39 and managed to make the town.
About seven years ago a kind of Thomas Hardy tragedy

took place on the high plain where we were blocked. A married
woman and her lover started across it in an automobile in the
midst of a similar blizzard on their way to a rendezvous in the
lover’s cabin. The whole story of what happened was never
known, but it appeared that the car broke down and the lover,

g
oing off for aid, became lost in the blizzard. In any case his
ody was found days later beneath high drifts of snow in a

^tch by the roadside. The following morning farmers, noticing
the car half-drifted over, went to it and found inside the body
of the woman, frozen to death. The tragedy was the first and

f
husband had that his wife had been un-

Even after reaching Mansfield the fight with the blizzard
was not over, A freight wreck at Massillon on the main line of
the Pennsylvania had diverted all trains and the Heathcotes
had to go to Crestline in a school bus hired by the railroad to
ta^ ^re of its passengers. The bus fought its way through ice
and bhzzard to arrive only just in time at Crestline. In the
morning the Heathcotes wakened at the hour they should have
been in the Pennsylvania Station in New York to find the train
•

farther than Cleveland. They eventually arrived
in New York twelve hours late.

George, Mary, and I went to the Prestons’ for dinner toWMt for the midmght train to Chicago and again, in the
suburbs, were snowed in. Only the aid of Mayor Locke and
tne aty snow plough rescued us and made it possible to reach
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the station. There we found that our train was five hours late
delayed by snow, ice, and wrecks.

’

Needless to say, it was odd to waken two days later among
orange groves and CTeen grass in bright sunlight in the San
Bernardino Valley. I still like Ohio and even the wild Ohio
climate better than California and for my money it is much
healthier.
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V: GRASS, THE GREAT HEALER

{A somewhat technical chapter for farmers principally

although some others may be interested)

Still, by rotation of crops you lighten your labour, only

Scruple not to enrich the dried up soil with dung
And scatter filthy ashes on fields that are exhausted

So too are the fields rested by a rotation of crops

And unploughed land in the meanwhile promises to repay you.— The Georgies of Virgtl

I
F we had never heard of CTass fanning we should have
become grass farmers simply through the evidence of our
own senses—our eyes, our taste, even our sense of touch.

The advantages showed up in the deepening colour of the soil,

in the miraculously increasing ^elds, in the evidence of the
farm's account books, in the flavour and tenderness of the
meat, in the sleekiness and shininess of the coats on our cattle,

and the brightness of their eyes, even in the changing, ever-
augmenting beauty of the landscape as grass and legumes
he^ed over the old gullies, the poor spots in already poor
fields, cleared the once muddy streams, brought life to dead
or dying springs, and saved the rainfall Vfhich made the very
trees more green and luxuriant in appearance.
We were always aware of the virtues of grass and of legumes

and, generally sjjcaking, our own experience paralleled that
of other grass farmers and of the govememnt and agricultural
college and extension service experts. This single chapter re-
veals nothing that is not already known—that grass is a great
healer and that an acre of good grass can be as profitame as
the best acre of com and far more profitable than three

f
uarters of the acres given over to com in the United States.
his chapter b merely the record in concrete terms of what

grass has done and is doing on approximately ooo acres of
glaciated Ohio hill land, all of it at a low level of production
only seven years ago and much of it abandoned farm land, of
a level of production so low that it could not find a tenant or
even bring a couple of dollars a year rent from neighbours.

In a sense, the ^ realization of the virtues of grass stole
upon us. In the ormn^ plan we had set ourselves up on the
pattern of the old-^hioned, general farm, raising soniething
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of self-sufficiency. It in-cluded as many head of registered Guernseys, beef cattlehogs and sheep as the place would carry without buying feedThe number was not many. It has been doubled five times inseven years and could be doubled again if it were possible atthe moment to provide within economic reason more buildings
to house the animals. To this steadily increasing production

Tributor^'^^*"^
capacity grass has been the principal con-

As m the story of Kemper’s Run our valley, once the virgin
forest w^ c eared away, became largely a grass country. Our
glaciated hills, and even the remnants of the old pre-glacial
plain, raise, if handled properly, the finest hay and pasture
lo^rage in the world. In the old days of horse and bugW and

^ great beer-truck draft horses, timothy was the great crop
Once introduced in a natural grass country, it became virtually
a weed and in some of our present-day operations, still is. For
a long time, no fertilizer was necessary to raise bumper crops
of dmothy and unfortunately many a farm went on raising
fields of It and exporting from the valley thousands of tons
each year to the stables of the cities without ever returning
anything to the land. The yields on some farms grew poorer
and poorer until the fields produced more weeds than timothy
and some of the farmers gave up altogether, lost their farms or
became year by year tenants or fled to a miserable hand-to-
mouth existence in the cities.

Then, with the automobile, the horse and buggy era died
and with it the market for timothy hay, and the great com and
hog heresy came into the valley where it shoidd never have
been introduced. The old hillsides, once covered with grass or
with grass and weeds, were ploughed up and put to corn and
the destruction went on at even a more rapid pace than before,
for erosion was added to soil depletion and very rapidly the
whole character of the valley changed for the worse until at
last farm after farm became abandoned.
That is where we came in. We did not make the mistake of

many a farmer taking over poor, worn-out land—that of
overstocking and having to buy feed. We bought about the

pymber of livestock the worn out farms could carry and went
to work on the base—the only real base of all successful farm
operations—the soil.

We knew what it needed. The first job was to stop erosion.

Then we added lime, which would bring us legumes and help

to release the deep fertility of the rich subsoil and make avail-

able to a high degree the commercial fertilizers which we
purchased to replenish the land. And finally, green stuff to

plough in together with the barnyard manure produced in
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too small quantity. Naturally, green stuff meant first of all

legumes, then grasses and other plants of all sorts—indeed

almost anything that would bring bulk, decaying organic

material, bacteria, fungi and moulds which retain moisture

and aerate the soil. As the yields increased we would be able

to carry more livestock and so produce more barnyard manure
which, applied to the fields, would bring still richer production,
which would in turn permit us to carry more livestock and
soon, in brief, our job was to turn the economic wheel which
had been running downhill on that particular land to rolling

uphill. The fact, simply put, was that we had taken over
several hundred acres of potentially rich land on which the
soil was, after years of poor farming, literally ‘dead.’ Our job
was to make that soil a ‘living* soil in wmch the potential
fertility would once more become available.

During the first two or three years, the going was hard.
What hay and pasture the worn-out fields produced was small
in quantity and poor in quality. As a makeshift in order to
get enough forage, we grew soyabean hay. Grass silage was
out of the question and so for three or four years we grew
com for silage, mixed with soyabeans to get a higher protein
content and a better feed for the cattle. We went to work at
once on the permanent bluegrass pastures—those parts of the
farm which were too steep or too wet for steady cultivation
by heavy machinery. These pastures got two tons apiece of
limestone meal and 250 pounds of super-phosphate, later
replaced by the same amount of whole fertilizer 3-12-12 if
put on in the spring; 0-12-12 when available if put on laterm the year or in the autumn.
These l^t are formulas known to any farmer. For the sake of

the umnitiated they designate the parts respecitvely of nitrogen,
phosphorus and potassium, contained in the fertilizer. Nitrogen
was omitted in late season applications as much of it would
be lost during wnter rains and snows. And in all permanent
p^tures once lime was applied, ladino clover (introduced by
us) or the native white clover (which seeds itself and grows
spontaneously where Ume exists in sufficient quantity) supplied
aU the mtrogen necessary to stimulate a good growth or blue-
grass.

In the secondary fields—that is, fields of considerable slope
on which we could work heavy machinery, but which were
still too steep to nsk open cultivated crops Ukc corn—we setup a pro^amme of small grains (wheat or oats) followed byhay and forage-grass mixtures kept in the field for at least^ee years before ploughmg and seeding again to wheat or
Oats*

Our flatfish land (we have no really flat land) and the
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strips on the moderate slopes were put to hard work, producing
corn, without the conventional short rotations, for feeding and
for silage. The conventional short rotation is one year each of
wheat or oats, com and hay. Sometimes the hay period is

extended to two years. It was introduced more than a genera-
tion a^o by good agricultural experts who saw the rich ‘bread-
basket country going to pieces under a single-crop system of
corn, corn, corn.

In this plan of hard-working the soil we were aware that
recompense had to be made on a considerable scale if we were
not to encounter the disaster of so many farmers who ‘corned’
their land into decay and death and if we were to maintain
even the miserable production which we inherited, let alone
increase the fertility of the flattish fields. In this programme
too, grass played a large part, grass in the form of rye, seeded
immediately after the corn, stover and all, had been removed
for silage. The rye served two purposes—to cover the field

during the winter months of freezing and thawing so as to

prevent water run-off and erosion, and to contribute a heavy
residue of green stuff and roots to replenish and increase the

originally lacking organic material, and the organic material

burned up and destroyed by the open cultivation of corn and
similar crops. But we knew that even a heavy crop of rye

ploughed in was not enough to make up for the losses incurred

oy the greedy corn which was carried off the fields, stalk, grain

and all, to the silos. So each year on this hard-worked flattish

land, we spread a heavy coat of barnyard manure on top of

the green rye to be ploughed in. In addition to all this two

tons of lime was spread in the beginning and 250 pounds of

5-12-12 fertilizer was added to the field each year. In other

words, we constantly put back not only as much as we took

off in the form of nbre and g^ain, but more. In addition to

the organic material contributed by the ploughed-in rye, the

green growth turned in at the height of about eighteen inches

(the maximum balance of orgamc material with m^mum
nitrogen content) contributed considerable quantities of

nitrogen to the fields.

The formula proved itself and paid off. An accurate record

of one field treated thus, with a crop record of four years in

com, one in soyabeans (pastured off) and one in oats, sho^d

an increase of com yields of from 30 baskets to over 75

in a period of four years. Oats on the same field, after five

years without rotation, produced 75 bushels to the acre although

our soils are too light to grow good oats.

On another farm which we rent from the Muskinpim

Conservancy similar gains have been recorded under a similarly

unconventional treatment. This farm, with outbuildings, lies
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too far from the barns to permit us to haul barnyard manure
to It often upon any reasonable basis of cost in time and
labour. It has been kept in a two-year rotation of oats and
corn, but only the grain is removed. All corn stover and oats
straw is ploughed back together with the annual fertilizer
applications. The strongest factor in the fertility and productive
gams on this farm is probably the ploughing in every other
year of a rank growth of sweet and mammoth clover. It is

seeded every other year in oats and is ploughed in the following
spring, just before corn planting time, at the height of eighteen
inches to two feet. The clovers contribute to the soil not only
the organic material of roots and lush green growth but bound-
less nitrogen as well. Together with the rising production of
this farm, the whole colour and texture of the soil has changed.
It has grown steadily darker and the texture is so loose and
friable that in some years ploughing and one passage over
with the cultimulcher constitute the only fitting necessary to
seed corn or oats. The yields of com under this treatment rose
from about 30 to a maximum of 90 baskets in five years.

Of course in the case of both the flattish fields and the
Conservancy farm, grass or legumes (sweet and mammoth
clover) played the great and perhaps the determining role in

the record of increasing production. Without them commercial
fertilizer, even in great quantities, would have achieved little.

That is a fact we have proved over and over. To put it roughly
and to say what will be said again and again in this book, we
have found that commercial fertilizer is valuable to us and
available to our crops in direct ratio to the amount of organic

material and the moisture it absorbs and maintains in the soil.

Most of the land we took over was devoid of organic material

and more like cement than soil.

As the grass and green manure programme progressed, the

immense value of grass and legumes asserted itself in no
uncertain terms over the whole of the 900 acres. After the

first hard three years, fields which had been sickly began to

burgeon into new life as lime and fertilizer brought rich legumes

and a heavy growth of grass roots and tops. On those fields

covered by grass, no rainfall and no topsoil was lost, nor was

the organic material being burned out by open cultivated

crops like corn.

In three or four fields, where original scedings of wheat or

oats failed to produce yields that were worth harvesting, when
ploughed again after three years of rest and relaxation in grass

and legumes, production jumped to as high as 35 bushels of

wheat and 50 bushels of oats.

In one field on the Bailey Place which we have operated

for only four years, lime, grass, legumes, and barnyard manure
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jumped wheat production from under five bushels per acre

when we took it over to 33 bushels after two years and to over

50 after four years of grass-wheat rotation.

The record of the field kept for a period of four years ending

July, 1947, may be of interest to readers. It is this

—

In the year when we inherited the field already sowed
to wheat, we did not even harvest the crop since it would not

have been worth the time and labour expended. The field

was limed in March of the first year and in the miserable

wheat stand was seeded a rough mixture of legumes—sweet
and mammoth, red, alsike and ladino clovers and alfalfa.

The wheat itself was mowed down and left in the field, to

reseed itself. The legumeseedingcameout in a spotty fashion, but
with more legumes than we had hoped. There was a consider-
able CTOwth of weeds. During the first summer, following the
March seeding we made no attempt to harvest anything and
the only operations were to spread over the field some of the
‘mine’ of manure we found in the old bams and to clip the
field three times, leaving the residue of weeds, legumes, and
grass where it fell. Thus we got three growths instead of
merely one to turn into the soil along with the barnyard
manure when we ploughed for wheat in the fall.

By this process we took no minerals from the field and got
three growths of weeds, legumes and grass instead of one to
turn back into the organically starved soil. Of this growth at
least 95 per cent came out of sunlight, air, and water, and cost
us nothing but the seed.

In the autumn of the second year we planted the field to
wheat and the followingJuly we harvested 33 bushels per acre.
Into this plantation of wheat we put a seeding in March of the
same year of alfalfa, brome grass, and ladino clover. The lime-
stone we applied at the beginning, having broken down in
two years, now made its effect evident and the legume seeding
was fairly even and pretty good and came along beautifully.
In the following year we cut two crops of good alfalfa ladino
hay but the seeding was not good enough to suit us and that
autumn we again ploughed in the residue of legume growth
and put the field to wheat. The same field which in 1943 had
produced less than five bushels to the acre produced bushels
in 1947.

These gains appeared to us miraculous, considerably better
man we had obtained in fields similarly treated on the other
larms. ^ter examination and investigation we came to the
conclusion that the great quantities of organic material
weeds, grass, legumes, anef barnyard manure—which we
turned back into the soil had, together with the lime, simply
released a great quantity of commercial fertilizer applied by
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the farmer ahead of us which was not available to his crops
because the soil had been what could best be described as ammuTe of cement and gravel with traces of acid.
This was one of the few fields which was ever taken out of

circulation during the soil improvement process. On go per
cent of our worn-out land we have raisea a crop every year
in order to pay taxes and interest while improving the soil, as
indeed every farm should and sometimes must do. In the cases
where we took a field out of production for a year and turned
back into the soil whatever was raised upon it, the soil was in
such poor condition that the harvest would scarcely have
returned the cost of seed and fertilizer. Later on we discovered
the great virtues of trash mulch seeding of alfalfa and ladino
clover which gave us a good crop return without taking the
field out of circulation even for a year.
We knew, from earlier experience, that lime, le^mes and

abundant organic material did much to make the natural
residual fertility as well as the purchased chemical fertilizer

available to the plants, but in this case the gains in production
were so great that the only reasonable explanation seemed to
be that we had released the fertilizer purchased and put on
the fields by our predecessor which had lain there unutilized
because the acid soil was devoid of all organic materials and
refused to absorb or maintain moisture from June onward.
Our experience with the Bailey Place was indeed almost

fabulous. For at least two generations it had been known as

‘the thinnest farm between Newville and Litde Washington,’
which meant virtually the poorest farm in Pleasant ^Uey.
It was a farm of great natural beauty consisting partly of
great hills and partly of rolling bottom land made up largely

of glacial, gravel loam churned into great mounds by the
waters of the melting second glacier. Here and there in the

lower pastures there were smooth level terraces along the creek

created by the same water action. At the big old brick house
there was a magnificent spring with an ancient stone spring

house containing great troughs chiseled out of solid blocks of

sandstone eight feet long and two feet thick, where butter,

milk and vegetables were kept cold and fresh in the icy spring

water.

The farm had had a tragic history, so common in all parts

of the nation, of absentee landlordism and yearly fly-by-night

tenancy with both landlord and tenant squeezing whatever

they could from the fields and putting nothing back. Our
immediate predecessor had bought it in hopes of doing some-

thing with it and had at last given up hope and sold it to us

at a loss.

We bought the Bailey Place with misgivings. We bought it
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because, despite apparently poor soil and weeds and sumach,

it was a beautiful farm wim a view from one hill, higher even

than the Ferguson Place, which on a clear day looked into

four counties—Ashland, Richland, Knox and Morrow. In

Pleasant Valley I told many of the circumstances and related

some of the surp^rising progress that we made in a brief period

of ownership. Four years have passed since then and *the

thinnest farm between Newville and Little Washinrton’ pro-

duced in 1947 an average wheat production of 35 bushels to

the acre despite the losses brought about by countless cloud-

biirsts and windstorms. This production ranks high as against

the state and national average production of less than 20 bushels

to the acre. Some fields produced as high as 52 bushels to the

acre.

The Bailey Place today raises, after four years, some of the

finest alfalfa, brome grass, and ladino mixtures to be found
anywhere in the United States, not only in quantity of yield

but in high protein and mineral content. A pound of the a^alfa
CTown on the Bailey Place in 1 946 and analyzed at the Battelle

Institute,^ was found to contain 6.5 per cent mineral content,
two per cent and more higher than that contained in most
alfalfa. And this from 'the thinnest farm between Newville and
Little Washington!’
Lloyd Andrews, a good neighbour, who knew the Bailey

Place all his life, found himself while searching for strayed
heifers during the summer of 1946, in corn eight to ten feet
high on the same fields which four years earlier had produced
less than ten bushels per acre of nubbins with half the stalks
bearing no ears at all.

In all the astonishing record of the Bailey Place no part was
more astonishing than what happened on the Bailey hills on
the north side of the highway. These were two great piles of

g
lacial drift which for years had spoiled the view from the
ig House by their barrenness. They had been 'corned’ out,

pastured out and ‘sheeped* out over a period of three or four
generations until they had become sterile eyesores in the green
beautv of the valley. In spring and early summer, they raised
a sickly yellow-CTeen mass against the blue skies and by July
they had turned red and brown from the masses of sorrel. By
August they were an ugly faded brown with the burnt-out
fohage of wire grass, poverty grass, and broom sedge. During
the spring they provided a little sickly pasture for a few head
of livestock but after June 15 any catUe pastured there would

Inititute is a heavily endowed and ably staffed institution devoted to

Sf res«^. More and more, it has extended its activities

12^1..
* "1.^ »gnculture. Thu experiment and research is produdnsmray raentinc facts aS great mterest in the leladonship between minerals and

trace elements and their relationship to health in plants, animals, and people.
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have starved to death. Not only was there little or no foliage
to be found but the existing acid soil plants provided little or
no nutntion. Only on the peak of the highest hill, known as
Mount Jeez, was there any green. There against the skies was
a patch of deep green bluegrass. It marked the spot where in
hot weather the sheep, last product of run-down land, had
gathered to profit by any breeze that stirred. During the years
they pastured there, before the hills were abandoned altogether,
they had gleaned what little fertility remained and carried it

to the hilltop where they deposited it as manure minus the
minerals they took off in the form of meat and wool. In mid-
summer the hill resembled a brown, sterile mountain capped
by emerald-green snow.
Today, in the fifth year of possession, the Bailey hills loom

against the sky a deep emerald-green colour from top to
bottom. The CTeen is the deep healthy green of alfalfa, brome
grass, and ladino clover which yields three valuable' cuttings
a year of the finest quality forage—one for grass silage, one
for high quality hay, and one for some of the most nutritious

pasture to be found on the surface of the earth, a forage on
which cattle grow fat as if fed upon grain and from which
cows come in smooth, sleek, and bright-eyed, dripping milk
from their udders.

The miraculous transformation cost us about S20 per acre

plus labour. In the first year of transformation we took off

the once barren hills a value of at least $75 per acre in silage,

hay, and pasture. In the second year, as the alfalfa, brome
grass, and ladino thickened up, the value rose to well over

8100 an acre. In other words, the procedure paid for itself

more than three times over in one year, raising production

from a level of about 25 cents to over $75 per acre. I know
of no example so startling of the value of the New Agriculture

which operates upon the principle of successful industiy and
business—that you invest a dollar plus knowledge and intelli-

gence in order to make three or four or ten or fifteen dollars.

The process of restoration, which in essence was no more

than unlocking the hidden natural fertility of these glacial

hills, was simple enough. It was this

—

Over the whole surface of the hills we spread two tons of

lime per acre at a cost of S4.00 a ton. Once this w^ spread

we began the process of killing the miserable, acid-soil vegeta-

tion—sorrel, poverty grass, broom sedge, sumach, and black-

berry bushes which covered the hills. This we did by ripping

up the vegetation with a Ferguson tractor and tiller, or field

cultivator, going over the whole surface twice, the second

time at right angles and at a depth of four to five inches.

Once the hills were ripped up, the surface was disked twice
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and in the roughest spots, three times. This virtually killed

the old vegetation and created an even surface for seeding

with all the old trash left on the surface. We then drilled in

300 pounds of fertilizer, three parts nitrogen, 12 parts phos-
phorus and 12 parts potassium together with a seeding consist-

ing of 9 pounds alfalfa, 5 pounds brome grass and one pound
ladino clover. All of this was done in the dry weather of early

spring—the windy season of March when the hills were
exposed to the sweep of winds coming down the whole of
Pleasant Valley.

When the heavy rains of April and May came along, the
trash of dead roots, grass, and weeds left on the surface trapped
every bit of rainfall. Because of the trash there was no erosion
and no run-off water even on the steepest parts of the hill.

To have clean-ploughed the hill in the spring season would
have invited and achieved a whole new cr^ of gullies and
the loss of much valuable seed and fertilizer. The trash surface
retained all moisture and the consequent germination was at
the highest rate we had ever achieved. By late May, almost
overnight, the once sickly yellow hills had turned to a rich
green colour.

With the germination of the seeding came also a thick
germination of the weed seeds that remained on the surface

—
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serial, all the worthless grasses, wild carrot and other poor-
land pests. This crop of seedlings we actually turned to ad-
vantage by clipping the hills twice during the summer months.
By this process we achieved not only two crops of bady needed
surface organic material but laid down a fairly thick mulch
over the whole surface of the hills which kept the soil moist
and cool during the drought which came later the same year
for six weeks during the months of August and September.
By October the seeding lay thick and vigorous across the

surface of the hills. Against the blue October skies, the hills

which once had been the worst eyesores of the valley were
blanketed with what from the Big House appeared to be a
mantle of deep green velvet. They also proviacd a heavy crop
of October pasture.

In June of the next year, the miracle proved itself. Over
the hills lay a crop of mixed legumes and grass hay so thick
that at times it clogged the cutter bar of the power mower.
The alfalfa and the ladino had made prodigious growth. The
brome ^rass was in evidence but giving only one-tenth the

production it would provide in three or four years. Perhaps
the most startling of all was the appearance, especially in the

wet, seepage spots, of quantities oi red-top, a fine nutritious

grass, and alsike clover which we had not seeded at all. Clearly

the seed had been there all the time, distributed year after

year by wind or birds, but until the lime and some fertilizer

had been applied, the seedlings had never grown to maturity

or even made enough growth to make their presence noticeable.

There also appeared where it could obtain a foothold thick,

tight, creeping CTOwths of native small white clover which had

been there all the time but was never able to get a start until

it had been given some help. The same was true of considerable

amounts of red and mammoth clover which we did not include

in the seeding. One thing which starded us was that the field

of rich grass and legumes was completely weedless, stretching

rich and green as far as one could see to the horizon. The

weedless condition undoubtedly came from the clipping of the

year before and from the fact that the ladino clover comes on

so early and grows so rapidly that it chokes out all but the

coarser weeds.

All this was achieved easily and at comparatively low expense

on the ‘thinnest farm between Newville and Little W^hington

on the barrenest, most sterile hills of that farm or indeed in

the entire valley. I can think of no investment in these times

which could show such vast returns. Yet at the very we

were cutting green forage of highly nutritious content on the

Bailey hills at the rate of three tons per acre, the tenant a

half mile down the road on fairly level, low-lying land was
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cutting half a ton or less per acre of weedy timothy liay that

had little nutritive value, from fields which within three or

four years more will not pay taxes and interest. In fact they do
not pay taxes and interest now and no really serious tenant

wouW touch the place.

That held and the farm of which it is a part are the result

of the vicious, absentee-landlord, yearly-tenant system from
which the Bailey Place had sufferea for so long. I know of no
sharper contrast between the old agriculture and the new

—

no contrast between an agriculture which wasted along in a
worn-out pattern producing less each year at a constantly
growing cost of production and an agriculture based upon
maintenance of fertility, the realization that land is ‘capital,*

the most stable of all capital, and that farming is a business
in which the farmer invests a dollar to make five dollars.
The deep green of the grass and legumes on the Bailey Place

hills had other implications beside those of soil restoration and
of incre^ed income and production. The deep green against
the horizon was plain for all to sec but its importance ran
through the whole economic structure of Malabar Farm and
touched the lives of all the men, women, and children living
there.

These hills were a part of the grass farming programme
which meant not only a healed and restored earth but dollarsMd cents. They meant reduced labour and fertilizer costs and
increased production and quality of meat, milk, butter, and
cheese.

On Malabar there arc four big silos to fill each year and
at the beginning of the adventure it was necessary to irrow
com and soyabean hay to fill them. With poor yields per acre
this WM expensive feed in terms of labour, taxes, and interest
and the com was each year contributing to erosion and the
breaking down of the soil. Slowly, as the rich grass and letnimes
came to flourish on our hills and slopes, we began to fil the
silos with grass and legumes, and as we did so we discovered
many thmn of great economic importance to us

Briefly *cy were: <i) That our costs on grass silage werea^onmaUly one-ngkth the costs of com silage in terms of seed and
fertilizer and one-ffth tn terms of labour.m was so because a field well-seeded to a mixture of^alfa, brome grass, and ladmo could be left for a period ofmanv years wthout aU the labour and seed and fertilizer costsmv^ved ea^ year in the ,cultivation of com. We madeS

cuttmg into silage year after year. Theimmcthate labour involved was shght. By July i. all the siloswere filled and sealed. There was no ploughing, fitC
cultivating, and harvesting of corn with the burden of makii^



sUagc in the early autumn when there was so much otherwork to be done. Year after year the only labour involved fnthe CTass programme was simply the harvesting of one cutting

^
silage and one ^ hay with the third rich cutting left to bfpastured off. Rapidly the need disappeared for any supplc-

Sudan grass or the mixture

y u •
soyabeans which we had once used and

which in turn involved ploughing, fitting, seeding, etc. When-
ever in August or September, as in the case of drought, our
regular pastures show signs of running short we have only toopen a gate and turn the herd into a new lush field of alfalfa
brome grass, and ladino.

’

The job of making grass silage with a field chopper is a
simple one with no drudgery. The chopper mows the grass,
drops It into a wagon, whence it is blown into the silo. As we
own no silage cutter Bob evolved an ingenious scheme for
using^ the pick-up b^Icr and the whole operation became
simplicity itself. The process began with mowing the green
hay and windrowing it in the same operation. In some cases
the mixed hay was so heavy that the windrower attached to
the mower would not handle it properly and a side-delivery
rake, attached to the power mower, did the windrowing.
From half an hour to an hour later, when the lush grass was
wilted sufficiently, the pick-up bailer passed along the wind-
row, picked it up, chopped it into neat bundles and pushed it

across the platform on to the wagon attached. Of course, no
bales were tied and any ten-year-old boy could build the load.
At the silo the grass mass was simply pushed off into the silage
cutter, no wrestling with twisted ropes of green hay. The
operation as a rule keeps three or four wagons working
constantly from the baler to the silo.

As to fertilizer, the expense of the grass fields amounted to

four tons of lime per acre every twelve years and three hundred
pounds of fertilizer broadcast by a home-built ‘spinner’ every
three or four years—an operation requiring only an hour or
less for a ten-acre field. (We calculated that this amount
represented about the quantity of minerals carried off the

field and the farm in the form of meat, milk, cheese, etc.)

Poor or thin spots in any field or occasionally whole fields

were treated with barnyard manure which returned both

organic material and minerals to the soil. We have one field

of alfalfa and brome grass which is still producing excellent

yields of hay, silage, and pasture after eight years without

ploughing, fitting, or seeding. It is probable that with good
treatment it will continue to yield good crops for at least

another two to four years.

(2) Two of the most expensive items of the livestockfarmer's budget
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were eliminated: (a) Protein supplements in the form of expensive oil

me^; {b) J^itrogen fertilizer.

Nitrogen and protein are essentially the same thing and
where legume and high-protein passes are used as forage both
exist in abundance, the protein in the forage and the nitrogen

in the fields where it is fixed by the legumes out of the air

and pumped into the soil in great quantities at no cost to us
beyond the lime which makes it possible to grow the legumes.
In the grass programme we raise less and less com each year,
and it is possible that within another year or two we shall

grow none at all and buy what com we need. This is so because
acre for acre, deducting costs of labour and fertilizer and the
savings in feed supplements and nitrogen fertilizer, we can
make more profit on an acre of good grass and legumes than
90 per cent of the com and hog farmers make on corn. And
with a reasonable use of lime and fertilizer we are constantly
building our soils instead of tearing them down by row-crop
cultivation and constant ploughing.

In the grass—small grain programme the principal grain
acreage is in oats and wheat, both of which serve as cover
crops and protect the soil. The fine elaborate root system of
these grain grasses also contributes great quantities of organic
matenal to the soil and the straw used as bedding is worked
through the cattle bams, enriched by animal manure and
urine and returned to the fields. A good many farmers and
some aCTonomists overlook the great contribution of organic
material made to the soil by the root systems of most grasses
and legumes, perhaps because they are invisible. In some
cases green crops ploughed in as green manure contribute
more organic material from the roots than from the green
growth which is visible. Certainly this is true in the case of
rye grass. In Manitoba, fairly dry country, agronomists have
traced out the fine root system of a single wheat plant and
found ^at it virtually filled with its hair-like roots a cubic
yard of earth. One plant of tufied mountain grass in Colorado
was found to have 350 miles of fine hair-like roots. This is not
true of des^ctive’ crops like com and cotton which have

— ^ ^ I ^ • •
ted root systems although com,

pr^erly speaking, is a grass.
The wheat and oate, grown for various purposes and for

the past five years at high prices, have been extremely valuable

^if
raised while seeding new meadows. Seedings of

allalla, brome grass, ladino mixture are made in the grain
plantations w^ch themselves serve as cover crops. The oats
IS med as feed for young stock and milkers and the wheat is^d as a valuable cash crop directly out of the fields to thegram elevator. Neither crop is so depicting as com and neither
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crop leaves the soil bare to the drying erosive effect of wind
sun, and ram except for the very short period from seedin?
to germination. Both through their elaborate root systems
contribute great quantities of organic material.
The grass silage produces a high-protein feed; when well

made it has a protein content as high as 19 to 20 per cent
Sun-dried hay, well made of the same grass legume mixture^
also contains a very high-protein content so that in combination
the problem of feeding is not one of more expensive oil meal
and concentrate supplements but rather that of increasing the
carbohydrate content of the diet to secure a better, more
productive feed balance. Largely speaking, animals utilize both
proteins and carbohydrates to the highest degree of benefit,
if the two are in proper balance, provided the necessary
minerals are present in the forage. On a high-protein grass
and legume programme, our problem at Malabar has become
one of carbohydrate rather than protein supplement. Since
the grass silage is made in June during uncertain weather
there is no loss of nutriment through bad weather, for rain
does not spoil silage as it may spoil hay. Most of our hay is

made in the open field, sun-dried, during the more dependable
weather of late July and in an ordinary year we have very
little damage from weather.

Moreover, the combination provides a rich nutritional

balance, the silage providing carotene and protein in quantity
and the hay pic^ng up certain vitamins of great importance
through the sun-drying process. The full advantages of this

are realized in the feeding methods used in the dairy barn.

No feeding hours are maintained, but the hay-racks and silage

bins are kept filled around the clock. Since the cows are run
loose in loafing pens and are not kept in stanchions, they are

able to eat whenever they are hungry, and abundant green

grass silage is maintained, a situation which is as near as

possible to that of open, abundant pasture. Under this system

when the dairy cows are brought in during the late autumn
off green pasture there is no perceptible drop in production.

Tne loafing-shed system has in my opinion many advantages

over the stanchion system. The risk of mastitis, udder, bone

and joint injuries is greatly reduced. The cows, physically

speaUng, are certainly happier. The system also permits each

cow to balance her own aiet with regard to roughage, i.e.,

the amounts she consumes of both hay and silage. Two cows

may each be giving 50 pounds of milk. One may consume

twice as much dry hay as silage and the other twice as much
silage as dry hay. If put into stanchions and ‘told what to eat’

by being given equal amounts of hay and silage both will fall

off in production. The milking cows arc of course fed a mixture
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of ground oats and corn and obtain some carbohydrates from

the ground corncob meal put in the silo at the rate of lOO

pounds per ton of green silage. The corn meal also helps to

keep the silage green and sweet although it is not absolutely

necessary to make high quality silage. Minerals including some
twenty trace elements are fed at the cow’s choice from boxes

placed beside the usual salt box.

One of the chief reasons for my liking the loafing-shed

method of dairying is the «^uality of the manure produced in

the loafing sheds. Being primarily the soil man on Malabar,
I am specially interested in this aspect ofdairying. In the loafing

shed the manure is removed eveiy six weeks or two months.
Meanwhile two to three feet of fresh straw is spread in the
loafing sheds once a day with a layer of sawdust put in once a
week when possible to absorb liquids. Day by day the manure
is trampled. No rain reaches it and all the liquids are preserved.
During this process the count of benevolent bacteria in the
manure increases by trillions and the straw and sawdust, by
the time they are removed, are two-thirds of the way to be-
coming the finest ofall fertilizers, both minerally and organically,
plus the content of glandular animal secretions, hormones, and
enzymes, which have undeniably an effect upon soil fertility

and seed germination and exert a catalyzing effect in re-
leasing ana making available indigenous fertility.

Under the stanchion system little of such action takes place.
Too often virtually all urine is wasted and the manure pile,
even when covered, consists of a heap of dry straw inter-
spersed with animal droppings. If the stanchion manure is

removed to a covered shed with little or no moisture in it, the
curing process (actually a kind of intensive composting in-
volving the breaking down of carbon, cellulose, etc.) takes
place slowly or does not take place at all. If the manure from
stanchions barns is placed in the open the manure will lose
valuable soil nutrients in great (quantity through leaching.
Most stanchion barn manure goes into the fields as a mixture
of raw suaw and droppings with most of the valuable liquids
and the invaluable bacteria, fund, and moulds, either missing
or existing in small quantities. Raw straw, until it is broken
down, is of very little value to the soil. For a certain period itmay even be dama^ng in that through the operations of the
nitrogen-carbon ratio, it actually robs the soil of nitrogen in
the process of breaking down carbon and cellulose into decay-
ing organic material. This breaking-down process is virtually
accomplished in the loafing-shed type of operation before themanure goes to the field, and the manure feeds the soft rich
suppUes of mtrogen rather than robs it of the same element.

1 have seen many stanchion bams operated by city farmers
M.F.—
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or as show places with elaborate constructions to accomplish
what is achieved easily and naturally in a loafing shed. These
include tanks for catching urine and elaborate composting
machinery. All of these, taken together, no doubt produce a
Quality of manure somewhat approaching that of the loafing
shed but the capital investment and operational costs are
beyond the sound economic operations of the practical dairy
farmer. Either he cannot afford them or the price of milk to the
consumer must be raised enormously to cover these consider-
able items of expense.

Some states have laws forcing milk producers, on the
dubious ground of sanitation, to keep cows in stanchions. In
our own experience the cows in a well-managed loafing shed
are not only healthier and more productive, but also cleaner.

They are never milked in the stable itself hni taken to a milking
parlour at some distance which is always kept in excellent

sanitary condition. The chances of dirt and infection are

much less. The whole population of Malabar drinks the whole
milk without pasteurization, straight from the milking parlour,

thus losing none of the vitamins which can be destroyed by
pasteurizing processes. Save in the case of careless or inefficient

employees, the milk from a well-managed loafing shed-milking

parlour establishment will always have a bacterial count

much lower than that demanded by the law, and in most

cases probably lower than that of most stanchion barns. In

a well-managed loafing shed the cows will have a record of

cleanliness as high as or higher than that of cows in open

pastures. At the time of writing we have just conie through a

period of six months without a trace of mastitis in a milung

herd of thirty-five cows. Even in the case of a heifer which

injured her udder jumping over a watering-trough infection

failed to develop.

The laws demanding stanchion dairies smell of lobbies and

private influence in legislation. There is also the question of

a cow’s comfort, always of importance to any livestock man
who likes his animals, as well as production. I have seen some

expensive, plushed-up stanchion barns which might well in-

vite investigation by the Society for the Prevention of Cruelty

to Animals.
I have often heard misgivings from corn-silage farmers re-

garding the difficulties of making good grass silage and of the

possibiuties of wholesale spoilage, but in our long, varied and

extensive experience we have had no more spoilage than we

have had with corn silage (at the top and sometimes near the

doors). We have put up from time to time some odd mixtures

such as vetch and rye ^ut when the rye was in Woorn), wheat

and sweet clover (cut when the wheat was in the milk), ana
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even sunflowers put in with corn, but none of these have
proved difficult. We have made grass silage under all kinds of
conditions, determined largely by weather, and always achieved
good results. We have made it both with and without molasses
or corncob meal, without or with water added and never
suffered disastrous spoilage. To be sure, the greener it is when
it comes out of the silo, the better the silage. Molasses will

help greenness and so will the corncob meal for both act as
preservatives, but the chief element is moisture content. If
the grass going into the silo is too dry, the silage will heat and
turn brown. It is still good feed but will have lost its carotene
content and some other qualities. If it has too high a moisture
content the effect will be more disastrous for an anaerobic
action will take place which produces the kind of rotten silage
found at the bottom of the silo at the end of the season. Our
own test for moisture content is a simple and effective one.
The grass and legumes are taken out of the windrow and put
into the silo when they are at that point when a handful
crushed together in the fist will remain a limp and wilted ball.



VI: GRASS, THE GREAT HEALER
(CONTINUED)

The general custom has been, first to raise a crop of Indian
corn . . . which, according to the mode of cultivation, is a
good preparation for wheat; then a crop of wheat; after
which the ground is respited . . . and so on, alternately, with-
out any dressing, till the land is exhausted; when it is turned
out, without being sown with grass seeds, or any other
method taken to restore it; and another piece is ruined in
the same manner. No more cattle is raised than can be
supported by lowland meadows, swamps etc. . . . Our lands
were originally very good; but use, and abuse, have made
them quite otherwise.

—George Washington in 1 768

M uch of the foregoing may seem a digression from the

subject of the healing, restorative, and maintenance
properties of grass farming. Actually even to the

notes on the conversion of the straw of wheat and oats (both

grasses) into high quality barnyard manure fertilizer are a part

of the whole grass picture.

Fundamentally of course, while the grass programme costs

us one-fifth to one-eigth in labour and fertilizer as against

corn, we are not only preserving the organic content of our
soil and checking all erosion by grass farming, but are actually

building up the fertility of the soil. Of course open cultivated

crops like corn and cotton are constantly achieving the opposite

results—those of creating erosion and of tearing down and
burning up the organic content without which even commercial

fertilizer at length becomes virtually unavailable and useless.

In our hill country the presence of abundant organic

material in soil is the fundamental means of erosion check.

It keeps the soil open and loose and as absorbent as blotting

p^er to rainfall, drinking up the water instead of turning it

off a cement-like surface. In flat, drained land the depletion

of organic material through persistent and unrelieved pro-

duction of open-row crops, notably corn, arrives at what

might be called the exactly opposite result. With the steady

depletion of organic material in flat, drained land, the soil

becomes more and more like cement and instead of turning

off the water as in the case of credible hill lands it refuses to
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give up the water and serves actually to cement the surface

above the tiling that has been put in to drain it off.

In my own state, the drainage problem has become acute

in the western and northwestern parts, as the native organic

material has become depleted and no measures have been

taken to replenish it. On some farms tiling which a generation

or two ago functioned well in lines laid down a hundred feet

apart is no longer adequate to drain the soil and today in-

creased tiling, newly placed in lines only a rod ( 1 6^ feet) apart,

will no longer drain off adequately the surface water after a

rainfall. During the heavy rains that afflicted Ohio throughout

the spring and early summer of 1947 some whole farms in the

western part of the state appeared for weeks more like lakes

then fertile, productive fields. More than a million acres of

what once was the richest flat land in Ohio were never ploughed
at all during the 1947 season owing to the failure of drainage,

and an acreage of almost equal size was drowned out after

planting. Certainly 40 per cent of the corn planted in the same
area did not ripen because of planting delayed by faulty drain-

age resulting from the depletion of organic material through
persistent and unrelieved corn farming.

Indeed over great areas of the United States, proper soil

drainage has become as acute a problem as soil erosion and the
Soil Conservation Service has recognized this fact by giving the
problem increasing attention. In every case the waning
efficiency of tile drainage has been traced to the steady
depletion of organic material, and to the formation of invisible
hardpan conditions caused largely by the same depletion.

In the flat lands with drainage problems, the grass farming
programme offers as great advantages and profits as in the hill

county at Malabar, for grass and legumes instead of depleting
organic material, maintain it and each time they are ploughed
in, serve to increase the organic content. The soil is kept open
to air, to sunlight and to water which contribute 95 per cent
and more of the growth of any plant, and the excess water is

permitted to drain off to lower levels.

Recently we had many visitors from the flat areas of western
Ohio and Indiana. They have come primarily to learn what
they can of profit from our grass farming programme. All of
them have come to understand, most of mem by harsh ex-
perience, that year after year of com, or even years of corn
m convention^ four-year rotation can be disastrous if more
organic material than that provided by a four-year rotatio*'.
is not introduced. In the minds of many of them, not only
dairy farmers but beef feeders, has dawned the suspicion that
they would make more money from an acre of grass than from
an acre of com while at the same time maintaining and
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increasing orgamc content of their land and preserving andm^easmg the efficiency of their soil drainage.
®

intr
^ suspicion that grass farm-ing IS highly profitable not only to dairy farmers but to beef

feeders as well. For my own taste, the best beef in the worldcomes from the lush pastures of Normandy and England where
little or no ^ain feeding is practiced. The same is true of much
of the beef coming from the Argentine, fattened wholly or
almost wholly upon lush and minerally nutritious pasture.
Ihe minerally nch semi-arid ranges of the West and South-
west 'mil produce frame and size and vigour in beefcattle but
save for a few limited areas of rich, high mountain pasture^
will not produce fat and finished beef. Nor will the average
miserable, depleted weedy bluegrass pastures of the Middle
West produce fat cattle, but at Malabar we have every evi-
dence that livestock from steers to lambs, will grow fat upon
rich pasture projperly cared for and treated as a crop and a
valuable one. We and one of our neighbours working on the
same lush grass programme have sent lambs fed only on grass,
without grain, to the Cleveland market and have had them
bring top choice price, with the fact announced over the radio.
There are very few such pastures in existence today in the

Middle West which is the great corn finishing cattle area.
Beef feeding and to a great extent the feeding of hogs and other
livestock is largely a process of stuffing corn, with or without
sufficient protein supplements, into the animals. It is an ex-
pensive process, not only in its immediate effipet of using costly
feed and involving much labour but because corn, when not
managed with great skill, is an exceedingly expensive crop in
that rich area in terms of erosion, depletion, drainage and the
general destruction of soil structure, Indeed, King Corn has
in many respects been the curse of the Middle West as King
Cottoa has been the curse of the Deep South.
For many reasons it is impossible to over-estimate the value

of the legumes and most grasses as maintainers or restorers of
worn out soils and as builders of poor virgin soils. Very largely

they are crops which need little or no organic material in order
to nourish. A gravel bank or a soil like cement, with lime and a
moderate amount of fertilizer applied, providing the subsoil is

reasonably good, will produce good and increasingly pro-

ductive crops of legumes and grasses and in the process, pro-

vide vast quantities of nitrogen, green manure and roots to

biiild up the organic material without which no productive

agiiculture can long survive.

As topsoil builders their value is immense, since the building

of topsoil is no more than the incorporation of masses of

organic material into the raw subsoil. That is why the restora-
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tion of a deep topsoil upon any reasonably good subsoil is a
much more rapid process than we have been taught in the
past. Many neighbours and countless visitors have watched
the process at Malabar over a period of years. The record of
rapid rebuilding of topsoil from a base of good subsoil is there

for all to see.

I know of no more striking example than the Long Field on
the Anson Place. It is a field in which the subsoil is largely
gravel loam with some outcrops of reddish clay heavily im-
pregnated with iron. During the first year at Malabar, I

ploughed this field and found that the old topsoil had amaMmum depth of three inches. Large areas of the field
perhaps ^ much as 6o per cent, had no topsoil whatever!

""ST (1) erosion,
(2) the old-fashioned farmer s fetish against ploughing deeplyand bnnging up the subsoil to convert into topsoil by Sie
incorporation of organic material. The field had been hmed,
so the former owner told us, but it was clear almost at oncethat there was something wrong somewhere. Closer investiga-
tion revealed the fact that the field had, indeed, been UmSbut only to the amount of 500 pounds of ground limest<meper acre, an amount so ludicrously smaU anfso q^cUyS
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up by calcium-hungry plants and animals that it had little
or no etlect whatever.
Some years later in the autumn of 1946, I ploughed up thesame field for wheat, going slowly and forcing the plough as

deeply as possible m order to turn up the minerally nch gravel
although the plough reached an average

depth of nine inches and sometimes as much as ten, it was
very nearly impossible to find any traces of the subsoil. In
other words a depth of at least 9 inches of topsoil had been
restored in the short period of six and one-half years. Grass,
legumes, and barnyard manure had turned a trick for which
nature, working slowly and unaided, would have needed
thousands of years*

The history of the field is largely that of the topsoil building
methods practiced on the whole acreage of Malabar—simply
that of incorporating as much organic material as possible, as
rapidly as possible, into the existing subsoil or completely
depleted topsoils. In the Long Field the process was intensified.
The record for the first four years was one of corn silage but
each year when the corn was removed, the fields were seeded
to rye as a cover crop and for late fall and early spring pasture.
Each year during the winter months it was given a good coat
of barnyard manure. It should be pointed out that, ravaged
as we originally found the field, it was in far better condition
than most of the land we took over.

During these four years the cattle, pasturing on the rye,

spring and fall, contributed large amounts of liquid and solid

manure. In the fifth year, when our grass silage programme
first began to operate in a small way and the same quantities

of silage corn were no longer necessary, the field was sown to

oats and produced a good yield. In the oats we sowed a
mixture of rye grass and Korean lespedeza which came along
well and provided a great amount ofgood late summer pasture.

By November the lespedeza was gone but the rye grass had
created a thick carpet of sod, as thick as the heaviest bluegrass

but infinitely more valuable from the point of view of organic

material because the rye grass puts out a prodigious system of

fine roots in loose soils, especially during dry hot weather.

During the \vinter the field was again given a coat of barnyard

manure and in the following spring it was sowed to a summer
pasture mixture of Sudan grass, millet, buckwheat, drilled

com, and hay soyabeans. Nearly all of these, being legumes

or grasses, made considerable contributions both of nitrogen

and of organic material in the form of roots and the residue of

plants and weeds left after the cattle were turned off, which

was ploughed in. Added to all of this, of course, were the

droppings of the cattle during the period of pasturing together



with the hormones, enzymes, bacteria, etc., about which we
know so little but which have much to do with the creation of
good soil and possibly of topsoil. Earthworms, whose population
increased rapidly in ratio to the rapid increase of moisture,

feed and organic material, undoubtedly made their contri-

bution by the processes long ago described by Darwin. It was
during the ploughing up of the field for wheat that I made
the discovery of the remarkably deepened topsoil.

This was our last planting of emergency summer pasture,
for by the seventh year our grass programme, of alfalfa, brome
grass, and ladino, was established so widely over the farm
that there was always rich, abundant pasture available during
the late summer and autumn months.
The history of that field was largely the history in varying

degrees of the rest of the farm save that in the case of the Long
Field repeated and intensive applications of barnyard manure
had made weighty contributions. Basically, however, grass and
legumes had done the job. The field gave about 50 bushels of
wheat per acre and is now seeded to alfalfa, brome grass, and
ladino and will remain in hay-silage-meadow-pasture produc-
tion for at least four to five years with another two tons of lime-
stone and 300 pounds per acre of 0-20-20 plus the droppings
ofthe animals pasturing there during the late summer months.

It is true, of course, that all soils v^I not respond so quickly
and favourably as our own to the topsoil creating process.
Our soils are singularly well adapted to the process of restora-
tion for two reasons: (i) Mostly they are CTavelly, glacial-drift
soils, very loose and workable and highly susceptible to the
*nco^oration and mixing of green and barnyard manure.
(2) The native mineral content of the subsoil is both high and
well-balanced even to trace elements.
About 10 to 15 per cent of our land is a rich but heavy clay

and with it the process of building topsoil is more difficult
because ffie clay, more compact and gluey, is more difficult
to mix with raw organic material and is likely to form lumps
and pockets. Two tricks we have found effective in hastening
the process of topsoil building in such clay land are: (i) Rough
ploughing m of organic material in the late autumn on fields
where winter is not a serious erosion menace. During the
wnter, through the process of freezing and thawing, the haM

oose gravel, loam soils, mixes easily with the organic material
—roots, olants. manure- straw

y
thawing, the same breaking-down process!

(2) Ihe process ofUterally stuffing the stubborn soU with organic
matenal. ®

On some fields of
M.F.—E*

x:lay structure in poor condition and
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almost wholly devoid of organic material, we have plantedwh^t two and even three years in succession. On these fields
we have made spring seedings of hubam, a sweet clover which
makes a prodigious growth in one season, flowers and dies.
At hai^est time the combine merely clipped the heads of the
wheat leaving the straw standing, and as the summer progressed
the fields produced heavy crops of sweet clover which, growing
up in the straw, provided a really immense mass of material
to be ploughed into the clay soil in September for re-seeding
to wheat and the following year to hubam, again producing
the huge bulk of green manure and trash to be incorporated
in the stubborn clay within a short period. The process,
together with lime and chemical fertilizer, produces rapidly
increasing yields of wheat to pay taxes and interest and show
a profit while the soil is being brought back to life and fertility.

The wheat roots contribute much organic material and the
rapidly CTowng deep roots of the hubam serve to break up
the tough soil, and later to admit air and water while disin-
tegrating at the same time into the soil structure itself. There
is also a great contribution of nitrogen made by the leguminous
hubam which is so great after the second year that nitrogen
cannot be used as a fertilizer and actually must be omitted.
The cost of the hubam seed runs about two dollars per acre

—

the best fertilizer, soil-restoring buy it is possible to make.
Within the last year we have put into use disk ploughs which

do an even better job of mixing earth and organic material
than that accomplished by mould-board ploughs adjusted to

doing a rough joD followed by disking. This is especially true

when fall and winter ploughing of heavy sods or weedy poor
land is made in preparation for fitting and seeding in the spring.

Owing to the rough fashion in which the disk plough turns

over the soil there is no danger of erosion during the winter

months. Snow, rainfall, freezing and thawing contribute

enormously during the winter months to breaking down
organic material involved, whether green or barnyard manures,

and permits virtually the maximum degree of tilth and moisture

for oats or grass-legume seedings in the spring. Curiously, the

process appears to create better drainage in poorly drained

spots on our clay gravel, perhaps because the loose rough soil

permits the frost to penetrate more deeply into the subsoil

and act in breaking up any hardpan which may have existed.

Beyond the winter ploughing treatment for our small per-

centage of heavy clay land, we found very definitely that at

least two other practices contributed toward restoration of this

land and rapid increases in production. These were: (i) the

use of a subsoiler, (2) the substitution of disk plough for mould-

board plough on all heavy clay land.



One of the greatest problems with our clay land was clearly

that of drainage. In fields which contained both clay and
gravel loam soils, clay portions were frequently unworkable
and unproductive because of wetness until days and sometimes
weeks later than the surrounding gravel loam. In some cases the

clay strip or patches never really drained and produced nothing
but weeds and coarse wet-land grasses. This occurred even in

fields on the tops and slopes of hills. The incorporation of
heavy amounts of organic material helped superficially to

makes these clay areas tillable and productive but in the long
run or in very heavy rainfall even this produced very little

effect.

Close observation gave us the final clue to the trouble. On
such strips and patches during a heavy rain the top nine or
ten inches of sou into which we had pumped much organic
material, drank up eagerly enough the first two or three hours
of rain and then became completely saturated. After that, Ae
water simply stood there, if the land was flat, or ran off, if it

sloped. This clearly indicated that below the ploughing level
there was an impenetrable layer ofearth, like a layer of asphalt,
which blocked any drainage downward into the subsoH.

Investigation proved that this was true. A hundred yeaR or
more of ploughing these clay areas had gradually produced
a hardpan just below the ploughing level which prevented all

drainage or abs^ rption of rainf^. Undoubtedly tnis land had
been ploughed and fitted again and again by our predecessors
at Malabar when the well-drained gravel loam portions of the
field were in prinie condition but me clay portions were still

much too wet. This fact, coupled with the vicious pressing down
action of the mould-board plough which stays in the ground
only through the violent pressure of the plough point on
earth beneath, had created over the years the brick-like,
impenetrable hardpan which turned the clay areas into un-
drained and undrainablc bogs and cut off all production of
valuable crops.

The use of the subsoiler—a big, curved steel hook or chisel,
pulled by the tractor through these areas at a depth of from
two to three feet—very nearly cured the condition almost
unmcdiatelv. Pulled through the earth on parallel lines from
five to SIX feet apart the subsoiler broke up this hardpan and
penmtted the water to penetrate into the lower and more
porous clay below and permitted the heavy rainfall to escapem a naturd fashion. It also permitted plant roots to penetrate
freely to deeper levels in search boUi of moisture and of
nutrients. It was, of course, impossible to grow aUyfa or sweet
clovw on any ofthese areas until after the invisible hardpan
was broken up. Once these vigorous deep-root legumes, wmch



demand well-drained soil, were established, they in turn
helped to maintain good drainage conditions by thrusting
^eir deep vigorous roots down to a depth of five to six feetIhe ripping-up process followed by the deep-root growth ofheaw le^mes will undoubtedly keep this clay area open,
fnable and highly productive for many years to come, provided
we do not put the mould-board plough back into these fields
which are all on partly heavy clay soils. In such fields we will
trom now on use only disk ploughs which do not create aha^pan by pressure downward even on the heaviest clay soils.

The mould-board plough, plus the steady decline in organic
material in the soils of all our flat land and heavy soil areas,
has undoubtedly created the serious drainage problems which
have increased steadily in many areas of heavy clay or gumbo
soils to the point where even the most elaborate tilage systems
have become futile and many thousands of acres of once rich,
productive land have fallen out of production into the status
of desert land. Each year thousands of acres in the rich flat
lands of our own western and northwestern Ohio fall out of
production because they can no longer be drained. I have
seen, in southern Illinois and in Missouri, whole fields which
after a heavy rain resembled shallow lakes more than good
agricultural land. The water simply remained there, held by
the hidden, impenetrable hardpan until it was evaporated by
wind and sun. One need not describe the effect upon the crops
in such a field or the long-range effect upon the prosperity of
the individual farmer and the economy of the nation of these
drowned and partly or wholly useless fields. In most cases the
use of a subsoiler, an increase of organic material, and the use
of a disk plough rather than the mould-board plough would
restore the land to high production within a period of two to

three years.

Our experience with heavy clay soils and gravel loam soils

existing side by side in the same fields has demonstrated once
again that in a nation as vast as this one, with so many soils

and climates, there is no general rule or any set of methods
in agriculture which suits all soils and all conditions. Even on
so small an area as Malabar we have found from hard experi-

ence, reinforced by a little intelligence, that there is no rule

or set of rules which is efficient or effective under all conditions;

and that applies to the use of mould-board ploughs, disk

ploughs, disk and field cultivators or any other farm machinery.
It applies likewise to rotations of which with us there is no
fixed one; each field and area has its own rotation according

to its topography, its type of soil, its location in relation to

dairy and feeding barns and even the way it lies toward the

sun. We have found conclusively that there are no over-all
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infallible rules governing agricultural practices. We use every
method from trash mulching to the deepest kind of mould-
board ploughing according to conditions, purpose, and need.
We even adjust the pbughs themselves to different sorts of
ploughing under different conditions and different topography.

All this is a part of proper land use and fits into our own
philosophy that the good farmer is a man who knows as much
as possible, never stops learning, and has the intelligence to
apply his knowledge and information to the conditions and
the programme of Ws own piece of land. It is the kind offormer
we must have in the nation and in this world; it is the kind of
farmer we will have inevitably because the other kind is certain

to be liquidated economically, despite bribes, subsidies and
I^ce noors, and their land will be taken over eventually by
those who cherish it and can make it productive and maintain
that productivity. In the world and even in this country,
where there was once so much good land that we believed it
inexhaustible both in fertility and in area, mankind, if he is to
survive, cannot permit agricultural land to be owned andmanawd by the lazy, the indifferent and the ignorant.

suggested recently in a memorable
address at Pnnceton Unviersity, the time may not be so faraway when in order to practice agriculture, a farmer wiU be
required to have a certificate exactly as a lawyer or a doctor
or an engineer must have today, in order to own or to cultivate
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carA. Such a condition has already virtually arrived inhngland where food is so scarce that the poor and unpro-
ductive fanner cannot be tolerated if the people of the nation
are to eat and survive. Such a measure will not be the result
ot any political ideology but of grim necessity.

seedings made on the barren
mUs ot the Bailey and Ferguson Places, where the sowing of
any wheat, oats, or com crop could not have yielded back the
onginal seed, the process at Malabar is to plough as deep and
as roughly as possible. While this may appear to be a denial
ot the virtues of trash mulch farming and of Mr. Faulkner’s
ideas in Ploughman's Folly it is actually an extension of the
whole theoiy since the proc^ of deep and rough plougliing
merely carries the trash larming idea to a depth of nine to ten
inches instead of merely scratching up the surface and leaving
the trash on top. Actually the deep, rough ploughing creates
a kind of sheet composting since the ploughing is usually
follcwed, particularly in the case of corn ground, by heavy
disking which incorporates all roots, tops, manures and trash
into the soil instead of turning it over and burying it to be
compressed by the weight of fitting implements into a thin
layer of tighdy compacted organic material, of little or no use
and even perhaps a disadvantage to the immediately succeed-
ing crop.

The process leaves soil and trash well mixed together to a
depth of nine to ten inches, absorbs and holds moisture and
in the process of disintegration produces stimulation to the
bacteria, moulds, fungi, and worms which are so vital a part
of any living, productive soil in which the mineral fertility is

available to tne plants. Actually the process converts and
maintains our topsoil as a kind of perpetual compost heap in

which we grow our crops.

During the disastrous flood rains of 1947 when cloudburst
succeeded cloudburst for weeks, this sheet composting system

demonstrated its great efficiency as a check upon erosion. On
contoured slopes where there are sometimes on our land

sudden dips and slopes, the soil, mixed together with great

quantities of decaying organic material, kept the earth loose,

open and absorbent of most of the water and run-off. Even
in violent rains erosion was virtually checked. A handful of

such soil appeared to be nearly 50 per cent in bulk of com-
position made up of rough, decaying organic material.

We plough as deeply as possible when ploughing because

of the nigh mineral content and the loose quality of all but

our clay subsoil. We had hardly begun operations at Malabar

before we discovered that perhaps our worst problem was the
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restoration of the mineral and organic content of the flattish

areas where a so-called ‘topsoil’ had escaped erosion. So badly
had the existing topsoil been depicted by greedy farming that
where a woodchuck dug a hole, the minerally rich subsoil

which he brought up from ten to twelve feet below the surface
actually acted as fertilizer on the depleted topsoil and actually

grew better and more vigorous crops than the surrounding topsoil. The
sight of a clump of extremely vigorous, deep green oats, com,
soyabeans, or wheat in the midst of an otherwise mediocre or
even sickly field invariably indicated a spot where the wood-
chucks had been at work. With this tip-off given us by the
fat little burrowers, we set the ploughs as deeply as possible
to bring up the subsoil and incorporate with it as rapidly as
possible all the organic material possible.

Later on, continued experience led us to the heretical belief
that we should have maae more rapid progress in restoration
if we had been able to scrape &om the whole area of the farm
the miserably depleted topsoil that remined and had gone
greedy to work on building new topsoil out of our minerally
rich and well-balanced subsoil. It is largely a fact that in a
period of eight years we have produced go<>d productive soil
direedy from b^e subsoil more rapidly than from the pitifully
wom-out topsoil which we inherited, oince the many amounts
of organic material introduced into both soils were approxi-
mately the same, the experience is a striking example of the
mineral depledon and deficiencies of many of our old, still
exisdng topsoils. The experience would certainly not be true
in the case of all subsoils. At Malabar, we happened to be
smgularly fortunate in our subsoils as arc all farmcis in glacial
moraine areas. Some subsoils are structtirally and minerally so
poor that once the topsoil is gone it is impossible to restore
jcrtihty by any method which is economically pracdcal. Such
land IS fit only to be riven back to pine forests or at best to be

as thin grazing land. All this is another evidence of the
dimculty of making any general agricultural rules in a country

A r 1

,^ overwhdimn^g range in types of soil, chmate
and rainfall as the United States.

Under the grass farming programme now well-estabUshed
at Malab^, it must be evident that most soils ploughed for
crops are heav^ods compounded of alfalfa, brome grass, and1^0 clover. These, when ploughed up after several years,p^uce pr^gious amounts of organic material as well as a
fffr

bed fairly wcU impremated with nitrogen to a depth ofSK to seven mches by the shaUow-rooted ladino and to a (depthmany feet by the alfalfa. In the cases where the ploughed
sod-soil IS to be seeded for wheat, it is necessary to kill the
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alfalfa plants to prevent their rank growth the following year
the combine. In order to bury

thoroughly and kill alfalfa without turning it over and bury-
ing It to the destruction ofour sheet composting operations it w^
necessary to develop a special ploughing technique which would
leave the fresh ploughed strips of sod in a rough vertical

cover the alfalfa. This was accomplished by
^ilful adjustment of the ploughs, the coulters and the jointers,
t his was found to be possible and effective, so that our rough-
P;°“ghing sheet-compost methods could be retained while the
alfalfa was buried and the whole field covered by two or three
inches of clean earth as a seed bed for wheat. As a result many
of our fields going from alfalfa sod into wheat have the appear-
ance of an old-fashioned, clean-ploughed field when actually
beneath the surface they are as rough ploughed as possible.
1 he disk ploughs which cut the alfalfa roots have proved more
effective than the mould-boards in killing unwanted alfalfa.
In the cases of two strips of wheat side by side on the same soil
with the same seed and the same amounts of fertilizer, one
strip rough-ploughed and disked, produced as much as ten to
twelve more bushels of wheat per acre than the strip which
was ‘clean ploughed’ and fitted in the old-fashioned way.
Needless to say, the rough-ploughed strip had a much higher
moisture content and was virtually immune to erosion either
by wind or by water.
The absolute killing of the alfalfa is not necessary in the

case of corn ground since the corn is not combined and alfalfa

plants surviving here and there are no great disadvantage and
possibly through nitrogen production, of some benefit.

Experiments have been made at the University of Illinois

of growing corn with a rapidly growing grass and legume
clover as a substitute for cultivation. While the experiments
are not final, yields of 1 15 and 120 bushels have been obtained
in successive years recently. This is, of course, far above the

average yields in Illinois of below 45 bushels per acre for

several years past. Such a method of growing corn would of

course greatly reduce the damage caused by erosion and
destruction of organic material arising from the existing

methods of open cultivation. We have long cherished the idea

of experimenting with corn in a sod of alfalfa and ladino

clover. The plan is to cut strips through a heavy alfalfa,

ladino sod with some implement like a rototiller which would
‘chew up’ the strips of sod to a width of about six inches and
then seed the corn in the chewed up strips. Any cultivation

would be replaced by the mower which twice or three times

during the growth of the corn would clip the alfalfa and

ladino between the rows and leave it there for mulch. Such a
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process is an extremely reasonable one since it would eliminate
all erosion and virtually all destruction of organic material.
Also it would virtually eliminate weeds since the ladino grows
so rapidly and persistently that it would choke out all annual
weeds before they got a start. The process would also feed
nitrogen heavily to the corn on the upper levels from the
ladino and on the deeper levels from the alfklfa roots. The
mulch of clippings would also conserve great quantities of
moisture, together with ample nitrogen, so important to corn.
We have not made the experiment because no suitable machin-
ery exists and because we have not had time until recently
from other arduous duties of soil restoration.

While it is scarcely possible to over-estimate the soil restoring

nerties of the real grasses, the legumes remain the backbone
e procMs or of any grass farming programme based upon

the restoration of fertility and increased production. This is

so because the legumes can grow, unlike many of the grasses,
on land which is wholly devoid of the organic material that
is vital to the growth of almost all other Unds of vegetation
save the trees and the most worthless of weeds. Legumes will
grow abundantly in bare subsoils of good or average quality
and with good drainage where lime is present in sufficient
quantities. At Malabar our best alfalfa and sweet clover grows
upon bare gravel banks or in heavy clays, both minerally rich,
but devoid of all topsoil or organic material. Once the deep-
rooted legumes start growing, the incorporation of organic
material and much nitrogen in the form of green manure
become an easy matter and the creation of excellent topsoil
IS inevitable.

This is a direct contradiction to what farmers have generally
been taught for a generation or more—that alfalfa is a plant
which must be pampered, sown on carefully prepared ground,

advance. We have found beyond dispute that
allalla is not an aristocrat but a pioneer. So long as there ishme present, we have achieved really luxuriant crops of ifalfa,
sweet clover, and ladino and alsike clover on the poorest land
covered tmnly only one year earlier with poverty grass, wire
grass, goldenrod and broom sedge, and as 1 have pointed out

growth was stronger and healthier than that of
aitaha sown upon our little remaining wom-out topsoil. The
wpenments of^r A. L. Borst of the Soil Conservation Service

nrnf alfalfa as a poor-land crop also
proved this point beyond arpiment. Out of 200 secdings made
ftf ^

station and on neighbouring farms on subsoil
poorer than our Malabar glacial subsoil,

.

O^y two faikres were encountered. Dr. Borst has published
the result of the expenment in a pamphlet issued by the
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^snculture. Our own experiments in the same
field took place over virtually the same period as those ofUr. Borst and have been descnbed at considerable length in

ftf
^ proved invaluable

at Malabar not only as soil restorers but also as producers ofnch lorage and pasture on poor land during the building
process. In our experience the only places where alfalfa,
accompanied by hme, will not flourish is in poorly-drained
peas. While alfalfa roots will penetrate to prodigious depthsm sepch of moisture it cannot survive ‘wet feet.’ In our
experience even poor hill land is better for the production of
long-standing, long-maintained alfalfa meadows than our
lower richp, moispr land. Darwin in The Voyage of the Beagle
describes his astonishment at finding in Chile on desert land
great patches of succulent, deep green forage. He was told
that It was a plant called alfalifa.

The deep-rooted legumes like sweet clover and alfalfa thrust
great depths, as great as the measured depth

of 46 feet in Colorado. Fourteen-and fifteen-foot roots of alfalfa
are commonplace at Malabar where the rainfall is much more
abundant. At the Zanesville station Dr. Borst dug pits exposing
nine-and ten-foot root systems penetrating even into the stiff
grey shale underlying gravel loam deposits. These root systems
tend to break up stiff soils and improve drainage. When the
tops die as the plant is ploughed under or killed, the sturdy
roots, decaying, leave in the soil not only great quantities of
nitrogen and highly available fertilizer in the form of phosphor-
ous, potash, calcium and many of the trace elements, but leave
small tunnels which admit both air and water deep into the
soil. Moreover, legumes, both deep-and shallow-rooted, when
sown in mixture with grasses, perpetually feed those grasses
with a nitrogen supply drawn from the air at no cost to the
farmer and serve to stimulate a rank growth of grass tops and
roots so valuable both for forage and for building organic
material and topsoil.

The healing properties of grass and legumes on poor or
abused earth are like those of the white corpuscles of the blood
in healing over wounds and burns on the human body. The
value of grasses and legumes to the well-being and prosperity

of the farmer and consequently to the nation as a whole in

restoring the vast acreages of worn-out or poorly drained or

eroded soils in all parts of the country is immense. The chain
involves higher profits, reduced labour and fertilizer costs,

increased purchasing power for the products of industry,

lowered taxes and better food and diet for every citizen,

whether the farmer or the city dweller who eats what the

farmer grows.



On the day of writing this chapter I made a trip with three
neighbours through three of our northeastern Ohio counties
all based upon the Wooster silt loam which is minerally one
of the finest soils in the world. We saw not one farm in ten
producing a half of what it was capable. One in ten was
tailing into decay as the fields slipped nearer and nearer to
the deadly line where they could no longer pay taxes and
interest and became abandoned^ a waste and a drain upon
our economy. One out of ten had already fallen into this

category.

Any or all of them could be brought back to a state of high
fertility at a comparatively low investment of capital and a
considerable investment of knowledge, experience, and brains.
If I were a rich man, I could think of no investment of capital
so profitable as the purchase and rehabilitation of these run-
down or abandoned farms. Within a period of ten years, I

would be certain of a 300 per cent gross increase of capital
investment, a gain not based upon inflated prices but on the
solid basis ofFederal Land Bank appraisals—that ofproduction
per acre. It seems to me that too few people with reserves of
capital and savings have seen the possibility of investment in
basicdly sound but worn-out land in a world which is starving
and in which there will never be in our time even a fourth
of the food needed to feed it even on a modest diet. The
population of ^e world is steadily increasing and the area of
productive agricultural land and of production per acre has
been constantly shrinking. The prices of food with increased
efiiciency of distribution are not likely to decline, short of a
universal economic disaster and even then it should be remem-
bered that people must eat even before they can satisfy the
devastating urge to propagate new members of the human
race which in turn must eat or perish. For this reason in times
of disaster or vicious inflation good agricultural land always
remains the soundest of all investments.

^

But beyond all that is the immense and fundamental creative
joy and satisfaction which comes of making two grains grow
where one h^ CTown before, of seeing a whole landscape
cn^ge from drabness and desert sterility to green and won-
deiful abundance. It is a joy which many a Jew, returning
to his homeland in ravaged Palestine, has experienced in our
time. There is perhaps no human satisfaction so profound.
And there is the CTeat contribution which the investor in such
a project can make to the welfare and sound economy of the
nation. '

In most of ow wuntiy grass, the great healer, and thele^mw which flourish side by side with it, can turn the ebb
ndc ot stcnbty into a rising surge of abundance and wealth
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and vigour. No sight is more tragic than a worn-out abandoned

K prosperous home andbarn surrounded by nch fields. And no sights present so vivida symbolism in relation to our welfare and strength as a nation.

The experiences at Malabar have led all of us toward somenew and, to many soil authorities, possibly some startling and
revoluuonary conclusions regarding the fertility of soils Two
noticeable conclusions have been forced upon our attention-
even though we might have been ten times less observant and
interested than we are, we could not have avoided them for
the evidence has been thrust upon us again and again.

(1) That mineral balance plus nitrogen and indeed all the
laws of balance in soil, which may be very nearly as absolute
as those governing astronomy or physics or mathematics, have
great beanng upon the health of plants, animals, and people,
and that m the case of plants a great bearing upon their
resistance not only to disease but to the attacks of insects as
well.

(2) That any good subsoil, and notably our own good well-
balanced minerally rich silt loam, possesses a fertility which,
if managed properly, may be eternally available and very
possibly inexhaustible. The problem is to make that hidden,
locked-up fertility available to plant life, and available in
sufficient quantities.

The case of balance in soils and the great and largely
unexplored values of trace elements to plants, animals, and
peoples has been explored with considerable thoroughness in
the chapters ‘Gardening without Tears’ and ‘of the Earth We
Are Born and to the Earth We Return,’ so there is little need
to go into it here any further than to observe that the subsoil

at Malabar is not especially gratifying material to work with
experimentally since it already possesses in its well-balanced
glacial subsoil, from the evidence of the vegetation itself, a
good supply of trace elements with the qualified exception of
iodine. Our experiments have been most rewarding on the
depleted topsoil which remained here and there on the farms
at Malabar. The problem was actually to raise the mineral

level and balance of the depleted topsoil to that of the virgin

silt loam gravel-filled subsoil. In the vegetable and flower

gardens we have been notably successful in raising the resistance

of plants both to insects and disease and the campaign is being

carried out elsewhere on the farm with similar, although less

concentrated, results.

The second conclusion regarding the inexhaustibility of

fertility in reasonably good subsoils can be explored a little

further. In this book the reader will come across many times
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the phrase ‘universal law offertility—the cycle of birth, growth,
death, decay, and rebirth.’ It has been used again and again
because it has played so large a jpart in the rehabilitation of
the non-productive land at Malabar and because slowly, but
again and again, the cycle has asserted its vital and unmistak-
able importance. In combination with the theory of balance
of elements, that cycle has done the job of turning wholly
unproductive, eroded fields into fields which produced more
yields per acre than 90 per cent of the agricultural land in
the United States.

It was not for the purpose of this book alone that I have
asserted again and again the mere fact of barrenness. Every
neighbour knows the fields and every neighbour has watched
the process across the fences that border the county and town-
ship roads. For two generations the Bailey Place had the sorry
reputation of being the ‘thinnest farm between Newville and
Little Washington.’ Four years of work upon it proved that
its sorry reputation lacked truth and that fundamentally the
whole of the Bailey Place was actually rich land, richer by
far than most of the agricultural land in the United States.
On it occurred a number of experiences which at first we
could only regard in the light of miracles. The wiping out of
gi^ies and of the loss of water and topsoil was quickly accom-
plished simply by en^ncering but the tremendous and rapid
gains in fertihty and yields seemed nothing short of miraculous.
There was the miracle of the Bailey hills, brown and red

with sorrel and broom sedge and poverty grass, transformed
within a year into thick, succulent emerald-green alfalfa, brome
grass and ladino. There was the corn which changed in four
years from sickly three-foot stalks bearing nubbins or nothing
at all to a high level of production and the miracle of the
field that jumped in wheat production from 5 to 33 to 52
bushels ^eld per acre in four years, and the miracle of the
grass which jumped from less than a ton per acre of weedy,
wooden timothy to four and four and a half tons per acre of
succulent legumes and brome grass. And on the Fleming Place,
fields which once would not yield 15 bushels of oats per acre
woduced in the summer of 1947 bushels, although
the soil w too light to be good oats ground. And the high fidd
on the Ferguson Place, once a barren eroded field which in
*947 produced 60 bushels and better wheat per acre on that
part of the field where the subsoil was gravel loam. And the
Dluegr^s pastures on the Ferguson, Fleming and Bailey Places,
not so long ago thin, burned-out, half starved, weedy pastures
nuea Mth iron weed and wild carrot which today are carrying
on lush bluegr^ and white clover twenty times and more the
number of cattle they carried only five or six years ago.
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When we began searching for the reasons for all of these
things, often with the aid of scientists far more informed and
qualihed than ourselves, we came inevitably in every case
even in that of the pastures, back to the same and simple con-
elusion that these gains had been made by restoring to the
eroded, worn-out fieldsdevoid oforganic material and ofmineral
balance, that eternally fundamental cycle of birth, growth
death decay, and rebirth. By doing so we had made highly
available the chemical fertilizer we put on the soil, unlocked
the thin residue of fertilizer left by our predecessor which until
then had been largely unavailable, and in the case of the Bailey
hills and the high Ferguson Place we had undoubtedly un-
locked great stores of native futility which until the cycle was
re-established had long remained wholly locked and unavail-
able to all plant life. In other words, those farms were not
really poor and worn-out farms at all. Except for the Anson
Place, they had merely been farmed badly so that their native
fertility, for various reasons, was no longer available to the crops.

There is nothing mysterious or magical about the process.
It is available even to the poorest farmer. The pattern has long
been in the possession of the Department of Agriculture and
of the state colleges. The only mystery concerning it is why it

has not been more widely used to restore millions and millions
of acres of potentially good land which through ignorance and
abuse has been going down hill since the first furrow was
turned on virgin soil.

The theory of the inexhaustible fertility of basically good,
sound, well-balanced subsoils may seem new, although
Faulkner in his latest book A Second Look has dealt with it in
some comments which are immensely stimulating. Sir Albert
Howard, greatest of British soil men, with a knowledge of soils

from the broad English counties to Indore and Ceylon, has
moved steadily toward the conclusion which led him to believe
that good soils should, to a large deCTee, take care of them-
selves and remain eternally fertile if properly handled. Dr.
Bray of University of Illinois, certainly one of the finest living

agronomists, has had intimations of the truth of the theory
growing out of his experience. Certainly he believes strongly in

the balance of soil. It is a theory which will never be supported
or explored by the over-specialised or by those academic minds
which believe that all that can possibly be discovered about
agriculture has already been discovered, for it is a theory

which, in a sense, involves knowledge and curiosity in too

many fields—biochemistry and bacteriology, chemistry, botany,

biology, plant pathology and the scarcely touched mysteries

of the place which moulds and fungi, animal hormones and
secretions and many other things play in the universal cycle
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of health, fertility, and production, not only in soils and plants

but in animals and humans as well. It involves the pattern of

the whole universe including the health and vigour and re-

sistance of plants, animals, and people and of the vigour and
intelligence of people.

Needless to say, that is a vast and largely unexplored field

and perhaps the truly intelligent and reasonably informed dirt

farmer can make the greatest contribution of all as he has done
so often in the past in the solution of agricultural problems.
For he lives nearer to all these things than any scientific

specialist and frequently understands infinitely more clearly

the intricate interplay of all the elements involved. Therein
lies the profound truth uttered by Confucius centuries ago and
quoted in Pleasant Valley that ‘the best fertilizer on any farm
is the footsteps of the farmer.* Observation and intelligence in
a farmer can sometimes outweigh in value countless tons of
chemical fertilizer.

At Malabar it seems to us that the operation of these theories
is a fairly simple one. The belief has come partly from observa-
tion, partly from experiment, partly by pragmatic methods.
Like all farmers, we believe, above all else, what works. It is

for the researchpeople equipped with time and education and
laboratories to find out why it works. But we have our own
ideas, simple perhaps but deeply logical.
As h^ been stated before, we have at Malabar two broad

categories of soil—al^ut 85 per cent glacial drift gravel loam
Cither in static deposits or that which has been worked about
by the action of water, and about 15 per cent pre-glacial,
heavy, but potentially rich, clay. In the glacial drift there are
thomands of tons of stones ran^ng from minute fragments to
glaci^ boulders weighing many tons. In the clay there is little
gravd. These facts are important since the capacity of the
gravel loam soil iotfeeding minerals to plant life and eventually
to animab and people is probably much greater than the
similar capacity of the clay. Also, as has been stated earlier in
this chapter, it is much more difficult to incorporate organic
matend into the clay than into the loam gravel soil. These
Mints have considerable value in the record of the two soils.WMe the same gains in fertihty are achieved eventually in
doth types of soil, the results are achieved much more quickly
on the loose, minerally rich gravel loam—^indeed at least three
times as qmckly.

It is evident even to the most superficial observer that the
accumulapon of stones and rock fragments existing both in

gravel loam and the clay soils are constantly breaUngdown by the action of wind, heat, frost and water. Rocks and
stones arc the source of mineral fertility in all soils, which in
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essence are simply broken down stone and rock plus the organic
material provided by the death and decay of vegetation and
the mineral content of stems, leaves and tree trunks drawn
from the disintegrating rocks and in the process converted
into highly available organic form. In the broader sense, the
rock and stone content of soil, from the largest mountains to
the finest pebble, are constantly feeding minerals to the soil
both in the process of direct disintegration and by transmuta-
tion through various forms of vegetation. The important point
in so far as fertility is concerned is whether these disintegrated
or transmuted minerals are available to the plant life erowine
upon the soil.

Concerning this aspect certain things are wellknown and
long established—that many minerals which could make a
great contribution to fertility and production are simply not
available to plants where there is an absence of calcium and
that none at all are available in the total absence of moisture.
It is also well known that organic material is a great absorber
and conserver of moisture and is therefore vital to any soils

upon which good crops may be grown. Organic material is

also vital to the fertility even of land which must be drained
to be rid of too muck water and land where unlimited supplies
of water are available for irrigation. Plants vary greatly in

their need and liking for moisture but none can wholly thrive,

even to the lichen growing tightly against a granite boulder,
unless some minute quantity of moisture and organic material
is present. The lichen, once established on a rock, proceeds
rapidly to provide its own organic material by the death and
decay of its own leaves through which it has translated in-

organic minerals into highly available organic forms.

Since calcium is a vital part of soil balance and of great

importance save to a very narrow range of acid-liking or

tolerating plants and trees, its place becomes of great import-

ance in the process of unlocking fertility, partly because

chemically it has a greater affinity for most minerals and trace

elements than have iron and aluminum and snatches away
the minerals and elements vital to health and growth of plants,

animals and people from combinations with iron and aluminum

in which they remained virtually locked up and unavailable.

In combination with calcium all these minerals and elements

exist in a form highly available to plant life and consequently

to animals and to the people who feed upon the plants and

upon the milk, eggs, and meat produced from it. (Most people

and animals and plants living upon a sour land devoid of

calcium have definite characteristics and display the symptoms

of many mineral deficiencies, most of all deficiency of the

calcium essential to good bone structure, health and vigour.)
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On all definitely sour lands largely devoid ofcalcium the human
stock shows inevitably a gradual deterioration in which in the
course of time, individuals achieve definite general character-
istics that set them apart from the peoples of more favoured
areas. The same is true of areas in which calcium and other
minerals have become depicted. These facts arc definitely re-
sponsible for the physique, characteristics an even in some
degree the cultures of the so-called ‘poor whites,’ ‘hill-billies’
and ‘okies’ (all originating on poor soils or depleted ones).

Calcium then, is one of the keys to unlocking hidden and
unavailable fertility. It is also the key to producing the high-
protein nitrogen-producing legumes which also bring the
organic material which plays so large a role in the whole cycle
of birth, growth, death, decay, and rebirth out of which all
fertility and life arc evolved and maintained.
Beyond these facts, which are established and well known,

one enters a still mysterious and largely unexplored field
having to do with the trace elements and their effect upon
enzymes, hormones and the functioning of glands in animals
and people, and the realm of bacteria and their actions and
that of the fungi and the moulds from which those miraculous
new anti-bodi«, penicillin and streptomycin and others, have
been or are being developed.
That th«e moulds and fungi contribute to the breaking

down of minerals and their transmutation into availability to
plants, amm^s and finally people is a fact that, in our ex-
penence at Malabar, cannot be overlooked since each day
bnngs new evidence which we could not ignore if we chose,
bir^bert Howard’s latest book Soil and Health has contributed
perhaps more than any other authority to the establishment
of the important place which moulds and fungi play in the
foundation, restoration and maintenance of soil fertility Hemakes the assertion that, together with the bacteria, they play

S P unlocking of inexhaustible fertility.

Of bacteria, SoSds and fuJS to

^ ‘he disintegratedminerals av^able to plants, ammak and people.
‘hw^bacteria, moulds and fungf-can exist with-

degrees of moisture nor can they exist ormiduply save by the presence in the soil of organic materid

maSSrfn'”
fdeatfi decay and rebirth. ThereforeX^Sic

Se OToducriv,^ r" o*' importance to

of particularly to the availability
elements in that soU and to theavailabihty of chemical fertilizer apphed to it. In addition to
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the fact that decaying organic material acts as host and food

omfilc
moulds, fungus, earthworms and otherorganisms which are intnnsic elements of all living and fertile

soils, the organic matenal serves as well to check erosion andimprove drainage and aeration. With calcium, organic material
provides the key to that cycle of birth, growth, death, decayand rebirth which makes the mineral content of the soil, what-
ever It may be, available to the plants and consequently to
animals and to people. When any segment of the cycle
moisture, bacteria, moulds, fungi, mineral balance, organic
matenal or the calcium content, (which is perhaps the most
valuable elernent in mineral balance)—breaks down, the whole
chain IS broken and one by one the various links collapse,
bnnpng about the rapidly declining production and eventual
stenhty which is characteristic of so much once good and still
potentially good agricultural land in the United States and
in the entire world.
Of course outside the circle lie other elements which con-

tribute to a speeding up of the whole process of mineral avail-

^ fertility, notably the residue of trace elements and
the effect of the glandular secretions and bacteria from animals
which contribute greatly to the cycle on soil where barnyard
manure is used. As was pointed out in Pleasant Valley it would
be possible to recreate synthetically and chemically the mineral
content of a given amount of barnyard manure but the result-
ing mineral content would fall far short of achieving the same
degree of fertility as the manure itself on a given plot of land,
even if credit was allowed for the organic material contained
in the manure. Somewhere there are mysterious elements which
have not been sufficiently studied or understood. Nevertheless,
while the content of barnyard manure is, from all points of
view, the best long-range fertilizer man can use, relatively ex-
cellent results in establishing the cycle of fertility and restoring
or maintaining fertility can be obtained, as we know well at

Malabar, by the use of green manures in which the animal
element with its glandular contributions and its trillions of
living bacteria are missing. And, repeating a statement which
will be made again, all barnyards manures are not of the same
content or value particularly on the mineral side. Poor land,

deficient or depleted, or land where the mineral fertility is

locked up in chemical combinations with other elements will

produce poor manure, infinitely less rich in mineral content

than the manure resulting from grain and forage off soil where
there is an excess residue of minerals which the animals do
not need or cannot utilize and which consequently is returned

to the soil.

Since the publication of Darwin’s book on the earthworm,
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few intelligent people have doubted the great contributions
made by this lowly organism toward converting crude subsoil

into rich and fertile topsoil of highly available mineral content.
But the earthworm can exist and function only if the other
links called ‘moisture’ and ‘organic material’ are present. With-
draw these and the earthworm together with bacteria, moulds
and fungus all perish, leaving the soil to become poor and un-
productive, not because there is a shortage of mineral fertility

but because this mineral fertility becomes unavailable to plant
life. This condition has given much land in the United States

a bad name—of being ‘worn-out,’ poor or unproductive
when a proper system of agriculture, based upon the eternal
cycle, would prove it within a short time to be prodigiously

It is one of the errors of the earthworm fanatics that the
planung of a few hundred earthworms in a sterile field
devoid of orgamc material will restore the field to a high
degree of fertility. Under such circumstances the planted
earthworms will merely suffer from lack of moisture and
wentually die from lack of organic material on which to feed.
Ihe presence of earthworms in a field where there is moisture
and orgamc material in the process of death and decay will
hasten greatly the process of unlocking* and making available
the natural richness of the soil but without moisture and
orgamc matenal they merely die out. Again the whole cycle
ails because one or two linis of the chain are missing. Wehave found at Malabar that the mere increase of organicmatend and consequenUy of moisture has brought in armies
of e^thworms which reproduce rapidly once the links are
repaired and the cycle restored to operation. We have had

converted into dark soil to a depth of five to
<l>^essing them with

chicken, manure. Not onl>
manure encourage and promote vegetative

** conserve the moisture vital to existence of theearthworm and provides decaying organic material to sustain
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It and give it the force to multiply rapidly. The soilled ?rainand mash present m chicken manure provides the^earthw^rSv«th a paracularly nch diet as the grain ferments and turnsto sugar. Any fisherman knows that the best place to findeanhworms m abundance is in or near an old m^ure pileOnly one serious doubt remains with us regarding complete
efficacy of the cycle, of fertility and its ability to release fromour own minerally rich soils a fertility available in sufficient
Quantities for the crops grown. We do not know whether, in
the case of heavy yielding crops, the process of breaking down
ol minerals into availability is rapid enough to supply a// the
needs of plants growing in profusion.
^on a given square mile all wastes, even to human bodies

alter death, were returned directly to the soil, it is clear that
that area would lose none of its mineral and comparatively
httle of Its organic fertility, but on any farm these conditions
do not hold. There is always the mineral drain represented

rnilk, meat and bone, fruit, vegetables, etc., sold
off a farm which to great extent is carried off eventually and
in turn from cities in the form of sewage into the all consuming
sea or buried in a lead coffin in a graveyard. If the soil, through
the cycle of birth, growth, death and decay and rebirth can
break down its contents rapidly enough to replenish this drain,
then commercial fertilizers on land possessing good, balanced
subsoils would be unnecessary and the natural mineral fertility
alone would suffice: but it is possible and probable that heavy
yields drain off minerals more rapidly than the cycle breaks
them down into availability. Under such conditions commercial
fertilizer imported on to the farm becomes a necessity in order
to maintain fertility and yields.

The opening of a gravel pit in the cemetery field revealed
a whole new segment of information concerning what has
been going on deep down in the ‘worn-out’ soil of the lower
fields on the Fleming and Bailey Places.

We needed gravel for the upkeep of the miles of lanes and
barnyards; paying eight dollars a load to have it trucked in
might have been a negligible item on some farms but it suited
neither our budget nor our plan. Such precious gravel was
clearly beyond the means of any but a millionaire farmer and
we knew that somewhere beneath the surface of our own lower
fields there must be deposits of gravel, clean enough for road
building. It was Bob who did the prospecting. In his spare

time, he began making borings with the posthole digger and
wisely he turned to the cemetery field where, save in the lower
end, there had been in the beginning no topsoil whatever.

The field contained one edge of a sloping ridge which formed



a rough semicircle extending through most of the bottom fields

of the Bailey Place and Fleming farm where the revival of

E
roductivity in response to lime, legume and organic material
ad been sensational.

He chose the cemetery field for three reasons: (i) It lay
hidden away where the possible unsightliness of a gravel pit

would be least noticed in the general landscape. (2) It my
close to one of the principal lanes where gravel would be
easily available for hauling. (3) There was every indication
that the long, semicircular ridge had been produced thousands
of years earher by the action of waters rushing out from under
the Second Glacier and that therefore the waters had probably
done all the ‘washing’ for us and we would be able to haul
the clean gravel directly from the field to the lanes.
The prospecting was a brief affair. At about the fourth or

fifth boring, he hit a beautiful mixture of clean sand and
gravel and the Ford-Fer^son loader went to work.

It is necessary here, I think, to repeat the history of the
cemeteiy field and of the particular ridge in which Bob made
the boring. It had been originally a field from which all the
topsoil was eroded. By the use of lime and legumes plus a
three-year period of ‘restoring* under pasture management it
had, when seeded to wheat, produced thirty-seven bushels of
wheat ptr acre. The seeding of alfalfa, brome grass and ladino
(made m the wheat) immediately produced a great deal of
CTass silage, hay and pasture. The production along the ridge
alre^y described had been nothing short of prodigious and
on the spot where Bob prospected, alfalfa left standing as a
test was over three feet high. Moreover it consistently produced
on that particular spot virtually the maximum quality of
matured seed. These facts naturally aroused a passionate
interest in discovering what miraculous process was taking

sight deep down in this subsoil.
® excavation was begun far down the edge of the slope

that marked the ndge and the work of a day or two of digging
produced a cross section of the subsoil to a depth of about

^ve^ed^
Almost at once a large part of the story was

First of aU, we discovered a CTcat depth of stratified graveland of sand so fine that it could serve as moulding san<f The
wJw

although the season was dry, was saturated with
jj^ter. The gravel was of all sizes from that of a pea to small

^ of water which had been taking place
ofye^. The gravel contained stones of a hundred

rormtr^ -
*=''tt»pos'tions, nearly all of them foreign to ourcountry in pre-glacial times which indicated that they had
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been transported to our valley from regions perhaps as farnorth as the Hudson Bay country by the scraping Ltion of^e glacier, on the surface of the glacier or embedded in it!The stones ranged from iron through granite and flinty con-glomerates to pieces of limestone so soft that it was pLsible

an
The gravel pit was indeed

Hn,
^ paradise. Practically every mineral,

^ minor trace elements, was represented.
Most of all, th^e stones were all in various stages of dis-

integration, according to their composition and hardness. The
conglomeratesjthe limestone and even the granite, were rottingaway slowly. The fact was that the gravel pit represented a
depository of concentrated and diversified mineral fertilizer
high in availability and virtually inexhaustible as a source of
plant, animal and human food. It was all there waiting to be
utilized. Under the agricultural methods employed by our
predecessors this mine of mineral wealth had simply become
unavailable.

Originally the earth above had been covered by a thick
hardwood forest with deep roots which fed upon the mine of
minerals, carried them upward toward the sunlight and the
air to translate them into organic form as wood fibre leaves
and blossoms; these—as they grew, withered and died—fell
to the surface of the earth and over a period of millions of
years formed a deep rich layer of mould and topsoil.
Then came the first pioneer who cut down the forest and

burned the residue and planted seed in this rich layer of soil.

The seed germinated and in the richness upon which it fed
produced huge growths of crops other than trees—crops which
fed the animals and people. The old, slow forest system of
pumping up the mineral nchness of the gravel pit and deposit-
ing it upon the surface of the earth was broken. The new crops
were shallow-rooted and fed scarcely to the depth of the layer
of rich topsoil. From the deep level there was no more replen-
ishment and the farmer, blessed by the great natural richness,
put nothing back either of minerals or of organic material
into that comparatively thin, dark-coloured top layer. And
presently, after a couple of generations, the yieM of crops and
the mineral and vitamin content of them began to decline.

But another process, even more destructive, was occurring at

the same time. As the organic material of the ancient leaf-

mould soil became oxidized and depleted under constant
cultivation, the rain ceased to penetrate the earth and began
to run it off, carrying away quantities of the rich topsoil down
the neighbouring creek into the Mississippi and Gulf of Mexico.
A little was deposited on the more or less flat ground of that

particular cemetery field below the gravel-impregnated ridge,
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but most of it was carried away altogether and lost, probably
forever.

At least two disasters had occurred. The topsoil, formed by
nature so slowly over millions of years, was carried away
altogether down to the level of the raw soil and gravel. Or
when the topsoil remained it was virtually depleted of all

available minerals, especially of the calcium that nature had
provided as the great catalyzer to make the other minerals
available.

Above the surface of that rich mine of mineral fertility the
owner and then the tenant produced less and less until at last

the fields became unwanted and deserted and the cemetery
field became part of what was called a ruined and worn-out
farm. And all the time deep down or even exposed at the
surface of the eroded fields where it could be seen and touched
lay thousands of dollars of virtually inexhaustible mineral
fertilizer.

The deep section of earth exposed by the gravel pit showed
us not only the great reserve wnich lay there beneath our feet
but it showed us many things which had been taUng place
since we had gone to work on the cemetery field and which
in turn had brought about the return of richness and fertility
to a ‘worn-out’ field.

To begin with, on the very surface of the soil which only
eight years earlier had been bare gravel sparsely covered with
poverty grass and sorrel, there appeared a comparatively thin
layer three to four inches in depth of dark, rich friable soil.
It was made up ofmany things—of the roots and leaves which
had been clipped and left there by mowing or had died in
^e course of the season’s change to fall there and disintegrate;
It repr^ented the roots, stems and leaves which had been
turned into the soil by the plough; it represented the droppingsMd the effect of the unne^ hormones^ and glandular secretions
ofme animals which had pastured over it for a period of three
to four years; it represents the action of the nitrogen and the
other factors, many of them still unknown, produced by the
v^ous varieties of legumes, red and white clover, alsike,
ladino and sweet clover which had been seeded there, and the
i^tion of the finely groimd limestone which had been spread
there to make the existence of the legumes possible; and it
represented, perhaps in minute quantities, soil blown from
devastated prairies and grazing land, blown from hundreds of
miles to the west by the prevailing winds. All this thin layer
represented new topsoil created not by millions of years of

°y years of concentrated attention to natural
methods.

Just beneath this thin layer could be seen the building
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process actually at work. Below the dark layer which extended
‘^erc lay\ whole worid ofrootlets the fine roots of the ladino, penetrating to a depthof seven or eight inches each covered with the tiny nodule? ofthe nitrogen creating bacteria. Then below this the deepermass of hairhke roots extending downward to a depth of morethan two feet which represented the feeding system of thebrome grass. These tiny rootlets, being fed with nitrogen byboth iadino and alfalfa, penetrated deep into the richness of

the disintegrating glacial gravel. In this area the formation of
deep topsoil was in what might be termed the secondary
stage. 1 he individual stones of all sizes were crumbling rapidly
and had begun to take on the appearance of topsoil m its
earliest stages of development. Here as in the top shallow
layer lay revealed the intricate tunnelling of the earthworms
which m the process of passing the plant materials and tiny
fragments of stone through their bodies were darkening the
mineral mass as they turned it into available plant food.

But most spectacular of all was the story told by the roots
of the alfalfa. These extended downward to a depth of from
twelve to fourteen feet into the slowly crumbling mass of sand
and gravel. At the top, near the thin layer of topsoil they were
coarse and thick as a thumb, spreading out at the surface in
a crown of rankly growing stems and leaves. As they descended
into the gravel they grew more slender, sending out all along
the way small lateral roots covered with nitrogen-producing
nodules which extended horizontally on each side of the stem
into the mineral riches of the gravel. Finally at a depth of
twelve to fourteen feet the rootlets fanned out again in a net-
work of hairlike rootlets penetrating in all directions. What
we saw exposed was the whole system by which the alfalfa was
tapping the deep mineral richness (as the roots of the primeval
forest had once done) and bringing that richness upward to

the sunlight and the air on the surface of the ground where it

was deposited in highly available organic form. In other words
the deep-rooted alfalfa and the deep-rooted sweet clover which
preceded it had restored the ancient process by which these

reserves of mineral fertility were tapped.
But there were other evidences as well of the remarkable

capacity of the alfalfa to convert the slowly disintegrating

gravel into available fertility. In a kind of column surrounding

each of the heavy alfalfa roots to a depth of two feet into the

gravel and sand there was a casing of dark earth formed out

of the surrounding gravel or descended from above along the

course taken downward by the root. How this came about or

what the process was by which this topsoil was forming about

each root, I do not pretend to know. I only know that the
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result was there for all to see and that it explained a little the

remarkable ability of deep-rooted legumes to create soil and

make mineral ferity available.

One other happening had a special interest and in it a herd

of yearling Guernsey heifers played a part. They were pastur-

ing in the field when we opened the gravel pit and with the

fnsky, wide-eyed curiosity of young heifers tney joined us to

watch and would not go away. Presently one of them dis-

covered the alfalfa roots that became dislodged and spread

about as we worked. She picked up a root and began chewing
on the coarse upper end near the crown. Then another and
another followed ner example until all of them were chewing
on the alfalfa roots like children on lollipops. The roots were
tough and required a lot of chewing before the heifers deemed
them ready to tuck away for further use. They persisted and
kept on getting in the way of the loader and truck in their

eagerness to pick up the dislodged roots. This despite the fact

that they were knee deep in rich alfalfa—brome grass—ladino
pasture and bad access to rich bluegrass and wMte clover as

well as certain wild grasses and weeds in an adjoining bottom
pasture. From then on whenever we worked the gravel pit the
neifers were on hand to pick up the dislodged roots as if they
were special delicacies.

I think the answer was that they found in the coarse tough
roots a rich supply of minerals including a good many trace
elements existing in a particularly concentrated form. These
roots and crowns were of course exactly the part of the alfalfa
which was turned into the soil to decay whenever we ploughed
down a sod; and of course in their great numbers actu^y

g
rovidcd not only quantities of mineral fertilizer brought dp
om deep down but also provided fertilizer almost immed^

ately available in ide^ form to succeeding crops—a fact which
largely explains the immense revitalizing properties of both
alfalfa ana sweet clovers on so-called ‘worn-out’ land or even
upon rich land.

While the gravel bed which we opened was clean washed
and virtually devoid of clay or loam, the same remarkable
mixture of small stones and boulders exists together with clay
bam throughout all of our glacial drift soils at Malabar,
^cwhere in areas where the action of water has not washed
the gravel aiid sand quite clean the proportion of clay loam
to gravel is, of course, much higher. Nevertheless, the same
procMs was clearly taking place over the whole of the farm,
evM in the comparatively small area ofpure yellow clay.

I jmow of no more vivid example, plainly evident to the eye,

u efficiency of lime, grass and legumes in
rebmlding soils than was revealed to us from the moment we
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first opened the payel pit. It Ulustrated as well the fact that
birm growth, death, decay and rebirth is

^tablished, fertility of all kinds, whether virgin and inherent
in soils or applied in the form of commercial fertilizer or
leached down to lower levels, becomes available once more
and with it healthy and abundant crops become possible again.
At me moment we are endeavouring to discover the proper

ratio between the amount of mineral fertility exported from
the larm in the form of food to the amount of mineral fertility
released each year through the cycle mentioned so many
times. This is a ratio difficult to establish because of the in-
tricacy in the operations ofnature. When it is taken into account
that a steer weighing eight hundred to a thousand pounds will
remove approximately loo pounds of calcium from the soil
on which he is grown and that there arc countless dairy cows
which turn out fifty pounds upward of milk per day containing
a high calcium content, it becomes evident that the drain on
all minerals and on calcium in particular is considerable and
may easily be out of ratio with the released, available, natural
fertility of the land upon which the forage the animal con-
sumes winter and summer is grown.
At Malabar we do not pretend to know absolutely about

these things. We only know what has happened and what we
have seen and have made deductions accordingly. These
observations have been included in this chapter, %rass, the
Great Healer,’ because grass and legumes and the lime which
makes possible their growth and their abundance are perhaps
the most important link in the whole of the cycle. Without
the limestone and without the moisture, the soil maintenance,
the great quantities of nitrogen and of organic material con-
tributed by the grass and legumes, any soil will decline quickly

to a condition in which erosion and either aridity or saturation,

according to the topography and type of soil, become problems
and the natural fertility becomes locked and unavailable to

E
lants, animals and people. Conversely they arc the means

y which the whole cycle of fertility and its perpetuity may
start again.

There are dead soils and living soils. The dead soils are those

in which some link of the cycle has been broken and the whole

process ceases to operate. They are the soils which produce poor

plants, animals, and people. The living soils, in which the cycle

operates freely, produce plants, animus and people which arc

vigorous, fast growing and resistant, and people with physiques,

intelligence, energy and initiative. As Dr. Jonathan Forman
has pointed out

—‘We are very largely what we eat.’

If we do not succeed in providing artificially or releasing by

natural processes the varied miner^ and elements vital to the
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existence of healthy, vigorous and intelligent people, we in

this country shall become merely a people like the great bulk
of Asiatic peoples who continue to exist and survive merely
through the most brutal and ruthless biological operations of
Darwinian law of survival of the fittest.

In all of this, the question of diet, so emphasized during the
past two or three generations, becomes ol secondary import-
ance to the mineral and vitamin content of foods included in

a given diet. In other words, the most carefully balanced diets

in the world become ineffective if the materials included in
those diets are deficient in minerals and vitamins. This mineral
and vitamin content is determined by the quality of the soils on
which the materials of the diet are grown. In other words, the
finest, best balanced diet in the world, grown on some of the
viciously depleted soils of the Deep South or even in some parts
of the once fabulously rich Com Belt, would have very little

effect on raising the health, energy and intelligence of the
pe^le living on those soils.

Even the field of nutrition, appearing to the superficial
observer to be far removed from grass and legumes, has in
reality, a very close relation to grass and legumes, for grass
and legumes play the key role in making available the mineral
richness of the earth. The richest soils on the earth—the prairie
com belt and the v^t midwestem plains, the black so5 belts
of Texas, the Ukraine, Mississippi and Alabama—are essen-
tially grass and le^me-made soils, existing primarily owing
to the reserve of calcium in the form of disintegrated limestone
or in a form transmuted through the cycle birth, growth, death
and decay into a high degree of organic availability. In a
sense all of us go back to grass and legumes for our health, our
wgour, our intelligence and indeed for our very existence.
One h^ onlv to live in close contact and observation of their
mraculous healing properties on worn-out and organically
depleted soils to understand the part they have played in
lertmt)^ and in man's growth and development since the
bcginmng of time.
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VII: SOME MORE ANIMALS

•
Puppys, that is three dogs and a bitch dis-

tinguished by the following names viz. that with the most
black spots Vulcan, the other black-spotted dog Searcher,
the red-spotted dog Rover, and the red-spotted bitch
owcetlips.

—George Washington’s Farm Journal

S
ylvester is a Guernsey bull. He is the biggest Guernsey
bull I have ever known and one of the handsomest. He
is also the biggest baby I have ever known.

He came to us from George von Penen who has a farm
near Kalamazoo, accompanied by a harem of thirty-four lady
friends, of all ages from six months to an old girl of thirteen.
At Malabar he found another twenty-seven ladies awaiting
him. From then on he occupied, as Lord and Master, the big
stall and bull pen in the dairy bam at the Big House save for
occasional periods when he was allowed a holiday in lush
pasture with the dairy cows and young heifers.

On his arrival he was a young fellow, not quite two years
old and he continued to grow and put on weight and muscle
for almost another year, but from the first he revealed the fact

that there was a broad streak of ham actor in him. He was
always a poseur and, as if aware of his own good looks, he spent
a great deal of time in the bull pen, staking attitudes and
showing his profile to anyone who would care to stop and
look at him. Occasionally, the plastic pose would be interrupted

by pawing and snorting and playing with the big iron oil

drum which was given him as a plaything.

I think he made up stories about the oil drum, converting

it most often into a aval when he would give it an unearthly

drubbing. At times he would butt it up-hill on the slope of

the bull pen. When it struck the wall of the barn it would
rebound and start rolling downward back toward him. At

just the right point he would give it another almighty butt

so that it repeated the action. This game would go on for

sometimes as long as an hour. It began, I think, as his own
idea of fun and exercise but gradually like all his other actions

it took a show-off form. The spectacle was exactly like that of

a middle-aged businessman playing handball and showing any-

one concerned or interestea that he was just as young as he
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ever was. The larger the audience the more enjoymenl
Sylvester appeared to gain from his performance.

In the meanwhile he developed as well some of the character*

istics of a spoiled Persian cat. Unlike most bulls he appeared
to enjoy petting. Inside his stall, he would come and thrust

his head over the edge of the barrier to be petted and talked

to. I think it was the sound of my voice or Al*s or Jim’s he
liked more than the petting. You’d say to him, ‘Well, how’s
the old stinker today?^ and mere would be a kind of answering
deep rumble from his throat. And then ‘Want some attention,

do you?’ and again a rumble. The eyes, which a moment
before had been showing the whites in his performance in the
role of the big, bad bull, would half-close with pleasure.
Usually the petting and conversation was accompamed by a
treat of some kind—a handful of grain or a fresh ear of sweet-
corn or an apple. He knew perfectly well what ‘Do you want
an apple?’ meant. Also he clearly knew what we meant when
we asked, ‘Want some attention, do you?’
Only one thing tempted him away from the pleasure of

being petted and talked to and that was the presence of ladles
who frequently took a timorous attitude toward him. The
moment they would start back and, in a feminine way, cry
out, ‘But aren’t you afraid of that big brute?’ all the ham in
him would come to the surface and he would begin at once
to arch his neck, to snort, show the whites of his eyes and to
flex all the great muscles of his handsome neck. No ham actor,
strutting through the lobby of the Hotel Astor, ever did such
a job. Indeed, the performance was so impressive that I once
had^a letter from a lady visitor on her return home begging
me ‘not to trust that ferocious bull* for a moment.
0£ course I didn’t trust him, nor did A1 or Jim, because no

sensible farmer ever trusts a bull. Many a farmer has been
killed by a playfrd and friendly bull who wasn’t ferocious at

^ but ‘simply didn’t know his strength.* Any farmer knows
the playfulness of a bull calf and how he will put his head
against yoii and push. A lot of calf remains in a lot of bulls
after they are grown, only by that time the pushing is no fun
^y lonecr, at least for the farmer. Sylvester has a lot of playm^ but I wouldn’t want to play with him if I were sand-
wi^ed be^een the wall of his stall and his big head.
He carritt his clowning, his hamming and his posing withmm mto the lush green ladino and bluegrass pasture. I think

he realize Aat here, in grass up to his knees, the blue sky and
the woo^ for a background, he is at his best, and certainly
he IS a handsome beast. As if he knew it, he plays the Lord
to all the cows and heifers. When you first turn him out he
does not, like many an eager, unwise male, run wildly to join
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the cows and heifers Instead, he steps inside the gate andtaking a pose hke the Bull Durham advertisement® lets omtwo or three ungodly beUows and waits. There is both lordlinessand assurance in his manner and he has never had reason tochange his tactics for within two or three minutes the silly
cows and heifers all appear out of a clump of bushes or over
a hil), high-tailmg it toward him. Then for a while he paws
and bellows and poses, permitting them to admire him.
He h^ an infallible instinct for those who are afraid of him

and bu Ues them unmercifully. Only this autumn he discovered
he could buUy Jesse. Now Jesse, who is himself a character,
is swty-nve and a man of all jobs with all the raciness and
profanity of the Tennessee hills, and a word-by-mouth account
of his encounter and feud with Sylvester cannot be set down
here with any degree of literalness. Jesse and Sylvester occupied
the same pasture while Jesse was engaged with the Ford tractorm ripping it up for reseeding and Sylvester took to leaving
his harem and following Jesse about. So long as the tractor
was moving it was all right but once it stopped, Sylvester
closed in on him. I doubt that he meant any real harm but
he knew he could rouse from Jesse a fine stream of Tennessee
four-letter words and he also knew that he could keep Jesse
on the move. So for Jesse there was no peace. He had to keep
on the move from the time he entered the field until he left.

Two or three times, standing on the top of the hill, I have
watched the comedy.

But worst of all, Sylvester wouldn’t let Jesse get a drink at
the spring. It was unseasonably hot October weather and
Jesse got thirsty, but during the week he worked in the field

he never once had a drink from the spring. Each time that

Jesse turned the tractor in that direction Sylvester, as if

divining his purpose, got there first. He even went further

than that; when he tired of following Jesse about, he simply
went back to the spring and lay down beside it. He knew
perfectly well all the time that Jesse was scared of him.

But his behaviour with A1 and Jim and myself was quite

different. If we encountered him in the field from the s^ety

of the jeep or on the opposite side of the fence, he would begin

his best Bull Durham performance. After you had watched
with amusement for a time, all you needed to say was ‘Aw,

Nutz! Come over here and get your head scratched!’ And at

once the snorting, the pawing and the eye-rolling stopped and
he would walk over to the fence or the jeep and have his head

rubbed like a pet calf.

Sylvester has never quite understood the jeep. He dislikes

all machinery and puts on a terrific show whenever a truck or

a tractor comes into the barnyard. I think trucks and tractors
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and jeeps puzzle him because he cannot figure out why AIandJim and I can be his good friends on foot and then suddenly
become part of a noisy, chugging behemoth. In the pasture
he will come up to the jeep and after his usual show-off per-
formance, smeU It, regard it from aU sides, clearly and pro-
foundly puzzled. He could of coune dcmoHsh it if he chose
and once or twice he has put his big head against the radiator
with every intention of doing so, but a single blast of the horn
sets him back on his feet and back again into his chronic state
of bewilderment.

His pasture behaviour eventually resulted in a climax, how-
ever, when he went beserk and apparently decided that the
only sublimation of his dislike for machinery was to break it

up. There came the day when Sylvester actually attacked two
tractors and chased Jesse and Kenneth from the field. Both
were small-sized Ford tractors and Sylvester, instead of merely
following them about bellowing and pawing, actually went
for them. With his tail high in the air, the whites of his eyes
showing and with tremendous bellows he put his head under
the back end of the field cultivator and lifted it off the ground.
Jesse, seeing himself and the tractor rolling down the hill,

jumped free and took to the woods. Flushed with his victory,

Sylvester set out after Kenneth and repeated the performance
with the same results. Then while Jesse and Kenneth watched
from the safety of the woods on the opposite side of the fence,

he put on a show of regal triumph, posing, arching his neck,

pawing the earth and bellowing ana at last when he felt he
nad shown off sufficiently, he turned and rushed up the hill

and out of sight to rejoin his harem leaving Kenneth and Jesse

to return sheepishly and rescue their tractors.

It is a pity that Sylvester could not hear Jesse’s subsequent

account of ‘The Battle of the Tractors.’ With each retelling

it grew in detail and horror until Sylvester had attained the

size of an African elephant and the ferocity of a sabre-toothed

tiger. Fire came from his nostrils and sparks from his eyes. The
tractor, in Jesse’s later versions, was lifted in the air so high

that he had to jump several feet to the ground, just in time to

save himself. Indeed, Jesse’s account of the Battle has reached

such proportions that beside Sylvester Paul Bunyan’s Blue

Ox was no more than a sucking calf.

Sylvester developed a lot of idiosyncrasies in his stall and

bull pen. The one thing he cannot bear is lack of attention or

being ignored. If you pass him without rubbing his nose or at

least speaking to him, ne will put down his head and pout and

grumble like a small child. And at some period and for some

reason no one has been able to divine, he took a dislike to the

top bar of the gate to his bull ^ plank



which he proceeded to break in two. When it was replaced

he broke the second one and when a steel pipe was substituted

he proceeded to bend it and force it out of position. Finally

A1 left the top bar off altogether and there remained only the

lower bar less than three feet from the ground. Despite the

fact that he could step over the remaining bar he has never
attempted to do so nor made any effort to leave the pen, even
though the cows pass him on their way from the milk parlour.

It is useless to replace the top bar for he proceeds at once to

smash or bend it. Apparently the lower bar seems to present
what psychiatrists refer to as *a psychological obstacle,’ which
appears to be all that is necessa^. Visitors, seeing him with
nothing between him and the outside world, take alarm and say
‘Aren’t you afraid he’ll get out?’ He never does. Perhaps some
day he will and we shall have to take other measures.
The day finally came however when Sylvester got his come-

uppance and made a complete fool of himself, ft was all his
own doing and he was, I t^k, properly humiliated. For days
afterward he came self-conscious and ashamed.
My first knowledge of hb predicament came when I began

to hear the most prodigious bellows coming from the dairy
barn as I was working in my office. He has a good voice,
Sylvester, and is never hesitant about using it, but on thb
occasion the bellows were more like those of a bull elephant
rin^ng from hill to hill in the jungle. Realizing something
terrific must be happening, I went toward the bam and as I
reached the comer in sight of the bull pen, I discovered
a spectacle which set me laughing so much that I could
not act.

The head of the oil dram which Sylvester used in his version
of handball had app^ently rusted out and in some way he
had g(H his head inside the drum where it became firmly
stuck. Blind and helpless, he grew madder and madder, and
the madder he got, the more he bawled, with variations basso

e n coloratura. No bull—not even the
ull of Bashan—ever bellowed louder.
It was no use trying to get the oil dram off without aid. It

was really stuck over hb horns. It finally took two of us half
an hour to free Sylvester.
Once freed, he appeared momentarily dazed. Then he gavem both one of the most baleful looks I have ever recaved

trom an animal, grumbled once or twice, turned his backand went into his stall where he sulked the remainder of
tne day,

^ relaxed my caution, I feel

n
control. I need only say, ‘Re-member the oil-drum!* to cover him with confusion
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of the most remarkable things about animals is th<.yanety of their personalities and the fantastic tricks whichuntaught, they will develop. To the average town dweller and

able andTndV-"'^‘^K^Vr'^' ‘o be

b t

^"^^^^\"g;;*shable in characteristics and behaviour

k seems ^
8°°'* h-ve;

ove Ws animfi
j=.‘'f>'acteristics: (i) He must know andlove his animals and divine the fact that they are sick or off

thiv
''[""Sthat he can virtually divine whatthey are thinking and what they are up to. (3) And in a broadsense he must treat them as companions.

in ic/nctc
showing his prize steer or lamb or hog

f ^ \7 Chicago or Omaha or Cleveland, will know
^ ^tne I have seen a boy sound asleep inthe clean straw of the cattle pen beside the prize steer whichhe will not leave, and twice at least I have seen tears in the

eyes of a farm boy when the moment came to put the steer up
tor auction. Any good dairyman knows every cow in his herdand Knows that each one of them is different in personiity
from all the others and that the understanding of this fact and
treatment based upon it means money in the milk pail.

Ihe forty-cow dairy at Malabar is located only a hundred
leet from the Big House and I spend a good deal of time there
so that i have come to know all the cows pretty well, although
nowhere nearly so well as A1 and Jim who milk and care for
them. In some remarkable way, beyond my own powers, Al
and Jim know by sight all the forty milking cows and the
^enty odd which in rotation are dry and awaiting calves.
Ihey know them by name and personality and when the boys
open the door of the loafing shed many of the cows will come
forward at the calling of their names.

Because there arc so many cows in the dairy as well as sixty
or seventy-five new heifers each year which eventually pass
through the milking parlour for a season before being shipped
to the eastern milk sheds, the naming of them long ago became
a problem which we solved by naming them for the women
and children on the farm and for visiting friends. There are
Mary and Dessi and Virginia and Martha and Gwenn, Hope
and Allen and Anne and Fanny and so on. At times the custom
leads to mirth and broad jokes: Al or Jim announces Jenny
freshened last night!’ or ‘Wow! Did Fanny kick me in the
behind tonight!* or ‘Myrtle has come in with six teats!’

There is Irene who will take on the milking machine peace-
fully until she is three-quarters milked and then begin to let

fly with rabbit punches which could break your leg. And
Essie, a big Holstein, who outdoes even the other Holsteins
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in her greed and will rattle her stanchion violently until she

gets an extra handful of grain. And Mary and Martha and
Jean who will follow you about to be petted. Each one is

capable of her own set of tricks. Some will not have their

heads touched and others will rumble and purr like cats when
you scratch their ears. Jean, who clearly has a sense of rhythm,
will chew her cud in time to the music from the milk parlour
radio, alternating waltz time with rhumbas and fox trots.

I think she takes pride in entertaining visitors with her per-

formance, for she gives occasional backward glances (without
losing a beat) at a sudden outburst ofmirth at her performance.

But oddest of all performances was the feud which developed
between Eileen and Mummy, the big female tiger cat who
has staked out the feed room as her territory and does a first-

rate job on the mice and rats who come to the milk parlour
to feed off the spilled grain. Mummy was so named because
of her extraordinary fecundity. In astrological realm she is

probably what is known as the Universal Mother. Naturally
she lives in close companionship with the dairy cows and,
I believe, really knows them apart. lx>ng ago she learned that
by walking along the concrete ledge beyond the feed trough
she would get some extra petting when the cows occasionaUy
reached out and licked her coat as she passed. When this
happens, she will stand quite still, arching her back and purring.
It IS a performance she carries out regularly at milking time,
as much a rite as the milk she receives twice a day.

All went well with the system until Eileen, a very big and
CTcedy Holstein, took an unaccountable dislike to Mummy.
I spspect Eileen felt that Mummy had designs on her allotment
of grain but I do not know. In any case there came an evening
when Mummy, walking along the ledge receiving the ususu
attentions from the cows, was seized by Eileen and given a
good shaking. A1 heard the catlike yowls of distress and dis-
TOVcred the astonishing sight of Mummy being shaken by
Eileen. With her tj^ spread to balloonlike proportions and w
four feet dangling in tne air, Mummy was emitting outragedMd furious squalls. For a moment A1 was so paralyzed by
laughtw he could not re^ue the indignant cat. A cat is the
most dignified of all animals and no animal so resents a
Violation of its dignity. It was this violation, I think, which
outrag^ Mummy far more than any harm she received by
Eileen s astonishing un-cowlike behaviour.
Twee more the incident was repeated, once in my sight,

and by that time Mummy had had enough. She md not
abandon her habit of parading the ledge behind the feed
boughs. She simply gave it up while Eileen was in her stanchion
being milked. As soon as Eileen was unlocked and released
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from her stanchion Mummy resumed her promenade receiving
attentions of her bovine friends^

ihiHv Th ^ worthy of a whole

fn
^ of farm buildings toanother according so far as I am able to make out, to the

supplies. No animal but a hog knows

raJ!
himself. We have a scored farm

cats, fat and sleek and well fed on mice, rats and unwary
sparrows, as well as on the milk from the dairy barn and thi

houses. In summer some of the big toms
will take to the fields and thickets leading a sporting life and
living off the countmide. More than once when mowing I

fiHd"Tr T
^ ^ tom engaged in staling

field mice. I don t like it when they take young birds and
chipmunks but there doesn’t seem to be any way of controlling
them and m the barns they are not only valuable but indis-
pensable prow mg the rooms, the feed mows and the cattle
stalls to keep down vermin. The number which ‘goes wild’m summer is small for they are well fed in the barns and find an
easy Imng there and at the kitchen doors of the various houses.

Gilbert, the Tom turkey, is dead and Haile Selassie, the
Kpakul ram, has gone to live elsewhere. Gilbert, one of the
minor heroes of Pleasant Valley^ was part of an experiment. He
was a wild turkey brought in to cross with bronze turkey hensm the hope that we might produce crossbred hens that would
display some sense in taldng care of their poults. Our valley is
natural wild turkey country and the early settlers of Ohio
depended on wild turkey for a substantial part of their game
diet, and it occurred to us that turkeys, like the guinea fowl
and the fighting chickens, might well breed and reproduce on
their own, living off the land in summer and on spilled grain
and a little hand-strewn grain in winter. I had memories of
my grandmother’s turkey nens who would hatch out a dozen
poults, take them on the countryside for the summer and return
with them nearly grown by the first heavy frosts.

But no such thing happened. Man, by breeding turkeys to
produce all breast or for quick fattening, seems to have bred
out of the turkey hen the little sense she once had. Not only is

the modern bronze market turkey unable to take care of her
young, she cannot even take care of herself. She is just a plain
damned fool. And even the crossbred offspring of Gilbert
showed little more sense than their overbred mothers. The
original flock of six went on living about the house as privileged
guests until they died off one by one of old age. Gilbert got
to be a nuisance for he liked people better than he liked Tiis

hens, and spent all his time strutting among them. At times
his gobbling made conversation by daytime impossible just as
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at times the raucous squawking of the guinea fowl in the

catalpa tree by the door of the Big House made life intolerable

in the evening. The situation was not helped in any way when
the parrot above stairs in the children’s rooms took to giving

imitations of both Gilbert and the guinea fowl which were
even noisier than the originals.

The parrot was in himself a remarkable bird. Although he

was with us until the children went off to school for good and
his tyranny became unbearable, we never learned his sex. He
never laid an egg but he was a confirmed man-hater and
showed a great preference for the ladies. During all the years

he was with us he never was locked in his cage, but late at

night he would enter it at what he thought was the proper
time, ^0 to bed, take his place on his perch and close his eyes.

Occasionally he would make excursions from one of the

children’s rooms to another but he never made any attempt
to escape. There were moments when all of us wished he would
take it into his head to fly for the Jungle.

All the children are girls and Nanny shares their part of the
house so that there were no men to speak of who could bother
him until the girls began to grow up and have boy friends.

Then, to put it in an unrefined way, all hell broke loose, and
his persecution could only be controUed by putting him inside
the cage and throwing a cover over it. This failed to put him
to sleep before the time he considered proper and from the
darkness he continued to swear, mutter, and grumble until

he fell asleep at last.

He was an exceedingly clever bird. No one ever attempted
to teach him aiwthing out he picked up plenty. Besides learn-
ing to imitate Gilbert, the goobler, and the guinea fowl, he
learned to whistle for the dogs and would spend hours at the
window alternating shrill whistles, remarkable for their human
Quality, with sardonic and mocking chuckles. For three or four
days ^ter he began practising the trick he had the dogs crazy
but with their sharp hearing they soon learned that Thomas
was a fraud and imored him, I almost suspect, to his fury.
Then one day nc began practising on a new noise and for

some time we were all baffled in our attempts to discover what
the strange sounds he made were intended to imitate. There
was no doubt that he was attempting something complex and
difficult, as if a violin player were suddenly attesting to be
a whole ouartet, or a quartet a whole symphony. Tiiere would
be a whole string of noises which sounaed like ^gabble-gabble-
gabble’ vdth occasional shrill stretches which appeared to be
music, interspersed without ryhme or reason by almost
maniacal screeches. He would spend whole mornings practis-
ing in his window directly over the main summer porch.
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from the barn one night in the darkness, I found myself at a

anH f
“ distance from the group of fa^yand fnends on the porch and from Thomas at his post inX

mg to the accompamment of music from the radio inside thehouse, and unstairs in his window Thomas was practisingFrom where I stood, the sounds came to me in about equalvolume. And I understood—Thomas had been practising’ fm
rndH H-

‘he sounds of human conversation. lau|hter

summer^',
“Sht after night during® thesummer to his window. ®

When I reached the porch I said, ‘Would you all like to

with If, ? inutationcameout ‘gabble-gabble-gabble’
With interludes of shnll music interspersed with insane gigglesand mamacal chuckles. He had very nearly perfected it Ld
It was good. What would have happened to him if he had been
exposed to an average cocktail party I do not know. Very
likely he would have burst apart in an explosion of flesh, bone,
and feathers. *

Where he came from I do not know. We bought him from
one bird dealer who had bought him from another and his
ongins were lost in antiquity. We had only three clues to his
pa^ Ide—his hatred of men, his passion for toast soaked in
^ habit of shrieking on occasion, in an unmis-
ta^bly feminine voice, ‘Shut up! Damn you, shut upP
There came a time when Thomas’s disagreeable and can*

tankerous personality became a strain, perhaps because he
developed a habit of deliberately scattering the hulls of his
sunflower seeds as far as he could over the whole of the room.
I suspect that he enjoyed watching someone clean them up so
that he could scatter a fresh lot.

In any case Thomas Anally went too far when he began
actually attacking any man who entered the room where he was.
My novelist friend David de Jong, on a visit at Malabar, told
us that he had a way with parrots and he was sure that he
would get on with Thomas. Despite protests and warnings he
went upstairs to court the wicked bird. We had not long to
wait for within three minutes David came down the stairs

at full speed with Thomas clinging to his shoulders beating
him frantically with his wings.



Shaken off, the evil bird remained strutting and chortling

about the front hall until Nanny, clad only in her nightgown,

appeared from above stairs bearing his cage. Knowing his

ways, she placed the cage on the floor and he immediately
hopped on it and was carried back upstairs, chortling and
leering back at us over his shoulder.

At times he was amusing but he was always a malicious

bird without warmth or any humour save the most savage
and bitter derision, and as he grew older and dirtier he became
an untidy and shrewish burden like some malicious old man.

We returned him to the bird store and the proprietor sold him
to an elderly and very plain widow living alone. I think it
unlikely that his antipathy to men is aroused very frequently
and I am sure the widow has plenty of time to clean up after
him* I suspect that both arc now happier^ if indeed happiness
or unhappiness ever played any part in Thomas’s life.

K^fftltul ram was named Haile Selassie because he borei
With his dark face, hooked^nosc and drooping ears so* striking
a resemblance to the King of Kings, the Lion ofJudah and the
Ei^eror of Abyssinia.
Given to the children by Mrs. Grove Patterson as a tiny



black Iamb with tightly kinked, shiny black wool, he grewinto an enormous ram with horns which curved twice rSnd
fht

considered himself a member ofthe family and unul he took to butting and hooking with hishorns the guests and strangers (in the playful way he had) heran free about the garden and the barnyard.
'

In Pleasant Valley I wrote of Haile Selassie and of his re-
ception of the Commissar of Animal Husbandry from Moscowwhom he butted through the front door of the Big House.
1 he Commissar took it very well and in a mixture of French
trerman, and Russian, remarked, holding his posterior, ‘It
mafde me feel that I was back again in Russia.’ There was
perhaps something cryptic in the remark which we have never
iully understood.

After that incident Haile was shut up in a paddock across
the road where, with a Karakul and a Shropshire ewe, he led a
fairly contented existence, like a Pasha with one Nubian and
one Circassian bride. During this period he developed an
inordinate appetite for chewing tobacco and cigarettes and
would come running from any distance for one or the other.
As I haye never learned to chew tobacco without getting sick
and Haile developed his tastes during the cigarette shortage
occasioned by the war, his appetites for tobacco became some-
vyhat of a problem. This was especially true since the tempta-
tion to feed him tobacco was irresistible, as he stood with his
forefeet on the bottom rail of the fence, his head peering over
the top while he bleated for his tobacco. The problem was
solved by saving all the cigarette ends and feeciing them to
Haile. Despite the warnings of the anti-cigarette league, he
thrived on them.
The end came, as I have recounted elsewhere in the Journal,

when he knocked down Nanny while she was innocently en-
gaged in picking blackberries within his territory. As there
were many children on the farm and many visiting children,

we couldn’t take the risk and so Haile and his harem went off

to live with a neighbour who was embarking upon a joint

poultry and Karakul lamb enterprise. 1 inquire after him
occasionally and he seems to be enjoying himself.

Gilbert, the Tom turkey, who started all of this, died finally

of old age. We found him dead one winter morning beside

the pond. He was a venerable bird, who must have been ten

or eleven years old at the time of his death. Although he was
a nuisance at times with his gobbling, strutting and preening,

which kept interrupting conversations, we miss him. He was
a bird of passionate likes and dislikes. If anyone teased him,

the offence was never forgotten and Gilbert would attack his

annoyer with claws and wings on sight and even pursue him
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down the drive. He had a special distaste for the driver of the

bakery truck and used to follow the bakery truck all the way
down the lane to the main road uttering a queer combination

of angry and complaining cries.

His bronze wives all preceded him in death from one reason

or another but he left behind a relic in the form of a white

Holland turkey hen who was spontaneously known by the

name of a much photographed dowager famous for her liking

for Metropolitan Opera openings, her jewels, and for her

wattled throat. She still lives about the house and has taken on

'a companion’ much younger than herself from whom she is

inseparable. He arrived on the scene as a three-day-old chick,

dyed a brilliant green, as an Easter gift. He quicUy shed his

dyed fluff and emerged as a handsome Leghorn rooster who
got somehow the name of Tony. The fighting chickens would
have no part of him and he attached himself to Gilbert’s

white Holland widow. They make a devoted but somehow
ridiculous couple and Tony has defied all the rules of poultry

husbandry by leading a natural out-of-door life and becoming
the handsomest show rooster I have ever seen in or outside a
poultry show.
There are plenty of other animals at Malabar like Jo, the

Border Collie, who is scared to death of cows and Folly and
Susie who are Boxers and so come of a race of watchdog and
fighters but who are excellent stock dogs and Tex, the hand-
some five-gaited Kentucky mare who was bred for the show-
ring but has a passion and an unswerving instinct for rounding
up cattle. And there are two Angus bulls called Junior and
Pee-Wee.
As Ellen, the youngest daughter, once put it, ‘The trouble

with the animals on this farm is that they all think they’re
people.*

GOOD-BYE TO A FRIEND

I had been fishing for three days among the islands of Lake
Erie, escaping just ahead of a CTeat equinoxial storm which
shut the islands off from the mainland lor three days. Friends
drove me from^ Catawba down to the farm with the rising wind
and the towering black clouds just behind us all the way. We
won the race, driving up the long lane, between trees wMpped
by the wind, scattering showers of early falling leaves across
the road. The Big House had never looxed pleasanter nor the
farm more green than in the sulphur-yellow light from the
approaching storm. But in my heart tnere was always that
uneasy misgiving which always troubles me when I return
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nf n
Malabar there are many people and ani-

on my affections. And always there is a fear in my heart that,

nn.
away, something bad might have happened to

and Lf'T'
^ I suppose, for having affectionsand attachments. Life would be much simpler, I supposeand the emotions less distressed if a man lived alone in a cave

without either affections or attachments of any kind; but life
would also be less warm and less rich and infinitely and pain-
ully sterile. Like all else, about which Emerson was so right
in his clean, transcendental thinking, these things are a matter
ot compensation.
Always when I have been away I am almost sure to be

grwted, ^ the car comes up the lane, by my wife and a troop
ol dogs. There were always Prince and Baby, Gina and Folly
the four Boxers, Dusky, the Cocker and Jo, the Border Collie.
Unce there had been the great and venerable Rex, the father
of a 1 the Boxers and little Patsy, the black and liver-coloured
Cocker, and Midge the Boxer pup, but they have been gone
now for a long time, although the family talks of them as if

they were still alive. It is always the dogs who give the signal
of my approach and my wife, recognizing it, comes down the
path from the house.
On that wild September evening, the arrival of the car was

heralded by the rush of dogs, but almost at once I saw that
two things were wrong. Prince was not with the dogs, leading
them ^ he always did, and the door did not open and my
wife did not appear. Instead it was Tom who came out of the
kitchen across the lawn.
The old uneasiness rose again and then, as he unloaded the

bags and fish, Tom was suddenly beside me and without even
greeting me, he said, ‘Mr. B., Prince is dead!’

‘Dead!’ I asked, ‘What happened?’
‘He was coughing badly and we sent him up to Doc’s. He

died during the night.’

I knew now why my wife hadn’t appeared. She couldn’t

face telling me because she knew about Prince and me. So
Tom had been delegated and it was hard for him, so hard
he didn’t even accompany the news with the prelude of a

greeting. I knew it was hard on him too because, when my
wife and I were away. Prince attached himself to Tom, follow-

ing him everywhere all day long. Each morning when I

wakened. Prince would get down from my bed, have his part

of my breakfast and then go off to Tom in the kitchen to have

his back brushed. Tom always used a whiskbroom. Animals

and especially dogs are very conventional. The backbrushing

was a regular ritual.
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My friends expressed sorrow at the news and I was grateful

but they couldn’t know how I felt. I asked them in for a drink

before they drove off to Columbus. My wife joined us and acted

as if nothing at all had happened. We talked and my friends

left, eager to continue their race against the oncoming storm.

When they had gone, my wife looked at me without speak-

ing and I said, ‘I think I’ll go and have a look at the farm

before dark.’ She said, *I think that would be a good idea.’

It was always Prince who went everywhere with me in the

jeep. He loved it, partly, I think, because it was open and he
could catch every scent on the breeze as we drove and partly

because in the jeep we went to the wildest parts of the farm
where there were always sqtiirrels and rabbits and wood-
chucks to chase. Now as' I climbed in, Prince’s brother, Baby,
jumped quickly into the seat beside me.

I wasn’t going to look over the farm. I was going to one
place where all of us on the farm go instinctively when we are
worried or depressed or something unhappy occurs to us. I

was going to the pastures of the Ferguson Place which lie high
above the valley just beneath the sky. It is a lonely place
which has no buildings, a farm which is all forest and bluegrass,

but it is not lonely. My wife knew where I was going.

Prince had slept on the foot of my bed since he was a fat

puppy. Never once in the eight years of his life was he absent
from his accustomed place. He spent twenty-four hours a day
vrith me. If I moved across a room to another chair, he moved
with me and lay down at my feet. People came to say that
I did not own Prince: he owned me.
And now as I drove up the long, wild lane through the woods,

his brother Baby was beside me and sometmng curious
happened. Halfway up the lane he leaped into my lap and
began to lick my ear, exactly as Prince had done so many
times when we set off alone together in the jeep—as if the
pleasure was always too great to be borne. It was exactly as
ifBaby ^ruw. Baby had always seemed a strange, self-contain^

^g, little given to demonstrations of affection of any kind,
^e sudden outburst was so violent that I laughed and said,
That’s enough, Baby! Let me alone! I have to drive!’ And he
quieted down for a moment only to break out a little later
with another wild and affectionate assault. Boxers are big
dogs and when they demonstrate their hearty affections the
demonstrations can only be described as an assault.
We reached the hign farm just as the clouds of a storm

were blackening out the last rays of the setting sun. There on
the green pasture the Holstein heifers and Pee-Wee, the bull,
were grazing quietly, scarcely looking up as the jeep drove
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j”.’ ^ turned off the motor and
climbed out, followed by Baby, to lie on the grass, the cattlecame up one or two at a time to stand there, very close
watching the two of us. Baby did what Prince had always
done. He sat close to me, his back against my chest, to protectme from^ the peril of the docile heifers.

I don’t know how long I lay there but the smell of the
bluegrass and the friendliness of the heifers made the hurt
seem a little less. This was a place where Prince had come
with me countless times to sit in the evening looking down
over the valley. It was all just the same. Despite the oncoming
storm, the evening seemed quiet but for the wild beauty of
the great black clouds touched at moments by the crimson and
gold light of the setting sun. The thick woods shut out the
rising wind and the only sound was the soft swishing, crunching
sound made by the heifers and the bull as they ate their way
along the bluegrass and white clover. Then there was a wild
clap of thunder and another and another. I heard myself half-
thinking, half-saying, ‘It’s all right, kid! I’m coming back!
Don’t worry!’ And I thought, ‘That’s silly!’ But somehow it

made a difference.

It was what I always said to him when 1 went away on
a trip. He always knew all the signs. He knew what a suitcase
meant. He grew worried and miserable even if I put on store

clothes to go into town for a few hours. So I’d always say,

‘It’s all right, kid! I’m coming back! Don’t worry!* And always
when I came back I’d say ^tcr I’d recovered from the first

affectionate assault of welcome, ‘You see, kid! It’s all right!

I told you I’d come back and I did.’ He came to understand
it all and although the sight of store clothes or a suitcase never
failed to depress him, understanding the situation and knowing
I was not leaving forever made it all easier for him. On the

occasions when I went away he never rushed to the door with

me but stayed behind in my room till the car drove off.

Then as I lay there on the ^ass, Baby turned suddenly and
again began licking my ear violently and quickly, and out of

the threatening sky, the wild storm of the eq^uinox broke. The
heifers and Pee-Wee took to a sheltering thicket and Baby and

I climbed back into the jeep to drive home down the wild,

rough lane through a wild wind and a driving rain with flashes

oflightning which illuminated the very depths ofthe thick wood.

I know that much of what I am writing sounds sentimental

and much of it is. And so I am a sentimentalist and so what?

It is inevitable that anyone who likes and understands animals

should be a sentimentalist. I think that too such people some-

times find in animals and especially dogs consolations and
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sympathy in time of hurt which no human, however close,

can ever bring them. And there is much truth in the sentimen-

tality about animals, much which brings a special warmth
and satisfaction in living and a clue to much that is a part of

understanding and of God. Some people will perhaps not
understand at ail what I am writing ^out and others will

know, instinctively and rightly.

All that night and for days afterward Prince was always
with me in a way for, as when great friends die, one thinks

of them almost constantly—they are indeed ever present in

one’s dreams. And so I thought a great deal about Prince,

remembering all the small thii^ about him and a hundred
small incidents, good and bad. For he was a very human dog,
neither wholly good or bad. He was wilful and demanding in

his love for me and very jealous. He fought with Baby and
was even known to snap at Gina and Folly when they became
too affectionate and intimate. Always in his mind, I was his

special property.

He was a big and handsome dog, the child of Rex, a noble
father, and Regina, a mother with an immense store of
feminine wisdom, calm, and poise. Rex died four years ago
and Repna is still alive going her calm way, wise and affection-
ate and pleasant as a good wife and mother should be. She
brooks no nonsense from her children and grandchildren nor
from her in-laws. Although she is quite an old lady she can
quiet them all simply by making faces at them and she can
make really ferocious and terriMng faces. Baby too is their
child from a different litter from Prince. He was a year younger
than Prince and no two dogs could be less alike, for Baby was
^ways a clown and a ham actor. He holds long conversations
in a variety of barks, whines, and growls. He taught himself
to tliye off the high platform at the pond and he cannot resist
climbing into an empty wheelbarrow for a ride. He drinks
Coca-Cola from a bottle and water straight from the faucet.
He developed all these tricks and many more without ever
being taught. He w^ always vain and comical but detached.
But Prince was different. Indeed he was different from any

^ ^ lifetime. He was
different because he was a Boxer and Boxers’ owners will
wow what I mean by that—but he was a King, even among
wxers. Above all he was a good companion. To drive with
him over the farm or to take him with me across the fields
and woods was like having the conmany of a great friend who
was intelligent and amusing. When 1 walked three or four ypiles,
he would joyously run ten or fifteen, but in all his excursions
he kept returning to me again and again to tell me what a
beautiful mormng it was or how he had treed a squirrel. And
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sometimes he would return with a woodchuck, proudly, to

Hp carrying it all the way home.He was obedient too for when he uncovered a nest of youne
rabbits or,

^ happened once or twice, came on a baby raccoon
offside in the daylight, I needed only to say, ‘No, Prince!’^d he would stand quite still, quivering with excitement,
without touching the young animals.
And like all Boxers he was clever with his paws, using: themwth dextenty, almost like hands. Most of the doors in the

iJig House have French door handles and these he turned
easily, but he was very clever with round door knobs, using
both paws to turn them. He went from room to room in the
house and at the front door he would open the screen door^d hold It open while he turned the knob of the inner door
Once his cleverness nearly caused disaster which might have
ended in the death of himself and his wise old mother*

I had left them inside the car on a slope above the deep
pond below the Big House, planning to return quickly, but
once inside the house a long-aistance telephone call distracted
me, and temporarily I forgot Prince and Gina, still waiting
in the car. When at last I was free to return, I stepped out
of the house just in time to see the big car wiA the two dogs
inside slipping down the steep slope toward the deep waters
of the pond. It was the dogs I thought of and not the car.
Running down the slope I arrived at the pond Just in time
to see the car slipping slowly beneath the surface. Fully dressed,
I went into the water, dived, ^ened the car door and dragged
them both out under water. They swam ashore, shook them-
selves and seemed unconcerned over what had happened.
Indeed, I think Prince took it as a lark.

It did not take me long to divine what had happened. The
car was heavy and the emergency brake never held it properly,

so, on leaving them, 1 had put the car in second gear and
turned the wheels against a nearby bank. Prince, left alone

for so long, had grown impatient and tried to open the door
to get out and find me. In doing so he had put one paw on
the gearshift, pulling it out of second gear and turning the

wheels at the same time away from the bank. The rest was
easy—the car simply rolled into the pond.

It was Prince too who, on cold days, opened the doors of

cars belonring to visitors and led the other dogs inside. He
even closed the door after them in order to keep out draughts.

Many a time a visitor has left my office to discover that the

car he had left empty and closed was now filled by four Boxers

and a Cocker Spaniel.

He had the dignity and the nobility of his father, Rex, but

with more sensitivity and intelligence, and this difference made
lb2



him a sufferer, for he worried as I have never known any dog
to worry. He worried about my going away and, as soon as

I returned, he would begin worrying lest I leave again. After

the first roughhouse welcome on my return, he would be over-

come again and again during the day by the realization that

1 bad really come back after all, and at such moments he
would leap from the floor into my lap and place both paws
on my shoulders and lick my ear. Sometimes he would jump
iVom the floor onto my big desk scattering ink and papers in

his excitement. I couldn’t punish him. How could you punish
such a whole-hearted demonstration of affection?

His brother, Baby, the show-off, will talk and talk, very
audibly to any circle of friends, but Prince rarely raised his

voice. He would open his mouth and his lips would quiver
but no sound would come forth, and then he would sigh as

if he knew that no matter how hard he tried, he could never
make with his dog’s mouth the articulate sounds of speech
that I was able to do, that he could never really talk to me,
no matter how much we imderstood each other. At such times
I would say, ‘It’s all right, kid. I understand everything you
say.’ And immediately he would be happy again.

It was a saying in the family that you couldn’t talk confidenti-
ally in front of Prince because he understood everything you
said, and indeed he appeared to understand perfects all

conversations or the plans made in his presence. He anew
perfectly well how to wangle his way on to a sofa despite all
rules to^ the contrary. He did it by degrees and insinuations,
almost imperceptibly, until presendy he was curled up on the
fresh chintz as if that was where he belonged. Like all Boxers
he hated draughts or cold floors.

Five or six dogs sleep in my bedroom. It is on the level of
the garden with two doors which Prince opened easily, some-
times for Umself and somedmes for the others. When the
coon hundn’ ’ season opened, life at night in my bedroom
WM not placid and sleep was internipte<^ for after midnight
when the neighbouring boys started running their hounds, the
sound of baying drifted down from the ridge across the ravine
and the dogs in my bedroom knew there were strangers on
what they considered their territory. With a whoop and a^oo they were off, led by Prince who opened the door.^ ^ broke loose as the Boxers,wth Dusw, the Cocker Spaniel, trailing them, set out afterme c^n hounds, dnvmg them out of the valley. Once the
hounds were clew of theTaoxers* land, the Boxers aU returned
jwtn Pnnee leading to open the door for them to enter, to goba^ to Aw beA on chairs and sofas. Gina and Folly and

y each had developed their own special ways of opening
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doon. Old Rex used to employ both teeth and paws. But none
^ developed the proficiency of Prince. No door

could withstand him and when he was with the others they
always stood aside in deference to his particular skill.

If any other dog even approached the bed at night, he was

u' j ^ ^ once. But for the period of my after-lunch nap
he had made some sort of an arrangement with Folly. I do
not know when or how it was made but it was one of perfect
understanding. He never prevented her from joining me at
nap time and never made any attempt to push her aside or
to take his accustomed place. But at night it was different
the rug at the foot of my bed belonged to him.

’

Xhat animals communicate and come to understandings,
I have no doubt, for I have seen these things in operation too
many times. I recall an aflemoon when a group of visitors
stopped at the lower garden with a strange Boxer in their car.
It is always a risky thing to bring a strange dog in a car to
Malabar for it is difficult to prevent the Boxers from removing
half the paint from the car; so on this occasion I held Prince
by the collar and told mv friends to leave the car down on
the road where it could be concealed, with the strange dog
inside. Together we walked up the long hill and when we
arrived at the house, where tnree or four empty cars were
parked, the other Boxers rushed out to greet us. Then after

a moment’s exchange ofcommunications they all began leaping
at the windows of the empty parked cars, one after another,
to discover which one contained a dog. Clearly and unmistak*
ably Prince had spread the word.
When they found all the cars empty, they returned with

disappointment to sit by us on the lawn, still convinced that

there was a strange dog somewhere about. Then suddenly I

noticed the hair berin to rise slowly on old Gina’s back. She
sniffed the wind and suddenly, followed by the others, all save

Prince, she set off at top speed down the hill toward the hidden
parked car. The odd thing was that Prince did not follow.

1 think it was because I had warned him to leave the strange

dog in peace. He had told them there was a strange dog m
a car on the farm but he did not tell them wA^rg.

In the mornings when I have breakfast in my office, each

of the Boxers is given milk from a saucer. They have their

own order of being served, apparently by arrangement among
themselves. First Prince, as if this was his divine right as the

leader and best friend of the boss, then old Gina, perhaps out

of respect for her age, then Folly, the pretty, frivolous one and

finally Baby, if he had not already gone out on the farm. The
order never varied nor was there any quarrelling nor any

attempt to return for a second helping.
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Prince was a sociable dog and a great welcomcr. Like all

the Boxers, he loved picnics and parties and after the first

uproar of barking had died away, he would welcome and say

a few words to every member of the arriving party. Boxers

are ferocious in appearance but they have the hearts of big

babies. Sometimes the welcome to a small child would create

more consternation than pleasure. Like all Boxers he was
wonderful with children, and on the farm and among the

visitors, there are many children of all sizes. Instinctively a
Boxer will take care of children. I have seen little fellows on
the farm pinch and ride and bedevil the Boxers and even take

bones from them without coming to any harm. When the
assaults become unendurable the Boxers will simply walk
away out of reach without any loss of dignity.
On one occasion a small nephew of two years came to stay

on the farm. He was one of those h^py children with no fear
of dogs and he moved in on the ^xers at once. He liked
them all but he adopted Prince and Prince adopted him. The bond
became so great that he even insisted upon having his after-

noon nap with Prince. He would play with Prince for long
periods of time, climbing on him and rolling over him. The
midship reached a climax and a test one summer afternoon
while he wm rolling on the lawn with the big dog. To the
sunrise of his mother and the rest of us, the boy was observed
biting Prince’s lip while the dog lay perfectly quietly with an
exmession not only of patience but ofsatisfaction.
He had many friends from all over the world and whenever

or wherever I met them, they always asked, *How is Prince?*
It was as if we belonged to each other and I know that when
Iwas at home no one ever saw us separated, day or night.
They asked about him as if he were one of the family. He lied
people and remembered them when they returned, giving
them a hospitable and friendly welcome.

Dunng the three days I spent among the islands of the lake
I should have enjoyed myself. I was among a dozen of my
very best friends. We drank some and fished and played poker.We h^ an attractive and comfortable cottage and wonderful
tood. Yet, all the time I spent there I suffered iix>m an un^
accountable sense of depression and slept badly, an excep-
Uonal thmg m my experience. I tried to believe that it was
the weaker with the approaching equinoctial storms, but
never Quite persuaded myself. By the tKrd day the depression
had taken the form of foreboding, of what I did not know.Ukc Ur. Carrell who was certainly no sentimentalist but a
great and pure scientist, I beUeve that there arc in the realms
of mtuition, of telepathy, of psychic communication, things



the whole of thVholida'y'and TaduTl^'^'Su'J^efthe^pr^portions of menace and foreboding. ^

After returning with Baby through the storm from the highfarm I went to bed early and took a sleeping pill so thaf Iwouldn t wake up and lie awake thinking about Prince. Theplace on the foot of the bed where he had always slept on an
»e h^d come

Presently I fell asleep but twice during the night I waswakened despite the sleeping pill, once by the feeling of some-
thing stirring and pressing against my leg. The feeling was so
real and so intense that I thought one of the other dogs had
taken Pnnces place. But when I sat up and reached down,
there was nothing there.

After a long time I fell asleep again only to be wakened this
time by the sound of scratching on the screen door. It was
^actly the sound made by Prince when, in wet weather, the
door stuck and he was forced to crook his paw against the
grille covering the lower part of the door and give it an extra

I ^^stcned for a moment and then concluded one of the
other dogs had gone out and, without Prince to open the door
for him, could not return. I put on the light and went to the
door» Xhc storm wes over End the moon wes shining high over
the ravine. Outside the door there was nothing.
The two experiences were not imagined nor were they the

result of drowsiness for each time I lay awake for a long time
afterward. I do not know the explanation—save perhaps that
no creature, in some ways even a human one, had ever been
so close to me as Prince.

For wce^ before he died he had seemed melancholy and
looked a little thin but I thought only that it was the hot
weather. Then two days before he died he began to cough
violently and my wife sent him up to Doc Wadsworth’s and
thirty-six hours later he was dead of a hemorrhage which
could not be stopped. He died of cancer of the lung and could
only have lived a few weeks longer, perhaps in pain. If I could
not have been with him myself I was glad that he was with
Doc Wadsworth and his wife and sister-in-law for they feel

as I do about animals and particularly about Boxen. When
Doc comes to the farm, they all rush out and le^ all over him.
On two occasions they have knocked him flat with their
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joyous and affectionate welcome. I’m glad Doc was with him
somethmg to quiet the coughing and keep him

^leep. But I wish I had been there to hold his head on my
You see, kid! It’s all right. I told you I’d come

He s gone to join old Rex and the charming, frivolous little
Boxer, Midge, who was like a ballet dancer, and little Patsy,
the cocker who used to act as ‘sitter’ for old Gina whenever
she had puppies, and Dash, the Don Juan of all Scotties. I
have a feeling that I’ll see them all some day and that as they

TMi
path to welcome me with Prince in the lead,

I 11 be able to say to him, ‘You see, kid. I told you I’d come
back and I did!’

The story perhaps would not be complete without relating
the change in Baby in the days after Prince’s death. Baby
was, in one sense, an orphan. He was the one pup who survived
in a litter of Gina’s which she lost prematurely after she threw
herself into the midst of a dog fignt in a condition in which
no lady can safely indulge in brawls. When her milk failed.

Baby was put on a bottle and brought up by Venetia Wills,
from England, who was staying out the war with us. Despite
the unfortunate circumstances of Baby’s birth and upbrinring
he was always a stout and hearty dog and early took to mrm
life. Of all the dogs, he has always been the real farmer, spend-
ing most of his day in the fields riding on the machinery or
following the plough. He is perfectly happy to follow the« or mower round and round the field for hours, unlike

)ther Prince who hated tractors and would leave me
when I gave myself over to ploughing. Unlike most Boxers,

who dislike bad weather and hate rain, he has never minded
either and in winter will sit in the snow looking down the road
while the other dogs scratched at the door to be let in.

I have recounted earlier Baby’s talents as a clown and a

ham actor. His love for showing off frequently brought him
into trouble with the other dogs, male and female, who
detested the showing-off and when he began high diving

would pounce on him to beat him up. He would certainly

have been a great dog performer in vaudevilleor acircus ifhehad
ever had the opportunity. During the whole lifetime of Prince,

I had thought of Baby as a peculiarly impersonal dog, egotis-

tical and less affectionate than the others. It was only after

Prince died that I discovered how badly I had misjudged him.

I discovered that he only appeared indifferent and egotistical

because Prince, in his devotion to me and his jealousy, would

not permit him to be otherwise. It was the ancient, classic case

of the domination of the older brother. I know that whenever
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Baby tried to be friendly with me, a light of fury would come
into Prince’s eyes and a ferocious fight, sometimes damaging
to tables, glassware and lamps would ensue. I did not, however,
realize that Baby was really a frustrated dog and that all his

tricks and showing-off were in a way merely a device to get
attention and praise. He behaved exactly as a child behaves
under the same circumstances, especially a child who seeks to
attract notice a\Vay from a more favoured brother or sister.

I do not know how much he understood immediately
concerning the death of Prince, but he came presently to
realize that Prince was no longer there to attack him when
he entered the room where I was or if he tried to sit nearer
to me in the jeep. For weeks after the death of Prince he
never entered the house or my room save walking on tip-toe,
his back arched and bristling, as if expecting attack. Gradually
the old apprehension and complex began to disappear and
his behaviour became more normal. Then it was that 1 came
to understand his troubles. I discovered that the big dog was
perhaps the most affectionate of all the Boxers. He really
didn’t want to be a show-off. He only wanted attention and
all the privileges Prince had had. He developed Prince’s trick
of jumping eagerly into my lap or on my desk. His whole
character seemed to change. Instead of seeming to alternate
between moodiness and showing-off, his temperament became
even and happy. He still earned on his long conversations,
conducted with a remarkable variety of ruinbles, growls, barks,
and whines; they are no longer compla/nts but outbursts of
happiness. And gradually he became as inseparable from the
as Prince had been.
One tWng, however, did not change. He could not be

mduced by any kind of command or blandishment to take
Prince s place on the rug at the foot of my bed. He would
hold long conversations obviously in an effort to explain the
situation to me but nothing would induce him to take the
place of his brother. He clung always to the smallest chair
which as a puppy he had chosen as his bed although he had
long grown mto a seventy pound dog whose head and stub-tail
overhung both arms of tne chair.
But he has become a happy dog with less and less inclination

U- U 1

moved into the place left by Prince
which long ago had been occupied by their father, old Rex.
tie 18 Boss! There is a new puppy, out of Folly’s latest litter,who IS growng up~this time 6aby*s son. I hope to do betted
by both of them and prevent the frustrations that turned Babv
into an unhappy show-off The thing that is most endearing
about dogs, ^d especiaUy about Boxers, is that each one has hisown personahty and that they are so profoundly like children,
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VIII: MALABAR JOURNAL
Spring 1945

Have you become a farmer? Is it not pleasanter than tobe shut up within 4 walls and delving eternally with a pen^
. . . I have proscribed newspapen ... my next reformation
will be to allow neither pen, ink nor paper to be kept on the
farm. When I have accomplished this I shall be in a fair wav
to mdemmfymg myself for the drudgery to which I have
proved my life. If you are half as much delighted with the
larm as I am, you bless your stars at your riddance from
public cares.

—Thomas Jefferson in a letter to Henry Knox, Boston Book-
seller

M arch i: A long Mp, but there seems no end to
dernands on time. The deep snow has gone and the
spnng came suddenly in two or three days with

brilliant sun and a few showers. I hope it is here to stay.
The suddenness put a quick end to sugar-making. Good maple
syrup weather means cold freezing nights alternating with
warm, sunny days. The nights have been mild, almost hot,
and all the sap has rushed up out of the ground into the high
branches and twigs, swelling the buds and casting a faint
cloud of pinkish green over the whole of the woods. While
the sugar run lasted, the camp became as always the centre
of farm life. Even Ma had to clump through the mud with
her cane. It brought back very old memories of her father’s
day. On Sundays neighbours and people from town kept
coming and going all day. It was like a festival marking the
wakening of the New Year. Certainly it is one of the most
pleasurable ceremonies and in these times of sugar shortage it

IS good to have the storeroom full of maple syrup and honey.
Chris Hugert, who has taken care of the bees for years, gave

it up this year to go permanently to live in New Mexico
because of his health, and Sunday his cousins came to take
over the job—a pair of big, hearty countrymen, very different

from poor asthmatic Chris. They went over the hives and
found that the bees in four of them were dead. It has been a
hard winter for bees with the snow drifted high up around
the hives and the temperature always close to zero with many
blizzards. There seemed to be plenty of honey for them stiU
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to feed on. The shortage was in pollen but the quick turn to

spring has brought out all the catkins and crocuses and all

around them the air buzzes with the sound of wings.

I would like to care for the bees but it is one of the most
complicated professions in the world. The person who thin^
that all one has to do to have honey is to put up a couple of
hives has much to learn. There is a book—a very thick one

—

called The A.B.C, of Bees, but to me it is more coidiising than
a book on advanced mathematics.
Today Kenneth, Bob, and I built fences between the lower

bluegrass pasture and the cemetery field. It was a brilUant
day and that comer of the farm is one of the loveliest spots

—

a kind of bowl with the big trees of the virgin forest on one
side raising their top branches a hundred feet and more above
the sugar camp. A spring stream wanders through the pasture
with ox-bow ponds filled with young fiish and bordered by
water cress, marsh marigold, and skunk cabbage. The steep
cemetery field is planted to wheat which has grown pro^giously
in a few warm days and looks like a carpet of emerald green
velvet. All the dogs—Prince, Baby, Gina, Susie, Folly, Kitchcc
and Smokey—played in the fields and chased squirrels and
lay flat in the shallow water when they grew hot and tired.
OtOTgt Cook came down when the school bus dropped him
off, his pockets filled with marbles, another sign of spring.
Jim hauled manure out of the Fleming bam on to the sm^
garden to make it ready for ploughing. Charlie already has
omons, lettuce, radishes and beets planted. Yesterday he was
in a rage because Charlie Schrack’s big red sows broke out,
Uavelled down the creek and rooted up part of what he had
done. I donT blame him.
The lower fish pond came to life today with a vengeance.

It was filled with fingerling bass and the mud-turtles were
scuttenng about. I saw forty or fifty bass, a foot to fifteen
inches long. They are out scouting for nests in the shallow
water covenng the sand and gravel. The bluegills have not
yet made their appearance. Taking the giant bass out of the
pond last year was a good idea. They are cannibals and were
eating up all the young. The increase in the number of fish
IS very apparent this year. There are stiU some big ones to
be cleaned out.

The dime-store goldfish the children dumped into the pond
hve years ago have grown monstrous in size and vivW in
^ several females today, enormous with roe. The
goldfish never increase in number—still the huge, venerable
b^ant-Mloured originals. On the edge of the pond the first
red-wing^ blackbirfs have appeared in numbers, looking for
nestmg sites on the hummocks of grass and among the canails.
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The big grey Toulouse geese are fussing about on the islandsmaking nests. I mmt take down a couple of straw bales to-moiTow for them. I hope we shall have better luck this yearwth the goshngs, now that we caught a giant snapping turtle
offside in the pasture last summer. The geese can dnve offthe taxes but the snapping turtles get the goslings. Nor do the^inea fowl ever lose a single chick from the foxes. I thinkth^ put up such an ungodly racket they drive them off.

The upper pond at the Big House stayed frozen over all
the winter and many of the fish died, from lack of oxygen
and sunlight I suppose. When the ice melted there were
several big dead bass, about four or five pounds each, a dozen
tMuegilis and a huge carp, about fifteen to sixteen pounds
the oiffy one in the pond. The children caught him in the
Uear Fork as a young fellow and dumped him in. I thought
carp could survive almost anything, but apparently this is

not so.

Louise Reese came to lunch today before leaving for Florida.
She may stay there or she may come back. I hope she returns.
She is a merry companion, a great fisherman and has done as
much for hunting and fishing, soil conservation and forestry,
M anyone in the County. She is one of those who realizes that
if you create proper and natural surroundings you will have
all the fish and game any sportsman could wish. She is not
the fish-hatcheiy, pheasant-hatchery kind of sportsman. We
shall miss her. I know of no man who finds more delight in
the fields and streams and forests than Louise.

May 14: Another long gap with abominable weather. Never
can I remember a worse spring. The fantastically warm
weather of March brought out everything—alfalfa, bluegrass,
ladino, fruit blossoms, garden flowers. The alfalfa and ladino
were frozen back. All the new growth on the grapes froze as

if it had been scalded. What magnolias the rabbits did not
girdle and kill, froze in full flower. Even the dogwood is

pinched and frozen-looking and the wild crab blossoms singed
and without the wonderful perfume they usually have. The
blue^ass and the wheat have turned yellowish.

Added to all this were cold and torrential rains. By industry

and luck we managed to plant 60 acres of oats which are

flourishing although there has been too much rain and cold

even for the oats which usually like that kind of weather.

But we are much more fortunate than most for our well-

drained glacial hill land permits us to plough in almost any

kind of weather. Despite the awful season we are almost ready

to plant Sudan grass and soyabeans when the frost is past.

Even in this County only 25 per cent of the oats has been
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planted. In the flat country none is in the ground, and by
the time the soil is dried enough to plough, it will be too late

to put it in. This will have a serious effect on feed supplies

for the condition is not confined to Ohio but in general all

through the richest part of the country. I hope this is not the

‘bad year’ agriculturists have been fearing. We have had
enormous lucK with weather during the war. A ‘bad year’

would be disastrous and affect the history of the world for

generations to come. We have never been so short of food and
5ie needs for ourselves and all the rest of the world have never
been so great.

Margaret Reed, who is always cheerful, pointed out that
the late and violent freezes may do good by killing millions
of insect pests which otherwise would have survived the mild
snowy winter. Deep snow lay on the ground from December
to March with the ground scarcely frozen—a condition which

IS usuaUy followed by hordes of corn borers, chinch bugs

celebrate. Here we celebrated it by ploughing all day~as gexS
^ thiri of. There is a particular delight in plough-

especially m our bottom land in the Mus&ngumConsenrancy. It is our only really flat land—two great fiddsone of 90 acres and one of 70. Most of it is fine CTavel loanithat turns beautifuUy under the plough, but it ww worn out
hog-greedv farmers and very nearly aban-doned until we rented it. To bring it back we We bSipracdsing a rotation of com, oats, Ind sweet clov^ It

ha:ila“or
mammoth clover whichfoUowi^ IS thick and lush and green-so beautifiUM.F.—G igg



f
^ *° look at it. When you pull upa plant the roots are thick with nodules taking nifrogen fromAe air and fixing it in the worn-out soil. It is worth countless

not
"* o’fogen ferUlizer which we can-not buy today even if we could afford it. And the green tops

fom ^f^fh^h
" ™

tif
qoantities of nitSgen andtons of the humus that the starved land needs so badly. No

hr*
^ backward over the plough to Ltchthe crumbling soil sw^owing up all that richness We camehome at night with stiff necks and crooked backs from leaning

over to watch. ®

We have been trying a lot of experiments with the big field
shallow ploughing, deep ploughing, burying all the green

stufi and also setting the ploughs so that they do not com-
pletely bury It but set it on end mixing it into the earth. One
stnp we are Faulknerizing—chopping it all into the earth with
bush-and-bog harrows which are really heavy, super-disks.
It will be interesting to see what the results will be after the
corn IS planted. It is the sort of thing which makes farming
a fascinating occupation and a ‘live’ one.

Gradually we are becoming able to grow more and better
corn on half the land. Perhaps presently we shall grow as
much on a third of the land as we once did on all of it. Then
we shall be approaching the goal of making every acre produce
100 per cent of potentiality without loss of fertility, perhaps
even, as in parts of Europe, with a gradual increase. The
sweet clover is doing it witn its wonderful capacity for trans-
lating sun and air and water into nitrogen and organic material.
One thing I noticed this year while looking backward over the
plough was the great increase in the population of earthworms.
That is a good sign.

The crows followed us as we ploughed, unfortunately gob-
bling up some of the earthworm population. They are birds
with scarcely a redeeming feature and in the Conservancy
land they are a pest for it is surrounded by wild country and
forest which gives them cover, where they gather in great
colonies. Once the com has begun to sprout Uiey descend on
the fields and tear it up grain by CTain. We finally put an
end to that by using something called Crow-tox applied to

the com before planting. It does not kill them but produces
a burning sensation in their gullets and, being very shrewd
birds, they soon connect the cause and effect and leave our
fields alone. Clem Herring told me that he used to rid himself

of them by using hen’s eggs into which he had injected strych-

nine through a small hole at one end, sealing the hole afterwards

with para^. These he scattered about the fields. On several

occasions he killed foxes instead of crows. Both are pests in
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our country and both arc crafty and maddening. If you have
a shotgun, they will come nowhere near you, but if you are

unarmed, they become as bold as Moses.

While we were ploughing the Conservancy land all seven
dogs were with me and the crows tormented them all afternoon,
descending quite near to them in a tantalizing way, only to
leave the ground just as the maddened dogs came within a
foot or two of them. They would chase the crows for an hour
and then go down to the Clear Fork and throw themselves
into the water, swimming about and lapping the clear, cold
water greedily, and then return to the futile chase. They
seemed to enjoy it although they got not so much as a crow
feather as a reward.
The Clear Fork Valley is unbelievably beautiful with the

steep wooded hills about it, the lake mirroring the blue sky
and the trees ranging in shade all the way from the black-green
of the hemlock against the red sandstone cliffs through 2ul the
soft pastel shades oi green, some of it pink and yellow and pale
red. The young foliage of the red oaks is a deep pink so that
it makes the tree appear as it it were covered with deep pink
blossoms. The white dogwood and the pink wild crab grow
all along the edge of the forest above the water, and through
it all runs the wide, thick carpet of pale emerald-green sweet
clover, slowly turning to brown as the earth swidlows it up
behind the tractors that move across the field like shuttles on
a gigantic loom. There is no smell quite so good as fresh-
turned sweet earth, and all afternoon it was tinged with the
vanilla-like smell of sweet clover being crushed by the moving
wheels of the tractor.

®

Ma came with me and the dogs in the old Ford station
wagon and sat there with her sewing all afternoon watching
the ploughing. She brought a gallon jug of fresh buttermilk
wmch we kept cool in the running spring water and drank
when we grew thirsty. It was buttermilk made of sweet cream
with httle flecks of golden bluegrass butter floating in it.

ri. V
® afternoon, I thought, ‘Paradise must be

like this.’

After supper we returned to the ploughing and Harry and
Naoim joined us with their three smaU ^dren. Harry enter-
tained them by carrying them in turn on his lap as he drove
the tractor. In the old days they would have ridden on the
lat back of a Percheron. It is remarkable how much children
Ike machine^ on a farm. One of our worst problems is tokeep them off it. Even ‘Butch,* George’s nephew, and George
J^k who are only seven have figured out how to drive a
tractor and get aboard the moment you turn your back. Thevaren t afraid of tractors as they sometimes are of horses

^
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We stayed out unul nearly dark-Jim, Kenneth, Harry and
^ until a wild thunderstorm came up. We tried
to beat It in a race back to the house but lost the race and came
in drenched.

June 6: May has whizzed by with some of the worst weather
we have had in ^e history of Ohio. The freakish spring has
been disastrous. The hot weather in March ruined the sugar
run and brought out all the fruit trees into blossom, only to
be slaughtered by the hard freeze of May and the frosts of
early June. Added to the cold it has rained incessantly so that
in the flat country—much of it the most fertile part of the
Middle West—it has been impossible to plough. Thousands
of acres of oats have never been planted and the land will
probably be put into soyabeans to add to the glut. Some corn
land is still too wet to plough.

In such seasons I am thankful for our well-drained hills and
glacial soil which can be worked almost any time. Owing to
these advantages and Bob’s good planning and organization
we put in 90 acres of oats in March and have about 160 acres
of com planted and above ground. The wheat looks wonderful—almost like the fields in the Oise where the wheat, on land
that has been farmed for a thousand years, lies even and level

with scarcely room for another head. The wheat we pastured
last autumn is better than the unpastured wheat. In our ex-
perience pasturing wheat does it no harm and in a cold, late

spring, such as this, pasturing does good by holding back the
headin^-out. In the unpastured fields some of the heads arc

not quite filled out at the bottom, owing to the cold. One
year we even turned sheep on to the wheat without harming it.

There has been a long stream ofvisitors of all kinds—farmers,

industrialists, government officials, foreigners, and friends.

None of the bedrooms has been empty since March. Yesterday
Lotsie and I finished the play. It is about a Pasadena woman
who becomes a destructive monster through her addiction to

spiritualistic seances. Ince, who wants to produce the play with

Arthur Hopkins, arrived yesterday. Both Lotsie and Ince are

Hungarians and last night after dark we played with them
what can only be described as Transylvanian bridge—very

gay but erratic, to put it mildly.

Charlie and I worked till dark putting in cantaloup and
water-melon. It has been too wet and cold up to now. It is

lucky that we did, for today it is raining again—the kind of

rain we should have had in May—warm, heavy showers.

P. T. Raman and Himat Sinhji, two Indian friends, spent a

week end with us. Raman is perhaps India’s most distinguished

journalist and Himat Sinhji is a colonel in the Indian Army.
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He is the brother of the Maharajah ofJamnagar and in peace-

time is Jargely responsible for the good administration of the

state. Two more delightful and entertaining companions it

would be hard to find. Roger and Helen Kyes and the Indians

got together over the Ferguson machinery. Roger induced both
of them to take a plough and tractor round one of the fields.

Raman is no mechanic and Himat has never even driven a
car, although he did not tell us until afterwards. The tractor

took them in hand and presently returned with each one,

white-faced and terrified, but safe.

We devised a plan for Himat’s return home to his state. Instead

of riding triumphandy on an elephant he would enter raised

hi^ in the air on the platform of the Ferguson apple picker.

Both Raman and Himat were impressed by the immense
usefulness of the Ferguson tractor in India. A Ferguson tractor
and implements in any Indian village could change the whole
life of India, socially, economically, and even politically.

The visit gave birth to a plan which Himat is taUng to
General Aucmnleck, Commander-in-Chiefof the Indian Army,
in London next week. The Indian soldier—so Himat says

—

is one of the best elements for promoting advances in India.
He has travelled and learned to read and write and many of
the men speak English and all speak Hindustani, the universal
language in India. (The language problem with some twenty-
seven languages, not dialects, is one of the countless com-
plexities of India.) They have learned about machinery and
most of them make excellents mechanics. Nearly all of them
are ryots, coming from farms and villages.
Himat’s plan is to set up a number of farms scattered over

India based upon the plan set up at Malabar—co-operatives,
^anced by private capita as an investment. There is, as
Himat says, almost unlimited capital available in India for
su(m a puipose. The farms would be staffed by demobilized
soldiers and their families and equipped with modern agricul-
tural machinery. They would also have an educational function

pUot’ farms like those of the T.V.A. (Tennessee Valley
Authonty) wWch could be visited by other farmers. It is a
good idea which could have a great effect upon a huge agri-
cultural country like India. Most people don’t understand that

more of India’s population lives on farms
and in villages. It is no good to plan industrial development
in India without at the same time developing an agricultural
programme which will provide more food and better living

Sus^^
™ purchasing power for the products oT

Export markets for manufactured goods, especially those ofheavy industry, are certain to go on shrinking as such countries
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self-sufficient. That
^ KP^ stands very much in the way of the re-establishment of the United Kingdom as a greal and riSiprocessing’ nation.

®

In New York, Colonel Robert Henriques and I talked at^eat length on this British question. He, like all Britishers, isalarmed about the future of the British Isles and like mostBnushen he is not optimistic. He suggested a decentralization
of the Empire and the Commonwealth of Nations in which
there was a closer federalized relationship between the Domin-
ions, Cor^onwealth, and Colonies, and the mother country
with the Crown moving from one to another at periods of the
year. It is the best solution I have yet heard suggested for
Britain s troubles.

He also m^e, jestingly, a good solution for trade recipro-
cation—that Britishers acquire a taste for Rye and Bourbon
whiskies and send Scotch in return for the many Americans
who prefer it. He has learned to prefer American whiskies. I
myself, still prefer Scotch, so we should be doing all right.

June 17: Back again from selling War Bonds in Indiana and
New England. I know of no tougher work—beginning every
morning at nine o’clock with a municipal breakfast, then
schools and colleges till noon when big lunch comes up. Then
wornen s clubs^ and civic organizations all the afternoon and
a big public dinner in the evening followed by a meeting of
thousands in the largest available auditorium. Then a Tate
train, rarely on time, to the next town. Thousands of people,
dozens of speeches, handshaking by the hour, banquet food,
sketchy train connections and not even five minutes rest all day.
And worst of all perhaps is the doubt that maybe I’m selling

something that may not turn out so well. The war has to be
carried on and to carry it on money is necessary. But I’m not
too confident about tne future if enormous taxes, scarcities,

and inflation continue. If I had not lived through two wars
and watched the sagging economy of every country in Europe,
I might be less concerned.
The weather continues to be abominable. Frost on June

6th and 7th with two or three days of terribly hot weather,
followed by rain, rain, rain. There will be damned little com
‘knee-high by the Fourth ofJuly’ this year. Our own may be
but we are used to having it hip-high by that time. If it doesn’t

stop raining the weeds will be knee-high but not the corn. We
have mowed ten acres of beautiful alfaifa-brome CTass hay
which has been rained on steadily for nearly a week. It is a

total loss. The beef cattle may pick up some of it but it is really

only fit for bedding.
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In the flat country the com is being drowned out and much
of it is not yet planted. According to Director of Agriculture
Hodson only about 30 per cent of the oats was planted in

Ohio. On flat land even that is being drowned out. With the
food shortage a reality and half the world starving, the pro-
spects are grim. The Black Market is practising wholesale,
with little or no poultry in the market and people standing
in line to buy two or three eggs or getting none at all, Black
Marketeers and even legitimate dealers are buying up laying
hens, thin and tough, at three and three-fifty apiece. One
farmer I know was offered $3500 cash for 1000 skinny leghorn
laying hens by a man who drove up in a truck ready to carry
them off. These same poor hens will sell for five and six dollars
apiece in city Black Markets.
The whole of the food situation was inevitable. The theories

of administration economists could produce nothing but the
present trade shortages. It is impossible to regulate food pro-
duction unless ceilings arc placed upon every element con-
cern^ with food—the producer, the feeder, the processor, the
distributor—and those ceilings must be adjusted at leas;
monthly in order to keep pace with the value of the dolU r

which inflates in time of scarcity and easy money despite
anything government bureaucracy can do. None of these
things has been done and the result has been first gluts and
lowered ceilings and checked production and then bitter
^rcities. The end is not yet, nor is improvement in sight.
Those of us who predicted the shortages and Black Markets
two years a^o, even so wise a man as Mr. Baruch, were mocked

young men* who have today become dis-
credited. Once price controls are lifted and supply and demand
again operate, the public will forget shortages and Black
Markets quicUy enough. I am not so sure of prices: there is too
much money in circulation.

Unfortunately the results of malnutrition arising from
denciencies of a protein diet are not immediately perceptible
save in temis of lowered vitaUty and efficiency and an in-
crease m absenteeism in factories. The results, however, linger
long aft^ards in children and young people. The protein
deficiencies of the First World War are stiU evident in the
physique of mature Europeans of today. Some day people and
governments will come to reahze that physically and in so far
as diet IS concerned, there is little difference between peopleMd ammak-^cept perhaps that animak have more seme.
11 you nut before ajiog aU the ingredients of a perfect diet he^ balance it peifecSy himself, choosing something of thisMd something of that. If you did the sar^e thing for many acity stenographer she would still lunch on an ice cream soda
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and a pickle Ifyou offered the ‘poor white’ a perfectly balanced
1^ he would be likely to turn instead to his hominy, sow-belly

and turnip greens grown on worn-out soil, devoid of calcium,
potassium, of phosphorous—indeed of practically every-

thing- and containing nothing to make either a strong or an
intelligent or an energetic human being.

winter we made a record in the laying house. Seven
hundred leghorn pullets produced over six hundred eggs a
day for six months. Even now after eight months of laying
they have only fallen to around 500 at the lowest. There has
been no cannibalism and no range paralysis.
The trace mineral feeding has CTeat results here as else-

where in the feeding of livestock. I am delighted to see the
laying mash largely done away with, for it brought us about
five different kinds of noxious weeds which we have never had
before on the farm, among them quack grass. The seeds were
distributed through those parts of the vegetable and flower
gardens where only chicken manure was used. The check is

absolute. There is no doubt as to where they came from.

June 17: I mowed hay on the Ferguson Place until twilight.
It was good clover and alfalfa mixture, so thick that it was
hard to get the mower through it—a wonderful sight, some
forty acres of it on the top of what was once a bare, bald hill

where even the scanty weeds were sickly. I remember well the
first time I saw that particular field—a gullied, bare cornfield

unprotected during the whole of the winter and covered with
a stubble of puny cornstalks. Today there is not a ^lly an inch
deep on the whole of the Ferguson Place, or the whole of

Malabar for that matter. It is a real hill farm, worn-out and
abandoned only five years ago. Today it is raising wonderful
alfalfa and bluegrass and white-clover pasture that looks like

a beautiful English lawn. In fact, after the pasture is mowed
the whole place looks like a lovely park with the springs, the

big trees, the cave and the waterfall where the water comes in

trickles out of the overhanging sandstone. You can stand under
one of the streams and drink the icy water merely by tilting

your head and opening your mouth. Baby, one of the Boxers,

has learned the trick and always drinks there. It is odd how all

animals prefer cold, clean, living water if they can get it.

While I mowed this afternoon a whole army of fat, half-

grown young rabbits kept coming out of the alfalfa ahead of

the mower. There is something very engaging about them.

During the morning I uncovered a woodchuck lair and as I

came round the second time, I noticed something moving

beneath the fresh mown hay. It was the young woodchuck

himself returning home. Evidently I had caught him out and
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he was creeping back under cover of the hay. I stopped mowing
until he was s^ely home again. In a week or two the alfalfa
will be grown up again to give him cover. They are odd beasts,
full of charm, always fat and always a little lazy. They seem
to get all the water they need from the clover and the dew
for many of them choose to dig their homes high on the hills

away from the water. On the other hand the marshes next to
our corn land in the Conservancy are filled with woodchuck
holes. Often enough, when the lake level rises they are flooded
out and have to dig new homes on higher land.
Three tim^ this spring I have had puzzling experiences

with wild animals. Early in the year we found a woodchuck
in the fork of a sapling a good ten feet above the ground. He
lay there resting on ms elbows, showing no alarm, not even
stirring when I poked him with a stick to make certain he
was not caught in the fork of the sapling. He seemed very
sleepy. I do not know whether he had just come out of hiber-
nation or had climbed the tree to die in peace. The next day
he w^ gone. I have never before heard of a woodchuck with
tree-climbing habits. In June, I encountered another wood-
chuck in the middle of the road below the Big House. He
showed no inclination to run away and when I turned the
old Ford slowly toward him, he held his ground and gnashedim teeth at me. At last I drove off leaving him there butwhen I returned later the same day he was lying dead in theroM, the vicfam of some driver, more bloodthirsty than I.
Y«terday in the Bailey barnyard I came on a young rabbit

feeding on the spilled com from the old crib we tore down.He showed no fear and paid no attention to me, except tomove away about ten feet. As I moved towards him he kept
just out of r^ch stopping and turning now and then to regardme mthout fey but with curiosity, f talked to him for a timeand he seemed to like the sound of my voice. I went away

were noralrg
fortunately the dop

“ When I go outwith the power mower. TheyW learned that the mower
while I goround and round a hay field. And I think they don’t like^because they cannot ride on the tractor.

^

Evemng on the Person Place has a beauty that is almost
whofe farm lies against the sky with a view

a panor^a ofhills and v^eys, woodland, and farms. It is fike the lakocountnr of England on a much bigger scale. Last night Annewent for a wa& just before dinner and was caught m a wilHthunde^to^^When ,hc did^noT ‘the



mower and went up to the Ferguson Place, thinkine she
imght have gone to the cave to collect some of the fun/n andme pre-glacial moss and primitive plants that grow there.
1 he cave lies at the head of a wild, deep ravine and there is
always danger of falling. When there was no sign of her I
stayed up there and mowed pasture.
The whole place was wet and green after the thunderstorm,

bven the hght seemed green and while I mowed, the shadowsm the valley turned blue and the mist began to rise from the
soaked earth into the air, chilled by the storm and the heavy
hail that had fallen in the northern part of the County. On
the top of the hill the shadows of the trees grew longer and
longer and bluer and bluer across the emerald-green of the
bluegrass and clover. Presently the cattle came up to the top
of the hill, their favourite feeding spot in the evening when the
air begins to cool. In the heat of the day they stay deep in
the bottom of the ravine in the shade of the great trees wnere
a spring stream and the damp sandstone keeps the air too cool
and moist for flies. Indeed the whole Ferguson Place is a kind
of paradise for cattle with the deep-wooded ravine, the cold
water, the springs, the bluegrass and white clover and when
that grows short in August the whole of a field of knee-deep
alfalfa and ladino to replace it.

Few things are more pleasant than to sit watching the herd.
The big white bull is a docile fellow who pays you no attention.
At first the cows and calves will gather round you to study
you for a while. If you sit quite still and the dogs are not
along, they will come quite close and nuzzle you, and then
presently, they will go away again to eat lazily. But the young
calves stay around, skittering off in mock alarm if you make
a sudden movement, only to return in a little while to watch
you like children daring each other to come closer and closer.

As you lie on your back in the thick bluegrass looking up at

the sky you can hear all about you the ‘whisk-crunch* as they

eat their way across the meadow.
The herd seems to lead a very ordered existence, always

remaining together and the cows feeding their calves at pre-

scribed hours—morning and evening. During the day they

will put all the calves together in a ^nd of kindergarten well

hidden in a copse while me herd goes roaming. If you stumble

upon the kindergarten, the calves will lie quite still at first but

if you disturb them at all, they will set up a bellowing and are

answered at once by the mothers even if they are a mile away
on the opposite side of the big pasture. The calves will high-

tail for tneir mothers who come running anxiously from the

opposite direction.

The other herd, of Shorthorn cows on the Bailey Place, are
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ruled by Blondy, the patriarchal coal black Angus bull. He
takes his paternal responsibilities more seriously than the white
bull, Elmer, and will always stay behind to guard the kinder-
garten although he is never alone but accompanied by two
or three of the cows on watch. I do not know how he selected
the honoured ladics-in-waiting. I wish I did.

Just at dark Anne appeared, flushed from the long climb
up the hill through the woods to tell me she had been found.
She had gone up the road toward Hastings and stopped in at
the Areharts when the storm broke. She ‘visited’ after the
sto^ and forgot all about dinner. She stayed with me for a
while clearing fallen branches out of the path of the mower.
The dogs came with her and were glad to see me but dis-
appointed at the sight of the mower. When Anne left they
did their best to make me return home too, barking and
jumping and carrying on generally. Prince came back twice
after Anne started down the hill and Anally gave up and went
home with her.

Finally, while I mowed, a blue-wet darkness came down
and the valleys and woods and farms faded out first into a
blue mist and then into blackness, starred with the distant
lights of farmhouses and the comets of moving light made by
cars on the roads far below, I turned on the tractor lights and
kept on mowing and the whole herd found a new curiosity in
the lights. The calves frisked round and round me as I mowed
and even the cows would stand in front of me staring at the
hghts until the last moment. When I yelled at them they
would frisk off kicking their heels high in the air, their uddeii
bouncing about ludicrously, giving that ‘rabbit-punch’ kick
wluch can break your leg if you come into contact with it.
Altogether they enjoyed the evening, I think, as much as I did.
About ten-thirty I gave it up and set out for home down the

steep, rocky lane that goes through a tunnel of woods bordered
by ferns and laced with wild grapevines. All the way down Ihad an eene feehng that I was being watched by the eyes of
wild ^gs—foxes and raccoons and mice and owls. Once
near Jim Pugh s cabin, the lights caught a pair of green!
phosphorescent eyes that may have been one of the cataniounU
that hve on the hill opposite the Big House. Or it may onlyhave been a fox or a raccoon. In any case the goose pimplti

Tdog^
hair stood on end lite the hair of

night instead of
«®7acks to sleep with the boys who havecome to work on the farm during the summer. Usuallv thpv

^ followng Charlie who feeds them or followiSme while I am ploughing or working in the fields. With Charlie
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and me both away they were lost and deserted my room for
the company of the boys. Prince still slept in my room withUusW, the Cockcn Both Gina and Folly were at Dr Wads-
worth s—Folly to be bred. Gina not to be. While Charlie and
1 were away Prince, Baby and Smokey fought incessantly
once knocking Ma out of her chair on to the lawn.

*

Boxers are strange dogs. They have no tramp habits and
will not go fifty yards from the house unless they have human
company. They are affectionate but never grovelling. In fact,
I sometimes find myself grovelling to them, especially to Baby’
who is a clown and a ham actor, but still possessed somehow
of an immense dignity and indifference. If you do anything
foolish or unworthy, they know it and do not hesitate to let
you know.

This year the boys are living in a Quonset Hut given us by
the company which manufactures them to discover farm uses
for them. The four boys working on the farm, Eddie who is

working in the big garden, and Jim and Bob Cook all live
there—Army fashion. It is cool and airy. There is a weird
assortment of beds, ranging from army cots to brass and iron
beds. Nowadays you have to take what you can get. Most of
the boys come from Cleveland but Craven comes from St.

Louis and Eddie from Tiffin, Ohio. It is remarkable how well
they turn out, considering the fact that we have seen them at
most only once before and some of them not at all. There
has never been one we had to send away. Two or three times
we have had boys who didn’t work out very well at first but
always they developed into good responsible workers. Most of
the older ones have gone into the Service as they reached the

age of eighteen. Without them we should have to curtail

farming operations or shut down altogether. They help with
hay-making, straw-baling, fence-building, lime-spreading, and
corn-cultivating. It is a good summer life.

With mechanization they don’t go to work until eight o’clock

and are finished at six with all the long summer evenings free.

There is swimming, fishing and riding. What they like best is

tinkering with the old cars and motors in the farm repair shed.

They turn out some mechanical monsters, made up of parts

drawn from a half dozen old cars, but they seem to run

somehow.
Jimmy Caddick, who has graduated as a veteran to the

position of foreman, bought Johnny’s and Dave’s old jalopy

when they went into the Army. It is a 1930 Ford wiffi flags

and foxtails flying, painted bright yellow. Jirnmy is, like

Johnny and Dave, a remarkable fellow—conscientious and

capable as a grown man, with a wonderful sense of humour.

Like the other boys he came here in summer to keep in



training for football but in the end he and all the others

decide to take up agriculture, in one form or another. I think

it is because they find here how fascinating and how profitable

agriculture can be but most of all they like the life and the
deep satisfaction of soil and animals and trees and wild life.

Bob is largely responsible for this interest for he seems to make
everything on the farm take on an added zest. The boys have
a real sense of participation in what is a fascinating job of
restoration and soil management. That is also the reason why
all of us get on so well together. It is not a <mestion of hired
labour or of merely working for a living. Everything that
happens is I think charged with interest and a sense of achieve-
ment and satisfaction. Emma, Tom’s wife, cooks for the boys.
They eat at the miller’s house, where Cecly Rose murdered
her whole family, and do their own washing in Bob’s basement
with Virginia’s washing machine.
When the war is over and we can buy or build what we

need, we shall probably take on fifteen or twenty boys instead
of five or six. The waiting list is already far beyond our
capacity to handle. Vane Close has two boys from Cleveland
helping him

^

this summer. They come over frequently on
Sunday and in the evemng. The kids like all the machinery
and seem to prefer the life to that of a vacation in a summer
camp. Also they earn money which most of them put away
for college. Meanwhile they have contributed mighuly to the
food supply in wartime.
The weekend was terrific. The four Texans came back with

us from the Cincinnati conservation meeting sponsored by the
Tumor Chamber of Commerce. Also Roy and Marie Ballinger.
So the house was full. The Texans are Victor Schoffelmayer,
apicultural e^tor of the Dallas Morning J^tws who, with Mr.
Demey and his son, the owners, make up a strong force for
good agnculture in the whole of Texas and among the best

R. C. Schmid^d Gdbert Wilson. Reed is a big oil operator and owns
hundreds of Aousands of acres in Texas. Schmid, born in
bmtzerland, IS his manager and Gilbert Wilson is the manWho invented the sweet potato dehydrating process which has
played a large part in the war effort. AU four are filled with

weekend was gay and filled with laughs.
Schoffelmayer is the most serious of the lot and a fine musidan

Schmid up here to convert them
to better uses of the huge agricultural holdings owned by Reed.S^md IS a dynamo, and WUson the slow drawUng kind of

couldnt keep up with the volatUe Schmid but

V.®
in the conversation scored heavily.Reed has about as muc^ gusto as I’ve ever encountorS
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Sters"
"harming or better company than the

De?awfre“for7he'®''‘
his band came up from

Mer^th ^av Lh "k
before the big 6am isnued wth hay. Bob, Kenneth, Harry and the boys spent two

^ mows and arranging bales^ of straw asaround the edges. We furnish the music and the soft
box lunches. Each year the dance

j ^ year there were about seven hundred, mostlyfrom Rjchland and the neighbounng counties, but there were
people from all over the state. The boys acted as traffic police-men and had a Ferguson tractor on duty to haul those who
TOt stuck out of the mud. I think everybody had a good time.
Ihe party lasted until well after midnight and then broke upmto other parties—one at Jim Pugh’s cabin and one in the
Big House with Billy Foster, his band and friends, having a
couple of drinks for the road. There is no better square-dance
band m the world and no better caller than Billy Foster.
1 think the pnze for dancing went to Jeff and his wife. They
are sixty or over but he can throw her high in the air on the
turns. It is odd how much square dancing done with gusto
resembles modern jitterbugging—the same zest for pure
dancing without much sex thrown in.

'.^o6



IX: MALTHUS WAS RIGHT
Beef, mutton, and pork, shred pies of the best
Pig, veal, goose and capon, and turkey well drest,
Cheese, apples and nuts, jolly carols to hear.
As then in the country is counted good cheer.

—Thomas Tusscr

L
ong ago Liberty Hyde Bailey, the Dean of one of the

world’s greatest agricultural colleges at Cornell Uni-
^ versity, wrote, ‘The farmer was the first man and he

will be the last man.*
He had in mind the eternal and classic relationship of Man

to the Earth and his ultimate dependence upon me earth.
He also had in mind the fact that man first began his upward
climb toward civilization when he began to tfll the sou, and
thc^ fact that, at periods in history when civilization falls apart,
as It seems on the verge of doing today, when food becomes
man s major preoccupation, the land, even the fortified farm,
provides man s ultimate security.

Since Dean Bailey wrote these words, much has happenedm the world to emphasize their immense significance. Perhaps,
despite the breadth of the Dean’s great visioRi much has
happened which was beyond his calculations at the time he
wrote.

First among these happenings is the fact—not merely themreat^f world famine, caused largely by war, devastation,
droughts and dislocations of distribution. The fact of famine
has brought to public attention much information regarding
food w^ch hiAerto was either unavailable or overlook^
especially in this country where abundance of food has, in the
past, always been the rule and where people either did notknow or beheve or consider the fact that at least two-thirds ofAc world s population suffered, even before the second World

a fourth to a

Iwel-
^ ^ population lives perpetuaUy at a starvation

abm.r
^ England a man

thcones controversy raged among philosophers.

j I ^ His name was Thonias RobertMalthus and he was no fool. He was educated at Oxf^
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University with a distinguished scholastic record and later

orth? f
efficient administrator of the affairs

nr n
^"d>a company. His ideas stimulated the

i^^nnwn fn"h-
mockery and derision He

IS known to history as the onnnator of the Malthusian Theory—that one day, not too far distant from his time, the popula-

Fvnl-
its available food supply.

Explicitly, Malthus claimed that population, when unchecked
by artificial means, increases in geometric ratio while sub-
stance only increases in mathematical ratio, and that popu-
lation always increases up to the limit of the means of
subsistence. He contended that population is prevented from
increasing beyond these limits, only by the positive check of
war, tamme, pestilence and by the influence of misery and
vice.^

'

In popular thought and in the case of many distinguished
thinkers, the theories of Malthus were discredited or derided
during the whole of the nineteenth century. However, shortly
after the beginning of the twentieth century, a few isolated
scientists and thinkers began to see that the theories of Malthus,
so well documented and clearly thought out, were not so
ffintasdc as they were held to be in the nineteenth century.
Even the Encyclopedia Britannica in its recent editions notes
that ‘since the European war of 1914-18, however, the spectre
of over-population has returned and Malthus is coming into
his own again.’

I think most of us, even the man whose primary interests are
the sport page and the comics, is willing to agree today that
Thomas Robert Malthus had something. The bitter truth is

that we are having our noses rubbed in the Malthusian theory.
It has become clear that the population of the world has out-
stripped the means of its subsistence or at least approached a
balance so precarious that a drought or a dislocation of trans-

portation in any part of the world can today produce famine
over large areas. It is also true that some millions of people,

particularly in Asia, suffer all their lives from slow famine and
die by the millions in non-famine years either of actual starv-

ation or of the weakness and diseases arising from severe

malnutrition. Even in the United States, in city slums and worn-

out agricultural areas, some thousands, perhaps hundreds of

thousands, of people suffer from severe malnutrition approach-

ing slow starvation.

^ It is interesting to note that the father of Malthus was a friend and one of

the executors of Jean Jacques Rousseau. He was also a friend and shared the

beliefs of Godwin and Condorcet, with which his son differed. Out of the con-

troversy between father and son grew the first pamphlet written by Malthus

which Dccame the basis of the Malthusian Theory.
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Probably Malthus was right in his main premise, but many
elements have arisen which may prove him to have been even

more right than he knew. He died before the industrial re-

volution was in full swing and out of it grew many factors

which he failed to foresee. During the nineteenth century, it

was claimed, for example, that Malthus failed to foresee

the astonishing development of transport and colonization

which increased so enormously the area from which foodstuffs

and raw materials could be drawn. In a sense the increase of

mmm

_i II

means of transport only proved the rightness
of Malthus s Theoij, for the industrial revolution and coloniz-

to increase the population of the world

i r Malthus’s own lifetime. In otherwords, M new lands opened up they quickly filled up with

nf
largely to the limits ofsubsistence and as increasing

^ developed certain areas, depending uponfwd imported from the outside, actually filled up far beyond
means of subsistence.

^ ^ '

^ IS the fact which we face today and the principal reasonwhy certain vast areas, dependent upon food from outside
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TArl / f
aislc^ation of supply, transport, or distribution. The

Bengal where nearly two million people diedwhen Burmese nee supplies were shut off was a peiTect ex-ample, and It must be remembered that some millions of
englape even in normal times live continuously and oeril-

ously close to the borders of starvation.
Malthus did not foresee directly the quick and enormous

increase in world population, nor did he take into considera-
tion certain other elements which have developed or become
understood since his day. He has been credited with stimu-
lating Damin s thought and with being partly responsible for
Uarwin s development of the theory of selective breeding and
the survival of the litt«t. Yet Malthus failed to understand
that countries like India and China, with large populations
Imng perpetually near to the line of starvation, had under
Darwin s theory gradually bred out the weak and the unfit, so
that each succeeding generation became increasingly tough
and fit and more able to survive famine and disease. Con-
sequently deaths, either in infancy or later in life caused by
malnutrition, became in each generation fewer and fewer. In
other words, in these broad cases the checking effects upon
populations of misery, vice, etc., were partly nullified by the
breeding out of the weaker and more unfit elements. Both the
so-called ‘Untouchables’ and the Tamils of South India are
notable examples of a toughness and a resistance to disease,
starvation and malnutrition which permits them to survive
somehow when, under similar conditions, western peoples,
accustomed to better diet and a softer life, would quickly
succumb. The average Chinese coolie is also a notable ex-
ample of bred up resistance through the gradual elimination
of the weaker stock.

At the same time that in the East the age-old process of
survival of the fittest was in operation, the West, with its

better diets and softer living, was keeping alive a much higher
percentage of the weak and unfit to breed and thus increase

populations. Also through advances in science the West was
keeping alive countless numbers of weak and unfit who, under
natural or at least under primitive circumstances would not have
survived to increase the population still further. By increasing

the span of life of the average person by many years science is

steadily adding to already great populations many millions

more mouths to be fed in each generation. More recently the

discovery and effective use of penicillin, streptomycin and other

various sulfa drugs have already done much to cure or elimin-

ate the evil effects of venereal disease in the direction of sterility

or the procreation of weak individuals who previously had
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small chance to survive to maturity and the breeding age. In
other words, with the means of checking the natural effects of
venereal disease, countless children will be born and survive
who in the past would not have been bom at all or would
through weakness have quickly succumbed. All of these
‘artificiar conditions have served more and more to nullify
the effects of the natural checks on populations operating
through disease and vice. These effects Malthus had con-
sidered beneficent in so far as the creation of excess popula-
tions was concerned. Very largely they have disappeared, at
least in the western world.
And in Malthus’s time, the rule that as living standards

decline, the birth rate increases was not fully understood, as
indeed it is not fully understood even today, in every country
in the world the highest birth rate is at the lower economic
levels and consequently in the levels where food and diet are
limited. This element together with the Darwinian element ol
survival of the fittest, possibly accounts for an increase in
populauon of approximately ten millions a year in a country

which already is unable to feed its more than 400
nuUion population*

Malthus, it must be said, placed no faith in continence as a
means of checking populations and in this he was probably

"Methods of every sort appear to operate
effectively ody within the limits of the minority popiUation
living upon the higher economic levels. There woulcfappear tobe a natural law operating whereby, as living standards dccUne,
the sumyal of the individual is imperilled, especially through
malnutrition and the weakness and disease arising from itIhere then occurs a kind of frenzy of breeding and repro-

carry on tht species. This law is under-stood by ail livestock breeders who know that with a fat bullor a fat cow fed upon a nch diet, the rate of fecundity is muchlower than with tfunner animals.
^

All of these elements Malthus either partly overlooked or

® existing methods of agriculture, is^ ratio, c«n if^e^individual in the world had his proportionate share of fooH
the world would stm be^unable tofeefiSH aTyTut aS

cereals. Under such a hypothetical division

? ^r&h-protcin animal foods such as meat, dairy and
largely to be abandoned aJId weshould all have to Uve upon a meagre diet ofrice, wheat, gram
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‘ *'’ <^‘'ina. and Japan where

population has for a long Ume far exceeded food production
pased on the diet to which Americans or even inhabitants of
t^uropc are accustomed. This is so because it requires about
seven pounds of grain to produce one pound of meat, a ratio
which holds largely in the production of milk, eggs, cheese,
and other high-protem foods. In other words the people of the
far live largely upon a diet of rice, relieved by occasional
vegetables and fish, because they are compelled to if they are
to survive. In such areas only the rich Know the luxury of
meat, poultry, and dairy products, because the price of these
things through their scarcity or the high cost of their production
IS far beyond the incomes of 95 per cent of the population.
Actually in this countiy we are beginning to approach the
fringes of such a condition with declining agricultural pro-
duction over large areas and a population increasing at the
rate of over a million a year.

In addition to the declining ratio of agricultural land to
population, another serious element which Malthus touched
upon but did not develop, perhaps because of the vast agri-
culturally virgin colonial world opening up in his time, is the
declining agricultural production per acre over most of the world’s
area. In very few areas in the world—notably France, Holland,
Belgium, Denmark, Japan and parts of India—is there an
agnculture of maximum maintained production of potentiality
per acre. Elsewhere over vast areas the production per acre
has been declining steadily from the time it was put under
cultivation. This is particularly so in these newer areas which
were largely counted upon to feed the world—The United
States, Australia, The Argentine, Canada and even countries
as new as South Africa and Venezuela. In these countries
both the area of good agricultural lands and the production
per acre are declining and have been, largely speatng, since

they were first colonized. This is so because of the devastation
caused by wind and water erosion and by poor, destructive
and inefficient agriculture. Some once richly productive areas

like that of North Africa (once the granary of the Roman
Empire), the valley of the Tigris and the Euphrates and vast

areas of India and China have ceased to grow even sufficient

food for the population of the immediate areas or have been
turned virtually into desert regions. A similar process is in

progress over large portions of the new ‘coloniar areas which,
opponents of Malthus claimed would nullify the operation of
h]s theory. Already one-fourth of the good agricultural land
of this nation has been destroyed by erosion and a poor
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agriculture and all but approximately lo per cent of whatremains is in the process of more or less rapid destruction bv
agriculture which

depletes the soil and lowers production per acre through a
constant process of taking off more than is put back. Mean-
while the population of the United States continues to in-
^ease, Ihis is exactly the process experienced by India and
«-hina m the past. The only fundamental difference is that
It IS occurring much more rapidly in this country than it did
in India or China.
The declining production per acre (and it has been declining

steadily since the first furrow was turned in this country, despite
juggled statistics and arguments of politicians, economists and
government bureau officials) is serious in the economic sense
as well as in the sense of food production. By mathematical
formula, the less food produced per acre, the more the cost of
production is increased. This fact lies behind the rising cost of
food for the last two generations. It lies largely behind the
demands for higher and higher wages as the cost of living, of
which food is the basic item, increases. It is also largely re-
sponsible for the ‘creeping inflation* which has been in progress
during at least two generations and which becomes steadily
more apparent as the population increases and the production
per acre of food declines and the costs of production increase.
As the costs, particularly of high-protein foods, increase through
growing scarcities, lowered production per acre, and increased
cost of production per bushel of corn and wheat, and con-
sequently per egg or quart of milk or pound of meat, the prices
of these foods rise higher and higher and restrict more and
more the markets for them as the citizens of the lower economic
levels are forced to forego high-protein animal foods, and eat
meat, eggs, butter, etc., fewer and fewer times a week. This
is what was meant by the statement made above that we are

in the first stages of approaching, through declining food
production and increasing population, the dietary standards
of India, China, and Japan.
During the recent war, the farmers of the nation set up a

series of record food productions, but never in any country at

any time was food produced at so high a cost because the

production per acre weis so low and the cost of production,

consequently, so high. That fact, more than any other, accounts

for the introduction of subsidies, price controls, etc., and even

the constant battle of the farm bloc for readjusted parity prices

and steadily rising prices for farm commodities. It lies largely

at the root of the inefiicacy of money raises in wages. Food
costs rise steadily because of declining production and increas-

ing production costs per acre. Rises in industrial wages do not
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compensate since inevitably they are passed on to manufactured
commodities which in turn increase costs for farmers and con-
sequently costs of his economic survival and of production
and imperil the living standards of all. It is this fundamental
fact which renders all stop^gap remedies in terms of money
rather than by production and abundance utterly futile, as
India and China found out long before the days of farm blocs
and labour unions and planned economies.
The effort of this world to stave off widespread famine is

actually the first effort that has been made by the world or
by this nation to divide up properly the available food supply
of the world. It has become abundantly apparent that the
United States cannot possibly ‘feed the world^; it cannot pos-
sibly even help adequately to feed the famine areas on a bare
subsistence diet and still preserve the levels of diet and high-
protein food consumption towhich it has long been accustomed.
To put it very simply, we cannot feed grain to animals at the
ratio of seven pounds of grain to one pound of meat, poultry
or dairy products, and still have enough left over to ship great
quantities of grain to millions of starving people. We cannot
possibly ship meat, poultry, butter, eggs, and dried milk to

feed these people because we ourselves are already suffering

periodic or more or less permanent shortages of all of these

things. It becomes clear that if world food is properly distri-

buted per capita of population, iffamine is to be wholly checked,
either now or in the future, it must be upon a basis of cereal

diet with wild game and fish as very largely the only variation.

The fact is that we are much nearer to the realization of the

Malthusian Theory than we think, and we shall undentand
this fact even more clearly as the shortages in high-protein

animal foods, born of our effort to feed a large part of the

world with grain, become more evident during the coming
years. At the time of writing, the government is making
%ans’ of wheat, already assigned to starving nations, back to

flour and feed mills to provide bread for the home population

and to provide cereal feed to produce high-protein animal

products at the ration of seven pounds ofgrain to produce one

of meat.

There still remain methods by which food produedon in the

world may be increased, waste eliminated, and distribution

better managed, which include ‘technological’ methods by

which food supplies can be increased through ‘artificial’ means

and do not directly employ the soil.

The food supply of the world as a whole could possibly be

increased by a higher degree of agricultural mechanization,

by the checking of soil destruction caused almost universally
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by erosion and poor agriculture, and by the restoration of
ruined or half-ruined soil where restoration is possible in
reasonable economic terms.

Most of the world’s agriculture is extremely inefficient since
it is dependent upon animal and sometimes upon human
power. Not only does this fact have a lowering effect upon
actual production but makes agriculture under such conditions
acutely subject to losses from weather conditions, seasons, and
the element of time itself.

Actually food production could be increased in this country
as much as 50 per cent per acre through a better and more
efficient agriculture. Dr. Walter Lowdermilk of the United
States Department of Agriculture and one of the world’s great
authorities on soil, estimates that if this nation had an agri-
culture as efficient and productive as that of France, Holland,
Denmark or Belgium, or of 10 per cent of our own farm
operators, our farmers could easily feed a population of 250
million people at existing levels or diet upon the agricultural
acreage now under cultivation. Actually we are experiencing
shortages of certain high-protein foods and higher and higher
pnees which limit consumption, while trying to feed a
population of only 140 million.
There also remain in this country and in other parts of the

world certain areas which through drainage or irrigation could
be converted into agriculturally productive land, ^ese areas
however are insignificant in relation to the areas already under
culhvation or the areas already destroyed by erosion and poor
agricultural practices. The fact is that the great virgin ‘colonial’
arcM, counted upon by the nineteenth century opponents of
Malthus to refute his theory, have been very largely filled upby populations which consume their total food production Hmust be remembered too that conditions of soil, or more
specially of climate, permit certain of these ‘colonial’ areas
to produce onlv certain kinds of food, sometimes extremely
perohable—and consequently difficult or impossible to dis-

figures are available, the waste of food-
smffs specially m America is obviously colossal. The waste

“‘u
cans by shiftless housewives^ually would probably feed many millions of people. But^re vast quantibes of food are permitted to deteriorate or

themselves because distribution is faulty or
ploughed under and w^vils

^ of bushels of grain every

Si dfterioration or destruc^n ofh^ly stored wheat in our ever normal granaries* have everbeen published, but the loss was in the past enormous and
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may again be in the future. There is also an immense loss of
food caused by the finagling of middlemen to run down the
prices to the farmer, so that annually thousands of tons of
food are destroyed which never reach the public market
because price rigging has forced down prices to the producer
which do not merit the harvesting of his crops.

This loss and many of the other losses and wastes represent
largely a failure of distribution and are partly responsible for
the high prices, often contrived artificially, which limit pur-
chase and consumption. This failure of distribution in the
country, state, nation and world and the high production
costs arising from a low production per acre, are very largely
responsible for the ‘surpluses’ of which politicians and farm
blocs profess such an unnoly terror.

It IS abundantly evident that in a world where at least

two-thirds of the population suffer from malnutrition and
hundreds of millions live at a starvation level, there are no
surpluses. Nor can there be any surpluses in a nation such as

this in which 40 per cent of the population in ordinary times
suffer from malnutrition. There is only poor distribution and
the high prices caused by an unproductive agriculture which
limit consumption of high-protein foods. Increasing wages or

incomes in terms of money do not cure these conditions since

all prices, including those of farm commodities, inevitably

follow in the upward movement and nullify money increases.

The only red raise in wages and incomes can be accomplished
by making the dollar buy more and that in turn can be
achieved only by a more efficient and productive agriculture

which lowers production costs and by a better distribution.

The fact remains that ‘surpluses’ of food in this modern world

is a grotesque and tragic myth.
Finally, the world food supply may be increased by the

production of concentrated foods only indirectly related to

soil. I mean by that, high-protein foods or food pellets pro-

duced through the processing ofwood and other crude products

of the earth into food both for people and for hvestock.

Considerable progress has been made in this direction, especi-

ally in Germany and the Scandinavian countries during the

last war but as yet on no scale large enough to affect pro-

foundly the problem of feeding the population of the world.

The science of hydroponics (the culture of plants in miner^ly

saturated solutions) nas not yet proven economically feasible

because of costs and because such culture is limited by the

comparatively small range of vegetables which can be success-

fully cultivated under such conditions. Also there are doubts

concerning the full nutrition value of plants grown outoide the

range of the natural processes taking place in living soil.
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There are means of increasing food production, and there
are also means of improving distribution and of preventing
waste, high prices, and artificially created ‘surpluses’; and
there is still a comparatively small amount of agricultural land
which can still be made available for food production.

All of these things can help but none of them nor all of them
taken together can effectively refute the growing evidence of
the soundne^ of the Malthusian Theory in a world where
the population is steadily increasing and the agricultural
production per acre is constantly dechning. Even the man in
the street who never heard of Thomas Robert Malthus is
fe^ng the pinch, ifnot in his stomach at least in his pocket book.

It IS a Uttle terrifying to consider that at this time the
population of the world is increasing at the rate of twenty-five
people a minute. That fact makes agriculture and a good
agriculture seem more important than it has ever been in all
the long history of the world.



X: THE STORY OF KEMPER’S RUN
Oh, universe, what thou wishest, 1 wish.

—Marcus Aurelius

T his is the story of a creek called Kemper’s Run.
It runs along the middle of a valley that lies wide

and flat between the cracked and slowly disintegrating
shoulders of a pre-glacial sandstone canyon about two million
years old. The first great glacier, acting like a gigantic bull-
dozer, filled up the canyon with scrapings of rock and earth
pushed before it all the way down from Northern Canada.
The second great glacier came to a slow stop about on the
line of the filled-in canyon and started melting, leaving behind
as it slowly withdrew northward great heaps and mounds of
glacial drift.

This residue, made up of gravel and loam, was rich stuff
and presently there sprang up on it the finest hardwood forest

in the world—a forest of oak, chestnut, maple, ash, beech,
and hickory. For a million or more years these trees shed
their leaves, grew, and died, fell, and returned their sub-
stance to the earth in the form of an incredibly black and
rich topsoil. This topsoil, covered by virgin hardwood forest,

was what the first trappers and settlers found when they came
into the valley.

During all that time Kemper’s Run wound its way through
the bottom of the rich valley between the ancient shoulders of
the pre-glacial canyon. It was a crystal clear stream, here and
there bordered by marshes filled with game—mink and beaver,

bears and deer, muskrat and otter, wild duck and geese, flocks

of carrier pigeons that darkened the sky, and thousands of

other birds. The creek was fed by springs gushing out of the

hillsides and the sandstone rock that bordered the valley and
its clear waters were filled with cress and other vegetation.

Now and then after torrential rains lasting two or three days,

there were floodwaters which raised the height of its flow a

foot or two, but the floodwaters were clear and never of a

violence to tear out the vegetation in the stream which fed

and gave shelter to myriads of bass and crappies and bluegills

and sunfish.

The valley was a paradise for the Indians who lived in ^e
country. They grew com and squash and beans on the rich
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lowlands that bordered the marshy land and there were un-
limited supplies of game from the woods, and fish and cray-
fish in the clear water of the little stream. That is a fair and
accurate picture of the valley when the first settlers came into
it about the beginning of the nineteenth century.
They claimed the rich, glacial, forested land in sections of

640 acres. The bottom land went first and then the gently
sloping hills on each side and finally the top land, and as
rapidly as they could the settlers began clearing away the
forests, heaping the tree trunks of o^, beech, ash, maple,
chestnut, and hickory in great piles and burned what they
did not need for building barns and houses. They were eager
to get at that deep, black, rich topsoil laid down on top of
the minerally rich, deep, glacial drift. The grain and the
cattle they could grow were urgently needed by a nation at
the beginning of the great industrial revolution with a popula-
tion rapidly growing not only from the steadily increasing
bu'thrate but by hundreds of thousands of newcomers from
old, oppressed Europe where there were too many people and
not enough land.
That was the beginning.
I first remember the valley about forty-five years ago when

I went there fishing with my father at the age of five, about a
century after the first settlers had come in. I knew it intimately
for the next ten years ^rough fishing, hunting, camping, and
fnendship with most of the valley people. At that time it was
stiU a beau^^ valley and still fairly productive. There were
snu lots of fish m the creek although their numbers and size
were dimimshed. The marshes still existed on the borders of
the bottom faxm lands. There were deep holes in the creek
that provided both summing and big fish. There were three
old milis wth big miUponds that held back the water andmade breeding plac^ for fish. It was the best hay and pasture
country in the world and the farmers were making big in-

5°A slopes of the
drift cleared of the forest. Every year they shipped outthousands oftons to feed the draught horses, the carriage horses,

fn
milhons everywher^

much com grown there—only enough to feed

h
jdlls and the bottom lands^w hayor pasture or wheat and oats planted largely to get the landback into meadow seedings. About 40 per cent of the forest
it was pretty badly cut over and com-

v^^few
growth. There wasn't much erosion and

t^hnnnmT^/'*** Weren't big enough to floodthe bottom lands or carry out the mill dams. There wasn’t
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much chance for the water to rush across naked fields carrying
on topsoU because most of the fields were covered by sod in
pasture or meadow.
But the land was being ‘farmed out.’ Few of the farms in

the valley put back enough to recompense for the tons of
in the form of minerals • which each year were carried

off out of the valley into the cities in the form of timothy hay.
Some of the farmers even dumped the manure out of their
stables into the creek itself to be rid of it. Some regarded the
creek as a great asset for that reason—it was an easy way of
getting rid of manure. But already on some of the hilltops and
higher slopes, the soil wouldn’t any longer grow timothy
either in quantity or quality, and those farms began to go to
pieces. They didn’t produce enough, and roofs began to leak,
building to go without paint. Taxes became delinquent, and
fences began to rot down or rust out without replacement.
On the high land there were already abandoned farms with
broken windows, sagging roofs and fields overgrown with
weeds.

About that time, when I was fifteen years old, I left the
valley and I did not see it again for twenty-five years.

when I came back to that country I found it terribly

changed and when I went to fish the familiar creek, I found
it perhaps had changed the most. The mill dams had been
carried away by floods and the millponds had vanished,
silted up with mud, and gone were the big holes that had
provided both swimming and big fish. There wasn’t a pool
anywhere with more than two or three feet of water. The
vegetation had gone out of the creek bed and virtually the

only fish were minnows and carp and bullheads—tough,

coarse inferior fish which could survive flood and silt and
drought, and in the woods and hillsides and bottoms the game
had begun to move out as they will do when a countryside

grows poor.

What had happened in these twenty-five years of absence

was simple enough. First the soil, being farmed out, grew less

and less hay per acre per year and then the automobile came
along and replaced the horse, and the market for timothy hay,

so easy to grow, so easy to harvest long ago on the once rich

land, had shrunk along with the price and demand. Some of

the farmers gave up and moved out, leaving the farms either

to a locust horde of fly-by-night tenants or to solitude and

desolation, producing, nothing, supporting and feeding no

one, often paying no taxes.

As the market for hay declined other farmers had looked

west and had seen on the flat lands of the prairie country that

the farmers there were growing rich by raising corn and hogs
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and they said, without thought or knowledge, or wisdom, ‘If

they can do it, we can.* And so they ploughed up the grass
and meadow land and even the pastures of that rolling, hilly
country and planted com. They planted the com in rows,
mnning more often than not up and down slopes and hills,

and every time it rained each furrow between the standing
com became a miniature gully, carrying off the precious rain-
fall as rapidly as possible and bearing with it the good
topsoil that remainea and the fertilizer the farmer had bought
out of his diminishing hard-earned income.

In winter after the corn was harvested the fields were left
bare for the freezing and thawing and heavy rains of water to
disintegrate the soil and sweep it away. And rapidly the corn
ate up the residue of organic material left in the soil by long
ye^ of hay and pasture growing, and as the organic material
went out and ceased to soak up the rainfall, the soil became
more and more like cement, turning off the water instead of
soaking it up and the litde gullies became big gullies until
sometimes whole fields had to be abandoned. As more and
more land was turned into corn and the pasture and meadows
produced less and less, the farmers took to turning livestock
into the woods and woodlots to graze. The cattle destroyed
the new forest seedlings and came in at the end of the season
with nbs showing because ferns and forest seedlings will not
fatten cattle or even make them grow. And where too few big
trees remained, even the woodlots began to devdop gullies
toat channel!^ the water quickly off, leaving the bigger trees
to die slowly from the top down.
Each year the fields produced a little less per acre, and

presendy more farms went out of circulation or fell to the
possession of the banks which didn’t want them. The banks
wanted the deposits, the loans, the interest of prosperous, pro-
ductivc farms; they ^d not want the worn out, weedy fieldswhich produced nothing. Many a farm had become unsaleable,

u
“ courthouse steps at sheriff’s sale,

happened to Kemper’s Run which had once been a
millponds, its deep holes, its

E*5i ft
' a monstrosity and a menace, flooding

1

pnly by minnows and mud fish. As theK productive the farmers crowded in on the marsh-

iV fi?™ IS? ^o ditch and drain

arrrS?
authorities that they could never

Purpose unless the floods from the bare.
controUed and the stream bed deepened and
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So Kemper s Run was straightened and deepened. They
brought m machinery which cut brutaUy through the marsh-
lands in a straight line down the centre of the valley. They
cut down the protecting willows along the banks and destroyed
^e deep holes and what remained of the silt-filled millponds.
They created a deep ditch through bare gravel which channelled
the floodwater from the bare fields as rapidly as possible
downstream to damage fields and cities and farms all the way
across the^ United States to the mouth of the Mississippi. And
all of it did no good; it did only damage; and Kemper’s Run
with its willows, its swimming holes, its game fishing had been
murdered.
The big ditch did no good because within a year or two it

was silted up again with the millions of tons of topsoil that
came off the bare eroding cornfields, and within a short time
the ‘fair for drainage ditches and tiles was gone again and the
mouths of the tiles buried beneath layers of topsoil, fertilizer,

and mud from the sloping fields that bordered Kemper’s Run.
The farmers didn’t ask to have the stream dredgeci again for
they had discovered the hard way after paying thousands of
dollars in special assessments that you couldn’t use these

marshy lands even after they were ditched and tiled. The
water in the water-logged soil was seepage water from the
hill country all around and no amount of drainage would
make it possible to get into it early enough in the spring to

plant corn that would ripen. If you planted wheat, it was
drowned out in winter despite all the tiles and ditches.

So a community had murdered a beautiful stream only to

fill it again in a year or two with the silt off its own fields.

All the thousands of dollars of taxpayers’ money and special

assessments had been spent only to create more damage not

only in the valley and to the stream itself but to people living

hundreds of miles away along the great rivers which were fed

by Kemper’s Run and a thousand other small flooding streams

liKe it. And everywhere in the nation taxpayers were paying

more and more taxes for levees and dams to check at the mouth
of the Mississippi the floods of Kemper’s Run and streams like

it which man himself had turned from valuable assets into

terrible liabilities. And all the time the farms that bordered

Kemper’s Run were producing less and less real wealth for

the nation, borrowing and depositing less money, paying less

and less taxes. It was the spectacle of a country devouring

itself. The final chapter of the story of Kemper’s Run is more

cheerful than the rest of it.

I have lived near Kemper’s Run for close to ten years, and

I have seen it slowly return to its old state, the way I knew it

as a small boy. It has been slowly finding its old level again,
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curving and winding through bottom pastures and marshland
The deep holes where the big bass used to lie beneath the

tree roots are coming back. The cress is beginning to grow
again in water which is once again clear and free of silt. Tnere
are deep holes with bass and bluegills and crappies and sunfish

and the mud-loving fish have almost disappeared. The willows
are growing again in spots along the ban^ and for two years
there have been no floods at ^1, save during the disastrous

spring of 1947. Bottom pastures which only a few years ago
were flooded a dozen times a year to a depth of two or three
feet have not been flooded once in the last two years. The
springs that feed the creek have begun to flow again as they
used to flow long ago, all the year round, regardless of drought.
Old dried-up, halt-forgotten springs are coming back to life

and beginning to flow.

How did this come about? It came about because the farmers
in the valley learned the hard way. They had to give up and
get out like the farmers who once lived on the abandoned
farms that lay high on the shoulders of the valley, or they had
to mend their ways. The abandoned farms have been, ironically,
friends of Kemper’s Run for their fields are no longer left
bare to erosion in the process of being farmed out. Their
fields are covered with weeds and poverty grass, and forest
seedlings are moving across them to reclaim them less than
six generations after the forest was cut down by the first
setdeh. No water runs off those abandoned fields. Most of
the good precious topsoil has long since disappeared from
them down Kemper’s Run into the distant Gulf of Mexico,
but nature has begun to build it back, now that man has left
her in peace. When the rain falls it stays where it falls, sinking
into the ground to feed wells and springs in the valley below.
£ven near the abandoned hilltops springs have begun to flow
again for the first time in a hun^ea years.
And today as you drive up the valley you sec few fields of

corn with furrows running up and down hill and virtually no^ds left bare all through the terrible, destructive winter rains.
I hey are covered with a kind protective blanket of wheat or
rye. Md where com is grown it is mosUy on the contour.
around iht hill rather than up and down it. Along the hillside
lie wide green strips of meadow sod that catch and hold all
the ram and any topsoU that shifts. And instead of the old
timothy hay that helped to ruin the valley there grows alfalfa

fu everywhere piles of lime dotthe hiUsidw waiting for the spreader. Each year one sees rich

hni -rf

meadow and pasture spreading along the
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of the whole countryside itself. Houses and bams and fencesare painted and prosperous again, and skinny cattle no loneer
in the woods and wood-

^ L
M^nns of young trees are growing up into good soundtimber that the nation needs so badly.

valley there remains a farmerwho believes that ‘what was good enough for grandpappy
IS good enough for me.’ He leaves his fields bare and cheiite
on lertihzer and pastures his skinny cattle in the woods and
plants his com up and down the slopes. And each year he
raises less and less per acre. Each year it costs him more and
more to produce a bushel of grain because he produces less
and less per acre. High prices can’t help him because he
produces so httle per acre that the first major decline in prices
will wipe him out, one more victim of the school of agriculture
which nature. In less ^an another generation there will
be no ^ore of his kind remaining* They are the last representa-
tives of the army which carried on a furious rape and assault
upon our good land. They are defeated because no man ever
yet won a victory by fighting nature and the laws of nature.

Most of them in the valley learned the hard way, the greatest
of all lessons—that by working with nature man can be pros-
perous and even rich and happy and healthy. Fighting or
cheating her, man is always defeated, poverty-stricken, bitter
^d miserable, and eventually is destroyed himself. I have
lived long enough to have seen three phases in the history of
the valley and I have lived long enough to have seen Kemper’s
Run murdered and come back to life again to what it once
had been, a clear, bright stream with fishing and swimming
and cress and mint-bordered pools with clear, cold water aU
the year round for the cattle in the bottom pastures. I have
seen the game fish return and the game birds and animals
come back to a valley which they had almost deserted during
the evil days. And on the hillsides the farmers are raising

better crops and better livestock than have been raised on
those slopes for the past fifty years. It all goes together. It’s

simply a question of working with nature. Work with her and
she mves back health and abundance and prosperity.

The story of Kemper’s Run is the story of a single creek,

but it is the story too of land, of prosperity, of good hunting

and fishing, of health throughout all the nation. The story of

its rebirth for farmer, for sportsman, for the city dweller in

search of peace and recreation, for the country banks and the

nation which need its prosperity and its wealth is a simple

one. Through the knowledge wWch man has developed, the

farmers of the valley are restoring the conditions that existed

when the whole valley was a paradise for the Indian hunter
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and fisherman. Game fish, quail, mink, rabbit, muskrat, and
raccoon are coming back in abundance, and so are the yields

of hay, wheat, com, and the health, the prosperity of the
fanner, of his fields and his livestock. It is an easy business

and a profitable one. It takes a little time but it has made the
difference between life and death in the little valley drained
by Kemper’s Run.
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XI: GARDENING WITHOUT TEARS
Nature imposed these laws, a covenant everlasting
On different parts of the earth right from the earliest days— The Georgies of Vir^l

B y comparison with some of the preceding chapters this
is a sunnv and agreeable one. It is the record of experi-
ments which succeeded and of that curious and in-

tensely pleasurable satisfaction and excitement which is bom
when a theory turns out to have been right.

The story begins on a sunny, brilliant day eight years ago
during that false spring which so often comes in March to the
midwest, bringing with it the awakening of all country life

and the anticipation of the warm, rich, growing months of
summer. All too often in our country this gay, false spring
brings disaster in its trail by encouraging growth and blossoms
which are killed when winter returns for a farewell visit in
moody April.

The scene was a piece of bottomriand that we had fenced
out for a central vegetable garden from the adjoining pasture
through which wanders Switzer’s Creek. The size of the area
was a little over an acre. Although the time was early March,
the day was so bright and warm that we worked with our
shirts off.

The tractor and plough had made three or four rounds of

the plot, rolling over the weedy bluegrass and white-clover sod

and turning up the black soil, when a car stopped along the

road and a neighbour stepped out and came toward uj. He
was an old man, a friend of my father’s, with grey, thinning

hair and hands calloused with hard work. He was a good
farmer who had taken good care of his land in a time and in

a neighbourhood where this had never, since pioneer days,

been the rule. He kept plenty of livestock and hauled out his

manure and bought fertilizer to replenish the losses wUch had
occurred even before he was bora. He had even applied lime

to his soil, an act which had led him to be regarded by some

as a revolutionary and a fool. One problem he had never

been able to solve was the gullying which every heavy rainfall

brought to his frelds. I knew that, for all our long acquaintance

and the fact that I came from the county, he regarded us

working at Malabar as upstarts. We had deliberately chosen
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to buy along with a fairly good farm two other farms which
were considered worn out and useless, which most farmers

believed could never be brought back. There were rumours
of new-fangled and disturbing ideas being brought into the

valley. At Malabar we were all younger men who thought
that we knew more than he had learned in all his lifetime of
farming the hard way.
He was, perhaps, typical of a good many good farmers of

his generation, men wno loved their land, who worked long
hours, who very often did everything the hard way. In fact,

like many another elderly farmer, he believed that in agri-

culture hard work, whether necessary or not, was the only
way to success. In his heart he mistrusted the new-fangled
ideas because some of them achieved startling results so easily.

My father’s old friend came over to us and leaned on the
fence and at first the conversation was about the weather and
the way the wheat looked after the long winter and about the
Guernsey herd we had just bought. I could see all the time the
shadow of mockery in his eyes. Here were some young sqtiirts

who were going to spend a lot of money and rip up some
worn-out land and then after spending a great deaf of money,
give up, defeated in the end. He had seen a lot of ‘city farmers’
go the same way.
And then he looked down at the stripes of black soil and

p^cen turf and found what he was looHng for. A twinkle came
into his blue eyes and he said, ‘Is that all the better you fellers

can plough?’ I knew what was in his mind. If he’d been plough-
ing the patch, he’d have turned the sod all the way over and
buried It completely without so much as a blade of grass
showing. That was what was called ‘good, clean plouglung,’
a thing for a farmer to be proud of.

The twinkle in his eyes irritated me and I said, ‘We’re doing
it that way on purpose.’ And he looked at me with a fishy
eye as if saying *Oh, yeah!*

‘Sure,* I said. ‘We’re trying to mix the sod into the soil
without burying it.*

And then I stopped for I imderstood that in order to really
explain what we were trying to do, it would have required a
whole lecture on a lot ofthings such as trash farming and organic
material and rainfull absorption and erosion and all the things
which belonged to the New Agriculture. There wouldn’t have
been time if I spent the rest of the afternoon, and we want^
to get on with the job of ploughing and fitting for the soil was
tunung over just right, mellow and crumbling and begging
for the harrow. oo »

And then the old farmer said, ‘That sure ought to make a
good garden. That’s virgin soil—never been ploughed since
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fnr
was cut off and thc cattle have been manuring itfor 130 years. It s been gettin’ better all that time.’

^

1 looked at him to see whether he was serious or whether hew« merely attempting to trick us into believing the soil was
better man it really But very clearly he was in earnest
and pcrfecdy honest. That was what the farmers of the old
pattern really beheved—that pasture took care of itself,

bo then I broke down and said, Tt isn’t virgin soil even
thou
soil.

a plough has never touched it and it isn’t very good
•t’s worn-out soil.*

He looked at me with astonishment, ‘How can that be? A
plough has never touched it!*

So I took the time off. I said, ‘It’s simple enough. I don’t
Imow how many catde and sheep have pastured on that field
for a hundred and thirty years but everyone of them took off
more than he put back. They took it off in bone and meat and
milk and woof and nearly all of it was carried off the place or
eventually to some other field. They put back in droppings
about a fifth of what they consumed and as the minerals grew
depleted, the cows gave less milk and the steers put on weight
less rapidly. Why, one steer alone will ca^ off a pasture Uke
that around one hundred pounds of calcium in his bones by
the time he weighs eight hundred to a thousand pounds.
That’s been going on for a hundred and thirty years, iferman.
Figure it out!’

A puzzled look came into his eyes and after a moment he
said, ‘I never thought of it like that.’

I said, ‘You know this pasture, Herman, better than I do.
You’ve lived near it all your life. Is it as good as you remember
it as a boy? Aren’t there a lot more weeds than there were then?
Hasn’t it fed less catde every year?’

‘Well, yes. It’s full of thisdes and iron weed now. It didn’t
used to be when I was a boy.’

‘Sure. It’s worn-out—that pasture just like that field over
there that’s been corned to death. Sure, the soil looked black
enough but it isn’t very good soil. There’s a lot missing from it.’

Then Herman changed the subject and pretty soon he went
away. He was still thinking.

The idea of that garden and what I wanted to do with it

had come to me a long dme before. It was born out of many
things I had seen done elsewhere in the world, out of things

I had read and learned, out of my own experience with soil.

But most of all on my return to my own county it had seemed

strange that, in a comparatively new country like my own,

there should be so many plagues and blights and insect pests.

I hadn’t encountered them in Europe. In all the years I had



farmed or gardened in the rich country of northern France
we bad never used a dust or an insecticide or a spray against
either disease or insect pests. Why should there he so many
plagues and insects here at home? Why was the market
swamped each year with new forms of poisons to protect our
apples or celery, our cabbage, our string beans, indeed, all

the range of fruits and vegetables that are consumed by the
American people? Some residue of these poisons must some-
how reach all of us. Certainly they could be harmful. Gould
it be that they were in part at least responsible for the in-

creasing toll of heart disease, of glandular derangements, of
cancer. The average city dweller was absorbing all these
poisons in however minute quantities along with me chlorine
and other chemicals used to disinfect the drinking water
polluted by his own sewage.
And behind that thought lay another. All these sprays and

dusts, poisons and chemicals were perhaps no more than
patent medicines. They were merely used to cure and protect
plants wWch had too little resistance, which were, in fact,
already sick or because of weakness subject to the attack of
whatever blight or disease or insect appeared. Why could you
not raise plants healthy enough to resist these plagues? And
why were they weak and unhealthy?—probably because of
^e soil in which they grew. Perhaps the truth was that most
AmericaQ soils were depleted soils or minerally unbalanced
soils even in the beginmng. Could not vegetables grown in a
balanced soil created especially for them prove completely or
almost wholly resistant? I knew well enough whatever any
observant gardener knows—that in a row of plants the sickly

which disease and insects always attacked first.
What seemed to me the answer was preventive medicine rather

than patent medicine.
We were setting up Malabar Farm to cure and restore old

eroded worn-out land. Why should we not do the same thing
in this patch of garden where we could work intensively and
set up the pattern to be used eventually over a thousand acres?
oo that w^ what we were doing when Herman leaned over

the ^nce and talked about the ‘virgin* soil we were ploughing
up. We wre making a beginning on almost the only levd
acre out of a thousand.
The begiiming occurred eight years ago and for the last

three years thert have been no patent medicines used in thatprden, no dusts, no sprays, no insecticides and, save in thebad year of 1947, ^ere has been no need for them. The
vegetables and berries grew in a balanced, complete soil,probably better even than the good, weU-mineraliz?d gladailoam of the region when it was scUI virgin. They grew nahiraUy
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under the principles of the New Agriculture and their quality
and flavour is unouestionably superior to most of the sprayed
and dusted vegetables found in the city markets

The process and the formula was neither difficult, expensive
nor complicated. The New Agriculture is largely based upon
them. the backing of research and science and we
tried a few wrinkles of our own. The principle beneath the
experiment was that of utilizing all available knowledge
regarding soils and of working with Nature rather than against
her ^ so many farmers in the old pattern had always done,
battling their way at last into defeat.
To begin with we had quantities of barnyard manure to

supply organic material and a great many minerals as well as
the animal secretions of which not much is known. It was not
the best barnyard manure because it still came off poor soil
and the animals producing it had to claim for their growth
and milk most of the inadequate mineral supply that came
from the depleted fields. What was left over to be passed through
their bodies could not be much. But there was always plenty
of nitrogen in it of which vegetables, particularly leafy vege-
tables like spinach and rhubarb and cabbage, have need in
great quantities.

I knew the virtues of barnyard manure in making healthy
plants and I observed among other things that old farm gardens
which had been manured and cultivated year after year in
the same spot raised healthy vegetables which rarely if ever
fell victims of disease or insects. This was so, very likely because
for years the fertility and the minerals from tne fields of the
farm had been carried in through the manure and concentrated
upon the small area of the garden. That soil had been fed

constantly and the mineral balance nad been maintained at

the expense of the outlying fields which like our pasture had
gradually become depleted.

So each year for seven years manure was ploughed into that

f
arden—not ploughed under but into the soil as I had observed

rench gardeners who are the best in the world mixing it into

their soils. A Frenchman never spreads his manure or trash

over the soil he is working and then turns it under. He spades

across his garden and then puts in a layer of manure or trash

vertically^ then spades another row with another vertical layer

of trash and manure and so on until he is finished. In the same
fashion we ploughed and fitted that garden, mixing the manure
and the trash left over from the year before into the earth.

We knew that while the soil of the old pasture was rich in

organic material, it was old organic material, so old indeed

that much of it was carbonized and had long since passed
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beyond that cycle of hfe, growth, death, and rebirth which is
essentially a part of all living soil. There had been very littlenew organic material in the process of decay laid down on
that pasture land for many generations. Each year it was
pastured close to the ground and as it grew less productive it
was more and more over-pastured. The bulk of the organic
matenal we ploughed up was at least a hundred years old.
It no longer orovided a feeding ground for bacteria, moulds,
lunCT, or earthworms which are essential to any cubic foot of
earth which contains the pattern of the universe* In a sense
^en that unploughed ‘virgin* pasture land was ‘dead’ soil.
The manure and the trash ploughed into the soil restored the
constant cycle of both death and rebirth and restored a feeding
ground for the moulds, bacteria and other complex organisms
which must be a part of any living soil.

We knew too that the ‘virgin’ soil needed calcium and
potassium and phosphorus, and in order to restore these
elements in proper quantity and in quickly available form, we
used commercial hydrated lime and commercial fertilizer and
continued to use the commercial fertilizer each year. In the
fourth year when the vegetables showed a vigour which
indicated that the balance of these major elements with the
increased living organic material was fairly well established,
we began the application of trace elements. We applied on
one half of the garden a mixture of boron, manganese, mag-
nesium, copper, cobalt and iron and on the other half a new
fertilizer made upon a base of coal baked together with calcium,
phosphate rock, and with nitrogen added. It contained through
the dolomitic base of the calcium and the phosphate rock a
wide range of trace elements existing in quantities smaU but
apparently sufficient, since the effects it produced were as

^ood and perhaps better than those obtained in the mixture
in which the exact formula and amounts of minerals were
known. This may have been so because in the baking process

all the minerals were reduced to a highly available form and
their action was observable at once.

Until the fourth year sprays and insecticides were used of
necessity notably against squash bu^ and cabbage worms,
bean beetles and against mosaic blight on the celery, but in

the fifth year there appeared to be a perceptible change and
a marked diminution in the attacks both of insects and disease.

The celery was sprayed once with Bordeaux mixture and
insecticides were used only once upon the squash, cucumbers,

beans, cabbage and broccoli. In the fifth and sixth years no

insecticides or ‘patent medicines’ in any form were necessary

and in the seventh year the garden was virtually free of all

insects and disease. The record has continued.
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The only exception came in the bad year of 1947 when
three times the garden was drowned out by heavy rains and
three times replanted. For days at a time the area lay under
water. What plants survived were sick plants, weakened by
root rot and lack of oxygen. The abnormal soaking moisture
of the season upset all results, especially the special experi-

ments we were making with trace elements and soil balance
as a control for potato bugs. Only one thing was proven

—

that any sick, weakened or undernourished plant was immedi-
ately subject to vicious attack by both disease and insects.

The old diseases and notably the mosaic blight returned to
the celery, and Mexican bean beetles, which we had not seen
for three years, reappeared in numbers. S(]^uash bugs which,
although visible in numbers during years immediately past,
had not attacked the vines, reappeared and this year vorac-
iously ate the yellowing sickened plants even to the stems.

Perhaps most remarkable of all was the fact that insect pests
were actually visible at times each year although they showed
little or no inclination to attack the plants. The e^ of squash
bugs hatched on the leaves in full sight but no bug attacked a
leaf or blossom unless it was weakened by some injury. A
bruised leaf or vine weakened by the attack of a form of
nematode on root and stem were quickly covered by an army
of bugs arriving from nowhere. Even the nematodes, living
in the soil rather than above it, decreased in the number of
their attacks with each successive year. Four varieties ofsquash—acorn, butternut, green, and yellow hubbard—were grown.
The record of all was the same. Eventually even the nematodes
ceased their attacks.

Cabbage worms appeared in small numbers to attack the
early leaves and then vanished after creating small damage.
The same record was true of bean beetles. They appeared
during the first few days ofbean CTowth while the young plants
still fed upon the stored food of the seed bean and then dis-
appeared as the roots penetrated the balanced soil and the
minerab and notably the trace elements became available.
The cucumbers, normally subject to all sorts of ills, were com-
pletely free of disease or insects for the whole of the three
successive years. Although cabbage worms made early transi-
tory attacks upon cabbage, they did not touch either the
broccoli, the Brussels sprouts or the cauliflower, all cousins of
the cabbage. As in the case of injured or weakened squash
vines, the only cabbage subject to persistent attacks from worms
were five heads out of some two hundred which grew near the
entrance to the garden where the earth around them suffer^
Mntinual trampfing and packing which retarded their growth.
The record of the cantaloup was one of freedom from insects.
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The subterranean nematodes attacked them here and therealthough with steadily decreasing violence.
’

Peppers, eggplant, lettuce and the whole range of rootyegetablw were completely free of disease or insects save for
the radishes and turnips which suffered sporadic attacks from
the nematodes.
Pe^aps the most remarkable of all was the complete free-dom from blight, diseases, or worms, of the tomatoes. In the

tomatoes through the East and part of the
Middle W^t suffered a new kind of blight which devastated

u commercial growers, but no trace
of the blight appeared in our garden. In the preceding years
a plague of grey aphids in our area destroyed most of the
tomato plants in an early stage of growth. In some cases the
whole planting of tomatoes had to be replaced. Not one aphid
appeared within the borders of our garden. In the same year
tomato vines growing in the fields nearby were badly cut by
tomato worms but none paid the garden even a passing visit.
It is worth notice that the greatest victims of the tomato blight
and the aphids were the victory gardens established upon
depleted vacant lots or agricultural field land. In many cases
the entire plantations of tomatoes were destroyed. The old,
long-established annually manured gardens ot the farmers’
wives remained immune to both blight and aphids.

Mosaic blight on celery is a universal pest and one feared
by commercial growers. During the first four years we were
forced to use Bordeaux mixture in order to produce clean
celery but during the last three years, although signs of the
blight appeared on the older, outer leaves, the inner leaves
of the new growth remained completely free of blight with
no dusting or spraying. Each successive year the traces of
Mosaic blight have grown fainter and it is possible that during
the conung summer they may disappear completely.
The increasingly fine quality of the vegetables both in size

and excellence of flavour followed the line of increasing free-

dom from disease and insects. This was especially notable in

the cases of squash, cabbage, eggplant, broccoli and all the

range of greens from escarole through romaine to iceberg and
leaf lettuce. After the fourth year the cracking and the uneven
ripening in tomatoes disappeared completely, probably owing
to the presence of manganese. For the same reason spUt stems

in celery were no longer to be found.
During the summer of 1946 we harvested broccoli worthy

of a horticultural show from successive growths on the same
plants from June 25 through the summer. As late as November
18, we had broccoli au gratin for dinner from plants set out on
May 4. But the most fantastic of the results ofgood and balanced



soils occurred with the cabbage during the summer of 1945
and again during 1946. After the heads of early cabbage had
been cut the stems were left standing because they had become
enveloped by a luxuriant growth of acorn squash planted in
the next row. As every gardener kno\\^, tiny heads, usually no
bigger than Brussels sprouts, will appear along cabbage stems
left standing after the main head has been cut off. In this case
the stems were completely covered by squash vines and what
had happened to them remained unnoticed until a frost killed

the vines about the middle of September, Then was the
miracle revealed. On nineteen of the twenty-five old cabbage
stems appeared new heads growing from the side of the stem—good, solid heads as large as and in some cases larger than
the original heads harvested during late June and early July
from the same plants. Eight of the stems l^rc twin heads and
three steins carried three heavy heads apiece. The remaining
stems of the twenty-five each carried smaller, still undeveloped
heads which with a longer season might have grown into fully
matured cabbages.
Two other elements undoubtedly contributed something to

the results obtained in the vegetable garden. One was the use
in occasional irrigation of water which came from an old farm
pond, wiA a heavy population of bass and bluegills, which
received in times of heavy rains the run-off water from a
ndghbouring barnyard. The richness of the pond and the
trillions of tiny aquatic organisms spread over the garden
actually turned the water into a solution of weak fertilizer
wito a very nearly perfect mineral balance. Also, the pond
bemg comparatively shallow, the temperature of the water
approximated that of the air.

The second element which contributed much was the prac-
tice of mulching used for nearly all of the vegetables. Newly
set^ut plants were mulched at once and onion and carrot
seedlings as soon as they had had a first weeding and were

®uich kept the earth moist and looser than
It It had been cultivated throughout the hot weather. It also
promoted the growth of bacteria and the increase of earth-wom which did a little cultivating and aerating oftheir own.
Mulching also suppressed aU but a few coarse weeds which
were easUy pi^ed up and added to the mulch and it reduced
the necessity for irrigation by three quarters.

Casual observation revealed another process for which the
mulch was responsible. After a few days mere began to appearbeneaA the niulch and on the surface in the upper layer of
the soil a whole world of fungi and moulds. On mHne up themulch they were evident everywhere, white or greyish-white
against the dark earth. Even with the slightest ODservation
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HmH evident; they were attacking the

materi^ ^ T ‘Converting it rapidly into orfanic

SIwp nunerals contained in the mulch

oneS if
^ -*^1 Sr9™g ^nlch. Strands ofone hnd of greyish fungus, which grew in a laceUke pattern

,^o decaying mulch and penetrated
i^elf. Closer examination revealed the apparent

tact that strands of the fungus seemed actually to be attached
to the hairhke roots of the living plants, both on the surface
and beneath the earth as if actuaUy they were transmitting
to the living plants the rmnerals and elements breaking down
in the mulch itself and actuaUy feeding them.i
And of course whenever the mulch was lifted there were

earthworms to be found, feeding upon the decaying mulch
matenal, taking it in at one end of their long slippery bodies
and posing It out throi^h the other as digested, rich and highly
available plant food. The holes they made in their progress

r^^nfSl
aeration and the penetration of

Actually what we observed in examining the mulched garden
closely w^ the process by wWch soil restores itself, makes both
cherucal fertilizer and the minerals and elements already exist*
mg in the soil and dead vegetation highly available to the
Hving plants, growing in the mulch. All the elements were
there moisture, bacteria, fungi, beneficient acids and earth-
worms. It was the eternal pattern of the universe—birth,
growth, death, decay, and rebirth without which no soils can
be productive, healthy, and consistently fertile.

The mulches used varied with the vegetable mulched. To
avoid an excess of nitrogen which would drive tomatoes into
tropical growth, small yields and late ripening, ordinary wheat
or oat straw was used, which through the action of the carbon-
nitrogen ratio, actually controlled and reduced the amount of
nitrogen in the rich soil by absorbing the nitrogen and feeding
the bacteria, fungi, and moulds which took part in the process
of its own decay. Straw was also used upon root crops in order
to check the nitrogen and prevent the vegetable from going
‘all to tops’. On afl leafy crops, the lettuces, cabbage, celery,

etc., where quantities of nitrogen were beneficial to growth,
alfalfa hay and old pea vines were used. These, being highly
nitrogenous took no nitrogen from the soil and perhaps added
a little as they decayed. The same nitrogenous mulches were
used also upon the greedy fast-growing squashes.

* Sir Albert Howard devotes many P^ges in his recent book> Soil and Hioltkj

to this macro^micronutrient process of feeding. The book also contains some
fascinating photographs of this process in action, showing (he attachment of long
filaments of fungus to hairlike roots of the plants.
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Nitrogen, indeed, proved the most difficult of all elements

to control, especially since the nitrogen needs of vegetables

vary considerably and too much or too little nitrogen will

affect yields and quality.

One striking example of the relation of nitrogen balance
occurred during 194b in the case of celery. Six large rows
existed and Eddie Melick, the Ohio State Agricultural College
student who was in charge, was mulching it with alfalfa when,
after mulching five rows, he ran out of the supply. On the
sixth row he substituted straw with what turned out to be a
devastating effect but which proved another instance of what
happens to plants when the balance of their nutrition is

upset.

The results came quickly within two weeks. The five rows
mulched with the nitrogenous alfalfa grew rapidly and vigor-
ously and were a rich dark green in colour and almost wholly
free from blight. The sixth row rapidly turned a yellowish
green and was attacked by Mosaic blight which spread more
and more rapidly as the nitrogen deficiency and the unbalance
of soil diet increased. Actually the straw with its high carbon-
cellulose content was robbing the celery of nitrogen while
the decaying, rich, protein-nitrogenous alfalfa on the adjoining
rows was actually feeding the nitrogen-greedy celery. A few
h^dfuls of sulphate of ammonia in solution with water, a
hiehly valuable form of nitrogen, applied on half of the
veilowish blighted celery caused the new growth of the
leaves to be as dark and healthy a green as the foliage on
the adjoining rows and on the new growth no Mosaic blight
appeared.
Research has established various blights as virus diseases

and has tended to prove, if not proved, that the virus is not
only the lowest form of life, an organic thing, part animal,
part vegetable, but that perhaps further research will discover
m the life and character of viruses the very secret of the origiiK
of life itself.

Immunity to some disease created through inoculation and
the corrective effects of antibodies like peiucillin and strepto-
mycin in the case of disease are both well established, but no
research has yet determined why balanced health should estab-
lish resistance and even immunity to disease in plants, animals
and people. In all of these fields of research there lie immense
possibilities, revolutionary not only in the field of medicine
and plant pathology, but in the field of life itself and the
pnnciples which determine the facts of life as well as the facts
<rf decay, illness, and death. It is not only that in a cubic foot
of good, living soil lies the pattern of the universe but that
there nlay lie within it the key to that force which animates
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all living, growing things and establishes the difference betweentn^ and that which is inarainate and dead.
The answer will be found not by one man alone but bymany men and women working together in countless fields,

using in their research one part observation, one part instinct
one part information and two parts hard work, for that is the
pattern of all real and truly profitable research. Perhaps, as
in the case of Darwin, the instinctive and inspirational part is

the most important of all, the spark which may illuminate the
still undiscovered and unknown element whicn makes rebirth
and life out of death and decay.
What is happening in that garden where intensive treatment

was possible is spreading out at a slower rate in concentric
waves oyer the whole of a thousand acres. The cattle and
poult^ in barns and in the fields are getting forage which
contains the nourishment it should contain and the results
show up in freedom from disease, in greater milk production,
in more rapidly growing beef, in shinier coats, in breedability,
in stronger and more numerous offspring, in freedom from the
old infections which originally plagued us upon the worn-out
soils and pastures.

We have had evidence of the same growing health and
resistance in field crops.

In the beginning we had chemical soil tests made of all the
fields and all of them where any topsoil remained showed
what we already knew—that the topsoil had been hopelessly

robbed until in most fields there remained in the wasted top-

soil little if any calcium, phosphorus, potassium or nitrogen.

The tests did not show what we already knew—that much of
what remained was hopelessly locked up in that same soil

with iron and aluminium and unavailable to the vegetation

growing in the soil. For a good many people the result of
these tests might have proved discouragingbut we were banking
on two things—the knowledge we possessed of how to create

a new and balanced fertile soil and the knowledge that so

much of our subsoil was of a glacial type known as Wooster

silt loam, a richly mineralized soil which was a composite of

all the scraped up soil pushed ahead of the second great

glacier from the country perhaps hundreds of miles north of

us and deposited in our valley with the melting of the glacier.

Also the subsoil was the most sympathetic and workable

subsoil in the world—a gravel-loam mixture which drained well

and absorbed organic material as rapidly as any soil on earth.

For a long time we have abandoned soil tests not because

they fail to be valuable but because plants and vegetation

themselves tell a much more accurate story than any chemical

or laboratory test. Plants exhibit symptoms of malnutrition or
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lack of mineral balance in their diet in exactly the same
fashion as animals or people.

I have related in Pleasant Vall^ the striking example of
soyabeans screaming out a deficiency of available potassium
during the first year of our experiments. I repeat it here
because of its significance. In that first year we were short of
good hay and seeded a twelve-acre field to Wilson soyabeans.
The field was one of the more level ones where a good deal
of worn-out topsoil remained. The seed germinated and from
the beginning the beans had a sickly, yellowish appearance
with brown spotted leaves save for about twenty or twenty-five
areas, perfectly circular in shape and about fifteen feet in
diameter. Within the circumference of these circles the beans
from the very beginning grew deep-green and rank. The
symptoms of the sickly beans pointed to a grave deficiency of
potassium but the explanation of the rank-CTowing, heathy
areas came to us only after much thinking. Then it dawned
upon me out of the blue one day. Ihe answer was that a long
time earlier, perhaps as much as a hundred years ago when
the forest had been cleared off that field, the bran^es and
even good timber had been heaped together in piles and
bumea. The ash residue, rich in highly available potash, had
been so great on these particular circular spots that the earth
was still rich in potash after three or four generations of poor
and greedy agriculture.

No soil t«t was needed to show the deficiency of available
potassium in that field. In the summer of 1945, five years
later, when we were sdll raising Wilson beans in the same
field in the rows of com to cut for silage, the beans grew
rankly to a height*in some cases of four to five feet, dark greenm colour, perfectly healthy, and even growing with the com,
heavily productive of seed. In the five years the potash de-
ficiency of the field has been corrected and mineral balance
in the worn-out topsoil well on the way to correction. Never-
theless, the polka-dot pattern still persisted faintly in the alfalfa
which covered the same field in 1947.

Deficiency of potassium is almost universal throughout the
coundy. I have seen all the symptoms in most of the states
and m hundreds of counties, east, west, north and south. It
has a close connection with the legend among farmers that
oats and wheat and other small grains lodge or ‘go down*
because there is too much nitrogen in the soil. We have found
the rea^n of lodging small grain to be not an excess of nitrogen
but a deficiency of potash in the balance of elements. The
mtrogen, it is true, produces a rank growth but the potash
produces the stren^ of stalk which can support the rank
growth and contributes something to the yWd of grain
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Potash IS linked closely to organic material and the deficiency
agricultural areas of theUmted States is probably our greatest soil deficiency and one

Sm
In ome areas, notably again in the DeepSouth, there is vt^ often no organic material at all, either

K j* Potash is closcly linked in
particular with barnyard manure.

Last year we took seventy-five bushels of oats to the acre
ojf one field without any lodging whatever. We have two fields
of wheat in which I am confident we shall harvest sixty bushels
or more and vnthout lodging. In France where the average
yield of wheat IS about sixty bushels to the acre I have never
seen a field of fallen wheat. Yields of seventy-five and even
eighty bushels per acre are fairly common without lodging
Uur own national average is less than twenty bushels to the
acre.

The story of symptoms, weaknesses and deficiencies, disease
and insects cames over into alfalfa. As the years have passed,
Malabar h^ become, more and more a grass farm and today
we are r^ing corn, our only open cultivated crop upon the
flat land bottom farm we rent from the Muskingum Conserv-
ancy or upon those strips so contoured that they are, even on
the sides of hills, virtually level. We have had experience with^^a uiider almost all soil conditions and all weather con-
ditions within the range of our climate. We have grown it on
worn-out topsoil, on glacial drift, on alluvial bottom land and
on the heavy clay where fragments of the prehistoric plain
stiU jut above the level of the superimposed glacial drift.
Soils and variations of soil created both by the vast action of
nature and by the puny and sometimes destructive hand of
man have provided one of the most fascinating aspects of the
whole adventure.
No plant, save perhaps com or tobacco, will scream its

deficiencies more noisily than alfalfa. With us, it has told us
again and again exactly what are the deficiencies of the soil

in which it grows. In some fields it has even told us the
particular ^ots in fields which were weak in lime, in potash,
in boron. The one thing it has told us beyond all argument
is that when the plants have developed roots, during the third

and sometimes the second year, deep down enough to penetrate
down into the glacial drift, it finds there in the gravel loam,
churned up a million years ago, what is very nearly a perfectly

balanced mineral diet.

We were, at Malabar, among the pioneers of alfalfa as a
poor-land crop, seeding in the spring mrectly upon the worn-
out topsoil immediately after applications of two and later

four tons of limestone meal and 300 pounds of mixed fertilizer,



5-12-12 per acre when available. Part of the seedings have
been maae in wheat or oats in fields where the fertility was
still high enough to make seedings of small grains profitable
or even possible. On hopelessly poor or eroded fields we have
seeded it directly without ploughing on a trash mulched
surface. The record of alfalfa as a poor land crop producing
hay, silage and good pasture on what a year earlier was useless
land has been notably successful. As a barometer to soil de-
ficiencies the alfalfa has served another important function,
for by its symptoms it has told us what was missing in our
remaining worn-out topsoils and almost exactly where the
mineral unbalance lay. .

Alfalfa will show a potassium deficiency in brown spots on
its leaves and a deficiency of boron, one of the trace minerals
virtually essential to the growth of healthy alfalfa, by yellowish
spots. It will tell you of phosphorus by the quality and
amount and perhaps even by the ‘set’ of seeds. Without lime
it will not grow at all. And so alfalfa our told us a story
reg^ding our soils that was more accurate than any soil test
for It told us not only what the soils needed but the degree
to which the minerals already existing in the soil were
locked up or available.

year and through most of the second year,
alfalfa seeded upon our worn-out topsoils showed acute
symptoms of pota^ium and boron deficiencies. Lime did not
enter in for we make no alfalfa seedings without first making
^ generous application of lime. Once the root has passed
t^ugh Ae depleted topsoil and penetrated into the virgin
glacial drift, a revolution takes place in the appearance of uie
plants. They become vigorous, dark-green and free from thebro^ and yellow symptoms of deficiency and from then on
produce quantities of first quaUty hay, silage and pasture.
Not only docs the alfa^a find the minerals v^ch it needs in

r ii* ® but it very likely ^ds amounts of

L j*? open-row crops by preceding farmere

r
i®^bed down long ^o into the subsoil.

One fact in this connection is notable. It is that during the
nrst and well into the second year of seeding, our best alfalfagrow upon those slopes and hillocks where before our time
all topsoil had been washed away. In other words, for the

kT

^

rapidly-growing alfalfa roots penetrate
beneath the depleted, unbalanced topsoil that topsoU in our
country is actually a handicap to the plants bewuse of its past
depletion by the action of man.

^ interest which fits
directly into the theory of preventive medicine in plants and
in their immumty to insects when their mineral nutrition is
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sufficiently balanced
vigorous.

and abundant to make them healthy and

.

,wiU teU you that the leaf-hopper, the worst
insect pest of alfalfa in our region, causes the brown and
yellow spots on alfalfa. Our own experience and our own
caretui observations have shown us that the brown and yellow
denciency spots do not come afUr the attack by leaf-hoppers
but bejore the insects appear, and that they attack the plants
because they are already sick and weakened by deficiencies
and an unbalance among the elements. There is every evi-
dence by observation to support the belief that they attack

^r^d yellow spotted alfalfa because it is already weak
and sick from deficiencies. There is no question that the number
of leaf-hoppers to be found in first and second-year seedings
on worn-out topsoil is many, many times greater than in the
older seedings where the roots have penetrated deeply and
found the proper mineral balance and are therefore green,
vi^rous and resistant.

By accident we achieved incontestable evidence that the
leaf-hoppep will attack by preference the sickly plant. In one
field containing a long curving bank of glacial drift from which
^1 the topsoil had vanished, we fitted the field which had been
in alfalfa during four years for reseeding to wheat. On the
flattter portions of the field we ploughed the land, but on the
long bank of the exposed glacial drift we put aside the plough
and tore up the whole surface of the bank with tiller and
disk. We did this because we did not want to risk further

erosion upon a bank where we were trying to build up topsoil.

With a trash-mulch surface we believed, and rightly, that on
that steep bank we should have neither any erosion nor any
water loss. When the field had been fitted we seeded the whole
to wheat, but found almost immediately that all the work
with tiller and disk on the bank had not killed the alfalfa

growing there. The old roots and stems developed very quickly

a new and vigorous growth. The tilling and disking appeared

only to have stimulated most of it. In the following summer
the alfalfa growth on the bank was so lush and vigorous that

it made impossible the combining of the wheat.

Meanwhile, a fresh seeding of alfalfa, ladino, and brome

grass had been made on the flat areas of the field ^ well as on

the exposed alfalfa-infested bank. The germination was ex-

cellent but, as we expected from experience, the new seedling

exhibited the usual brown and yellow spots betraying defici-

encies in the topsoil of potassium and boron which had not

yet been wholly corrected. Therefore we had in the same field

deep-rooted alfalfa, green and vigorous and new alfalfa seed-

lings still shallow-rooted which were sickly and displayed the
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symptoms of nutritional deficiencies as clearly as animals or
people show them.
About the middle of the summer the leaf-hoppers appeared

in hordes and in that particular field they attacked only the
sickly plants and avoided the vigorous ones. On the new alfalfa

there were millions of leaf-hoppers. On the green and vigorous
a^alfa growing on the bank in the very midst ofthe field it was
virtually impossible to find a leaf-hopper. The results of the acci-
dental experiment with leaf-hoppers were noticed by many hun-
dreds ofagricultural-minded visitors during the summer of 1 945.

It might be contended that the leaf-hoppers rejected me
older, deeper-rooted plants because they were toughery except
for our experience in another field on the Ferguson Place
which we keep in a rotation of one year wheat and Uirec to
four years alfalfa or alfalfa, brome grass, ladino mixture.
The field is of peculiar geological strucmre, part of it being
glacial drift (Wooster silt loam) and the rest of the heavy
yellow clay which was a fra^ent of the ancient wom-down
preglacial Plain. The clay is ncavy and fairly rich but lacking
in the mineral balance of the glaciated part of the field.
Here the leaf-hopper story was equally sinking. The alfalfa
growing on the glacial soil was from the first year onward
rich, green, and healthy. There was little worn-out topsoil left
and its roots penetrated almost directly into the well-drained
gravel-loam soil. On the clay portion of the field the alfalfa
showed symptons of deficiencies throughout the three years
of its existence and never attained the health of that growing
on the well-balanced glacial soil. When the leaf-hoppers came
they remained in myriads on the sickly alfalfa m the clay
portion of the field and scarcely bothers the healthy alfalfa
growing in the glacial soil.

In tms case the whole field of alfalfa was seeded at the same
time and was of the same age throughout its growth, but the
^alfa on the minerally unbalanced clay(which also suffered
from poor drainage in comparison with the glacial soil), re-
mained deficient and sickly and subject to attack by leaf-
hoppw throughout the whole of its e^^tence.

This same field exhibited a curious behaviour in the matter
ocaving* as well. The winter of 1945-46 was an especially

bad vdnter with constant freezing and thawing. On me clay
side pf the field a third of the alfWa *heaved *out and on the
glaciated, gravel portion not a single plant was loosened or
lost. We have found a close relationship between or&ranic

j ' V III uAxif upen winders* xjii sous
deficient in organic material heaving is generally prevalent.
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The clay portion of the field just mentioned was far behind
the glaciated matenal in organic content, chiefly because
although both portions of the field were treated alike from
the organic point of view, it required about three times as
long to incorporate the material into the tough heavy clay as
It required in the loose gravel-silt-loam and therefore the clay

^ compared with the glacial loam, was still out of organic
balance/ It is also true that the native textures of soils have a
considerable effect upon heaving of deep-rooted plants under
the process of freezing and thawing. Gravel-loam soils, being
infinitely more flexible than heavy clays, expand and con-
tract with a minimum of disturbance to roots.
What has been written of alfalfa has been largely true of the

well-known clovers—sweet, red, alsike and mammoth. It has
also been true of the invaluable ladino, although the ladino,
being a trailing clover and not rooting more than five or six
inches in depth, was rarely able to reach the rich, glacial
subsoil below the worn-out topsoil. It flourished, however, on
banks where all topsoil was eroded away and showed an im-
mense response to lime, phosphorus and potassium, which in-
creased its yields by as much as 200 to 300 per cent.
The reason for the comparative immunity of plants grown

upon well-drained, well-balanced soil to disease and insects
I do not attempt to explain. The whole story still lies in the
vast realm of things we have not yet investigated sufficiently,

in the vast field of soil, minerals, health, and preventive
medicine. It is a job and a fascinating one for men with time
for patient research. I only know that the results set down
above are the result of careful observation. The process has
been partly experimental, partly pra^atic. I do know that

where we put into practice tne discoveries we made by observa-

tion the results obtained were uniformly effective and that they
have been seen by many hundreds of people including prac-

tical farmers, commercial vegetable growers, agronomists and
experts of grasses and legumes.

There are, to be sure, other elements besides malnutrition

such as poor drainage or a poor fitting of a field which can
make sickly plants and therefore plants subject to disease and
the attack of insects. It is also true that insects in ‘plague’

proportions, coming in from outside areas—insects such as the

locust and the ordinary potato bug, might not show the same
antipathy for healthy, vigorous plants, although our experience

with leaf-hoppers of ‘plague’ proportions indicates that they,

at least, will avoid the healthy vigorous plants. Gradually, all

^ The best available book I know on mineral nutrition in crops and the s^ptoms
of deficiencies is Hunger Signs in Crops, published by the American Fertilizer

Association, Washington, D. C. It contains many coloured plates which help even

an amateur to recognize the symptorm ofunbalance and malnutrition in plant life.



the land at Malabar is achieving a good mineral and organic
balance and it is possible that within a comparatively short
space of time all our crops, and especially our alfalfa, will be
in the rich, vigorous, sell-protecting category. It will then be
interesting to see whether me leaf-hoppers pass us over entirely
and go on to neighbouring fields where the legumes are
suffering from deficiences.

In so far as the garden is concerned, I am convinced that
preventive medicine is more effective than patent medicine
and for three years no one at Malabar has eaten sulphur or
arsenic or rotenone or D.D.T., or any other poison contained
in the dusts and sprays which are the patent medicines of the
plant world. I also believe that the people and the animals on
the farm arc getting their minerals ana vitamins through the
food they eat rather than in pills and capsules taken to cure
poor eyesight, tendencies to colds, or ‘that tired feeling.* I
know that the animals at least have shown a remarkable
response in health and vigour and breedability.

All of the evidence and the speculations set aown here come
largely within the realm of the scientifically unknown and
undetermined in a field of research which is already having
its effect upon the whole aspect of health and even upon the
philosophies of dentists and doctors. It is a rich field and re-
se^ch may lead us still deeper into the revolution which is
taUng place in the field of agriculture and of vigorous hesdth.

In all of this our observations and experiments have led us
• tow^d the^ belief -that the laws of a maintained and pro-

ductive agriculture are largely based upon balance and upon
laws very nearly as absolute as those of mathematics or physics.
The balances appear to be three: (i) Between minerals and
organm materials^ (2) among the itiajor elements—nitrogen,
phosphorus, potassium and calcium; (3) between the major
elements and the so-called trace elements—boron, cobalt,
manganese, copper, magnesium and a score of others.
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The {proper carctaking of the earth lies not alone in main-
taii^g its fertility or in safeguarding its products. The lines
of b^uty that appeal to the eye and the charm that satisfies
the five senses are in our keeping. ... To put the best
^pression of any landscape into me consciousness of one’s
day’s work is more to be desired than much riches. . . .

The farmer does not have full command of his situation
until the landscape is a part of his farming.

—Liberty Hyde Bailey, The Holy Earth

J
ULY 7: One hundred and twenty farmers from Morroy
County came up a week ago with their wives and children
to spend the day going over the farm, field by field, under
the direction of flecker of the Soil Conservation District

and much interested in the results of our pasture treatment, in
the brome grass, alfalfa, ladino mixture and many other things.
There is no doubt but that on our soils whole fertilizer,

5-12-12, gets better results in pasture restoration than simply
superphosphates. The calcium and phosphorus are essential

of course, but the nitrogen is immensely important in starting
the growth of legume seedlings until they can set up their own
nitrogen manufacturing plants, and the potassium deficiencies
of soil everywhere in the country are much greater than are
realized or understood. We have got tremendous yields of
pasture on hilltops which only two years before were bare,

eroded bald spots. I think whole fertilizer is the answer.
A couple of weeks ago I made a triangular trip from here

to Indianapolis to Cincinnati and home again. It was a trip

through some of the richest agricultural country in the world,

yet nearly all the permanent pastures I saw were thin, weedy,
and sickly, producing on the whole a tenth or even a hundredth
of the pasture it should have produced. It is extraordinary

that so many farmers fail to realize the value of good pasture.

This is, of course, especially true of dairy and livestock farmers.

We regard a good bluegrass and white-clover permanent
pasture as a valuable crop, and the bookkeeping figures show
that this is easily true.

The pasture policy in American amculture in the past has

been generally m line with the whole soil mining philosophy
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of the American farmer. Permanent pasture has always been
the field which was too steep or too wet for row-crop culti-

vation, or the field which was abandoned and given over to

pasture because it was worn out. Pastures were supposed to

take care of themselves, with the result that most pasture has
grown steadily meaner and poorer and weedier year after

year, and its carrying capacity both in number of livestock

head and in quality of beef and milk production has grown
less and less each year.

The old economic problem which lies at the root of so many
of the ills connected with our agricultural prosperity and
living costs, is that of using constancy more and more acres to
produce less and less food. Few farmers ever calculate the
millions of tons of calcium, phosphorous, and potassium which
have been carried off to market from our grazing land in the
bones, flesh, and milk of cattle, sheep, and hogs over the
period in which our land has been grazed. Only a feeble effort
has ever been made to return any of this to pasture lands. One
of the magical exhibits we are able to show is the result of
applications of lime-^and the whole fertilizer to pasture to-
gether with the mowing process which lays down year after
year a deeper layer of protective organic mulch.
Two or three years ago some of our neighbours were of the

opinion that we were using too much fertilizer and wasting it.

Some of them have come round to our way of thinUng after
seeing the results both in pasture and in crop fidds. ^alfa
and especially sweet clover were considered difficult crops in
our part of Ohio and their use very nearly abandoned after
many trials. I think we have been able to show pretty con-
clusively that both crops—perhaps the most valuable a farmer
can raise—are difficult only because of the mineral deficiencies
of eroded and worn-out soils. Once we adopted the policy of
increasing the amount of whole fertilizer used on wheat or
oate in which seedings were made or in direct trash-farmed
secffings, there has not been even the faintest difficulty with
getting very nearly loo per cent successful seedings. The clue,
of course, lay always under the eyes of all of us—that sweet
clover and alfalfa in our country attains a rank weed-like
growth along roadsides and in fencerows where the minerals
are not erc^ed, leached-out or farmed-out.
The business of soil conservation, of checking run-off water

and erosion is becoming generally accepted and is being more
and more widely practiced. The next stage is soil restoration—
the ^toration of both organic materials and minerals. Until
all this IS understood and practised our American agriculture
will contmue to be wasteful and extravagant. Our food costs
will continue to mount and the farmeris margin of profit to
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decrease. We arc headed towards fruit or cereal rather than ameat diet and eventually in the last resort toward the low-Iiving standard and wretched diet of the Indians and Chinese.

'

A

York, Pennsylvania
to spend the day going over the farm. Joan Fontaine and theHutchinsons came over from South Bend for the weekend

rim. If
members of an amateur photographers clubcame down from Cleveland to spend the day photographing.

1 his country, with its streams and forests and pastures and cattle
IS certainly photogenic. ’

On Tuesday we went to Detroit where I saw the new Fer-
guson, Inc., picture in the ‘Prosperity from the Ground Up’
senes showing the relation of agriculture as our fundamental
industry to the rest of our national economy. The picture is the
second of a series and part of a national campaign to give
greater emphasis on agriculture and enlist the interest and
co-operation oflabour, industry, bankers, and city folk generally—a very important job and being well done.
The next day in Battle Creek where there are four thousand

or more boys who have suffered amputations as a result of the
War, I spent the day talking to them about agriculture and
the revolution which has taken place in methods and machinery.
A very high percentage are farm boys and there is a remark-
able number without farm background who want to take up
f^jiTning. Very few of them are looking simply for employment.
Most of them want independence—the kind that comes from
operating a small business, or a service station of some kind,
or a piece of land. The new machinery, which takes virtually
all the drudge^ and heavy work out of farming, is a God-
send to boys like these, especially the Ferguson stuff which
requires no more skill or strength than is needed for driving
an automobile.

1 talked twice in auditoriums, once at Percy Jones Hospital
and once at Fort Custer where the convalescents are. Both were
good-sized audiences and listened with remarkable attention
and concentration, with many intelligent questions. After-
wards I talked to a good many individuals and later visited

two wards filled with boys paralyzed by spinal injuries. They
were the most tragic of all. Vet tne spirit of nearly all of them
was extraordinary and made me feel very humble.

It was a long day and a hard one, what with wanting to do
so much more for them than could be done and feeling bitter-

ness and hatred for the men who made war and such tragic

mutilations possible. And then about four o’clock Colonel

James, head of the hospital, said to me, ‘There is a great

favour you could do for me. There is a boy here who is a
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quadruple amputee. He only arrived here a couple of days
ago ana I think he’d like to talk to you.*

I knew what he meant. He was using technical language but
he meant a ‘basket case.’ He said the boy was the only case

in this war.
I felt sick and said, ‘You’d better ask him first if he wants

to talk with me. Sometimes they don’t want to talk at first. If
he wants to I’ll be glad to talk to him.’

‘He’s a remarkable fellow,’ the Colonel said. ‘He and his

wife want to go into chicken farming and he’d like to talk to
you about it.’

The Colonel couldn’t be a better man for the difficult job
he has as head of the amputee hospital. He has a warm pleasant
personality and an air of great casualness, which is so reassur>
ing and so right. He went away and in a little time Lieutenant
Kerrigan came back and said the boy wanted very much to
talk to me.

I ^nk the hardest thing I ever did was to go into that
hospital room but as soon as I crossed the threshold every-
thing was all right and easy and casual because the man him-
self made it so. He was Master Sergeant Hensel. I don’tknow
what I ejected but in any case it was a suiprise. He was lying
on the bed with scarcely anything over him because of his fever
and the heat. He had a dark, intelligent, and sensitive face,
with a high forehead and bright blue eyes, and as he turned
towards me he made everything all right, by the way he looked
at me. There was no sense of strain at all, no bitterness in him.
We talked for ne^ly an hour about chickens and farming.

His wife was with him, a remarkable girl about twenty-three
or four from a Kentucky hill family with some Cherokee
Indian blood and great dark eyes. I told him everything I
knew and boasted of the record made by seven hundred of
our pullets who laid over six hundred eggs a day for nearly
six months. I told Hensel about Harry who, Bob says, becomes
a chicken himself when he enters the poultry house to take
care of the hens. When I told Hensel that he laughed, but the
courage of that laugh, the reason, and acceptance of it made
me want to cry.

The Sergeant and his wife will be all right. They love each
other and they’re planning for the future. He’ll have two arti-nau tegs and two artificial arms and team to use them effici-
mtly because he’s that kind of a guy. The hour I spent withmm was one of the greatest experiences I have ever had. I
went at last stronger and wiser than when I went into that
r<»m. All the weariness was gone out of me and 1 was filled
with humbleness. When I said, ‘When you’re up and about
you and your wife must come up and spend a few days at
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Ihe Army sent out his story to all the newspapers the same
'"f ?>« end to 'heSsinister and sometimes malicious rumours about ‘basket cases

’

Worid battlehelds of this

anS ‘ nfPc?' Pi<=“>ee he grinned

again:; anmher wa;; P^Paganda

He was brought ud in an orphanage and married before he

u “ Jewell—a good

for him
‘"juries in a letter wntten

onrh
of the nurses before he arrived. She came atonce to the hospital and is staying with him. General Marshall

has called twice to ask after him and to see that he gets the
best of attention. ®

He got his injuries when he stepped on a Japanese mine atOkinawa—not ^ wdinary mine for the Japs had buried a
heavy charge ofTNT beneath it in order to do greater damage
to the tanks, the service in which Hensel was Master Sergeant.
Certainly, I shall never forget him and the dignity with which
he made everything all right for everyone in riie room.^
Dined before leaving for Detroit with W. H. Vanderploeg

" Company and Emory W. Morris, head of the
Kellogg Foundation. The Foundation is conducting at the
Kellogg farms together with Michigan State College some
remarkable long-range experiments concerning the relation of
minerals in the soil to the health ofplants, animals, and humans.
Have arranged to visit the farm in September with Bob and
go into the whole thing in detail. They are certainly on the
right track. As Hugh Bennett says, ‘Poor soil makes poor
people and poor people make poor soil worse.’

July 12: It was good to be home again. I think sometimes
that the farm is becoming an obsession to the exclusion of all

else; which is bad, but there is in it so deep and so fundamental
a satisfaction which is difficult to control.

I have come to the conclusion that of all farm implements
the mower is the greatest and the most important. Certainly
it is in our hilly country where hay and pasture are of so
much importance. We keep a mower on one tractor all through
the summer to cut hay and mow pasture and weeds on fallowed
ground. On the Bailey Place where the soil had been reduced

^ A popular fund raised for Sergeant Hensel provided him with cash to set up
a poultry farm in Georgia where he and his wife are now established.
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almost to the texture of cement, a year or two of fallowing inlegumes mth lime, mowing the legumes and letting them lieon the surface to mulch the hard ground, retain moSture, and
finally to be mixed in the soil, has increased production in ayear or two by as much as five hundred to a thousand per cent

All the way to Battle Creek and back I saw not one blue-
grass pasture a tenth as productive as our own at this mid-summer penod of the year. Nearly aU- were burned out
domant, weedv, and dry while our own pastures are green
and almost lush. Lime, whole fertilizer, and mowing which
lays down a constantly increasing layer of humus mulch and
preserve the moisture, have done the trick. Some day all
livestock farmers will understand that pasture is one of their
most valuable crops and do something about it.

This afternoon while I was mowing on fallow ground, I
flushed a whole family of baby rabbits and their mother.
They could not have been more than a couple of weeks old
and too voun^ to know how to save themselves. They just
hopped about in aimless circles. The dogs—Gina and Folly—
were with me and behaved very well. At my command tney
simplv stood still, trembling, and let the rabbits hop away
into the thick oats of an adjoining field.

The pheasants seem to be increasing in the valley fields,

away from the foxes which haunt the hills. I flushed two families
yesterday. And despite the snow of the winter, the quail are
more abundant than usual. They seem to be everywhere and
very tame. It may be that they are attracted to our fields by
the abundance and by the presence of minerals that have
been restored to the land.

Last night Bob ran down a fox with his car in the lane leading
up to Jim Pugh’s cabin. The lepslature has now declared an
open season on foxes and permits County Commissioners to

oner bounties. Foxes have become a serious menace to other
game as well as to poultry. Last summer they took more than
a hundred of Walter Berry’s pullets on range in broad daylight

and when we mowed the hay in the field next to his, we found
it littered with the feathers of young leghorn pullets. With all

the crevices and caves and thick cover in this country they

are very difficult to exterminate.

Tonight Bob and I drove to the Conservancy fields to look

at the com. I have seen no better field anywhere in the Middle
West, even in Indiana or Illinois. It is a deep, luscious green,

even and solid over the whole 8o-acre field, with the leaves

extravagantly ruffled. If we have enough rain it should bring

in a hundred baskets to the acre, easily. No matter how worried

or depressed you may be, a sight like that drives away all

depression.
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Bryce Browning, Secretary of the Conservancy, is coining
tomorrow with six farmers from Tuscaroras County and a
young soldier is coming up from Dayton to look over the place
and get some advice about setting up as a fanner.

Friday, xm 13TH; What a day! The farmers turned out tobe twelve instead of six. We spent three hours going over the
fields. I w^ very proud of the appearance of the crops andammals. We are going to save out a couple of thin, ^edacrp on Ae Bailey Place as a museum piece of what the farmlooked hke when we took over.
Noble Crane came up from Columbus to go over thePmspenty from the Ground Up* plan which aims to bring

fanners, industry, and labour into closer and more friendly
rdations. to restore the farmer to that position of authority

Two American Field Service boys on leave drove down
Th^ Burma, the other from AfricaThe boys certainly get around nowadays. Pete, our former

^ picture of himself yesterday taken in thegarden of our house m France!
J^i^t after lunch a taxi drove up with a strange woman in it^hmg to keep the taxi to take Nohle kA i.

VCl u*.
^ to stay a few weeks I h^ a

if a 0“‘

lad'y.'^liger. all

up the rofdX
to know how to write W A Mansfield and wantrf
.0 have something ^
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always the people who want to ‘know how to write’ want tobe wntere not because they like writing or have anything tosay but because they think it’s a free and easy life wth a Io°

on
knows! But it’s a poor basis

^ r
^ o“ce said tome, Most successful people want to do something passionately.They know what ^ey want to do and stick to it.'^The money

takes care of itse^. Usually you can’t keep the rewards ofmoney or recognition away.’
The longer 1 live the more it seems to me that most people

never get on as far as they should because they never makeup their imnds what they want to do and never stick to it.They re always looking for ‘breaks’ and always suspecting
others of double-crossing them. The energy spent in trying to
take advantage of a ‘pull’ and ‘breaks’, if spent directly, would
carry them a great deal further. The person who is just ‘looking
for a job never gets very far, either materially or in living
satistaaion. I suspect this is the group Henry Wallace refers
to as The Common Man.’

Alter supper mowed all the near-by marshy ground out by
the Stoll Field.’ There is about three acres of it, fairly weedy,
but very moist all through the hottest weather. Am certain it

can be turned into the best ladino-alsike pasture for the dairy
cows.

T’u
natural names that places acquire in the country.

The Stoll Field^ has its name from an eccentric Pennsylvania
Dutchman who built a cabin there about a hundred years
ago. Of course the various farms are known as the Anson
Place, the Bailey Place, the Fleming Place, and the hilltop
farm is ‘Up Ferguson Way.’ Then there is the ‘Cemetery
Field,’ the ‘Bottom Pasture’ and the ‘Lower Bottom,’ the
‘Bailey Hill,* and the ‘Hog-lot Field.’

A kind stranger enlightened me the other day by letter

concerning the curious name of ‘Steam Corners’ bestowed
long ago on one of our crossroad villages. It appears that
after the first county roads were laid out bisecting each other
at right angles, small settlements grew up at each intersection.

The first buildings were usually placed on the four corners
and among them was the first steam sawmill in the country-
side. The crossroads became known as ‘Steam Corner’ later

corrupted to the plural.

I still haven’t oeen able to run to ground the origin of the

curious name of ‘Pinhook’ another crossroads near us.

Among other things the day was marred by two heroic dog
fights both staged within five minutes involving five dogs on
one side and seven on the other. Prince, Baby, Gina, Folly,

Smokey, Susie and Dusky were all with me when I stopped
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at Harry’s house to inspect the improvements he was maldng.
Laddie, his big St. Bernard, came running out, followed by
Sandy, the Border Collie who has ten new pups. Penny. Harrv’s
Boxer, and the St. Bernard pup.

^

It was a real brawl with all the ladies joining in a hair-
pulling match—SIX Boxers and a Spaniel on one side two
St. Bernards and a Border Collie and a Boxer on the otherWe just managed to separate them and lock the Heller’s dogs
in the house when one of the children opened a door at the
back of the house and all of them came galloping out to renew
the battle. The big St. Bernard seemed to have been the chief
casualty. Pnnce got hold of his big floppy ears and wouldn^t
let go.

Mer two years we are still ‘mining’ the manure out of the
Bailey bam and barnyard. Wc can use it to advantage in
restonng the b^e Bailey Hill to fertility. I doubt that it has
seen manure of any kind, green or barnyard, for at least
twenty-five years, perhaps never,

I suspect from t^e sounds that the field mouse which hauntsMay s and my bedroonw has built a nest inside the radiobeside my bed. The dog doesn’t seem to mind so I don’t He
ea^ enorriiouscars and sits up like a kangaroo.
Harry and Jimmy are amassing a small fortune by workingthe haybaler on custom service on Sundays and during aI

tbe neighbours’ fields. The arrfnge-ment satisfies everybody—ten cents a bale, split fifty-fifty with

Ihrt ^
baler—and the neighbour, terriblyshort of help and machinery, are getting their hay in Thev

^ arrived at a high state olefficiency^Hariy pushing the wres and Jimmy riang. It is a comical
crossing a rich hayfield with the baler running

SDai^in^ bales like a S
w"anu"2ney1o new car rriimmvseventeen and foreman of the boys, is saving up^to buy a farm

,ro.*g; ss” •f-'

abo«
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sound of ram. Oddly enough, despite all the long downpourof the spring, we needed ram badly for the corn and^ theblue^ass pasture. Only len days ago it seemed that not a daywuld pass wthout ram. Every time we cut hay it rained^
1 hen days of summer heat accompanied by hot winds which
did the niost damage. They simply suck the moisture out of
the ground by the thousand gallons. That’s what rarely happens
in central or northern Europe. There is none of the %dolehcc of
cUmate which is typical of all the United States even in
temperate, well-watered Ohio. In Europe, if it rains, the water
stays wth you, coming down gently and rarely followed by
great heat or hot winds. We are likely to get our summer

violent downpours coming in a flood. Much of it runs
off if the soil hasn’t enough organic material in it to soak up
the flood or if flelds are left bare. The sun and wind soak up
what remains. Because of the intensive campaign to increase
the humus content of our soil, we suffer much less from the
sun and wind than most farmers, but we still have a long way
to go to raise the content to the level of the good Amish and
Mennonite farmers over in Holmes County.

It rained all day—good rain—slow, soaking rain like that
of northern France save for an occasional half hour of flooding
downpour, when the heavens seemed to open and hurl down
buckets of water. At the end of the day our own brooks were
still running clear which is something of which to be proud.
The odd thing was that for two hours or more after the rain

began all the birds kept up a chorus of sinring as if in gratitude.
At noon Bob and I drove down to the Conservancy to watch

the rain falling on the corn. I have just come back from a
trip through Indiana, Ohio, and Michigan, and our eighty
acres of com, all in one field, is the prettiest piece of com
I have seen anywhere—deep green in colour with the leaves

ruffled along the edges with the vigour of growth. And these

fields never get any barnyard manure, since they lie too far

from the barns. It is organic material—mostly sweet cloyer

—

and the wise use of mineral elements. The stand is perfectly

even, with scarcely a gap in any of the rows. As far as you can
see it is all of an even height, texture, and colour. I took Ma
down again in the evening to look at it. The sight gave her

the same satisfaction it gave Bob and me. Warm rain falling

on strong, healthy, even corn is one of the most satisfactory

of sights.

In the evening I walked out over the fields to feel the soaked

ground under my feet and smell the odours arising from the

warm, wet earth in pasture, alfalfa, com, and oat fields. Even

the dogs seemed to enjoy the experience, barking and playing

\vildly. And the horses came up around me, even Tex who
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usually plays coy and hard to get. Down by the bridge I came
upon Kenneth Cook and George, his eight-year-old son. They
were doing the same thing, walking out across the moist
growing fields. We sat for a long time on the bridge talking
or just sitting silently enjoying the evening after the rain.
Harry is worried because the cow-tester says he has got to

qmt testing because he hasn’t enough support in the county.
Harry, rightly, is proud of the records ofsome of the cows, and
especially of the heifers. He wants to keep up the tests.

The three of us—Harry, the cow-tester, and myself—talked
for a long time about the problems of farmers, particularly
in this county where I was bom. Too many of them have
reverted to subsistence level and only a handful of the original
families which once operated rich farms still survive as good
farmers. They arc the ones who have been intelligent and kept
up with progress and reform in agriculture. I emphasize the
word reform’ because in the past American agriculture, on
the whole, hds been so b^d th&t d revolution necessary
for its eventual survival at all. Those who do not choose to
go along with the revolution are doomed. A good many have
already been eliminated and the remainder will be liquidated,
not by firing squads but by economic circumstances, within
the next generation.
Farming as a ‘way of life* is at the same time a romantic

and a sound institution for the nation as a whole, but it has
to be more than that. Nowadays and in the future it will have

^ scientific, well-managed business as well—no matter
whether It is intensive farming on five acres or farming on
thousands of acres. At the moment farming as a ‘way of life*

thSr*ways^^^
because too few farmers will change

Here in our hill country, potentially the finest cattle, forage

Srinf.
world, you see farmers ploughing upthe hills to raise com and hop, m emulation of hog farmen

because ‘hog and corn farmers
8" •?<=*; if they used their land

1 lY ' awv VIAVII a<iiiii5 or SIIIK to

naS once-rich land in the nortnempart of the country, the record is little better. You have oSy
in whlrVi®"? done—crops today

take pride considering the irood so2and good condibons with which that part of the county wasonw favoured, bare fields in winter, bkicgrass pastures whichm midsummer are bare and dry as ’an 4halt PemmlT^vc
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for the encroaching weeds and thorn bushes. All that land was
once worth S200 to 8300 an acre in average times. Very little
of It has anything like that value today.
We talked of one case which all three of us know, a monu-

mental example of short-sightedness. Usually dairy farmers are
prosperous and far-sighted and fairly open to new ideas
because they have to be. This fellow, a dairy farmer, was fairly
prosperous but only about fifty per cent as prosperous as he
should be. With two hundred acres he milked about thirty
cows but the work was done entirely by his wife and himself.
They are middle-aged but they look fifteen years older and
in another fifteen years will be worn out. His barn is badly
arranged so that it takes a third more time than is necessary
to do the chores. His fields produce not more than sixty per
cent of potentiality, which is high as farms go, and his pastures
(the base of his summer production) not more than thirty per
cent of potentiality. That the standard is so high comes only
from the fact that a big herd of dairy cattle produces much
manure and manure has to be hauled into the fields if only to
get it out of the way. A few years ago an oil well was drilled
on his land quite near the barns. The drills struck a rich vein
of artesian water and stopped drilling. They offered to leave
the well flowing, if the farmer would pay for the casing. He
refused, saying he’d ‘be damned if he’d pay for any casing.’
The casing was pulled. The sides of the well collapsed and it

stopped flowing. For the past few years the farmer has been
hauling water all through the winter for his livestock. Perhaps
it has occurred to him since that the labour spent in hauling
water forjust one season would have paid for all that casing. I do
not know, I doubt sometimes, that farmers like him think at all.

Recently he bought another 160 acres which adjoined his

farm. When asked why he did it, he said, ‘Because it lays nice,

joins me and I want to increase production.’ It had never
occurred to him that he could have increased his crop pro-
duction by at least forty per cent and his pasture production
by seventy per cent by managing the land he already owned
as well as he could. Instead he will try, by cutting the corners
on labour and fertilizer expenditure, to farm 360 acres less

well than he is farming the original 200. Whatever he produces
will cost him more per pound, per gallon or per bushel not
only in money and in land values, but it will mean that he
and his wife lead a more and more inhuman existence and
work themselves more quickly into the grave. It never occurred
to him that there is much less work and much more profit in

raising 100 bushels per acre on one acre than 100 bushels on
two and a half acres which is about the ratio between the

potentiality of his good, flat-lying land, and the production



which he is actually achieving. In other words in his expanded,

inefficient, unintelligent set-up he will be spending in labour,

in taxes, in fertilizer, in seed, in gasoline, oil, and wear and
tear, for a bushel of corn two and one half times what he should

to produce the same amount offarm produce.

Fundamentally the situation of this man lies at the root of

many of our agricultural economic ills and affects seriously

and adversely our whole economic structure. As I have sug-

gested too many times in this book we are farming in this

country an average of five acres to produce what one acre

should. This increases the cost of food to the consumer by
approximately five times and reduces the profit of the farmer
proportionately. There are, of course, other elements entering
into the vast and complicated problem of how to maintain a
sound and profitable agriculture but a much improved agri-

culture is the fundamental answer.
The case of the farmer under discussion is largely typical.

Without knowing it, he is headed toward ruin through expansion
instead of farming the land he already had to the utmost of
its potentiality. It is the farmers in this group who are headed
for liquidation as many like them were liquidated during the
Great Depression. He is farming as a ‘way of life,’ not as an
intelligent, well-planned operation, in which he will be secure
in bad as well as in good times. When bad times come he will
have to borrow money or go out of business altogether. He
is following that tragic rule, ‘What is good enough for my
father and grandfather is good enough for me!’

Subsidies, parities and all the other formulas proposed on
the one side bv the New Deal and on the other by the absentee
landowners oi the Farm Bloc are not the answer. All these
thin^ only tend to support and encourage a poor and unpro-
ductive agriculture. The answer is a better and more efficient
agriculture, greater production on fewer acres, longer pro-
duction costs and cheaper, more abundant food, with greater
profit mamns for the farmer himself.
Some ofour neighbours accused us a few yeare ago of using

chcimcal fertilizer wastefully because we put on fifty to one
hundred pounds more per acre than was the custom. The
local habit was to use just enough to carry through a crop of
oats, wheat, or corn to maturity, with none at all on pastures,
borne of them have begun to change and to understand that
the extra fifty or hundred pounds not only paid for itself
about twenty times over but left a residue to replenish the
demote fa^ed or leached out of the topsoil itself. This
second benefit has shown up in a gradually increasing fertility
which must be cdculated in the steadily mounting production.
FopsoU in Itself is not the answer to the millennium. Much of
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It in the United States is so devoid of organic material and of
minerals that it is little more productive and sometimes actually
less so than the minerally unexhausted subsoil which lies
beneath it.

July 21: Finished mowing the hog-lot field. It is much bigger
than it looks—an irregular field cut out of the forest sloping
southeast. The moon is in the first quarter but very bright
and I kept mowing with the lights on the tractor until the
field was finished. It is rough hay in which the cursed timothy
crowded out most ofthealfalfa and clover. The beefcalves picked
up what they could and we are mowing the rest to leave it

on the ground as mulch and to be worked into the soil for
wheat ground in the fall. It will be pretty well rotted by then
and presently will make good humus.
The system of mowing and leaving weeds and hay on the

ground is much better than the old-fashioned system of fallow-
ing which merely left the ground bare for a year to give it a
rest. If hay or even weeds are allowed to grow and are mowed
down twice a summer and left to rot and be ploughed in,

nothing is lost minerally from the soil for everything is left in

the field and there is all the growth above ground and also

the root system below which is a gain, taken from the air

and sunlight. Agronomists estimate that only five per cent of
roots and stalk and leaves comes out of the soil itself—all the
rest from sunlight and air. The gain through the mowing
system is immense and will raise yields on some of our poor
fields as much as 500 per cent within a year. On the Bailey

Place where Kenneth is combining wheat, it is yielding about

35 bushels to the acre on ground which only two years ago
jdelded not more than five and was not even worth combining.
The mowing system plus mixed legumes, barnyard manure,
and lime did the trick. Not a bad yield considering the fact

that the average yield for the nation is only 20 bushels. The
Conservancy wheat and that on the Fleming Place will yield

easily 40 to 45 bushels.

While I mowed, the fireflies came up out of the grass almost

in swarms as the cutter bar passed through it. Because the

year has been so wet there are millions of them. They hung
over the field, glittering in the moonlight as the mist came up
over the damp ground of the lower pasture. Gina and Folly

stayed with me fixing most of their attention on the woodchuck
holes I uncovered while mowing.

Later Bob came up to advise me to give up and go to bed.

We talked a long time about the farm. He fusses and worries

because each day is not perfection itself. I told him that in

the last six months I had been over a large part of Ohio,
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Indiana, and Michigan and had seen no farm that looked as

well as ours—no better wheat, no com as far along or as

vigorous, and no comparable bluegrass pasture. Of course, in

a wet year like this the flat-country people are at a disadvantage
except on pasture.

Pierre Sauvegeot and Mme. Lucienne Erville left today after

three days. They have been at the San Francisco Conference
representing the French Ministry of Agriculture and stopped
here to see what was being done and to discuss the whole
problem of soil in relation to health, vigour, and intelligence
—a subject in which Sauvegeot is an expert.
He is vei^ sound, save when he turns mystical. I reproached

him for this. Every good farmer is a mystic at heart and a
religious man, but a good farmer’s mysticism and faith are
founded upon the base of the earth itself, and so very different
from what to me is that implausible mysticism of the detached
mirit. I am Protestant enough and Anglo-Saxon enough to
demand concrete results. That is where I am forced to part
company with many who practise the mysticism of debased
Hinduism. The mystic who retires into contemplation seems
to me an egotist, futile, and slightly ridiculous.

Sauvegeot gave me an account of the two strange interviews
he had with Henry Wallace and later showed me a copy of
a letter he had written Wallace before the interview. Wallace
has much of the quality of the mystic without base—the same
grandiose looseness of phrase, the same absence of logic, the
same simplicity (which in Wallace used to be genuine) and
that same voluptuous indulgence in a vague, amorphous
id^ism. Some mystics wallow in it up to the ears.

Sauvegeot, in his peculiar kind of mysticism, indulges himself
in au sorts of vague plans for a return to nature and a new
agnculture which ignores wholly the immense political and
economic complexity of the world in which we live. He would

machines and its teeming Ul-fed miUions,
medieval and mystical agriculture, which,

fifth! f S being economically impossible, would leave four-^hs of the world to starve. There is much that is good in

'"th. The interview

know^'^^^ v ?
element which Sauvcglot did not

“P^^ined to him was Wallace^ rumoured^lier ^d unfortunate experiences with the Crystal Gazerswhich threatened his political career and has made him acutelv
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Madame Erville is Russian by blood, Belgian by citizenship.
She is intelligent and well-informed and worked in the Under-
ground during the whole of the War.
We got away from agriculture in the evenings and had a lot

of good talk about Gertrude Stein, Edith Wharton, the Royal
Tylers, Andre Germaine, Bernard Fay, Pierre de Lanux, Leni
Reifenstal and all the bad melodrama of the period in Europe
between wars.

Rose and Ernie Nccker were also here for three days. They
^ent three years in the prison camp of Santo Tomas at Manila.
They went to Manila with the M^ackay Radio Company and
were caught there. Some of the stories were hair-raising. All
those in the camp were being slowly starved to death and
plans were under way to remove all the men between fifteen

and sixty-five and liquidate them, when the flying tank column
arrived in time and rescued them. The column was far-

outnumbered but the Japs failed to find it out in time. Rose,
who normally weighs 130 pounds, weighed only 80 when they
were freed and Ernie lost fifty pounds. They still have what
Rose calls ‘Blanks’ when they forget what they are talking

about. They take it all humourosly with a great deal of spirit

and common sense. They left today to meet in New York my
nephew Johnny Mauger who is here after 35 missions as

engineer of a B-29 over Japan. Johnny, who stayed here on
his way through from San Francisco, had some terrific stories

and photographs. The whole experience has greatly subdued
him. He was with one of the first B-29 Squadrons before the

Iwo Jima landing fields were established and the losses were
heavier than we have yet been told.

The Klats drove down from Cleveland for lunch with Sir

Sultan Chinoy. Klat is former director of the General Motors
interests in Bombay. Sir Sultan is a former Mayor of Bombay
and is here with the Indian Industrial Commission at the San
Francisco Conference. He is a Moslem and a charming man.
We talked a lot about Indian friends—that great character,

the Dowager Maharani of Baroda, Indira Cooch-Behar, her

daughter and the Frank Kerrs, the Raschild Baigs and a lot of

others. All the talk made me very homesick for India again.

Sir Sultan and Frank Kerr both have farms and racing stables

at Poona.

July 31: Went to Columbus yesterday to attend the second

joint meeting of agriculture and industry called by the Farm
Bureatf and the State Chamber of Commerce. It was a good

meeting attended by leading men of the Chamber, the State

University and agriculture and much more was accomplished

than at the first meeting when there was much beating around



the bush and all the effort and talk ended only in a high-

fallutin’ and innocuous resolution about everybody being for

co-operation and employment and prosperity, of course!

The second meeting began in the same way but after lunch
we broke down and got to brass tacks. Until then everybody
had talked in high-sounding statistics (promptly twisted to
prove whatever you wanted to prove). Sometimes the business-
men and the Farm Bloc can be as cockeyed as the New Dealers
in their manipulation of statistics, using them as a cloud in
which to protect themselves when hard pressed as a squid
uses ink to escape from pursuers. Something broke down the
accumulation of rubbish and nearly everyone present began
to make sense and talk about fundamentals with the result
that for the first time the meeting became interesting and there
appeared some possibility of really achieving something more
than a set of windy, bromidic, and high-sounding resolutions.
When things came out in the open it appeared that nearly
everyone pr«ent believed that the answer to postwar security
and prosperity lay in abundance, greater production, and low
prices, yet agriculture, labour, and industry, all working as
sements and encouraged by the New Deal elements which
still remain in government, arc really working all the time
for scarcity and high prices.

The only one who really dissented was the economist of
the United States Chamber of Commerce who defended the
shocking cotton subsidies. No doubt he was forced to this
position p representative of cotton interests. But the fact
remains that one day the rest of the country will rebel againstpayng tax« to subsiifize the execrable agriculture of the South
and the absentee landlordism which is so largely responsible

^appalling, greedy and destructive
agriculture ^d t^ fnghtful social, economic and educational
condiUons of the Deep South.
Once an acre of good land would raise two bales of cottonbut for a long time now u has required as high as five acres of

^Tha^e nf
One bale. In other words the cost

^ in labour,, fertilizer (if any)taxes and seed about ten times what it should be imder^ asound agriculture and the taxpayer in other parts of the nationIS forced to pay a fat subsidy (n order to St Ae cltZ
Sd fbr wh?rhTh^^”^“^

Ignorantly and w£tefully, raising acrop lor which there is no market m the world at thp

X- A sound, diversifiXL^cS^lS

omfiLw
*• would3 8profitable Mop without subady. Yet the absentee-lan^oid,



share-cropper, tenant-farmer system goes on producing less and
less cotton each year at higher and higher costs and the taxpayer
pays up each year (most of us being unaware of the fact) to
preserve a foolish destructive system and a rising cost of
production.

Our glacial hill country is coming into its own again this
year. Our crops look better and are yielding more than any
I have seen on the flat prairie country. The cold, delayed, wet
spring held back planting and the late rains flooded flat

country fields long after our crops were well along. What
interests me in all this is that on some of our land where the
war shortages have not prevented us from going ahead we are
raising better crops on our hills than most of the flat prairie
country. We can do this every year, regardless of wet, late
seasons for our gravel-loam soil drains well and can be worked
at almost any time. But the interesting economic fact is that
our land, after the money and labour spent on restoring it,

has cost us only seventy dollars or under an acre. It was worn
out but potentially good agricultural land which with proper
treatment and agricultural methods is producing as much as

flat land costing $200 an acre and more, so that on our capital

investment we are getting about three times as much return.

The average wheat production in the United States is 20
bushels per acre. This year our average on a dozen fields, good
and bad in various stages of restoration, has been close to 30
bushels. The average corn production of the richest middle-
west area is 43 bushels. We shall not make less than 75 bushels

on some of our land and near to a hundred on other fields.

All of these facts seem to me to be arguments for better agri-

culture as the answer to the woes of the average farmer, better

agriculture on less land with less labour, taxes, seed, and
fertilizer expenses. The margin between the seventy dollar

cost per acre of our land and the $200 an acre cost of the

better agriculture land allows a lot of money to be spent in

mechanization and making our agriculture more efficient and
productive. Yet the average farmer when he wants to increase

production rarely does a better job of farming the land he

already owns; he goes out and buys a couple hundred more
acres which together with his earlier holdings he farms less well

and at greater cost.

These are fundamentals but not many politicians consider

them. It is easier to vote subsidies and bribes to satisfy the

short-sighted slovenly farmer or the absentee landlord who
must be ‘saved’ every time there is a depression. At times it

seems to me that we as a nation deliberately support and en-

courage poor and costly agriculture.
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August 4: Mowed all day while me boys got in the rest of the

hay from the big Bailey field. It is an old seeding of alfalfa

and brome grass in which some red clover and a little timothy
and some wild grasses and weeds have seeded themselves

—

more like a Swiss meadow than a single-crop, American hay
field. It is the prettiest hay I have seen in a long while, as

green in the mow as in the fields and as green as any arti-

ficially dried hay. The weather, of course, was perfect with a
hot sun that tanned even my tough hide a dej^er brown and
with a cool drying wind out of the north. The dairy cows
will relish it more and do better on it than on any crop of
pure alfalfa or clover. Experiments at Roehampton in Eng^nd
showed that beef cattle on mixed ‘meadow’ pasture put . on
many pounds a month more weight than cattle fed the best,

pure, one-crop pasture.

It is remarkaole how well the Shorthorn herd does on the
poor weedy Bailey pastures, very nearly as well as the blue-
roan herd on the rich, improved Ferguson pastures. Up there
the blue roans have not only the advantage of good lush
pasture but of mixed pastures as well.

Heard from Lord Portsmouth today. He plans to come here
for a visit after a trip to his brother’s ranch in Wyoming. He
has thirty thousand acres in England and is at the head of the
sound movement to revive and improve the agriculture of
Britain, neglected during the century and more of her in-
dustrial ascendancy. Now that is over and the question of
feeding England becomes vital again—more indeed than ever
before in her history. Portsmouth, born Oliver Wallop, grew

if? L
ranch and married an American wife.

Much that we have done here in revitalizing soil and raising
production should be of value, for the soil problems of much of
agTKultural England are similar to our own. England must
produce too per cent of potential capacity of her soil without
losing fertility. And even such a high level of production will
not feed her population.

If f ® ^

I was accompanied by scores ofbam swallows which swept over and around me catching the
insects driven out of the heavy alfalfa by the mower. Somefimes
they brushed my head and I could feel the rush of air from
their wings. I know of no bird of which I am fonder. They
build dozens of nests each year on the big hand-hewn raftcre

cL.} ® ^ “P against the upper floors with
scarcely room to enter the nest. They are, partly at least
responsible for the total lack of mosquitoes at Malabar. The

“do thei/part.’’

While I was mowing yesterday near the Jungle there
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•suddenly appeared out of the thick wild undergrowth a small
%ure clad only in pants and galoshes. It was Herbie, the boy
Harry and Naomi have taken to raise with their own children.
He is about ten years old with slanting eyes and a curious fey
look in them. No one seems to know quite where he came
from. He had the name of ‘bad boy.’ He isn’t. All he needed
was someone like Harry or Naomi who like animals and birds
and all natural things.

As soon as he came out of the Jungle he began to babble.
He said, ^ ‘I seen a big frog’ and ‘all the little fish nibbled at
my legs.’ He had been swimming at the hole in Switzer’s
Creek surrounded by a wild, thick growth of trees, brambles,
skunk cabbage and rushes. His eyes were shining and the
words wouldn’t come fast enough in his eagerness to tell me
all the wonders he had seen on that bright, clear morning in
Pleasant Valley. A moment later Naomi and three small
children came out of the thicket. They too had been swimming.
Before they came here they had lived—the children since they
were born—in a big industrial city and at first they were
afraid of the country, but they are getting used to it now and
loving it and discovering that in the country there is never
a dull moment, but a whole universe filled with light and air

and water and living things.

Harry wants now to get the children a pony. They go up
to Vane Close’s place with him when he takes the baler up
to help Vane with his haymaking and Vane, who likes animals
too, has a lot of horses and ponies—why, I do not know

—

which they ride. I discussed with Harry the question of whether
he could afford a pony but to Harry that didn’t seem to matter.

When he took on two St. Bernards I raised the same question

but Harry said, ‘The kids have a lot more fun out of the dogs

than out of a new set of clothes.’ That, it seemed to me, is

real wisdom.
All the children have changed a lot since they came here

—

not only have they grown plump and gained colour but they

have lost the furtive, frightened look which they had acquired

in the city. They spend a large part of the day paddling in

the brook that flows from the big Bailey spring, out of the

solid rock, its banks green with mint and willows, its course

clogged with watercress—a little better than the dingy, sooty

background hung with washing in the city. And they have a

big swing hanging from one of the limbs of one of the big

cut-leaf maples that surround the big Bailey house and red

sandstone rocks covered with ferns and wild columbine to

climb over. But most of all, they love all the animals. One
can’t help speculating how different their lives and characters

will be through having escaped from the city.
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The farm is full of children as it should be. Butch and Patti,

George’s nephew and niece, aged nine and twelve, spend all

summer here and hate going back to Long Island when school

opens in the autumn. The other day Butch said, ‘There’s never

enough time here. Back home I have to think up things to

do. 1 don’t want to go to bed at ten o’clock here. There’s

always so many things left over that I haven’t done.’ He is

small, very freckled and a great friend of Charlie’s whose room
he shares. He won’t come into the big dining-room but insists

on eating in the small dining-room with Charlie and the boys.

He wants to be one of the ‘men’ on the farm.
Emma, Tom’s wife, has taken on the job of cooking for the

boys who work here during the summer. Fortunately she loves

it and the boys love her. It gives her quite an income as she
is paid by the head. She is a marvellous cook as is well known
in the Big House where in a crisis she helps out. It is remark-
able how so many people can get on so well in a small com-
munity which is almost like a village. Perhaps it is because
the lazy ones, the gossips, the trouble-makers have finally

been sifted out and because everybody is really interested in
the job that is being done. Certainly no more widely-assorted
group of personalities and backgrounds has ever been brought
togetner. Fortunately everybody speaks of Malabar as ‘our
place.’

George, Mayo Bogart, Hope and Mac all left yesterday for
the East for a couple of days. The house gets to oe more and
more of a hotel with people coming and going.

August 5: Haile Selassie, the big Karakul ram, left today. He
had become obstreperous and dangerous to the kids on the
place and to visiting kids, not because he was bad-tempered
but because he was too playful and didn’t realize how much
harm he could do with nis big horns. The other evening he
attacked Nanny while she was picking blackberries with the
children and knocked her down three times cutting her leg
badly. His butting didn’t matter so much but he has the
Karakul s bad habit of hooking with his horns. I hated to see

j*?-
^ handsome, rowdy character with a great

addiction to tobacco, but he has gone to a good home over
near Mimin Lake where he will be a pet wmch is what he
wants to be.

We have had two days of annoying weather of the kind
which in England is called ‘blight’ weather, neither sun norram but overcast with a high temperature and now and then
a few spitting drops of ram. It spoils haymaking and does
neither com nor pasture any good. We have twelve acres ofgood clover and ^alfa hay down which will be spoiled if the
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weather continues. I wouldn’t mind a good soaking rain that
would help the corn and the pasture. We have enough hay to
afford losing what is on the ground. However, all of it is on
land that goes into wheat this fall, so if it spoils it would not
hurt the soil to plough it in.

Last night (Sunday) Nanny arranged a picnic for the boys
up on the Ferguson Place and finally everybody on the farm
ended up there coming up the hill on foot or on tractors.
The drawing power of the wild, deserted farm with no

dwellings or barns is extraordinary. Everybody loves it—high
against the sky overlooking three counties. We built big fires
and burned up a lot more of the fallen branches, old fence
posts and rubbish that always clutters a run-down abandoned
farm. We have been five years at off moments clearing up the
Ferguson Place and the job is at last nearly done. I must say
Nanny and Anne did most of the work while I ran the mower
over about five acres of pasture. The kids enjoyed themselves
and Betty Pugh came up from the cabin to join them. It was
a cloudy evening with all the farms in the valley far below
and among the wood on the opposite side all misty and blue
like the trees and houses in a French landscape.
We saved two big old chestnuts killed years ago by the blight

for it was evident that the hollows of both, one of them upright
and one prostrate were filled with animal life. At the foot of
one lay four blacksnake eggs empty with a small hole where
the baby snakes had emerged. Most of us rode up the rough
road through the forest on a hay wagon hitched behind a
tractor and we picnicked alongside the giant dead chestnuts
where every now and then a turn in the breeze brought to
us the pungent, musky smell of the raccoons who were inside
the old, dead trees hiding and listening to the hub-bub outside
their house. It is a very solitary place and they are rarely
disturbed from one year’s end to another.

Afterwards when it grew dark we all came to the Big House

—

men, women and children—where we sat very late gossiping
and talking about farming at Malabar and the world over.

It was one of the pleasantest of evenings.

Harry joined us later in his work clothes with his hair

slicked down to make up for the fact that he was the only one
in work clothes but myself. He had been baling all day for

a neighbour over near Perrysville and came back enthusiastic

over the co-operation he had received. The farmer had even
windrowed the hay so that the heavy baler could go across the

steep hillsides instead of up and down them. Such co-operation,

as Harry observed, is rare. Handling heavy balers and com-
bines in our hilly country is a ticklish and dangerous business.

Saturday night on one of our own fields on which I know every
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variatioD of the level of the land the baler got out of hand and
started walt2ing down a hillside temporarily out of control.

It is not a nice feeling.

The picnic was a kind of consolation for the boys to whom
I had refused permission to ride the horses up to Vane Close’s

farm three miles away. Only Sandy claimed to know anything
about riding and neither Tex nor Toiw are horses to be left

in the hands of inexperienced riders. On Friday, Tony even
gave Hope, who can handle most horses, a bad time, and Tex
is always unpredictable and wicked. She knows the minute
someone mounts her how much she can get away with and
will go the limit. She is a beautiful mare, very vain and
domineering, with great intelligence and a prankish sense of
humour. Last year a French cavalry officer went out on her
to ride with Hope, who was on Tony. After dark Hope came
back alone with the news that the Captain couldnft make
Tex come home. I drove in the car about a mile up the Hastings
Road to find the Captain patiently waiting for Tex to feel

like coming home. He had tried everything he knew but none
of it was any good. I turned over, the car to him and when I

mounted her, she went off home gentle as a lamb. The exploit
was no credit to me; it was merely that for some reason she
had taken a dislike to the Captain.

August 6: The testimony of Laval at the trial of Retain is full of
interest, though to date less sensational than might have been
expected, perhaps because he is playing the old shrewd Laval
game, currying favour with both sides, seeming plausible and
twisting every issue. One thing is certain, he would still be in
Spain instead ofoccupying a common cell in Paris if the Tories
had won the recent elections. Too many of them were afraid

brought to trial he would ‘sing.* To date he has only
touched the fringes of the nefarious and complicated negotia-
tions of the Tory Government with Hitler and Mussolini in
the ycarj just preceding the war. One thing he has made clear

that the shameful Hoare-Laval agreement at the time of the
Abyssinian War w^ not made independently and without the
taowledge of Baldwin, Chamberlain and others, although
Baldwin and the Tones, when caught in the fury of popular
reaction, claimed that the negotiations were undertaken by
bamuel Hoare, on his own, without the knowledge of theCabinet—a stupid and unbelievable falsehood at the time,and one of the counties reasons for the lack of faith in the

2^°7wa“dectioS
overwhelming defeat in the first

remarkable thmgs about the reactionary rriind(and one ofthe things which always checks its succcs.s in politics)
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IS the smugness and the capacity for underestimating the in-
telligence and powers of integration in other elements of
society.

There should be much information coming from the ‘ War
Criminal’ trials if they ever take place. It is clear that certain
elements in Great Britain have struggled to prevent them and
very nearly succeeded. None of those being brought to trial
are men of great honour or faith and will undoubtedly ‘sing’ in
order to save themselves. What Ribbentrop has to say should
be the most interesting. I remember when all London was
divided between the Ribbentrop and non-Ribbentrop factions,
who scarcely spoke to each other. He always gave me the im-
pression of being a slimy skunk and a cheap wine salesman.
What has become of Lord Derby and the Londonderrys who

took him up? Since the beginning of the war both seem to have
been extinguished. Seven years ago I lunched with Thelma
Cazalet at a party given in honour of Londonderry. His place
at the table was vacant because through an ironic mistake his
book decrying charges of Nazi aggression and ‘proving’ how
nice the German people were had come out that very day

—

the day the ‘peaceful’ Nazis marched in and took Austria.
The pictures of Laval at the Petain trial are appalling. I

have never seen a more ravaged or evil face. Perhaps it is

that evil may' in the end turn and devour its creator. I never
saw Laval but once and that on the occasion of a luncheon,
given by Jesse Straus while he was American Ambassador,
to celebrate the announcement of the fianfailles of Laval’s
daughter Jose to Rene de Chambrun. He gave the impression
of an oily, physically unclean maquereau from a small seaport

town. He had a homely knack of telling a provincial comic
story well. The shrewdness seems to have been of the sort

which takes everything and gives nothing—a tactic which in

the end always defeats itself. It is doubtful if today he has a

single friend in all of France.

nut all of this was only a part of the incredibly bad melo-

drama which was the history of Europe between the two wars.

When you attempt to write it as fiction, it becomes sensational

and cheap and unbelievable and unreal—the Cianos, Carol

and Lupescu, Hitler and all his gang, the King of England
and Mrs. Simpson, Abetz and his spies and collaborationists,

Corinne Luchaire. By the way, where is Abetz? He was a little

Ribbentrop although more attractive and more of a gentleman.

Poor Petain emerges more as an old fool than as a traitor,

although fools can often be more dangerous than deliberately

evil men. But the old man was a fool all his life, even at Verdun
where he was given a credit which belonged to Nivelle. It

seems to me that most of those who seek to defend him are also
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fools. I remember when he and Madame Petain were treated

as sacred white elephants by the more stupid, snobbish, and
foolish elements of Paris society. He was always a very dull

old man and always a defeatist and through a large part of

his life the victim and tool of forces shrewder, and more malig-

nant, than himself.

August 8: Great excitement when the Fred Herring’s huge
scoop arrived to begin work on the ponds below the old house
on the Bailey Place. All the farm down to the dogs and the

smallest children were on hand to watch the operations. The
big caterpillar and scoop can move 12,000 cubic yards of
earth in eight hours. It proved too big for the construction of
the little pond next to the house whiem had to be abandoned
un^ a smaller bulldozer undertakes it. The engineer under-
estimated the flow of water from the Bailey spring, one of the
biggest in the state, and the water got ahead of him and
bogged down the 14 ton bulldozer.
Everybody spent the day watching the big scoop excavating

and building the dam for the big pond across the the road by
the barn. Whatever work went on consisted of combining
or baling straw in the flelds surrounding the pond site so
that all could watch the process. Something very profound in
the human soul is touched by all that has to do with water.
It is akin to the old Biblical deling for springs and pools and
oases. The pond will provide nearly three acres of cold, clear
spring water on land which has always been marshy and diffi-
cmt. It is exactly beside the turnpike and once the trees and
slobbery grow up about it, I think others besides ourselves
will enjoy it.

All the kids had to take turns riding with the driver on the
big caterpillar.
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XIII: THE ORGANIC-CHEMICAL
FERTILIZER FEUD

I do not believe that anyone really knows very much
about farming.

—Wheeler McMillen

I
N Darmstadt in 1803 there was born to a small shopkeeper
a son called Justus Liebig, who as a boy played about in
his father’s shop among the colours he mixed and sold.

In the course of years the playing took a serious form and by
the time he was fifteen when he took a job as apprentice in an
apothecary shop, his mind was made up. He would be a
chemist. He went to the University of Bonn and eventually
became a professor of chemistry. He might have gone on for
the rest of his life sitting in a chair and expounding the chemical
knowledge known up to that time as complete, ultimate and
final, as many a professor has done before and since his time,
but in Liebig there was a spark. From the earliest days in his
father’s paint shop, he wanted always to extend the walls of
scientific knowledge further and further, to penetrate into the
jungle of the still unknown which many of his academic con-
temporaries regarded with timidity and doubt. He was at
times unorthodox. He speculated upon things which other
professors regarded as already settled beyond dispute. Event-
ually he became one of the world’s greatest scientists and he
brought to world agriculture a revolution. He was the creator
of the principle of chemical fertilizer.

Today, in line with the over-specialization which has become
one of the great weaknesses of our educational and cultural

system, Liebeg is commonly regarded and treated as a special-

ist; but Liebig, like all great men of science, was much more
than that. His interests, like those of the great men of the
Renaissance, ran into many fields. He was an expert path-
ologist and physiologist, something of a physicist and even a
philosopher. He possessed a keen interest and curiosity not

only concerning the immediate field for which he became
known, but concerning the universe in most of its manifesta-

tions. He did not believe that chemistry alone was the universal

key to the explanation of the cosmos. He was a man tinged by
mysticism, by wonder, by a sense of his own insignificance,

and by a flame which kept him exploring and exploring. He
learned both by experiment and by careful observation.
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The same individuals who will tell you that Liebig was only

a chemist are likely to tell you that Liebig discovered all there
was to know about soil and that in his creation of chemical
fertilizer he solved the problems of agriculture and food
supply for the rest of eternity. It is a statement, or more often
an insinuation, which disproves itself in the record of con-
tinuing declining yields, with or without fertilizer alone, on
most of our agricultural land. Liebig himself would have been
the first to mock them for he understood as a man of broad
culture and knowledge that the content, implications, and
potentialities of a cubic foot of soil reach far beyond the realms
of purely inorganic chemistry.
From Liebig there stemmed a whole school of false disciples

(or rather narrow and limited fellows), which included the
manufacturers and vendors of commercial fertilizer, the over-
speci^zcd, limited teachers and experts who believe and preach
that inorganic chemistry holds the key to the universe and that
with the creation of chemical fertilizer the problems of agri-
cultural production were ended. When any experiment is
made beyond the narrow range of their special field, whenever
any speculation is made beyond the limited realm of inorganic
chemistry, the cry ‘unscientific’ is raised. To Liebig, as to all
great scientists, nothing was unscientific which might hide
even a smouldenng spark of truth that needed fanning into aname of revelation. Liebig would have been the first to disavow
these followers.

I recently had a conversation with a soil ‘expert’ who domin-
ated the teaching on soil in one of our leading states. He had
never heard of enzymes, of streptomycin and its relation to
fertile soils and to disease, and had only the most shadowy
toowicdge concerning trace elements. His knowledge, philos-

0 0 1 ^ \ 0^ ft

to an end with crop^auons and the plentiful use of chemical fertilizer. It is a

aTvL«d fi“Lyord'?hat Lgl.
On the other hand there has grown up during the oast

thought, as fanatic af the mire

a?r
httutcd and academic. They

^ people who believe passionately that all chemic^
fertilizer is poison and that in ^decaying iid decayed orSm^

h
the agriculture and the
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ofreasons, economic as wcU as purdy agriculturalWhat IS set down here is the result primely 2fXe"n
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—observation of what plainly exists, observation made in the
profound belief that a reasonably wise, intelligent and observ-
ant person, provided with a reasonable degree of education,
can learn as much regarding soil from his own land as from
any agricultural college, and observation made concerning
theories and experiments by which we have sought to push
the realm of agricultural knowledge a little further into the
unknown. Like most farmers we believe at Malabar what we
see. We accept the truth of what works, not pnly in the short
run, which may sometimes lead to illusion, but in the long run
as well. It is quite possible to secure an immediate stimulated
and simulated fertility which may be bought at heavy cost
and cause in the end only deterioration. That is one of the
traps into which have fallen the pure advocates of chemical
fertilizer as the farmer’s salvation.

In our own experience, the answer lies somewhere between
the two extreme schools of chemical and organic absolutism.
The more we have worked with the soil, the more it has become
clear to us that fertile soil, its composition and its fertility, are
regulated, as in all natural law, by something approaching
closely a mathematical formula. With relation to the inorganic-
organic controversy, the fight between the extreme advocates
of chemical fertilizer and the extreme advocates of organic
material, we have found that the value of chemical fertilizers

and their inability to cause actual damage, runs in direct

ratio to the amount of organic material present in the soil. In
other words, chemical fertilizer will be of very little immediate
or even ultimate value upon soils virtually devoid of organic
material and of great immediate value upon soils high in

organic content. The capacity of chemical fertilizer to ‘burn
out’ crops or to destroy bacteria, earthworms and other living

organisms in the soil is determined very largely by the amount
of organic material present and of the moisture content which
accompanies its presence in the soil.

This is so, very largely, because of moisture which has so

much to do with the dilution and the availability of chemical
fertilizer as well as the check upon its ‘burning out’ potentiali-

ties. Nothing—not even the en^neering aspects of soil con-

servation principles—is so effective in trapping and holding

rainfall and moisture as organic material in every stage of

decay from the surface trash which covers the great wheat
fields of the Southwest, which entraps all rainfall, and prevents

erosion either by wind or water, down to the finest decayed

humus.
The early virgin soils eroded less easily than the soils of

today because of the presence in them of great quantities of

organic material accumulated in all its forms from a humus
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so ancient that it was virtually carbonized to the living roots,

leaves and stalks turned under by the first ploughing. Our
agriculture on rich virgin soils went ahead greedily producing
without regard either to depletion of mineral or of organic
materials. As the organic materials gradually became exhausted
the erodability of the soil increased in exact ratio. Devastating
erosion did not appear all at once in our agriculture. It crept

up on our farmers as the organic material became gradually
but steadily depleted. This was possibly the reason that so
little general notice was taken of the approaching disaster
until it had already arrived. At the same time as the mineral
content of the soil became depleted, the plant and particularly
the root growth of all crops became less and less vigorous and
contributed steadily less and less to the already declining total
of organic material. As this process continued the rate of
erosion increased by leaps and bounds, particularly in those
southern areas where the higher temperature, longer hot
seasons and the artificial stimulus of almost universal open
crop cultivation ‘burned up* organic material much more
rapidly than in the more temperate areas. Until very recently
much of the agriculture of the middle-western Corn Belt
no better or more intelligent than the devastating agriculture
which has reduced millions of acres ofgood land in the southern
states close to the status of desert land. The corn-belt farmer
has simply been luckier, in that his land is newer, his topsoil
deeper in many areas, and his climate kinder to organic
material. Fortunately with the awful example of the Deep
South and even of certain middle-western areas under their
eyes, the good farmers of the Com Belt are developing a new,
more careful and more profitable agriculture which takes into
consideration the efements mentioned above.
We have had countless examples of this relationship between

organic material and chemical fertilizer and also between
nioisture and chemical fertilizer. On the whole the use of
chemical feitjhzer in reasonable quanUties (sufficient to main-
tain and leed the current crops and leave a residue to buildup mineral r^erves in the depleted soils) has shown no evidence
ol harm to living organisms so long as there was sufficient
decajang organic material in the soil to absorb the rainfalland to feed these organisms. In field after field where we have

matenal as rapidly as possible the living
particularly the earthworm population have

^ annual use of from 200 to 250pounds to the acre of commercial fertilizer.
^

1 he earthworm itself is a good gauge of living asricultural
production but like the pure^anic fanaticsTthI"

"
the advocates of the earthworm have made extravagant claims
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concernii^ its virtues and abilities which do not measure up
to fact. The earthworm, as Darwin pointed out long ago
benefits soil in many ways—by aerating it, by creating better
drainage, by consuming fresh organic material and translating
it into highly available plant food, by slowly translating sub-
soil into topsoil, even by possible breaking down of the minerals
which pass through its tiny body into other forms much more
available to plants. All of this is true, but the earthworm is

subject to two immensely limiting factors. The earthworm
must have a considerable degree of moisture in order to live
at all and he must have decaying organic material upon which
to feed. The need and the quantity needed undoubtedly vary
soniewhat as to the variety of worm, as does the degree of
moisture necessary to keep him alive.

In the vegetable garden described in the chapter ‘Gardening
without Tears’ the relationship of the earthworm population
to organic material and chemical fertilizer showed interesting
results. On that small area, processes practised elsewhere on
the farm existed on a greatly intensified scale. Chemical
fertilizer has been used every year along with barnyard
manure, crop residue and considerable quantities of decaying
organic material in the form of alfalfa, pea vines, and common
straw used as mulch. On the first ploughing of the depleted,
overgrazed pasture land that was utilized for the garden, not
more than a score ofearthworms were turned up by the plough.
They were all of one variety, large, dark red, and fleshy.

Today, after seven years of soil building, the worm population
has increased many hundreds, perhaps thousands of times.
A spade thrust into the soil almost anywhere will turn up
three or four earthworms, and in addition to the original,

single variety, there are many kinds of worms. In a sense the
garden was an earthworm paradise in which a mulch, usually
of high protein vegetation, was constantly in some stage of
decay under conditions of moisture beneath the mulch which
were ideal for the worms. My friend, Walter Pretzer, a first

class hothouse vegetable grower and truck gardener, who uses

considerable quantities of chemical fertilizer and of necessity

maintains in his soils a high degree of organic material,

complains that the earthworm population is so great that one
large and voracious type of worm attacks and drags below
ground living and sturdy celery plants.

I have heard extreme earthworm fanatics say that it was
possible to remake barren soil devoid of organic material

merely by introducing a colony of earthworms into a field of

such soil. This, of course, represents the ardour of a crank and
is a preposterous claim, for the earthworm under such con-

ditions will simply die of starvation and during the hot months



would perish from lack of moisture even at considerable depths
in soil devoid of organic material and therefore incapable of
absorbing or preserving moisture. We have found, even in the
most depleted fields, that once the organic content was restored
there was no need to import earthworms. With proper food
and moisture conditions they appear out of nowhere and c^on-

tinue to increase their numbers infinitesimally so long as
conditions are right. There is no doubt that they contribute
much over a period of years to the life and fertility of soil

but they are only a part of the whole picture and if conditions
are unbalanced in any one of a number of ways, they will
not flourish.

Perhaps the most striking example of the effect of organic
material upon fertility and its capacity to release chemical
fertilizer and even native minerals by entrapping water and
prwerving moisture content occurred in the lower fields of the
Bailey Place. These fields, uneven in contour, lay in the valley
and had been farmed to the borders of death while the fields
lying on the hills had been mercifully abandoned to the weeds,
goldenrod, wild aster, broom sedge, poverty grass and wire
grass which would grow in the eroded, worn-out topsoil that-out topsoil that

' » - ^ 1 •A *
remained. Actually the lower fields possessed little if any more
^ductivc capacity than the grown-over abandoned hill fields.
They were sail worked because they were easier to work and
lay nearer the barn. Actually in most of the area there was no
orgaruc material in the soil whatever. It had never been limed
and the sou could best be described as a kind of cement with
trac^ of chemical fertilizer acids, for our predecessor was one
of those who believed that chemical fertilizer was all that was
necessary to a good agriculture.
In many places in this book I have used the phrase ‘pro-

ducave opacity’ rather than the word ‘fertility* for we^is-
covered bevond all dispute that over the whole area at Malabar

‘productive capacity* but not in
fc^lity. ^1 of the subsoil, even that wholly devoid of top-

productive owingmgely to lack of lime and of orgamc material, and to poortarimng methods. In our experience fertility and actual pro-ducuve capacit); ^uite different. Soils may have a Whdegree of potenUal fertility which arc actually producing litUc

cLntS
K where the umvcrsal cycle described in the^ permanent

Com, year after year, had been planted up and down the

h"*"®**
fdl on tile hot soH, thefirst great drop sealed up the surface and turned the water
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off exactly like water falling on a pile of cement. The whole
lower area was a network of gullies ranging in depth from a
few inches to six and more feet. When we took possession of
the farm we did not bother with soil tests for we were aware
that the soil probably needed everything, most of all lime and
organic material. As it turned out the soil was minerally far
richer than we believed, richer indeed than the soil on the
other farms which had appeared to be in better condition.
As rapidly as possible we spread two tons to the acre of

limestone meal over those lower fields. We seeded a mixture
of legumes and we set up contours and strips in order to hold
the rainfall ‘artificially’ by engineering until we had increased
the organic content sufficiently for the soil to trap and hold
the water by itself. Also we spread over the fields a mine of
manure which took us nearly two years to get out of the barn
and barnyard.

In the season before we took over those fields the corn yield

on stalks three or four feet high could not have been more
than ten bushels to the acre. The wheat which we inherited
was not worth combining' the following season; we simply
mowed it and left it in the field to increase the organic content.

In the third year of our possession, we took off the same
fields corn yields varying from a minimum of sixty baskets to

a maximum of ninety on some of the strips. From the same
land where the original wheat yields would scarcely have
returned the seed we harvested thirty-five bushels to the acre.

No one was more astonished than ourselves by the extra-

ordinary jump in production within so short a period of time.

We had expected out of our past experience approximately
half that gain by using the same methods. The contouring
and stripcropping had held the water in place. The lime had
contributed much and made possible the growth of legumes
for nitrogen and green manure (curipusly the sweet clover,

most avid of all legumes for lime, flourished most). And the

quantities of barnyard manure had contributed considerable

organic material and some minerals. But investigation showed
a surprising thing—that actually from a mineral point of view

neither the apparently worn-out topsoil nor the exposed sub-

soil was anywhere near as depleted minerally as we had sup-

posed. Actually, the topsoil was rich in fertilizer which had
never been available to the crops of our predecessor because

of the lack of lime, of organic material, of moisture, of bacteria

and of the whole combination of elements which goes to make
up a living soil. As near as we were able to judge, the liming,

the content of water and the intensive application of orgamc
material had probably released about three years of chemical

fertilizer applied by our predecessor but unavailable to the
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crops he grew, especially after the beginning ofJuly when the

soil simply became dry and hard as cement. In this case the

immense value of organic material with its countless effects

established beyond doubt its great virtues.

In the succeeding two years the process of increasing the
organic content of those fields has continued with remarkable
results. In the beginning we could not risk the danger of
erosion on strips and contours more than seventy-five feet in
width running around the slopes with rows as nearly level as
possible. Even on such narrow strips (bordered by water-
absorbing sod) there were difficulties with run-off water during
the first year or two and whole networks of tiny gullies appeared
after each heavy rain. As the organic matenal was increased,
however, the soil bepn to drink up the rainfall and it was
possible to increase the width of open cultivated strips to 150
feet without danger of any loss of soil or water. Rapidly, by
the intensive use of barnyard manure, rye, legumes and other
forms of green manure, by deep rough ploughing which docs
not bury the green manures but incorporates mem into the
soil, by disldng and leaving the surface open rather than
sealed to rainfall, the soil is rapidly reaching that stage in
which the pioneer knew it when there was sufficient organic
material present to prevent virtually all run-off water and loss
of soil. When that point is reached, and it already has been
in certain parts of the area, it would be possible to do away
altogether with strips and contours and still experience little
or no loss of soil and water.
Whether sufficient organic material would serve eventually

^ a complete check to soil and water loss on steep hillsides,
1 do not know. I do know, however, that among the Amish
farmers of Holmes County in Ohio, yields of 100 to 12'ibushels of corn to the acre arc grown without soil or water
loss on hillsides steeper than any we have under cultivation,
but the Anush farmer has always guarded his organic material
jealously and it is possible that today the fields of many anAmish farmer contain more organic material in the constant
pr^ess of decay than the original virgin soil,

rhe fanatic advocates of the organic material school will
t^l you that worn-out depleted soU can be restored without

fertilizer, and to some extent this is

V
however, when they assert that

depleted soU of a seriously

cicium
vupn soil can produce out of the air quantities of

elements or even sub-stamal quantities of mtrogen for return to the earth. In the
firet place none of these elements save nitrogen can be producedby any amount of the compos^tmg of vegetation gtoCu^



soils where they do not exist. The possibilities of improving
worn-out topsoil by composting vegetation grown upon that
soil are largely determined by the richness and mineral variety
and balance of the subsoil to which deep-rooted plants or
earthworms have access. It is possible to restore worn-out
topsoil through such deep-rooted, luxuriant legumes as sweet
clover and alfalfa for these plants which feed in the subsoil
will bring constantly to the surface, in the form of roots, leaves
and stems, considerable quantities of minerals which they find
deep down below the subsoil.

If these roots, leaves and stems are composted and returned
to the topsoil or merely ploughed or disked into the topsoil,

they will contribute a supply of minerals drawn from the sub-
soil which will display at once a remarkably replenishing effect.

Moreover they will contribute large quantities of nitrogen
which they have drawn out of the air itself into root and branch
or have fixed in highly available form in the nodules on the
roots. However, they will be able to ‘pump up’ from the sub-

soil to the topsoil only the minerals which they find there.

And it should be observed that without the application of
lime in one form or another on seriously depleted or naturally

sour soils, it will be virtually impossible to grow either alfalfa

or sweet clover, the two most valuable of soil-restoring legumes.

We have found indications that they will ‘pump up^ not only

the native minerals existing in the virgin subsoil but also

considerable quantities of chemical fertilizer which in areas of

fairly heavy rainfall and light soils will have leached down to

a depth below the reach of plough, disk or tiller. Not to be

overlooked is the whole range of trace elements which deep-

rooted plants may find at considerable depths and bring to

the surface both as soil ingredients and as food for livestock

where these minor elements play a great role in health, growth,

vigour, and resistance.

The same inability to contribute minerals to the soil where

few or none exist holds true as well of barnyard manure from

animals fed on the vegetation grown on that same poor soil.

Indeed, the barnyard manure will actually contnoute less

under such conditions for there will be in the barnyard manure

the loss of minerals which are snatched greedily by the desper-

ate needs of the animals to create bone, meat, and milk, etc.

As has been pointed out in the garden chapter, poor soils

make poor barnyard manure just as they make poor plants,

animal, and people. The principal and most valuable con-

tributions of poor soil manures will be not minerals but the

bacteria, enzymes, hormones and glandular secretions which

we know from experience at Malabar exert a considerable in-

fluence upon germination of seed and in other ways about which
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very little is known. Also the contribution to organic content of

manure, cither from good or bad land, is of great importance.

While the use of organic material grown on poor soils to

restore those soils can be accomplished, provided the subsoil

is of reasonable mineral richness, it is a slow process. Depend-
ing on the work of the earthworm, the value of which has never
been accurately determined, to do the work is also a slow
process. Both processes are indeed too slow to be of much
value to the average farmer who, in the process of restoring

worn-out land, must produce crops each year to pay interest,

taxes and the costs of restoration. He does not have and cannot
borrow enough money to carry himself along while waiting
for green vegetation and earthworms and composts to restore

the missing minerals necessary to the fertility which will and
must eventually finance him.
At Malabar, except in the case of the most severe depletion,

a crop has been grown every year on every field while the
business of soil restoration was in progress. No process was
employed which was not within the economic possibilities of
any fanner able to secure a loan from a government agency.
Not only could he afford to borrow the money necessary to
restore the organic and minerals lack of his worn-out soil. He
could not afford not to do so.

In all of this it becomes clear that there is a distinct need
for chemical fertilizer which provides the missing elements in
considerable (quantity and in a high degree of availability
provided conditions are right both to grow crops and to pro-
vide in vigorous quantities the green manures so valuable ir
r«toring the organic material which in turn is so vital an
dement in making the ferUlizer itself available to the succeed-

vegetation. It is a kind of complex pattern, circular in
design, in which one clement of the pattern contributes to
another and vice versa. The more perfectly the balance is
establish^--thc organic material contributing to the avail-
ability of the fertilizer contributing to vigorous growth of
green manure—the more rapid will be the process of restor-
ation and indrease in fertility.

At Malabo we have not only been fortunate in setting in
operation such a cycle but we have benefited as well by having
bencam our feet one of the finest blanced subsoils in the world.
It is light, glacial drift soU known as Wooster silt loam which
ontaim

^ least a little of almost every mineral and trace
constitutes a valuable mine upon which the

through the light gravel loam.
past which have reached down



In all of this the fact should not be overlooked that such
vigorously-growing legumes as alfalfa and sweet clover are
greedy of certain minerals, notably potassium, phosphorus,
boron and manganese, and that these in any process which
harvests the growth and removes it from the soil may in time
deplete the soil even to a considerable depth. Calcium will
also eventually become exhausted at least near the surface,
and, like the other minerals, will need replacement from time
to time.

Yields of alfalfa which were enormous on virgin soils in
certain areas in the western states have, after a period of a few
years, shown a rapid decline as the vegetation was removed
at the rate of five to eight cuttings a year and shipped out of
the area without any effort at replacing the minerals which
were ‘pumped up’ into the vegetation and removed from the
soil in large quantities. In our own gravel loam it is doubtful
if the deep mineral richness of the constantly disintegrating
mixed gravel could be depleted even by centuries of growing
deep-rooted paints. The question is whether the disintegration
of the mixed gravel proceeds rapidly enough to make available
each year enough mineral nutrition to support the deep-rooted
ve^tation. That is a point which we have not yet determined.
The more reasonaole advocates of organic material will

assert that there are ‘natural’ ways of replenishing minerals
which do not involve chemical fertilizer. They point to ground
limestone as a ‘natural’ means of restoring calcium and
phosphate rock as a means of restoring phosphorus, but in

the cases of both of these the time element and the necessity

for producing quick income again enters into the problem of

the average farmer. The process of the ‘breaking down’ of

both limestone and phosphate rock to that point where
considerable quantities are available to plants is a com-
paratively slow one. In the case of dolomitic limestone we
find that, although some of the calcium is available after the

‘breaking down’ effects of the first winter season, we do not

achieve maximum results from it until the third year and only

when it becomes thoroughly incorporated in the soil and well

broken down by the action of weather, soil acids, etc. In order

to get immediate action, such as to provide a quick and vigor-

ous crop of sweet clover, we have on occasion used hydrated

lime. Tne results were immediate and highly satisfactory but

the hydrated lime was more expensive, it leaches down and

out too quickly in our light soils and it is dusty and difficult

to handle.

The ‘breaking down’ action of phosphate rock is perhaps an

even slower process and in the case of deficient or worn-out

soils the more quickly available chemical superphosphates
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become necessary if one is to raise crops which will contribute

quickly toward paying taxes and interest and operating ex-

penses. The superphosphate not only makes phosphorus avail-

able more or less immediately but also leaves a certain residue

of phosphorus behind after each application so that slowly a

reserve is built up in the worn-out soil. Once that reserve is

sufficient we at Malabar shall perhaps abandon the use of
chemical phosphorus compounds and use only the ‘natural’

rock phosphate, which if used in sufficient quantity will supply
phosphorus gradually over a period of years through a slow
disintegration.

In the long run both limestone and rock phosphates are to

be preferred over ‘treated’ forms for in our own experience
in all fields of agriculture the natural way, whenever it is

possible, has proven in the long run the best way. It should be
remembered too that both dolomitic limestone and rock
phosphate contain a number of trace minerals of great and
still largely unexplored value to plants, animals, and people.
These, of course, are at present missing from the formulas of
nearly all commercial fertilizers which are largely ‘chemically
pure.’

It would be possible ofcourse by the wise and abundant use of
ground limestone and rock phosphate to build over a period
of years out of any reasonable friable soil, a soil as vigorous,
productive and balanced as the original soil of Kentucky blue-
grass regions. It should be remembered that the high quality
of that soil docs not rest upon the presence originally of
calcium and phosphorus alone. These are of immense im-
portance but so too are the trace elements found in combina-
tion with both limestone and phosphate rock in their natural
state. These do not exist except in minute and accidental
quantities in most commercial chemical fertilizers and then
only by accident and not by design. One or two fertilizer
manufacturers have recently taken the revolutionary step of
mixing trace elements-—boron, manganese, magnesium, cobalt,
etc.—with their chemical fertilizers but the value of this

is still scarcely recognized. However this procedure
will become largely universal as more is discovered concerning
fertility, nutrition and resistance to disease.

Unquestionably the best fertilizer we have discovered in
our intensive garden experiments is a commercial product
which is a combination ofnatural and chemical fertilizer. The
process, a patented one, utilizes a base of limestone, coal and
rock phosphate baked together at high temperature which
reduces the elements contained in all three to a highly available
lorm. To this base is added potassium and nitrogen in highly
available chemical combinations. We have used this fertilizer



m every kind of test including flower pots and window boxes
lawns vegetable and flower gardens, open fields, depleted
topsoils and on subsoils absolutely devoid of organic material
In each case the results have been remarkable not only in

n
healthy and vigorous growth

ot all vegetation and general resistance to disease and insects
1 he presence of trace elements coming from the baked lime-
stone and rock phosphate and the quick availability of the
mixtime as plant food have no doubt contributed much to
Its efficiency as a fertilizer. There are other advantages
notably that there is no waste material contained in the fer-
tilizer

;
none of the very nearly useless cement-like bases con-

tained in many commercial chemical fertilizers of low formulas,
which add greatly to the shipping costs is present. In other
words it is all fertilizer. At present the company possessing the
formula is unhappily in difficulties and none is at the moment
in the process of manufacture.

It is reasonable to say that in meeting the needs of the modern
farmer and of the ‘New Agriculture,’ the big producers of
chemical fertilizer are as far behind the times as were the
agricultural machinery manufacturers a few years ago. Progress
has been made by the Tennessee Valley Authority in its pro-
gramme of high analysis fertilizer and by certain packing-house
producers and one or two producers of chemical fertilizers,

but by far the greater amount of chemical fertilizers now on
the market are what might be called ‘primitive direct action’
stuff produced and shipped at too high a cost for a sound and
good agriculture.

The programme advocated by both the Department of
Agriculture and the Farm Bureau of setting up fertilizer

factories in all parts of the country to produce fertilizers of
high analysis cheaply at low distribution costs to the farmer
is one of great importance to farmer as well as consumer in

raising the farmers^ profits and reducing the cost of food to the
city consumer. Properly managed it can serve as well to ‘aug-

ment the quality and the mineral and vitamin content of the

food produced. Chemical fertilizer is still too expensive and
long range shipping costs and the presence of great amounts
of ‘filler’ contribute greatly to that expense. There is by no
means enough fertilizer produced today in this country to meet
the needs of our depleted soils and much progress is delayed

by the high costs of production, shipping and profits.

In the production of quantities of organic material for

incorporation in the soil, lime is, of course, the keystone for it

permits the farmer to raise the whole range of leguminous
plants which in turn provide him with valuable organic

material in the form of green manures to incorporate into his
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soil. These legumes also produce for the farmer great quantities

of pure nitrogen which, produced in chemical combinations,

is the most expensive of fertilizing elements. The deep-rooted
legumes also provide the ^pumping up* action upon minerals
both native and leached downward from the topsoil into the
subsoil. Once lime is applied to worn-out soil, the legumes
flourish and the restoration of organic material and fertility

and the increase in the availability ofapplied chemical fertilizers

and native fertility all work rapidly in a logical, natural cycle
to restore fertility, increase yields and cut production costs.

Barnyard manure is of great value but, minerally speaking,
as has been pointed out above, poor soil produces poor manure
and indeed no farm operating profitably or even with a bal-
anced budget can cover the whole of its acreage each year
with barnyard manure. Even if it were able to do so mere
would still be a drain upon its mineral reserves created by the
amount of minerals carried off the farm to market in the very
products of the animals which consume the forage of the farm,
i,e,, bone, meat, milk, eggs, etc.

In our opinion it is impossible to restore or even to maintain
the fertihty of a farm by the use alone of the barnyard manure
it produces. In order to do so it would be necessary to carry
so many livestock that it would be in turn necessary to buy
larjge quantities of feed from elsewhere in order to support the
^mals and to bring sufficient replacing minerals on to the
farm, m the form of feed. Barnyard manure manufactured
out ot bought feed is the most expensive of fertilizers, as many
a aty farmer has ruef^ly discovered.
In all of this there is no derogation of the magical qualities

ot barnyard manure. It is merely that no farm can sustain its
mineral balance through the use of barnyard manure alone,
except by importing large quantities of feed and forage—

a

proccM which, economically, is unworkable for any but themwt highly specialized dairy and poultry farms.
Iwo stntong, almost exaggerated examples ofthe agricultural

methods which have ruined so many millions of acres of our
good land come to mind. There was a time when jn our hill^untry a good-sized stream running through a farm barnyardw^ considered an asset and commanded an augmentation ofpnee since it permitted the farmer to rid hims^ of the barn-

simply throwing it into the stream to bec^ed away. In parts of the worn-out South a man who wastedtime spreading manure on his fields was regarded as crazy or

binder on toe sticky, red mud roads.

wWch^rfh^
oW saying re-quoted out of Pleasant Vatl^Which IS toe product of ancient msdom among good farmer^
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A farmer can make big money by raising both hogs and
teed. He can break even or make a little money by raising
me feed and buying the hogs or by raising the hogs and
buying the feed. But he will go broke if he buys both ho?s
and feed.’

®

At Malabar we avoided the error in the beliefs of many city
and some dirt farmers that the only way to raise the level of
fertility is by the purchase and feeding of large quantities of
livestock. In the beginning we stocked the worn-out farms
we took over with as much livestock as they could feed and then
went to work with lime, fertilizer and green manures in the
fields, using the manure produced in the barns to the best
possible advantage where it was needed most. By working
m this fashion we increased steadily the yields and quality
of feed and forage in the fields and this in turn permitted us
to carry more and more livestock and to produce more and
more manure to return to the fields both as organic material
and mineral replenishment. Under such a plan we have
increased the number of livestock the farms could carry without
buying feed or forage by approximately 800 per cent. The
number could be increased still further but for shortage of
housing and inability during the war and post-war years
of finding good workmen and building matenals
When we first took over the farms that now comprise

Malabar two of them had reached the end of the road. The
wheel had run completely down and they were abandoned.
On the other two the wheel was rapidly running down. In
other words, each year the fields produced less so that the
farmer was compelled to carry less livestock which produced
less manure which reduced the yields from the fields still

further and so on until at last it became impossible to pay
taxes and interest and the farm was abandoned. By the process

of going to work on the fields with minerals, green manure and
fertilizer, we have raised each year more feed, which enabled
us to carry more livestock which produced more manure which
contributed to greater yields. The wheel has been turning

faster and faster uphill instead of slower and slower downhill

and we still have a considerable distance to go before we arrive

at maximum potential production of both crops and livestock.

Moreover it should not be overlooked that not only the

quantity but the quality of manure was greatly increased as the

mineral content of the soil was raised and the animals, instead

of snatching at all available minerals for their nourishment

as these passed through their bodies, found an excess of

minerals in their feed and returned a considerable quantity

of minerals to the soil in the highly available form of manure.

The feeding of trace elements directly to animals as well as
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incorporating them in the soil has also led to a similar process

whereby any excess of trace elements was returned to the fields

in manure.
One other process employed at Malabar for the rapid

incorporation of large (Quantities of organic materials to

depleted land may be of interest to others faced by the same
problem. It was a process which in one way took advantage
of nature and in another was no more than working with

nature in the principle upon which the whole of the new
agriculture is founded. We profited by a rule which not enough
farmers understand—that by working with nature it is possible

to obtain great quantities oi organic material and of expensive
nitrogen at little or no cost at all. At the root of the process
lies the law that less than lo per cent of the growth of any plant,
even the most greedy, comes from the minerals of the soil itself.

All the rest comes out of sunlight, air and water.
With this in mind we employed a process by which we

obtained from two to three times as much green manure in a
single season as we had done in the past. The process was
simple; it was simply that of clipping the legumes and even
weMs used for green manures wim a power-mower three times
during a single season, each time acquiring a new growth of
vegetation which was left on the fiel<i. This was done only on
those fields where the fertility was so low that any attempt to
r^e a crop during the first season would have been foolish
since there would have been small likelihood of even a bare
return of fertilizer, tax, seed and labour expenses. Thus we
achieved instead of one crop three crops of vegetation to be
used as green manures to replenish organic material.
Of course the most valuable of green manures lies within the

rwge of the legumes, and of these alfalfa and sweet (dover are
the most valuable because of their high nitrogen fixing pro-
perties, deep roots and lush growth. The problem was to obtain
a growth of legumes on poor soil, freshly limed. By making
r^ed seedings of alfalfa, sweet clover, red clover, mammoth
clover, ladino and akike (all legumes), we achieved in most
CMes a good germination and a fairly rank growth. Surprisingly,
the sweet clover, one of the tri<^est of legumes, haci the best
resiUts, perhaps because in fertilizing the seeding, despite the
lact that all toe legumes includecT were actually nitrogen
producers, we included nitrogen. This nursed along the young
legume seedlings to that point where they began to manu-
tacturc their own nitrogen supply. Some credit must go also
to toe fine mineral quafity of our deep subsoil into which the

growmg roots of the rank growing sweet clover and
u to find, beneath the worn-out topsoil a good

and balanced food supply. Of course, alfalfa, sweet clover and
MgF*—K 289



ladino clover—all new to our soils—were inoculated with theirown bacteria.

The use of nitrogen in fertilizing legume seedings even on
our best fields has proved profitable for the reasons stated
above. In 1946, a poor season for seedings, our own seedings
ranged from 100 to 80 per cent perfect; this in a year when at
least three quarters of the seedings in our area were ploughed
under as failures. We attribute our success primarily to the
application of a ‘booster’ dose of fertilizer made at the time
of seeding and to the nitrogen included in that fertilizer which
ted the seedlings during a difficult period of spring drought.
It IS also likely that the higher organic content of our fields
over ^ose ploughed up by the neighbours also made a valuable
contribution in the form of retained moisture.

Until quite recently there was a firm legend in our area that
sweet clover could not be grown successfully even after the
application of lime. In view of the fact that sweet clover grew
rankly along the roadsides where the soil was still ‘virgin’ and
had been impregnated with lime from the stone used in
surfacing the road, there seemed no basis for the legend. It

did, indeed, prove false, for once the soil had received a
sufficient application of lime and the seeding itself had received
an extra boost of fertilizer including nitrogen, we raised sweet
clover in rank abundance. Where seedings are made in spring
oats the seedings have the benefit of the fertilizer applied to
the oats and also of a better seed bed than when made in winter
wheat. On one farm the rotation of corn-oats-sweet clover is

used with no barnyard manure, the sweet clover seeding is

made in the oats and ploughed in the following spring. Every
other year a luxuriant crop of sweet clover is produced.
Recently some agronomists have advocated the use of nitrogen
on mature alfalfa, although we have never found this necessary
in our soils. Possibly the main reason for the legend about
sweet clover was the fact that most farmer in our area used
too little lime. On fields which they claimed had been limed,

we discovered that they had used not more than 500 pounds
and sometimes as little as 200 pounds per acre. These small
amounts, breaking down slowly, had little or no effect.

In the operations of growing three crops instead of one for

green manure, certain plants and certain legumes make much
greater second and third growth than others. Alfalfa is, of

course, the queen of producers although mammoth clover,

red clover and bienni^ sweet clover will make considerable

growth if the first cutting is made early enough, before the

flowering is advanced. Ladino clover is, in our experience, a

great producer on any soil, however poor, with or without

lime, although its yields will be increased approximately three
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to four times by use of lime and phosphorus. It will yield in

our northeiTi Ohio climate as many as six to seven cuttings

and the equivalent in pasture in one season. The disadvantages

are that, being shallow rooted, it does not reach into the subsoil,

is Aerefore suDjcct to the effects ofdrought and produces much
less bulk oforganic material both in root, stem and foliage than
the coarser legumes.

Of all pasture plants ladino is the unrivalled queen, under
conditions of well-distributed rainfall, both in the field of
production and of protein content. In our experience only
three things affect its tremendous high quality production:
(i) Severe drought. (2) Over-grazing by sheep. (3) Invasion
after a period of years by bluegrass, a process which falls into
the natural white clover-bluegrass cycle of our area. Despite
its shallow roots ladino produces prodirious amounts ofnitrogen
in the top four or five inches of soil. This encourages the blue-
grass which grows with almost incredible lushness once it

starts to invade a ladino pasture. For the benefit of those
i^amihar with the^ plant, it is a super-giant member of
the white-clover family, growing under favourable conditions
3 to 4 inches higher than White Dutch. Following the habits
of the white-clover family, it is a creeping plant which sends

joint. These joints in turn become plants
which in turn send out new shoots which follow the creeping
multiplication process. We have found that a single plant win
within two years carpet an area forty inches in diameter. One
greenhouse experiment with a single seed of ladino has pro-
duced in two years a circular carpet of ladino thirty-six feet
in diameter. It is especially valuable for covering the soil of
fresh cuts or b^e subsoil where, seeded in a mulch, it will
quickly carpet the area, to be followed later by a spontaneous
growth of native grasses. Lime and fertiHzer will promote the
speed and vigour of the growth. Ladino seed has been con-
sidCTcd expensive but actually it is not, for the seeds are small
and a pound contains about three times the number of seeds
as a pound of sweet clover or ordinary red clover. This togetherwth Its rapidly spreading habits reduces greatly the number

a seeding as compared to most otherIc^mes. For a straight ladino seeding we use only three pounds

conditions produces a heavy pasture by the end of

nf
°*?S»nal mixed seedings consisting of five pounds

reduced the ladino to a half-pound

of the
rapid, vigorous growth choked out some

seeSnV ST/ 1

seedUngs. In such aseeding the ladino eventually creeps in around the alfalfa
agi



plants and tufts of brome grass, covering any accidental bare
spots so that by the second year a moderately good seeding
becomes thickened into a loo per cent stand. The ladino also
adds tremendously to the protein content of the hay or silaee
cut from such a mixed seeding. Of course the cuttings ofadmo contain no stems and no woody material but only
leaves and blossom. Owing to its rank and rapid growth in
the early spring it chokes out weed seedlings, thus giving us
meadows that are beautifully clean mixtures of alfalfa, brome
grass and ladino.

In all of this it is, I think, evident that none of us at Malabar
Farm are fanatic advocates either of the chemical fertilizer or
the organic school. It is, of course, possible to use so much
fertilizer that its chemical action will destroy the growth and
life of the bacteria, fungi, moulds, earthworms, and other life

which are all essential to productive soil and good agriculture
even when considerable quantities of organic material and of
the moisture which accompanies it are present. We have never
used more than 300 pounds per acre and that only upon the
poorest soils where meadow-pasture seedings were made on a
trash-mulch surface. For grain crops or grass seedings on good
soil or top dressings of pastures and long established meadows,
we have found that 250 pounds per acre are about the right
amount to secure |ood crops at a sound economic cost without
long range deleterious effects. Of course all chemical fertilizer,

even small amounts used upon cement-like soils devoid of
organic material and bacteria, moulds, fungi, etc., and in-

capable of holding moisture will be of litUe use and can
actually cause damage by the ‘burning out’ of plants.

Out of experience we have found simply that the whole
dispute between the two schools resolves itself into a question

of balance, as indeed does all else in agriculture, in nutrition

and indeed in life itself. We have found that chemical fertilizer

is valuable and available in exact ratio to the amount of

organic material (in all stages of decay and assimilation)

present in the soil, and we have found that the restoration of

poor soils by the use alone of organic materials (either green

or barnyard manures composted or uncomposted) grown upon
these poor depleted soils is a process too slow, economically

speaking, to be undertaken by any farmer who is not willing

or able to undertake financial losses over a considerable period

of years.

I believe that both sides in the controversy should recognize

what from our experience seems to be fact. The chemical

fertilizer producers would be commercially shrewd to advocate,

indeed to propagandize, the increasing use of all manures,

barnyard and green, since the organic material they contribute
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makes the chemical product infinitely more available and
valuable to their customers and consequently serves actually

to increase its use. On the other hand, the organic people
would do well to reco^ze the economic necessity of quickly
available minerals in chemical fertilizer and not lead inexperi-
enced agricultural novices into the belief that they can profit-

ably and quickly restore poor or depleted soil by the use of
organic material alone.

A letter from an organic fanatic illustrates perfectly the
economic fallacy of the puitly organic school. It stated, ‘Wc
are very proud of the results we have obtained in purely
organic farming. This year after seven years we have raised
wheat production to 20 bushels per acre.’ In the better, high
value agricultural lands in the United States 20 bushels per
acre of wheat will scarcely pay taxes and interest on the
investment. No farmer in the Middle West can afford a wheat
yield of 20 bushels although in some of the great semi-arid
wheat areas where land and tax values are very low, and
efficient mass production is the rule, it is possible at fair prices
to make money on much smaller yields per acre. At Malabar
in 1947 our wheat yields, including the poorest lands in the
process of restoration, averaged 35 bushels to the acre. Some
fields gelded over 60 bushels, largely owing to the balanced
use of organic material and chemical fertilizer and to the
general CTass fanning programme in which alfalfa, brome grass
and ladino sods arc ploughed for wheat production. This
represents increases in yields on some farms of as much as
500 per cent after seven years o^ the restoration process
employing Ao/A cheimcal fertilizers and organic materials in
bailee. On the Bailey farm, in a period of only four years,
yields jumped from under 10 bushels to 33 bushels in tw!

four years. The process and details
were dealt with in the chapter ‘Grass, the Great Healer.*
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XIV: OUT OF THE EARTH WE ARE BORN
AND

TO THE EARTH WE RETURN
We have assumed that there is no obligation to an in-

animate thing, as we consider the earth to be; but man
should respect the conditions in which he is placed

;
the earth

yields the living creature; man is a living creature; science
constantly narrows the gulf between the animate and the
inanirnate, between the organized and the unorganized;
evolution derives the creatures from the earth; the creature
is one creation. I must accept all or reject all.

—Liberty Hyde Bailey, The Holy Earth

There is a new movement going on in medicine and in
agriculturewhichmay lead tothemost importantdevelop-
ments with regard to the health, vigour, longevity, and

general future of the human race. It is a movement away from
patent medicines and towards preventing disease, a movement
which plans to lock the stable before instead of after the horse is

stolen. Put very simply it is a movement to create health and
resistance to disease in plants, animals, and humans, rather
than to attempt to cure the ills and diseases after they have
developed by the use of sprays, dusts, injections, and other
patent medicines. The principle follows, generally speaking,
the centuries-old custom existing in China of paying the physi-
cian only during the periods when the patient is in good health
and of cutting off his payments during the period when the

patient is ill.

In the past the relation between agriculture, medicine, and
even surgery was regarded as a fairly remote one. In the begin-

ning the doctor was a witch or a warlock concocting brews of

herbs, ‘eye of a newt and horn of toad’ and the surgeon was a

barber engaged in bone-setting or blood-letting as a sideline.

To some extent these traditional backgrounds determined the

general philosophy of surgery and of medicine until well into

the middle of the nineteenth century when the improved

microscope and rapidly intensifying research revealed the

phenomena of bacteria and microbes and their relation to

plant, animal, and human life, health, and vigour. There
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followed immediately great advances in medicine based upon
bacteriology, immunization, inoculation, etc. Somewhat later

the science of endocrinology (the relation of glands to human
health and behaviour) revealed new aspects of human illness

and health, and recently there has begun a new movement of
advance based upon such antibodies as penicillin and strepto-

mycin. The evolution of the doctor and surgeon from the
realms of magic and witch-doctoring, like the development of
bankers from the level of pawnbroking is, in terms of nistorical

time, a comparatively recent development. I mention this fact
merely as a measure of comparison m relation to the antiquity
of the profession of amculture.
From the middle of the nineteenth century surgery has been

making tremendous advances away from the old barber-
surecon tradition, largely in relation to the nervous system
and along the lines of what might roughly be called surgicU
engineering and technology. These advances have dealt with
new ways of operating upon human organs and setting
shattered bones. Medicine has been making similar advances
away from witch-doctoring and patent memcines and towards
fimdament^ foundational good health and resistance to dis-
ease. Continuing research has led medicine into new paths
and almost imperceptibly into wholly new fields—notably into
the relationship between soils and health and between Ac
minor trace elements existing in soils in relation to Ac hcalA
of plants, animals, and humans, and into Ac relation of Aese
Ainn to glandular functioning.
Much of this research is only partially complete in a purely

sciratific sense, but Ac rush of discovery in the agricultural,
medical, and biolojgical fields seems to indicate Aat we arc on
the way to or in Ac midst of a whole new concept of under-
standing and of a new philosophy of healA which is based
upon preventative raAcr Aan corrective medicine. Much ofAc research has uncovered wholly new facts, and some of it
has confirmed and explained the efficacy of many medicinal
and agncultural superstitions,* long practiced by peasants in
all parte of Ae world simply because they ‘worked.^

Ill Ac broadest sense such facts as the necessity for calciumand phosphorus in Ae growA and functioning of Ac humanb(^y have long been Imown. It was known Aat a shortage of
count, Ae structure of Ae bonyframe, as well as Ac conAuon of boA moAcr and infant in

pregnancy. It was also known Aat phosph^ S
ff

existence of Ae human race. However,
only recently Aat Ac shortage

ran
elements from worn-out s^can affect whole areas, antf affect Ae growA, health^ imd
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intelligence of the people Uving upon soUs originaUy deficient
or badly depleted of these minerals.

Again only recently has it been recognized that all veget-
ables of one kind or all milk do not contain the same or even
siniilar amounts of vitamins or minerals and that the vitamin
and mineral content of one head of lettuce grown upon rich
rninerally well-balanced soils may be 75 per cent greater than
the content of a head of lettuce of similar appearance grown
upon poor or depleted soils, or muck soils consisting prinapally
of nitrogen and carbon content. Finally it has been scientifically
proved that the difference between the two heads of lettuce
will have an appreciable effect over a considerable period
upon the health, intelligence and even the character of the
people consumung them.

Selective Service records during the recent war in one
Southern State where the soil has been badly leached and
depleted by a century and a half of poor agriculture, showed
a rejection record of nearly 75 per cent of the young men as
hopelessly unfit physically. In the State of Colorado, a com-
paratively new state not yet subject to the devastating effects

of a bad agriculture and not yet subject to the leaching and
eroding effects of steady and violent rains, the record was
exactly the reverse.

The effects of rninerally depleted or unbalanced soils upon
cattle is by now well established. In certain areas of Florida
and Louisiana one can sec cattle walking about in grass knee-
deep with their ribs and hip-bones showing while on the ranges
of New Mexio and Arizona and West Texas where a super-

ficial glance reveals scarcely any vegetation at all, cattle look

sleek, nealthy and well-fed. The difference is one of the mineral

content of the vegetation, in the first case highly deficient in

balance regardless of its luxuriant appearance, and in the

other, highly balanced and rninerally nutritious though
apparently scrubby. In other states there are areas where
original calcium deficiencies, or depletions are so great that

the backs and legs of cattle fed upon the local forage will

break when they attempt to rise. The people in these same areas

suffer eventually from the same deficiencies and other evil

results extending not only into the realm of health and

resistance to disease but even into the realms of intelligence

and mentality.

In the realm of the so-called minor trace elements, it is

rapidly becoming a recognized fact that deficiences of these

elements in soil and consequently in vegetation may produce

derangements of health resistance, vitality, intelligence, and

in particular of the functioning of glands. The trace elenients

include notably iodine, fluorine, manganese, magnesium,
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boron, cobalt, copper, zinc, sulphur and many other minerals.

Most soils save those of marine or glacial drift origin are likely

to be deficient in some or many of them. Probably few soils

contain every one of them in sufficient quantities. They need
to be present only in small, even minute, quantities as small
as a handful or less to the acre, yet their presence or absence
has in some cases definite, and in others suspected, effects upon
the determination of characteristics, of health and vigour of
plants and animals, and upon the health, vigour and intel-
ligence and even character of the people living within a given
area upon given soils and feeding upon the products ofthosesoils.
Two of the simplest examples of the effect of these trace

elements upon hedth and CTOwth are so long and so well-
estabUshed as to be classic. One is the relation of iodine to the
thyroid gland. Soils deficient in iodine coincide exactly with
the so-called ‘goitre belts’ where large segments of the popula-
tion are subject to a thyroid malfunction which anects
character, vigour, intelligence, and longevity. In many such

the absorption into the system of only a few drops of
iodine during a lifetime would have prevented the malfunction
of the thyroid gland and consequently the development of
goitre.

The effect of the absence or presence of fluorine in soils
upon teeth structure and decay has been established nearly
as long as the need for abundant calcium in teeth and bone
stracture. As in the case of iodine and the thyroid gland, only
minute quantities of fluorine are necessary tor the structure
growth, and pr^ervation of good teeth. Experiments are nowbemg conducted in certain areas in which quantities of fluorine
are added to the dnnking water in an effort to produce sound
and healthy teeth in the oncoming generation. Deaf Smith

an area in which
teeth decay is below the level of a fraction of one per cent.The answer has proved to be an abundance in the soil of the

S'Xorinr^”^
calcium in combination with minute quantities

m “ relation to the dread leukemia, ai^adv ^ated to cancer, has shown that a definite connection
existe between the coincidence of the disease and a deficiency

i?
infinitesimal quantities. At one time therJ

^“»ted States, notably in

sickness,' ‘droopneca etc. Only a httle more than a decade ago it was dw

SrsamP^*^ symptoms of whicl? were exaSfy
people and cattle in these specific areas^was a form ofMenua resuTting in gradual physicafdecUne and



loss of appetite, and in the case of cattle frequently in a literal
process of self-starvation. During the last generation it was
discovered that the disease occurred only in areas completely
dencient in cobalt. Once this clement was added to the soils
upon which the food of both cattle and people was grown the
disease completely vanished.

’

manganese and dairy cattle tend to
prove that its presence in feed has a definite effect as a control
and protectiori against the feared and destructive Bang’s
disease, which in humans takes the form of undulant or Malta
fever. Many progressive farmers and livestock feeders have
taken to feeding mixtures of trace elements directly to their
livestock, and others are arriving at the same results in a slower
but more natural and certain method by applying the elements
directly to the soil whence they eventually reach the animals
by being absorbed out of the soil into the grain and vegetation
upon which the animals or poultry feed.
The relation of trace elements to Bang’s disease (Brucell

abortus) in cattle and hogs and to range paralysis in chickens,
was forced upon our observation both in cattle barns and
poultry houses. While, as was shown in the chapter ‘Grass,
the Great Healer’ it is probable that most trace elements exist

in our glacial soil and under a sound form of agriculture are
available to crops and consequently to animals and people,
we nevertheless keep a mixture of twenty of these elements
constantly available to all livestock.

We have never been troubled by Bang’s disease save for

mildly positive reactions in two or three cows tested just before
or after the birth of a calf. And it is possible that this is so

because these elements are available in the soils and accessible

to the animals in the forage with the extremely high mineral
content described elsewhere. Pushing this theory still further,

an interrogation of local veterinarians with records of long

years of practice showed me that cases of Bang’s disease were
extremely rare or virtually nonexistent in our glacial area

among cattle bred and raised in the area and not brought in.

On the other hand, in the same county, beyond the line where
the glacial moraines melt away into flat country and the sandy

soils of the old lake bottom exist, Bang’s disease showed a much
higher incidence. Curiously the pattern of corn-borer infestation

follows very closely the pattern of the incidence of Bang’s

disease. In other words, the heavy infestation of the corn-borer

and the evidence of Bang’s disease both follow the line of the

original comparatively mineral-deficient areas of the lake

bottom and the Black owamp areas but both largely disappear

as the topography rises into the hilly country of the glacial

moraine area.
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Because our cattle have been consistently and almost entirelyfed on forage and grains raised on our own glacial soils therelation of mineral balance and trace elements to Bang’sdisease infection was difficult to trace; the case of ranie
opposite, for

ffie first four years our poultry was fed entirely upon poultrymashes coming from soils other than our own and during thewhole of that period we experienced continual infection and
losses of poultry through range paralysis, although we changed
hatcheries every year ,n order if possible to avoid infec^onrom the original chicks. It was not until we took to cafeteria
teeding, i.e. placing before the hens meat scraps, mash whole
oats, corn and alfalfa grown on the place and began feeding
nnxtures of trace elements that range paralysis disappeared corn-
pletelyJroro the poultry houses. Each hen was, of course, per-
mitted to balance her own diet. We also cut feed costs at least
30 per cent and increased production by an even greater figure.
It IS also worth noting that under the balanced cafeteria feeding
all cannibalism disappeared from the poultry houses.
The only deduction to be drawn was that all chicks, regard-

Iws of the hatchery, carried in themselves the germs or virus
of range paralysis and that when there was a deficiency or
unbalance of minerals and trace elements, the metabolism of
the hens and their capacity for producing disease-resistant
antibodies through hormones, enzymes, etc., was so deranged
or weakened that the disease took over. We also found that a
100 per cent resistance to range paralysis and indeed to
apparently virtually all poultry diseases existed among the
fighting chickens and the wild poultry. These groups
represented a considerable number of fowls over a period of
years, fighting cocks as well as stray chickens mostly of the
Leghorn and Plymouth Rock variety. These roamed barn-
yards and near-by fields during all seasons and had access to
spilled grain and the vegetation growing upon glacial soils

but among them no case of range paralysis has ever appeared.
These observations both with regard to at least two notable

livestock and poultry plagues. Bang’s disease and range
paralysis, have led me to suppose that nutrition and especially
mineral nutrition has a great deal to do with disease control.

Some of the most valuable scientific contributions to the
specific relation of trace elements to control of Bang’s disease

have been made by J. F. Wischusen of the Cleveland Research
and Development Foundation. These consist of his own
scientific research as well as the assimilated and co-ordinated
reports of other research specialists in the field. He points out
that as yet the field is insufficiently explored and that many
things—such as the relation of certain trace elements to (for
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example) the formation of protein, enzymes, hormones, etc.,

which may and do lead to the creation of antibodies or in

other ways to disease resistance—are not yet fully understood
although the whole field in animal and human physiology
and pathology is advancing rapidly. He intimates, rightly I

think, that much of our researen and science is bogged down
firmly within the limitations of the school of vaccination and
inoculation, a valuable step in relation to health but probably
not the fin^ one.

Mr. Wischusen lists twenty-two elements, together with their
functions, that are believed necessary to human, animal and
plant nutrition, healthy resistant life. That few soils contain
all of the essentials is a well-established fact. That many soils,

especially those originally deficient or those depleted by poor
and greedy farming, lack a large percentage of the necessary
elements is a well-established feet. It is clear, I think, that
when the deficiencies occur the plants, animals and people
ewsting on the given deficient soils and feeding from them
will suner from physical defects and from weakened resistance
to disease in all its forms. Of course the effect of deficiencies
of iodine, cobalt and fluorine, to name only three, are well-
and long-established scientific facts. Mr. Wischusen also points
out that these elements even in soils where they exist may not
be_ in available form to plants and hence unavailable to
animals and people; care must be taken that, when these
elements are fed m mixtures to livestock, that each one exists
in a chemical combination which makes it available. Most
reliable feed companies providing these elements for feeding
have taken care that they exist in form available to animal
use. The same is true of the elements sold for incorporation
into the soil by reliable fertilizer companies.
Mr. Wischusen also summons the highly interesting and

eitecbve r^ults of the use of trace elements in dealing with
undidant fever, the human form of Bang’s disease—Results
which point in exactly the same direction as the research
regarding certain trace elements in relation not only to
resistance but also ta alleviation of the disease.
Some of the «periments recounted in relation to cattle are

dramaucaUy striking in their results, notably the case of two
mfected with Bang’i disease and one clean, both

gabled in the same stall for a long period. The healthy cowwas fed on a balanced diet of minerals and never acquired
the disease, popularly held to be highly contagious. Two othercMcs arc recounted in which the cows of infected herds wereput on to a balanced ration of minerals: practically all re-

short space of time and from thenon produced living, healthy calves*
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I reccommend to the reading of all intelligent, practical

f/
Manganese, Copper md Cobalt

^ obtainable by addressing T FWischusen Manganese Research and Development Founda^
tion, Cleveland lo, Ohio.
Every livestock breeder knows that iodized salt must be fed

to livestock in iodine-deficient areas. He also knows that aU
animals, mven an opportunity to balance their own diets will
balance them exactly according to their individual needs far
more intelligently than humans will do. A brood sow facedmth a deficiency of calcium, will tear up and chew the cement
ot her pen floor m order to get lime, and a sow fed upon a
minerally and protein-deficient diet will eat her own youngA pregnant cow, like a premant woman suffering from a
deficiency of calcium in her diet, will take the calcium out of
her bones or her teeth in order to provide the necessary mineral
to herself or the baby she is carrying. The rooting of hogs in
a field arises almost entirely from their search for protein
nutrients and minerals which they are not receiving in proper
tmantities. A protein deficient diet will cause a hog to tear up
the sod in search of worms and grubs and even when given
unlimited quantities of protein it may still root in search of
major or minor elements which arc lacking or almost wholly
lacking from its diet. Often enough, a half-wild sow left in
a swamp to her own resources will farrow and bring up a
much healthier and more vigorous litter of pigs than a sow
kept penned under the most sanitary and luxurious conditions
by a farmer who does not understand animal feeding. A sow
knows better than any farmer, perhaps than any professor or
mixed-feed manufacturer, what she needs in her diet. So does,
in varying degrees of acuteness, every other animal.

In the case of a human being the instinct for recognizing
the deficiency has been partly lost, and with it the instinctive

hunger for the corrective minerals, vitamins, etc. He merely
develops goitre or bad teeth or an<emia or poor eyesight or a

‘tired feeling.’ He docs not know instinctively what is the matter
with him, as do most animals, nor how to cure it. Instead he
benns taking quantities of patent medicines or vitamin pills.

If he lived upon foods produced from minerally well-balanced

soils, it is highly probable that most of the ills would never

develop at all and that health and vigour would stay with
him so long as he received no physical injury.

In children instincts and cravings regarding nutrition,

deficiencies, etc., still possess an acuteness akin to those of

animals. With this under consideration, one school of medical

and nutrional thought is inclined to pamper children by per-

mitting them to eat what they crave violently regardless of
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whether parent or doctor thinks it good for them. But even
a child, affected by the long chain of habit and ‘civilizing’

influences is less likely to possess the strong and correct nutritional

instincts of almost any animal. Who has not seen peasant
children eating whatever they chose within reach who were
infinitely more tough, solid, healthy, and resistant than some
of the big, soft, pink and white children brought up on diets

carefully supervised by ‘specialists’ in nutrition. The frequent
cases of small children ‘eating* dirt are evidence of the animal
instinct to correct some deficiency in their carefully planned
diets. Among the animals there is no evidence of any such
foolish diet as a lunch made on a pickle and an ice-cream
soda. Animals have too much sense. Nor do animals by prefer-
ence eat such nutritionally useless food as refined sugar and
ovcrprocessed white breads.
The causes of cancer, the most dreaded scourge of the

human race still, are almost entirely unknown yet it is perfectly
reasonable to assume that they may, like goitre or decaying
teeth, arise from or at least be induced by mineral deficiencies
which cause in time certain glandular derangements. The
connection between leukemia (a cancer relative) and deficien-
cies of zinc has already been established.
On the northern borders of India there exists a half-wild

tribe known as the Hunzas in which no case of cancer nor
any tribal record of the disease has ever been known. Sir
Albert Howard, who has studied these people, has pointed
out that they have practiced for hundreds of years in their
narrow valley a particularly fine form of terraced agriculture
in which a finely balanced mineral replenishment in the form
of sand and gravel saved from the beds of rivers flowing from
the Himalaya IS brought up each year to the hillside terraces
as fertilizer. Nor should it be overlooked that among these
people all waste, both animal and human, is returned to the
earth instead of being dumped into their streams to pollute
them on their way to the sea from which they cannot be
recovered. Not only are the Hunzas^ known for tneir freedom
irom cancer^ but they arc also known for extraordinary vitality
vigour, resistance, health, and longevity.

In a speech before the National Association of Hothouse
Vegetable Growers the author made rccenUy a speculation
wluch he considered revolutionary. He suggested that one day
not too far away there would be a law regardiM green veget-
ables, similar in purpose to the existing Pure Food Act with
regard to tinned foods, which would require fresh vegetables



to be Jabelled A B C or D, etc., according to the mineral
content and balance of the soils upon which they were grown
so that consume^, when they were buying vegetables, mightknow whether they were really getting the proper minerals
and vitamins, or merely nitrogen, carbon, and water, in the
torm of luxunant-appearing vegetation like that upon which
feed the perpetually skinny and listless cattle of certain miner-
ally deficient areas. The hothouse vegetable growers, however
showed no astonishment. Not only did they believe that such
a law would eventually be enacted, they were enthusiastic
about passing its enactment.
The truth was that nearly all of them clearly understood the

value of a balanced mineral content in the soil and were
practising it. They knew it in a thoroughly practical dollar
and cents fashion in relation to the health of the plants they
grew. They knew that a deficiency of manganese, even in
minute quantities, could cause splitting in the outside stems
of celery and result in a loss of hundreds and perhaps thousands
of dollars. They knew that deficiencies of other trace elements
could cause cracking in tomatoes, or uneven ripening or poor
anasmic colour. They knew too that plants suffenng from
mineral deficiencies were, like animals and people under the
same circumstances, sickly and lacking in resistance and there-
fore subject to blights, aiseases, arid even attacks by insects

from which wholly healthy plants receiving a balanced diet
of minerals would be wholly or partly immune. In some cases
the hothouse vegetable growers produced three and four
crops in one year in the same soil and the tone and mineral
balances of that soil had to be preserved if they were to continue
to prosper as businessmen. Not only their health but their

f

)OCKet books—like the health and pocket books of people over
arge areas of the United States—were dependent upon main-
tained balance and a living fertility.

It is only recently that a few agronomists have begun
exploring the whole relationship of mineral balance to the

health and productivity of soils. Most of them have been
content to turn out treatises upon amounts and formulas of

chemical fertilizers containing only the major elements

—

nitrogen, phosphorus and potassium—and to advocate the

use of lime upon a calcium-deficient or calcium-depleted soil.

Very little research has occurred in most state colleges con-

cerning the relationship of minerally balanced soils to health

and fertility in plants, animals,and people.

The whole theory of the ability of healthy plants grown in

organically balanced and complete, mineralized soils to resist

disease and even, to some extent, attacks by insects is not

altogether new, either in the field of research among highly
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skilled market gardeners or among intelligent amateurs, but
it is largely unknown in general agriculture. The theory of
putting into the soil the means of resistance rather than apply-
ing it externally by dusts and sprays is much more revolutionary
and comparatively little research has been done along these
lines.

Certainly one of the most interesting evidences of the effects
of a trace element upon the resistance to insects is set forth by
Glen Fuller of the Battelle Memorial Institute of Columbus,
Ohio, in a pamphlet called ‘Selenium in Plants’.

It relates not only to the results of research by Mr. Fuller
himself, but is based upon the published results of research
by other well-known horticulturists, entomologists, and bio-
chemists. It was found that the application of so small an
amount as J gram of sodium selenate per square foot of soil
or one pound per 1800 square feet was quickly absorbed by the
plante and immediately made the plants immune to the attack
01 red spiders,leafnematods and other equally stubborn
and difficult pests. In some cases the effect upon the insectsw^ actually toxic, killing them off in great numbers.
he enium salts dissolved in water and applied to soU are

vndely used today by expert greenhouse growers, particularly
chrysanthemums. Not only is the processmore cffecuve th^ spraying and dusting but in some instances

effective where the superficial process of spray-

3thoH.'*nf
effective. Needless to say the old-fashiWdmethods of spra^ang and dusting are inEnitely more expensive

on *° selenium have

Snee in nlln"/ Ti*®
relationship of trace elements to re-

afrif j I
?elenium was an obvious choice since it was^ready known to be an element toxic to animals and pS

nrip considerable quantit^ Aepresence of excessive amounts of selenium in vegetation wasdiscovered some yeai^ ago to be the cause of‘S diW
m^dei

parts of the west. It may even have

thanhe of
for it is known

S^e of thrnttiP suffering at the
r J r J “S drsaster from ‘alkali disease ’ after

«trifshed S^n^ r nowKtabhshed as one where an excess of selenium exists in thi
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these are wholly absent from the soil, the deficiency causes a
weakening of resistance both to disease and insect attack. Our
whole experience with trace elements in plants in relation to
resistance and insects tends to indicate this possibility. As I
have pointed out elsewhere, our glacial soil contains a great
number of these trace elements, perhaps more than any other
soils save those of marine origin. This fact, I repeat, makes our
soil an ungrateful field for making effective tests since there is

little margin in which to work. A more deficient soil would
provide a better testing ground. Nevertheless, the application,
m a somewhat helter-skelter fashion, of some twenty trace
minerals has undoubtedly increased the resistance to disease
and insects of the whole range of vegetables and fruits grown
at Malabar. Which elements or combination of elements are
effective we do not pretend to know save in the case of the
major element potassium and the minor elements boron and
manganese. When in any area there is a deficiency of any of
these three, the plants display symptoms as marked as any
case of measles or smallpox. We have, at Malabar, neither
the time nor the equipment for pure and effective scientific

research. We are, in the main, simply keen observers who
believe in what works. The field of soils and minerals in re-

lation to the health of plants, animals, and people, both in its

purely chemical and mineral aspects as well as in the bio-

chemical aspects of moulds, fungi, bacteria, antibodies, etc.,

is still almost wholly unexplored.
Contrary to fact it is the assumption of the average citizen

that ail virgin soils are good and well-balanced soils. It is

common belief that by removing forest growth one finds in the

earth beneath ancient soil of almost unbelievable fertility or

that by draining a bog one makes available a completely

balanced, productive, and healthy soil. Very few virgin soils

are anywhere near perfect soils for they are no more than the

result in most cases of the vegetation which has grown upon
them, died and decayed to mix its organic material with

the decaying rock, clay, or gravel in which it has grown.

Minerally speaking, the dead and decaying vegetation is

nothing more than the mineral material of the subsoil itself

transmuted into organic form and therefore much more quickly

available to the growth of the plants or trees which succeed the

earlier vegetation in the eternal cycle of growth, death, decay,

and rebirth. Therefore, vegetation growing upon primeval sub-

soil or decayed rock which is deficient in calcium, or phos-

phorous or potassium will, so far as we know now, be equally

deficient in these elements as will the organic topsoil which

gradually is built up out of the death and decay of that

vegetation.



The popular id<sa that the drained Everglades area of
Florida was and is a region of unbounded virgin fertility is a
complete fallacy, generally accepted by laymen and a great
many farmers. When first drained, and put into cultivation and
pasture, the vegetation and the condition of the cattle quickly
revealed that this virgin soil, like most muck soils everywhere,
consisted lai^ely of nitrogen and carbon with almost every sort
of mineral deficiency. On a recent visit to the area, the country
agent who conducted me on the tour warned me in advance of
the conditions, saying, ‘ Of course, what you are going to see
is not rca^y normal agriculture but only a glorified form of
hydroponics.* In other words, the virgin muck soil was simply
the base for operations as gravel or cinders are the base for
CTowing plants in water, saturated with minerals. The original
deficiencitt of minerals necessary to the healthy growtn of
plants, animals and people were enormous and both vegetables
and animals grown in the area were sickly, diseased, and subject
to the attack of almost every pest. As one grower said in 1924,
‘We always plant everything and never harvest anything.*

It was in 1927 when ^periments with trace elements were
applied to oyer sixty species of feed and vegetable crops that the
vast possibilities for vegetable-growing in the Everglades region
began to be revealed. Among these elements were copper,
manganese, zinc and cobalt. The applications of these elements
produced an almost immediate effect—in soil where until then
wrtudly all ve§:etabl« were sickly and failed to reach maturity,
the plants attained virtually normal growth and a high degfree
of productivity. Since then the trace elements, together with
major elements, phosphorus, potassium, and calcium, have
been apphed in increasing quantities, with the result that the
arcM today produce fat, healthy catUe and a reaUy fabulous
production of frmt and marketable vegetables. This is what my
county agent ^end meant when he said that agriculture in
this area was largely ‘glorified hydroponics* in which almost
evening was added to the soil.

same area is, of course, one of the best arguments against
the extreme exponents of the composting-orgamc school of
agriculture. In other words because the vital elements, both
major and trace, were not present in the subsoU no amount ofcompostmg of the indigenous vegetable would have put thosewt^y necessary elements back into the soils. Actually naturehad been compostmg the vegetation of the Everglades area form^ons of years and succeeded in producing a highly nitro-graous, ewbo^erous soil still d&cient in the Jem^nwessary for Ae healthy growth of animals and of all vegeta-

Sis'rf
combatively simple and non-nutritiousterms of plant life adapted to fresh-water, marsh areas
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As Dr. Gratz of the Florida Agricultural Experiment
btation, puts It, Without the use of minor elements the rapid
progress in agricultural production in Florida would not have
taken place.

In neighbouring citrus-growing areas where citrus trees
showed signs of deformation and diseases of all sorts, intensive
applications of the major elements—nitrogen, phosphorus and
potassium seemed only to increase the decline in the trees. It
was not until compounds of copper, zinc, manganese and
cobalt were applied that the trees began to recover their health
and resistance and to produce fruit once more. Since then the
other trace element have been added to soils with the result of
marked increase in health, productivity and resistance to
disease. Of course the rare areas of Florida with soils having an
ori^nal limestone do not fit into the same category as the
deficient soils of the Everglades and the sandy areas.
As has been pointed out elsewhere, limestone is the product

of minute marine animal life formed in sea water and in
addition to high amounts of calcium also contains a whole
category of important trace elements.
A brief report of the problem and its solution is contained in

Chemical Treatment of Florida Soil Increases Yield Threefold, by L.
O. Gratz, Assistant Director of Research, Florida Agricultural
Experiment Station. In a scries of pamphlets, Dr. Gratz has set

forth the history of trace minerals in relation to fruit, vegetables
and cattle growing in Florida. Other valuable information can
be obtained from the Everglades Experiment Station, Florida.

Many forested areas of the United States have in the past
been cleared of their timber in the assumption that the freed

soil would be good agricultural land. On a similar assumption
some millions of acres of bog land have been drained at great
expense only to reach the ultimate discovery that the cleared

or drained land was so deficient and unbalanced minerally that

it was useless as agricultural land and could not be made
productive by any process which, under the existing economy
of the nation and tne world, was either profitable or possible.

In Michigan and Wisconsin, millions of acres of cleared timber-

land is being reforested because the populations which
attempted to use it as agricultural land virtually starved to

death since the land was wholly unproductive, or because the

vegetation it produced was so deficient minerally as to provide

little real nourishment for man or beast.

A little of the Michigan land by intensive use of chemical

fertilizer and green manures has been made highly productive

for potatoes and strawberries, two crops which bring in high

cash returns per acre and justify the expense of feeding the land

with the minerals it originally lacked. An expert of the Depart-
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ment of Agriculture conducting the writer on a tour of the

drained Everglade swamps of Florida now employed for

heavy agricultural production said, ‘There is no use trying to

kid you. The agricifltural processes practised here are no more
than a glorified hydroponics in wnich virtually all minerals
down to the trace elements have to be put into the soil annually.*

Elsewhere, notably in the great swamp area of Minnesota,
hundreds of thousands of acres of supposedly rich bog land
were drained for agricultural use at ^eat expense by WPA
labour during the early Thirties only to reach the same
discovery—that as agricultural land it was unproductive and
virtually useless for anything but scrub timber, marsh vegeta-
tion and wild life.

One legal absurdity arose in the case of the restoration of
the great Minnesota swamps. When the work of blocking the
drainage ditches built by WPA was about to berin it was dis-
covered that a State law forbade the blocking ofany drainage
ditch. The problem was solved by the beavers which already
existed in certain areas and by other beavers imported and
let loose to increase their population and the fur industry of
Minnesota. Thev flourished in the natural wild conditions and
quickly bred colony after colony which spread out damming
up the expensive, useless ditches and have done their best to
restore the drained areas to proper land use which in this case
was wild life, fur production, and some timber.

This lack or unbalance of minerals over large areas of the
world’s surface limits greatly the future food production of the
world. One hears often enough observations from travellers
to the effect ^at there seems to be vast areas of land visible
from car, train or airplane windows which are still open to
cultivation and that there seems still to be unlimited supplies
ot food-producing land not being utilized. The answer, known
only to mose whose business is agricultural land, is that those
areas which have not been utilized or on which unsuccessful
attempts at agriculture have been made, are unbalanced or
comparabyely unproductive soil because of minersj lack or
difficult soil structure or aridity. In their present state thev
cannot be culuvated with any profit and the expenditure ofmoney m inaking them cultivatable by the addition of minerals
and organic material is so great that their conversion into
productive soils is economically impossible under existing
conditions. It may be that under the pressure of a rapidly
increasing world population and the decline of productionupon the land already under cultivation in the world, it will

convert these lands into productiveamcultural soils regardless of cost in order to prevent whole-
sale malnutntion, depressed living standards and even actual
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starvation of large segments of the world’s population. But
the expense will be enormous and will be far beyond the
capacity of individuals or private enterprise; it will become
the project of government or of international commissions
with the expense borne by taxpayers, principally those tax-
payers who live in the great congested cities who, even now
are paying heavily in order to get enough to eat at prices
commensurate with the wages and economy of our times.

All of this is why it becomes vitally necessary for reasons not
only of national or international economy but of health and
social conditions that the destruction of existing good
agricultural land through erosion and poor and wasteful
agriculture be checked and that available possible agricultural
land be made to produce its maximum without destruction
of its fertility or mineral balance.
The mineral deficiencies of poor or worn-out soil affect not

only the living standards of people attempting to make a living
upon it but also standards of health, vitality, intelligence and
initiative which are so fundamental a part of the real wealth
of nations. There exist in America pockets and areas of popula-
tion of the best biological stock which, having some generations
ago chosen to pioneer non-agricultural forest regions as
farmers, have sunk not only to the economic level of the
present European peasant but have become rapidly enfeebled
mentally and physically by the limited diets and the mineral
deficiences of the agriculturally poor soils upon which they
have attempted to live. This is largely the history of the fine

pioneering biological stock which filtered into the forest and
poor land areas of the mountains and hills of the Middle
South. It is also the case of a great part of the population of

the Deep South which settled upon once minerally rich land
long since leached-out, farmed-out, and eroded. Through
failure to maintain a good mineral balance, together with a

high level of organic material, the soil over large areas has

become thoroughly depleted and has in time produced a

population so lacking in vitality, intelligence, and initiative

that it can no longer really help itself or gam any real advantage

through schools, school teachers, agricultural bulletins, or

other methods of a purely intellectuaJ sort. The problem has

indeed become so great and so hopeless that not only govern-

ment supervision but government direct action is a primary

necessity in order to make the population physically and

mentally capable of absorbing education and of practising

a good and intelligent agriculture.

It is true that some progress towards a better agriculture is

being made by individuals in the Deep South but the cases

are largely isolated and involve only a tiny minority, still
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possessed of intelligence and enterprise. By far the greater

percentage of the population is, through limited diet and
mineral deficiencies, inert and helpless. It is an interesting

scientific fact that despite generations of living upon poor diets

and mineral defiencies, the biological germ stock remains
undeteriorated. There is abundant evidence that sickly,

apparently deficient, children of good biological stock when
transferred from poor or depleted areas to minerally rich ones
will lose their apparent deficiencies and develop into first-rate

physical specimens.
It is impossible not to point out that it is in the Deep South

and in the bordering states that our greatest agricultural slums
exist. Here too exist unbelievably low family incomes (as low
as five dollars spending money a year], and the areas where
ignorance and prejudice arc by far the most prevalent and
powerful.

There is indeed an interesting experiment which any reader
may make who possesses a map or the United Sutes. It is a
simple one and requires merely two sheets of thin tissue paper.
Place one of these over the map of the nation and trace out
those agricultural areas where income, agricultural fertility,
and living standards are low, where the population is deficient
physically and mentally, and ignorance and prejudice run
rampant. Then take £he second sheet and trace out the
agricultural areas where the soils were originally deficient
minerally or became so through erosion, depletion, and greedy
fanning. You will find that the two areas coincide almost
exactly even to those ‘pockets’ of such land as exist even in the
newer, less depleted middle and northern states. You will
find such ‘pockets’ in rich states like Illinois and Indiana, Ohio,
and Missouri, states commonly believed to possess an
meimaustible fertility. Some of those areas have become
depleted in only two or three generations of farming. Some
are^ like those in Oklahoma have become eroded and depleted
within a single generation.

Probably the soils best balanced minerally on the surface
ot the earth are those with a base of limestone or those com-
posed of glacial gravel loam. This is so because both soils
contain a high degree of nearly all minerals thoroughly mixed.
Limestone is the product of silt and the bodies and calcareous
shells of uncountable trillions of sea organisms and as the sea
becomes eventually tht depository of aU minerals poured into
It from the eroding land surfaces of the earth those minerals^t in good balance in any soils or rocks of marine origin.
Because of this fact the creatures of the sea are in a senseW
tSirSi^h'^H-**^

^ creatures and in the deposits oftheir.dead bodies at the bottom of the sea Ue the richest and
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it Limestone is little more than

i'l t^ove the level of the sea and hardened intorock during prehistoric Ume. Dolomitic limestone is not only

ahit n
^ ,v‘

i‘ contains but for the consider-able quantities of other major elements and of many of thetrace elements. ^

Vegetation feeding and growing upon this limestone for
countless centimes has transmitted these minerals into organic
matenal which in turn through the process of growth deathand decay has deposited them on to6 of the original limestone
rock m the form of topsoil in which they are no longer rock
but highly available organic and mineral material for the
vegetation which succeeds them and for the healthy, vigorous
ammals and people who are fortunate enough to inhabit those
areas where such soil exists.

It is not without reason that the best race horses in the world
are bred and raised in Ireland and in the bluegrass, limestone
areas of Kentucky. It is so because both soils were limestone
soils containing also high percentages of phosphorus. These
two elements in conjunction with the trace elements existing in
limestone not only produce, but are essential to, the production
of bone, stamina, vigour, and intelligence. They produce
healthy, long-lived, vigorous, and intelligent people as well as
animals.

Although both areas began, as one might say, from scratch,
with the same advantages, the bluegrass area of Kentucky has
been subject to depletion at an infinitely more rapid rate.
Indeed there are, in the very heart of the bluegrass region,
farms as badly depleted and eroded as arc to be found in the
whole of the nation, despite the fact that on some of them the
topsoil lies only a foot or two above the limestone which gave
it Its original fertility.

There are many reasons why the Irish soil has retained its

qualities longer than the soil of the Kentucky area. It is a much
deeper soil and is not subject to the violent rainfalls and climatic
temperature variations of Kentucky. The annual total rainfall

of Ireland and that of Kentucky are about the same with the
advantage in most years on the side of Kentucky but Irish rain-

fall is more evenly distributed throughout the year and falls

most of the time in the form of a gentle drizzle. The violent

thunderstorms and cloudbursts of Kentucky in which an inch
or more of rain will fall in an hour or less are virtually unknown
in Ireland. Perhaps most important of all is the fact that in

Ireland the only open-row crop grown outside cottage gardens
is potatoes and with potatoes and the rapid growth of potato

vines the soil is left bare to rainfall, leaching and erosion for

only a very brief period of three to four weeks.
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The bluegrass areas of Kentucky, save for the great horse-

breeding farms kept almost wholly in grass like the Irish

countryside, are largely devoted to a general farming pro-

gramme wWch favours tobacco and com, two of the most
destructive of crops from the point of view of leaching, erosion,

and mineral depletion. In the case of both crops the soil, clean-
cultivated under old traditional agricultural methods, is left

bare to wind, sun, and torrential rain throughout nearly all

the year. At the same time the clean-cultivation and constant
tillage of the earth under the higher summer temperature of
Kentucky burns out at a prodigious rate the organic material
so vital to the abso^tion of rainfall, the retention of moisture,
the existence of living bacteria, and the processes which help
to break down minerals and make them available to plant
and eventually to human and animal life.

As a result of all these forces and customs the Kentucky area
has worn out quickly in comparison with the Irish country. In
the very heart of the bluegrass country I have seen worn-out
and eroded farms which in four or five generations have
virtually been destroyed. The old-fashioned farmer in the area
will teU you that his soil does not need lime because the lime-
stone lies just beneath his topsoil and in places actually crops
out of the ground. On one occasion a farmer of the ‘what was
good enough for grandpappy was good enough for me’ school
was giving me the usual story when I chanced to look down on
the pasture’ where we were standing. It was worn-out, sickly,
weedy pasture with no white clover in sight and the only
visible bluegrass was yellowish and tough although we were
only in the month of May at Derby time when it should have
been luxuriant. There at our very feet was an actual outcrop
of limestone with sorrel, an acid-loving plant which abhors
ime, displaying a luxuriant growth less than a foot from the
limestone itself.

Of course the truth was that the pasture field in which we
stood had lon§ since become depleted through erosion, leaching,
and ovCTCTaziDg, of the orimnal calcium and phosphorus in
available form so that it would no longer grow accent crops of
successive com and tobacco. It had been turned into permanent
pasture and what traces of minerals remained had been
continually cracd off for years in the form of bones, meat,
and milk until m the end it was utterly impoverished. The
mercitul grass cover, which prevented erosion and leaching andV only when the
ertility of me field and its lime and phosphorus content was
almost entirely consumed.

Deep and Middle South and of much of it in the middle and
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northern states. It is converted to grass or rather is allowed to
revert only when it has become useless and worn out as open
cultivated, row-crop land. It is the reason why cattle upon
such land are rough-coated and produce little milk or appear
in the end at the stockyards as rough-coated, tough animals
that bring prices far below those paid for quality beef. You
simply cannot produce eood meat, good milk, good animals or
people upon worn-out land. The cattle in the field with the
limestone cropping out at our feet were just such animals.

In his argument that he did not need lime because the lime-
stone cropped out of the very surface of his pasture, the old
farmer lacKed knowledge, thinking power, and indeed was
unable to understand the evidence of his own eyes in the case
of the flourishing sorrel. It never occurred to him that the lime
and phosphorus which long ago had made his soil one of the
richest in the world had come there through millions of years
of weathering of the stone and of transmutation into availabil-

ity through millions of years of vegetation passing through the

cycle of birth, growth, death, decay, and rebirth. How could
that mineral content be replenished or even maintained under
a violent agriculture, especially when all vegetation such as

the tobacco plants and corn stover was constantly and per-

sistently being removed from the soil, burned, allowed to rot in

piles or fed to cattle which returned less than a fifth of the

minerals to the soil in the form of manure. The limestone which
lay beneath his soil and at our feet was flint hard. It would
require more millions of years to weather and become available,

unless human intelligence quarried, crushed it, and applied it

in semi-available form to the depleted fields.

I happened to be standing in that particular pasture because

the farmer who believed ‘what was good enough for grand-

pappy was good enough for me’ had farmed himself out. He
had reached that level where the yield per acre of his fields was

so low that he could no longer keep up to the mere level of

taxes and interest. His farm had been purchased by a famous

neighbouring horse-breeder who realized that the land was

worse than useless for grazing his horses. The forage raised on

that farm, either as green pasture or as hay, would soon have

put his horses out of the running and made their offspring

valueless at the annual horse sales. He had flown me by plane

to have a look at it and to find for him a young man practising

the New Agriculture who could put the farm back into cir-

culation and make its soil once more productive of vigorous,

healthy vegetation and healthy animals and people.

The old-fashioned farmer standing there beside us looked

like his own cattle. He was tired, pcrmaturely aged and had

only three or four teeth, although he had lived all his life on a
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farm in the very midst of a region once famous for the calcium
and phosphorus content of its soils. Although the farm had
already been sold over his head he was permitted to remain
until he found work as a common labourer in the near-by
town of Lexington. He had indeed farmed his land, his cattle,

and himself very nearly out of existence.

I have told m Pleasant Valley the story of another famous
race-horse establishment in the bluegrass area not far from
the old man’s worn-out farm. It is one of the most famous in
the world with breeding stock which contained the finest of
racing blood lines, yet there arrived a time about fiheen years
ago when it became virtually impossible to sell the colts pro-
duced in its stables at the great annual sales because they nad
achieved an increasingly bad r^utation for split hooves, poor
bones and lack of stamina. The owner, one of Amenca’s
richest men, became desperate and silent great sums upon
veterinarians, feed experts and even soil experts who at Uiat
period knew far less about soil and minerals than they do
today, but no improvement came about until a polo-playing
English friend expressed the belief that the sad condition of
the farm’s colts came about through soil deficiencies and said
Aat he believed he could cure the condition. The ownerj in
dcmcration, gave his consent and the polo-playing friend, who
had never been to an agricultural college, but knew horses
as he knew the back of his hand, went to work on the soil of
the farm with lime, phosphorus, and other minerals, and with
a system of competing the manure. The end of the story is
the obvious one. The colts produced by the farm arc now back

of the market and selling for top prices at the annual
s^es* One of them ran one of the most famous races in Derby
history at the 1947 race meeting.

Probably one of the richest and best balanced of all soils is
that cxistmg m the famous ‘black belts* of Texas, Mississippi.
Alabama, and the Ukraine. These are, or were, deep som
rontaining quantities of the major minerals and most of the
trace riements. They represent rich deposits ofdecayed organic
matcnal lying oyer hmestone or various kinds of marl which
IS, broadly speaking, limestone that is not yet hardened. Its
productivity w virgin soil was enormous, but virtually nomajor area of such soil remains undiscovered or unexploited

^agedy IS that these black soils have been so rapidlydtttroy^ by erosion m most of the Alabama and Missk^ppi

TVva! 7 f ^^y a shorter time in
content of the soil has beenrapidly burned out through the cultivation of row crow
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notably cotton or corn, in a climate of high temperatures andheavy se^onal rains, where the process is seldom arrested or
wholly checked by low temperatures and freezing. In the Texas
area the mineral content is still so high and so well-balanced

ij
of chemical fertilizers gives no perceptible increase

01 yields but the organic material has been so far dissipated
that a crop of hubam, or annual sweet clover, ploughed into
the soil will bnng immediate increases in yields as high as
thirty to forty per cent. Fortunately because of the marl base
ol much of the soil the destruction of its fertility is not hopeless.
By proper farming methods most of its tremendous fertility
can be restored.

In the Black Belt of the Ukraine the process of destruction
has been much less rapid for the region lies in a northern
temperate zone, the rainfall is more evenly distributed and
the process of destruction has not been hastened by the some-
times reckless and unintelligent use of modern agricultural
machinery.

It is a great error to suppose that modern agricultural
machinery is in itself the means of better farming, better crop
yields or of maintaining or increasing the fertility of the soil
It may cut production costs, do away with drudgery, and
increase speed of operation but per se it may do as much damage
as good in relation to soil fertility and productivity. The good
or Dad is determined by the intelligence of its use. Modern
machinery badly or unintelligently used may simply intensify
soil destruction by making it possible to farm more acres
carelessly, rapidly, and badly.

It is quite possible that with the knowledge of soil now
existing or in the process of discovery, man will soon be able,

if he is not already able, to construct a better, more balanced,
more productive soil than most virgin soils existing in nature.
In a shrinking world with its increasing network of trans-

portation he is able to bring together in one spot most of the
elements vital to highly productive soil as only tne sea has been
able to do in the past. It is possible that in this new under-
standing he can create soils which in time will produce food
that will alter wholly the health, vigour, intelligence, longevity,

and character of whole peoples. In a sense the people of our
great cities already benefit by the shrinking of this world and
the growth of its transportation facilities since the food which
they eat does not come from a single region but from all parts

of the nation and they are therefore not subject to the same
ills and deficiencies as a rural or village area which is dependent
for its food upon a single area which may contain only depleted

or mincrally deficient soils. The city dweller undoubtedly

consumes much food, aside from the processed white sugar and



white bread, which is highly deficient in minerals and virtually
useless save for its bulk, but it is also true that he consumes
much good food grown upon minerally rich ground and
containing high amounts of minerals and vitamins. As yet he
has no means of determing which vegetables and fruits are
grown upon poor soils and which ones are grown upon good,
minerally balanced soils.

Regional afflictions such as goitre, bad teeth, and many
other illnesses as yet untraced or unfixed are regional because
thw result from deficiencies of minerals within a given area.
The formula for a minerally well-balanced soil capable of

producing healthy plants, animals, and people, as we know it

todav, should contain abundant organic material in the process
of decay, bacteria, moulds, fungi, earthworms, caTcium,
phosphorus, potassium, nitrogen, and a wide variety of trace
elements such as manganese, magnesium, boron, copper,
cobalt, iron, and at least twenty or thirty others. It should be
soil in which the whole eternal cycle of life, growth, death, and
rebirth should be constantly in progress.

Streptomycin, which has surpassed penicillin in effectiveness
both in scope and curative properties, is known to come from
nch, well-balanced soils, preferably those which have been
heavily fertUized with good barnyard manure. PenicilUn is
the product of a beneficent mould which plays its part in the
cosmic cycle of death, decay, and rebirth. Recently a new and
highly potent antibody christened Chloromycetin, the product
of moulds produced in mulched soils, has been discovered and
is being tested. Imtial tests have shown it to be higlUy effective
against both tuberculosis and undulant fever. At Malabar we
have had some remarkable experiences with the effect of
increasingly fertile soil upon infections and general health of
animals. When the depleted farms were first taken over wewere troubled by a mysterious foot infection which appeared
in catUe m the open fields with no access to barnyards. As the
tertili^ increased the infections disappeared completely. The
expenence leads to the supposition that fertile, well-balanced
soils may possess organisms or substances perhaps in the formof benevolent moulds and fungi like streptomycin which them-

oflh^
annihilate disease. Of course the crudest example
of beijevo ent bacteria fighting and annihiiaUng

s^D^rrank
functioning of a well-manageS

sepUc tank. The disappearance from the poultry houses* ofr^ge paralyse wth the increasing fertility and mitral balance

tl th.
direct feeding of trace minerals in addftion

^*ready been noted and a
^ ^ Bangs disease through proper mineralalance has already been suggwted. Certainly the increasing



balance of the soil has increased beyond
all dispute the fertility and breedabiliiy of the farm animals as
well as the yields of gram and seed and the efficacy of polleniza-
tion and germination. All of this despite the apparent law of
nature that shortages of food often occurring in wartime
cause increases in the birthrates of both animals and humans.
Shortages of food, however, are not the same as mineral
deficiencies in food. It is well known to stock breeders that
animals which are too fat from too much food will not breed
as eagerly or be as fecund as animals on a controlled diet.
Thus animals suffering from a shortage of accustomed, well*
balanced foods will undoubtedly breed more rapidly than
animals fed in abundance on minerally deficient foods. The
same probably holds true in the case of humans.

In short, a cubic foot of fertile earth capable of producing
health in plants, animals, and people should contain in itself

the pattern of the universe. Today it is possible for man to
construct such a pattern of fertile earth, but his ability to do
so indefinitely, in the future is limited by many things.

One of the more serious limitations is the amount of land
suitable to conversion into man-made, highly productive, well-
balanced soil. Millions of acres of the soil already destroyed
in this country could not be brought back by any known
economically possible means because the subsurface material
laid bare in many cases by erosion is poor, unprofitable stuff

difficult or impossible to restore save at an economic cost

which is beyond consideration. Some of it is rock, some shale
of various kinds, some is tough hardpan clay.

And there is the question of mineral supplies, transportation

costs and the costs of processing various minerals to make
them suitable for shipment and for agricultural use. Lime-
stone, the very base of all good agriculture, exists in vast

quantities on the surface of the earth. Its quality varies as

widely as does its total mineral content. Nitrogen follows

directly in the path of lime for on limed or limestone soils

the whole family of legumes can be grown and the legumes
are of immense importance to any soil restoration process.

They produce subsoil nitrogen in huge quantities and can also

be the source of vast quantities of organic material in the form

of green manures, both in the roots and the top vegetation of

the legumes. The limestone, as has already been pointed out,

contains in varying amounts many of the vafuable trace

elements. Modern methods have also made possible the re-

duction of nitrogen from the air itself and tne cost of that

reduction will decrease. There also remain the by-product

nitrogens coming from industry in the form of sulphate of

ammonia and nitrate of soda, although both are expensive.
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The agricultural supplies both of limestone and nitrogen seem
to be unlimited so long as the universe exists upon its present
pattern.

Potassium, also invaluable to growth, strength and health,
is in smaller supply and the processing and shipping costs
make it expensive. Like all minerals the world supply has
definite limitations and these are by no means as abundant
as limestone.

Phosphorus, absolutely essential to the existence of man
upon this earth, is shortest in supply with definite limitations
in sight unless considerable new deposits are iscovered. It
does exist in great quantities in the sea but no economically
practical method of extracting it has yet been discovered.
The present cost of such processing makes its utilization in
the form of fertilizer impossible except upon a basis of enor-
mously increased food costs or heavy government subsidies in
turn paid by the taxpayer, plus the expense of a complicated
bureacracy to handle this subsidy.

Virtually all the trace elements exist in sufficient quantities
to provide adequate supplies at reasonable costs for centuries
to come.
To be sure, all of these elements are available in sea-water

tor they have been eroding into the sea for millions of years
and It may be that in the end man in order to survive will
be forced to recover them from the sea. None of these elements
are destroyed; they become transmuted into different forms
and chcmic^ combinations and arc constantly being redistri-
buted 6ver the surface ofthe earth. The loss ofprecious mineralsby which man exists and their concentration in the sea has
been CTeatly hastened by the practices of man himself in an
agnculture which encourages erosion and depletion and by the

populations into constricted urban areasw^ch dump aU their sewage wastes into streams or lakSwhence they ^e eventually earned to the sea.

Ktr
burden placed upon the still rich countries

OMrhin£t^h5 been almost entirely
concerned with the distribution of food

!
*.* rich are not only exporting
in_ the foodstuffs shipped abroad 6ut arl

I
huge quantitfe of food-producing

“v^er shipment of food out of this ofany other wuntry contains many tons of calcium ootassium^d phosphorus which wiU not^c returned MucWiJ^exported to naUons which in the past have dissinated their

«Td“oirin “ we haveZe »d*S
probably in the end more costly than the money viue
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represented by these shipments. The same holds true in
another sense of the iron, copper, zinc, and other minerals
exported as processed articles such as automobiles and refrig-
erato^, etc. In every case we are exporting our real material
wealth and the real sources of our strength and power as a
nation. We are, in fact, steadily exporting the foundations of
our living standards and our existence as a great nation.
Money represents in no sense a return value for these things
unless that money is spent upon the purchasing and stock-
piling of new amounts of raw materials or real wealth equal

^ those exported. All this is in line with the statement of
Bernard Baruch made to Congress that before we continue
distributing our real wealth wholesale around the earth we
had best take an invoice of what real-wealth remains to us.

In the sense of real wealth the lend-lease arrangement was
the most costly material contribution ever made by any nation
to any war or series of wars in the history of the world. We
exported vast quantities of real wealth to half the nations of
the world in return for which we received only a tiny proportion
of real wealth in the form of raw materials or processed raw
materials although the American citizenry was led to believe
by President Roosevelt that we should be repaid in ^nd. The
small payments in exchange for these things was of utter
insignificance. Billions of dollars worth of our real wealth in
the form of iron, copper, aluminium, timber, etc., today lies

scattered over the four quarters of the globe. We have received
nothing or next to nothing in return for it. This loss, far more
than money, represents the material cost of the war. It will

affect adversely the lives and living standards of generations
born five hundred years hence in this country.

Short ofwar there is no greater spectacle ofhuman imbecility

than this funnelling off of our mineral fertility into the sea.

It was as if man were bent upon destroying his vitality, his

health, his power of procreation and in the end, himself.

These sewage wastes are by far the greater source of pollution

in our streams and lakes, far greater than the pollution created

by industrial wastes. In countless instances cities and towns

befoul their water supplies and then, before their citizens drink

it, add chlorine and other chemicals in order to render harm-
less the noxious germs contained in the wholesale outpouring

of excrement into the waters.

This whole process of decontamination is a part of the

‘patent medicine’ philosophy of the immediate past, the same
process of locking the stable after the horse has been stolen.

And no one knows yet what ill effects to humans may be

created by the absorption of great quantities of chemicals used
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in ‘purifying’ the polluted water. Even to a child it must seem
obvious that manipulators could better spend the taxpayers
money upon plants which reduced both garbage and sewage
to fertilizer, a process which woiJd in the end pay most or
all of the expense of such a process, provide many cities with
an unpolluted source of water, preserve the beauty and u^ty
of our streams, and most of all preserve the concentration of
precious, life-and health-giving minerals to be returned to the
soil rather than being dumped wholesale into the sea.
There are times when the human race seems scarcely

civilized at all and poss«sed of a mentality little above that of
the Java ape-man. Whtie a government sponsors an atomic
moject to destroy mankind, while a concentration of scientists
shamefully work out the engine of destruction, and taxpayers
painfoUy contribute nearly three biUions of doUars to create it,
the ills of manbnd and Ae approaching spectre of the des-
truction of his health and indeed of his slow starvation through
a ryidly increasing world population and a decreasing food
pr^uction goes, by comparison, almost unnoticed.
^

Out of the earth we came and to the earth we return, and it
IS the earth itself which determines largely our hedth, our
longevity, our vigour, even our character. In the broadest
sense any nation is as vigorous and as powerful as its natural

tJiem the most important are agricultureand foreste, for these are eternally renewable and productive
tfmanaged properly. Upon them, and largely upon agriculture

nation’s power—&c healthvigou^ inteUi^ence and ingenuity of its citizens. One has only
ignorant disease-ridden mongrel Bedouin seated

to undented what happens to

beroi^
^ agriculture fades, ffi^eir soil

*osc ^eir economic
ndependence, their health, their vigour, and their intelligence.

M.P.—

L
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XV: THE BAD YEAR
OR

PRIDE GOETH BEFORE A FALL
• . . For the Father of Agriculture
Gave us a hard caUing; he first decreed it an artTo work the fields, sent worries to sharpen our mortal witsAnd would not allow his realm to grow lisUess with lethar^— The Georgies of Virgil

dreary at the beginning of themonth of April and day after day they continued through
April, through May, and into June. Meanwhile, the

fields CTew wetter and wetter, until at last the hillsides them-
selves began to weep, the water oozing out of their sides down
the slojpes on to the lower ground. In the flat country to the
wes^t of us the fields became lakes of water, sometimes almost
unbroken for miles across the level rich fields.

In our country, oats, if one is to have a good crop, should be
planted as early as possible, for winter oats, seeded in the
autumn, rarely weather the rigours of the northern winter and

XT
afford to gamble on them. Oats planted inM^ch have the best chance of success. Planted after the

rmddle of April the chances of vigour and yield are lessened.
Planted after the middle of May the yield is cut in half or if
hot, dry weather comes on the results may be utter failure. In
1947 planting in March was out of the question for the fields
were still frozen and covered with snow. The usual ‘false spring’
which allowed us to put in early oats did not come at all, and
then the rains began, falling day after day, in showers some
days, in drenching downpours on others. And always it was
cold, so cold that even the wild flowers and the morels (those
first delicious woodsy fungi that grow in the deep forests under
ash trees or in old and dying orchards) grew confused. A
sudden burst of sunlight brought some of them into flower and
fruition only to meet disaster on cold frosty moonlit nights.

The delicate, tiny Dutchman’s breeches all met a frosty death
while in full flower and the trilliums turned up stunted, brown-
fringed petals toward the grey skies instead of the usual
luxuriant blossoms that sometimes covered whole acres of our
deep woodlands in drifts of white. The bluegrass, water-soaked
and cold, languished instead of growing and kept the restless
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cattle (who knew better than we do when spring should be at
hand) prisoners in the barns and soggy barnyards. They mooed
and cried out in their restlessness, the sound of their mournful
voices drifting far across the woods and hills.

And slowly, throughout all our county, the complaints of
the farmers, impatient to get into their fields and worried over
the cold, soggy fields, began to raise into a wail.

Charlie Schrack, standing in the doorway of the bam
watching the fields drenched by grey rains said, T can’t
remember anything like it in fifty years.’ Lots of farmers talk
that way when drought or floods by persistent rain begin to
spdl disaster, but this time it seemed to me that Charlie was
right, for it rained when it seemed impossible. Rain seemed to
fall m cold, frosty weather out of the skies that were compara-
ovely free of clouds. It was as if the heavens were a gigantic
shower-bath with a small irresponsible child playing i^th the
chain which released the water.

^

u ^ ^ beginmng to wonder if the Atomicbomb didn t have something to do with all this rain. MaybeAe scientists had better stop discovering things before they
destroy m ^together. It begins to make you believe in thestop^ of the Tower of Babel. Man can become too pretentious.’And the next morning I read in the papers that government
agencies had warned planes to keep below the level of twelvethousand feet since the Atomic cloud from the Bikini tests was

Masm^ “ *“*"«* without

^ Fosperous hothouse grower, came down
^ dreary, water-soaked weekend. Curiously

He ^T>f
immensely practical man and a mysSlHe s^d, The rams are only balancing out. We’re getting what

cymeauy, Yes, but it isn t raining into your greenhouses ^But he answered ine, ‘Nor is the sun sWninf,’ Sun or^ack of

t’^^etTbleT xLlact offrer
*'•>“

vefetablS;

sometimes it can rum a crop altogether
®

whirh”f^f
™ sericulture, the weather U about the only thin^which a farmer cannot somehow control. Against X'lll.v?Z In^rr P°‘“dal-a sharp disastrous falUn nricZ^



much that he can do. And flooding rains are worse than drought *

P
can irrigate dry, burning soil if he possesses the

lacihties; he cannot mop up heavy persistent floods.
At Malabar and among the hills of our neighbours we were

better off than the flat country people, for the water did not
stand in lakes on our hills of glacial gravel loam. The worst we
had to face were the seepage spots and ‘wet weather springs’
which appeared here and there, sometimes at the very top of a
hill. These we could plough around, leaving them water-logged
and fallow, for another and better year. Our soil was loose and
open and you could work it wet without too much damage if

there was enough organic material mixed with it. And we had
the advantage of mechanization—that when there was a break
in the weather we could get into the fields and, with tractor
lights burning, work on shifts all through the night.
And that was what we did during the a\^dul spring of 1947

and so somehow we got ninety acres of oats into the ground,
some of it in land which had been rough ploughed through
Bob’s foresight the autumn before and was all ready for disking,
fitting, and drilling. We got in our oats in one of those two-
day breaks when, if the sun did not shine, the rain at least

did not fall. Then the rains broke again and the cold persisted

and in three or four days the oats were through the ground in

a pale, misty shimmer of lettuce green across the wet, brown
fields. And our hearts and stomachs felt better and our pride
rose, because we had in the ground probably more oats than
any farmer from the Appalachians to the Great Divide. On
our loose, well-drained soil, oats did not mind the cold nor
the rain. It was the kind of weather from which it benefited

in the early stages. We were having March weather at least

a month after March had passed.

There is in every good farmer a curious, overwhelming,
almost malicious pride common to the human race but

especially well-developed in the cultivator. It is born of satis-

faction in being ‘smarter’ than his neighbour, in having his

acres look greener, in getting in his crops earlier, in having

fields where the hay or the pasture is heavier. And conversely

there is in every good farmer a kind of perverse satisfaction

in the discovery that his neighbour’s fields look poorly. The sight

of a poor crop in someone else’s field somehow warms the

heart of the farmer whose own fields are lush and ^een.

Often when I have been driving across Ohio with Bob, he

will grin, as we pass a miserable pasture or field of yellowish

weedy hay and say, ‘I suppose tnat makes you feel awfully

good.’ And I’m afraid that sometimes it does. The pride of a

good farmer is often his worst sin, but it is also what makes a

good farmer and what helped to feed this nation and the rest
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of the world in the difficult years when lack of machinery

and labour made farming a back-breaking, long-houred job.

It is that same pride vmich makes the good farmer resist

subsidies and government payments and all the paraphernalia

of a ‘kept* agriculture. In his heart a good farmer wants to

show that he cannot be ‘licked,’ and that without he^ from

anyone he can grow abundant crops despite every handicap.

That is why a good farmer grows short-tempered and

•desperate when the weather turns against him. With each

day of drought or flooding rain, he becomes more frustrated

and savage, oecause the weather alone he canot lick altogether

either by machines or muscle or long hours in the field.

And so farmers everywhere that spring of 1947 grew ill-

tempered and angry. They did not wail. It is only the poor

farmer who wails and looks for scapegoats or excuses for his

own failures of energy or intelligence. But that, of course,

may be true of the whole human race. It just stands out clearly

in the case of the farmer who long ago discovered what many
others rarely discover—that in life mere are no* breaks’ except as

one makes them for himself.

Still it did not stop raining. Time for planting oats receded

into the distant unchangeable past and time for com plough-
ing came along, and stiU it rained and stayed cold. It was the

year when A1 Jolson’s old song, ‘April Showers’^ had a great

revival and every juke-box and every radio programme was
blaring forth:

Though April showers may come your way
They bring the flowers that bloom in May
And when it’s raining, have no regrets

Because it isn’t raining rain you know
It’s raining violets.

It was a song that sounded very sour to the farmer that
spring. The violets, which grew on banks like weeds in our
country, were sm^, shrivelled and frost-bitten. Tlicre were
no warm showers. There were only flooding downpours, day
^er day as May slipped past toward June and ^en said,

ought to change that song to April Showers that bring
the flowers that bloom in July.*

Slowly countless farmers abandoned all hope of planting
oats. They talked of other crops and of putting all their land
mto corn. Com planting time came along and still It rained.
Here

^

and there in our hill country one could see faring
dnppmg wet on their tractors, turning over sod ground for
com planting. Sod ground, especially m soil like that of our

Copyright 198I by Hsmu, Inc. Used by permurion.
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county, can be ploughed fairly safely when it is still too wet
because the roots and vegetation help to keep the ground open,
aerated and keep it from packing. We too ploughed sod in theram and turned under the acres of rank sweet clover on the
loose, alluvial soil of the farm we rent from the Muskingum
Lonservancy. We dared not even put a tractor wheel on the
small acreage of water-logged clay.

But even after the ground was ploughed it was too wet to
nt for planting. Day after day went by, each rain bringing us
nearer to the last date at which corn could be planted and have
a^y chance of maturing before the average frost date of
October fourth. Then the rain stopped for a couple of days
and again we worked night and day until all but ten acres of
corn were m the ground. By our own standards at Malabar,
we were three weeks late but with luck that corn, changed at
the last moment to a quick ripening, short season hybrid,
would mature if the frost held off.

We were thankful that we had all our corn in save for the
ten acres of clay which we could not touch because it was as
wet and sticky as glue. So we planned to put that into buck-
wheat, let it serve the bees and then plough it into the soil for
the benefits it would give us the following year. ‘At any rate,’

said Bob, ‘it will look pretty, and it’s better than leaving the
ground bare or to grow up in weeds.’
And again, smugly and pridefully, we settled back aware

that wc had probably more corn in the ground than any of
the farmers to the west of us all the way into the corn country
where the fields were still more like the carp ponds of Austria
and Czechoslovakia than the fertile fields of the mid-western
bread-basket country. But still it rained and remained cold,

and we began to worry over whether the seed would rot in

the ground. Then for three days the rain suddenly stopped and
capriciously the weather changed from cold to oppressively

hot with a hot baking sun and a new peril developed—that

even with all the organic material we had pumped into the

soil for years and the fresh crop of sweet clover turned under,

the soil was so wet that the hot sun might bake the surface

and prevent the tender, germinating corn from piercing the

surface. So on the third day I climbed aboard the tractor,

attached the rotary hoe and drove it full speed back and forth

across the surface of the cornfield because the faster you drive

it, the more efficiently it works, breaking up the surface and
throwing the tiny weed seedlings and bits of crumbling earth

hi^ into the air.

Driving at full tractor speed, I felt good. The sun was shin-

ing. The alluvial gravel loam was dry enough for the rotary

hoe to work efficiently. The Conservancy farm lay alongside
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the big artificial lake formed by one of the dams of the
Muskingum Flood Prevention Project. The lake beneath the
clear skies and hot sun was a brilliant blue. The distant wooded
hills were tropically green and lush from all the rain. The
birds, mute during the weeks ofdownpour, chorused from every

tree, bush and hedgerow and from the marshy land along the
lake came the sounds of splashing caused by the thrashing
about of the big carp engaged in an orgy of reproduction.
And in my heart was that gnawing old farmer’s pnde that we
had outwitted even the weather. It was one of those fine days
which is recompense for weeks of bad weather.
At sundown I drove happily home and ran the rotary hoe

briskly over the plantations of beans, peas and sweet com.
And then at supper time as the shadows began to faU across
the valley and tnc lush forest, there came a sinister note of
warning. Out of the symphony of birds singing and the music
of the frogs in the ponds below the house, there emerged a
note which fell on the ears and assaulted my senses as violently
as a shrill fife playing loudly and discordantly in the midst of
a great orchestra. It was the cry of the Uee frogs calling for
rain. It came from all sides, the same monotonous, trilled note
which in time of drought can be the most lively instrument in
the whole symphony of nature.
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eninai?’
haven’t they hadenough. I d like to go out and strangle every one of tLm''And^from across the b.g table I heard a loud chuckle from

When I asked, ‘What’s so funny?’ She said, ‘Just the picture

yLr bale hinder
strangling every tree frog with

Tree frogs do not, as legend has it, ‘call for rain.’ On thecontr^ they call when the atmospheric conditions foretell
r^n. 1 hey are not suppliants; they are prophets. I looked out
oi the window and against the brilliant sunset, big, dark
unmistakably wet clouds were piling up at the end of the
vaUcy. I couldn t believe it could rain again. There couldn’t
be any more water in the skies.

That evening everybody on the farm was feeling good and
on such evenings the men and the kids on the place are all
hkely to gravitate to the lower farm. It is a kind of public
forum in the centre of the thousand acres and when the rain
is falling people gather in the machine shop where Kenneth
is kept busy during the bad weather repairing machinery or
ingeniously making machines which we can’t buy because
they are in short supply or don’t exist. On fine evenings we
seem to gather there spontaneously just to talk or enjoy the
evening or sometimes to go fishing in the pond that lies below
the shop.

We were feeling pretty good because our oats stood high
and strong and green in the fields, and because our corn was
in the ground, the grains swelling and popping, in the damp
ground, warmed for the first time by a hot sun. While we
talked, pridefully, the dark clouds at the head of the valley
piled up higher and higher and the tree frogs sang more and
more shrilly. When I pointed out the clouds, Bob said, ‘Well,
we haven’t got anything to worry about. Think of those poor
guys in the flat country with their fields still under water.
Even if it stopped raining it would take two weeks for the
ground to dry out enough to get a plough into them.’

Yes, we all felt pretty good.
We all went home at last, still feeling good. Two things

were certain—that we were ahead of most farmers and that

no matter how hard it rained we had lost and were losing

none of our precious soil. It stayed where it was meant to

stay, held in place by that thick pasture and hay sod or the

protecting sodded strip which prevented it ever getting away
from us.

Tired from the all-day jolting ride on the rotary hoe, I fell

into that deep sleep that comes only after physic^ labour in

the open air, the kind of sleep which you can feel yourself
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enjoying with an almost voluptuous pleasure. Even the dogs
were tired from the long day in the field and forgot their snack
in their eagerness to go to bed. They fell asleep in their chairs
even before I found myself lying with eyes closed and the
book I was reading fallen aside. I awakened long enough to turn
out the lights and fell into that warm, pleasant obli\aous sleep
which must be like the reward of death to very old people
who have led long, full and happy lives.

I slept ‘like a Tog’ until about two in the morning when a
prodigious clap of thunder which rocked the whole house
awakened me. The thunder was bad enough but there was
another sound even worse. It was the sound of rain on the
roof, a sound which in the d^ hot days of August comes like
a celestial benediction. Now it sounded like a curse from Hell
for not only was it the sound of unwanted rain but of ropes
and buckets and torrents of it, the sound of Niagaras of un-
wanted water streaming fi-om gutters and spouts which could
not caiTY it off fast enough. And above and through the sound
of the rain on the roof came another sound of water even more
menacing—that of the spring brook which ran through the
garden below the house.

It was a sound I had not heard in seven years, since we first
controlled run-off water on the hills and pastures above
Now, ^er all these years, the clear litde creek was roaring
again. It meant not only that it was raining hard and that the
wate^soaked land could drink up not one more rain drop,
but toat this w^ flood and perhaps disaster. I rose and went
to the door and Pnnee, who sleeps on the foot of the bed,
jumped up and went with me. There I heard another sound
even more ommous—the roar of Switzer’s Creek a quarter of
a mile away wWch had been clear and weU-behaved, never
going out of ils ba^ smcc farmers upstream had begun taking
proper care of Aeir fields. Now it was roaring again. It could

With a feeling of helplessness I went back to bed, to lie there
sleepless and worrymg over the fact that aU the work I haddone with toe rota^ hoe was useless since these torrents of

fh?
*an ever, worrying overtoe catUe, the c^vm, the horses m the bottom fields, Tknew

merely ram but a cloudburat of the proportions that sweep awaybridge and houses and drown livestock in the fields I sleota litUe more, fitf^y, and each time I wakS^ I heardX
v^v‘*pS.IT“* “S'* out over thevaUey. ^t of Ae lower pasture was Hooded but the UvestockM.F.—L* 32g



was safe on high ground, drenched and grazing peacefully in
the downpour. Through the middle of the floocfed field ran
the synft, muddy current carrying with it whole fences, trees,
rubbish, bits of hog pens and even a brand new milk can
bobbing along on its way from some spring house upstream to
the reservoir lake below.

It rained thus until nine o’clock in the morning when sud-
denly the awful downpour ceased and everyone on the farm—men, women and children streamed out of the houses toward
the bridge over Switzer’s Creek. There was the kind of ex-
citement among us which comes perhaps as a recompense to
people in the face of destruction and disaster, a kind of ex-
hilaration which brings all people, whatever their tempera-
ments or differences of character, together on a common level.

The first concern of the men was the new floodgate that
Bob and Kenneth and Jesse had constructed only a day or
two before to separate the two bottom pastures. It hung
from a heavy piece of steel pipe between the two concrete
buttresses of the township bridge, made thus so that when the
water rose it would swing out and float. To build it had taken
a great deal of time and hard work.
The gate was still there, swinging out almost flat on the

surface of the rushing water. Now and then a log or a whole
tree swept swiftly beneath it without lodging or tearing it

loose. It was a good piece of engineering. Everybody was proud
of it.

Then with all the dogs, the men crowded into the jeep to

inspect the rest of the farm. The wheat fields, so green and
lush even the day before, were beaten down in spots as if a

giant had flung great pails of water against the wheat. In the

wild swamp and woodland we call the Jungle, the water

poured through the trees high above the banks. Here and there

a log or a tree had become lodged, collected a bundle of flotsam

and jetsam and the diverted waters had cut out a whole new
channel. We stood there on a high bank, silent, watching the

flood, awed yet somehow exhilarated by the terrible, un-

predictable, incalculable power of rushing water.

And last of all we set out for the Conservancy farm on the

edge of Pleasant Hill lake built years ago to check just such

floods as this. We went with forebodings for we knew that the

dam would be kept closed to hold back the water and protect

the helpless people in the towns downstream along the Musk-

ingum River all the way to the Ohio and perhaps even down

the Mississippi to the Gulf of Mexico. As we neared the

Conservancy farm the forebodings grew for the rising waters of

the lake had already covered the lower road. There had never

been such a flood before in all our experience so we could not
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know what that high water meant to the fields of which we had
been so proud because our oats were all above ground and
flourishing and our com planted even in the midst of the
weeks-old rain.

Cautiously I felt my way with the jeep through the high
water. We just made it and as we came out the other side on
the high ground we found out what the water on the road
meant. It meant that our pride, the oats fields on the Conserv-
ancy farm, lay under four to six feet of muddy water. In the
shallow water near the banks wc could see the rippling wakes
left by the big carp as they moved in to take advantage of the
ploughed muddy oats field which they found ideal for spawning.
For a long time wc stood there watching the water-traced
movements of the big invisible carp.

Then Kenneth said, T guess we might as well make some-
thing out of this mess. I think ifyou all make a drive we might
comer some of these big carp.’ So the men and the boys down
to George Cook who is nine took off their pants and waded out
in their shorts into the cold water making a chain to trap the
carp in shallow water. Even the five Boxers joined in. As if
they understood the game they moved forward in a line with
the men and boys trying to drive the carp into the shallows.
Only Bobby, who was mur and might have found the water
oyer his head, stood on the bank and shouted advice as one
big carp after another turned swiftly and darted between us,
sometimes even between one’s legs.

It wasn’t any good. Every carp escaped but somehow the
game raised our spirits. We all decided that probably the water
would be released quickly from the dam and the oats field
would be left free of it again before the crop and the beautiful
stand of sweet clover sowed in it would suffer any damage.
At last we made our way home to disperse to the monotony

of regular tasks wluch could and did bring a kind of numb
solace and resignation in such occasions.
That afternoon the air cooled and the bright sun came out

and two days later the gravelly cornfield was dry enough to
repeat the whole process with the rotary hoe, all the long hours
ot rough tractor nding at top speed, to break up the crust all
over ag^n and let the young seedlings through. While Iwork^ back and forth across a big sixty acre field, the air
turned muggy ^d hot once more and the wind shifted a UtUe
to the south which is always a bad sign. I kept listening above
the rumble of the tractor for the sound of train whistles. Inour country when one hears the whistles of the Pennsylvania
locomotives It means dry weather; when one hears the B & O.
It means ram. In midsummer one prays for the B & O Foronce I wanted to hear a Pennsylvania whistle. Presently as I
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I a whistle. Itcame from a B & O freight tram pulling up the long grade toButler and never have I heard it more clearly*
^ ^

At about the same time great black clouds began to appear
again at the head of the valley and the accursed tree-frogs
began to sing. I knew that once again I had gone over thit
comfaeld only to have all my work undone.
At twilight I rode the tractor the two mili back to the house

Ihe setting sun disappeared beneath clouds and as I rode the

T
House, great soUtary drops of rain began to

fall. Before I got into the house the drops began to come down
by the tril ions m torrents. I thought, trying to deceive myself,
Very hkely it s only a big thunder-storm and will quickly be
over. Xhe water in the reservoir had already gone down about
two feet in two days leaving part of our oats fields bare in
time to save it. If we had another heavy rain it would mean
with the lake level above flood stage, that instead of the young
oats plants being released before they were drowned, the whole
field would be flooded again and perhaps the cornfield that
lay above it.

I was wrong. The rain was no thunderstorm. It was the
same kind of flooding rain that had come down two nights
earlier. Indeed it was worse, if possible. Eight o’clock came
and nine and ten and still it poured. The little brook in the
garden began to roar and then from the valley came the louder
roar of Switzers’ Creek.

I took a couple of good drinks and went to bed to read,
thinking I could take my mind off what could only be disaster.

But it wasn’t any good. I tried reading novels, agricultural
editorials, magazines, but through all the print and ideas,

good and bad, came the devilish sound of torrents of water
pouring off the roofs and the rising roar of the little brook.
And at last when my eyes grew tired and I began -to feel

drowsy, I heard the ring of the telephone. I knew it was some-
one on the farm ringing because the sound is different when
the ring is made by cranking the phone handle instead of
pushing a button in the central office. I thought, ‘This is it.

Something bad has happened on the farm!’

Bob’s voice answered me. He was calling from his house
below not far from the creek. He said, ‘I think we’ve got a job.

The horses in the bottom are scared. They’re running up and
down crying out. One of them tried to get across the creek and
is marooned on the island. We’ve got to look after them and
the cattle.’

I asked, ‘Is it worse down by the bridge?’ And his voice

came back, ‘Brother, you ain’t seen nothing.’

I dressed, gloomily, worrying about the animals and
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especially the horses. Covfs and steers are generally phlegmatic.
They either take things calmly or go completely wild, but
horses and especially saddle horses, get frightened, like people,
and for me the horses, like dogs, are people. I took only one
of the dogs with me. I chose Prince because Prince owns me

—

I don’t own Prince—and he is the steadiest of them all save

old Gina who has always been wise and calm. But Gina was
too old and plump for wild adventure. Too many dogs might
only make confusion. And besides they were likely to follow
me mto the water if I had to go there and be carried away in
the flood* Pnnee was a TOod swimmer and he woxild obey me
and not get panicky. So Prince, deUghted and excited, jumped
to the seat of the jeep.

,

Bob met me at the bridge, water streaming from his hat and
jacket. He had an electric torch and with Aat and the lights
ot the jeep I saw quickly enough that I hadn^t seen anytfing
^til now. water was so high that it was seeping through
the wooden floor of the bridge and sliding past beneath with atcr^ng spe^. A whole log struck the edge of the bridge andmade it shudder and then slipped under the water out (S’ sight

f
” t>cen backwatersand whirlpools beneath the bridge where rubbish gathered

not^g but rushing water going past so

fronfSc^^e^
sudden dizzmess and instinctively stepped back

He told me a^ut the panic of the horses. T heard them allthe way up at house.^

the jeep out in the field and useme hghte. He ^dn t think we could make it with the jeep butI knew better than he did what it could do.
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He said, 1 11 get my car, leave it on the road and put all
the lights on the field and join you.’
While he got his car I opened the pasture gate and drove

through. Even the high ground was running with water and
wherever there was a depression the water stood in deep pools.
I put the jeep into four-wheel drive in low gear and she did
what she was supposed to do. She ploughed through mud and
water until the lights penetrated a little distance into the mist
and driving rain, enough for me to see that only a rim of
bluegrass remained above the flood. The lights picked up two
things, both white, the white spots on the Holstein cows who
had gone to the high ground and were either grazing or lying
down and the white blaze on the forehead of Tex, my own
mare, as she came towards me splashing through two feet of
water.

Tex is a beautiful Kentucky mare, chestnut with a white
blaze, and the proudest and the most spirited of horses. She
rules the others and it is impossible to catch any of the others
in the field until you have first captured Tex. The other horses
follow her with docility. But she is not too easy to catch and
likes to play a game of enticing you near to her and then
suddenly kicking her heels and rushing off. But in the flooded
field she wasn’t behaving that way and now ran straight

towards the lights of the jeep followed by another horse. As I

got down she came up close and whickered. There were no
antics now. She was afraid and wanted to be taken care of.

Then the lights of Bob’s car were turned into the field and I

saw that the other horse was Tony, Hope’s horse, young and
strong, who is by nature, a clown. But tonight he wasn’t

clowning. He too whickered when I spoke to him.

I recognized Tony with a sinking heart because I knew then

that the missing horse marooned on the island in the flood was

Old Red. Either of the others were strong and spirited and

could have taken care of themselves even in the terrible current

that was running, but Old Red was old and tired. He was a

little deaf and nearly blind. He was the one you felt sorry for.

Old Red had brought up the little children until they had

learned to ride well enough to handle the younger, more

spirited horses. If they fell off he would stand still until they

picked themselves up and climbed back on. He never got

flustered or showed off and reared like Tex and never clowned

as Tony did. He was twenty-one years old when we bought

him, because he was calm and docile. He was just a horse,
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from a collar. He wasn’t a clever horse or a spirited horse or a
beautiful one. He was always just a kind, patient, old slob,
i^d now, at thirty years of age with his joints stiffened and
his teeth mostl)r gone, he was marooned on an island in the
midst of a roaring flood such as the county had not seen in
half a century. I wished it had been one of the others.
As I took hold of Tex’s halter, for the first time without her

giving an indignant toss of the head, Bob came up out of the
darkness and rain and mist with the light. He was carrying a
long rope.

T thought,’ he said, ‘we might need this to get over to the
island to |et the horse off.’

I told him the missing horse was Old Red and that I’d better
take the other two to the bam before they turned completely
panicky and uncatchable.
Tex led easily enough. She wanted the dry safety of the barn

and /ony followed as always at her heels. Prince, despite the
tact that, like all Boxers, he hates getting wet, trudged along
b^ide us, his ears down and his stub of a tail pressed low in an
effort to get it between his legs. Bob went off tnrough the water
to check on the cattle on the high ground. On the way back^e roar of the flood seemed to grow steadily louder. After the

s^ely in the bam, I discovered on my return
to fidd that the water was still rising.

*0 **ain the faint glare of Bob’s torch as

coiiM
cattle and in the light from the two cars Ico^d see ^e stream of logs, trees and driftwood moving swiftly

or OU Red“"
^ ““'dn’t%ee Z

hT,I presently by Bob
knL deeper and deeper above our ankli and

Then 1̂? we were never going to make the island.

thJr!?
^ willows of the island emerged butthere was no island. There was only swift flowing watercovert mth leaves, bits of sod and bLiches. ^TLroS

cars, appeared ap(«uy uid Red. He was walking up and down whickerinirroud e^h to be heard above thi sound of^ato "

and StartedlT H-**
d«per water he turnerbaSTirisranTLd^tSl

..SKS'aa 5Es^^sr,s,ts
“land, »d

Wi^t there wouldn’t be muchthrough the torrent. Knowing hoi^es. I knew that
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to follow you.'
''’ “ P“i<=

I shouted to him again and again and each time the oldhorse started towards me and each time when he got into deep
water he turned back to the island.

® ^

Meanwhile both Bob and I were drenched. The water ran
inside our jackets and down our bodies. Prince, miserable in
the dampness, crouched beside me. At last I gave up

‘There’s nothing to do,’ I said, ‘but hope that he’lfstay there
and that the water won’t get much higher.’
And so we turned away with a sickening feeling through

the ram and water, leaving the old horse where he was. The
other horses were in the bam and the cattle all safe on high
ground. There wasn’t anything to do but go home. We had
hot coffee at Bob^s house and as I said good night to Bob, he
said, ^‘Maybe I opened my big mouth too soon—saying’ we
hadn’t anything to worry about.’ I laughed but I knew what
he meant—that probably sunrise would find most of our com
and oats deep under the waters of the big lake.
By the time I got back to the bridge the planks were under

water and before I drove across it I got down to make sure
that the planks were still there and the bridge safe. You could
not make sure but I got back into the jeep and took a chance.
I speeded up the jeep and made a dash for it. The water flew
high on botn sides so that together with the pouring rain and
the rushing water it seemed for a moment that all of us,

Prince, myself and the jeep were caught in a raging torrent
of water. The planks were still there and we made it.

At home Prince and I dried ourselves off and joined Mary
for hot soup and a snack with all the dogs, who treated the
wet and miserable Prince with such a resentment for having
been the chosen one on the expedition that a fight developed
between him and his brother, Baby. Then I went to bed after

taking two sleeping pills so that I would not waken in the still

early hours of the morning and hear the terrible rain and
think of Old Red marooned alone on the island in the rising

flood.

It was nearly eight when I wakened and the rain had stopped.

The old orchard on the hill above my room was streaked with

early morning sunlight and the red sandstone rock looked

brighter and the trees lusher and more green than I had ever

seen them. But in the back of my mind there was a sore spot

which could not be healed until I went to the windows at the

other side of the house which overlooked the bottom pasture.

I had to know what had happened to Old Red.

It must have stopped raining some time during the night

for the water had gone down and the surface of the island,
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littered with branches and trees and old boards, was now
above the flood. But among the willows there was no sign of
Old Red, I felt suddenly sick and in a last hope I thought,
‘Perhaps he is all right after all. Perhaps he’s just around the
comer below the slope.’ And I went back to the far end of
the house and looked out, and there behind the slope, peace-
fully munching bluegrass with the few teeth he had left was
Old Red, behaving as if nothing had happened.

After breakfast Kenneth and I climbed into the jeep with
the dogs and set out for the Conservancy farm. The jeep was
the only car which had a chance of making it. We already
knew the worst for from the Bailey Hill we could see the lake—an enormously enlarged lake covering twice its usual area
with clumps of trees here and there barely visible above the
water. This time we couldn’t get through the lower road at
all. Not only was the road under ten feet of water but Charley
Tom’s pasture was under ten feet of water also. The bridge
structure was out of sight.

*

So, turning round, we took the only other course of reaching
the Conservancy farm; we took to a rutted abandoned old
lane and the open, soggy fields and somehow we made it. As
we came over the crest of a slope we saw the full extent of the
disaster. All the oat fields and naif the com land was covered
by water and here and there in low spots in the field there
were great ponds of water as big as small lakes.

This was, in reality, a disaster. We sat for a time in sUence
looking at the wreckage. It wasn’t only the money loss but
the loss of the long hours of work and care we had all out
into these fields.

^

Then Kenneth said, ‘There’s a new milk can bobbing on

thfng^’
current. We might as well salvage some-

So together we set to work to get that solitary milk can outof the swirling toment. It was not easy but by the use of long
tree branches and polra we manoeuvred the floating milk can

i?
wading m up to his hips, Kenne& salvaged

0^ the jeep and we cUmbed in

ral ^ j
wouldn^t be any recompense in

of the lake; we rented
gamble that some day

^ such a flood. And anyway money is poor
^ he wants ha crops and^thcsa^action that goes with raising them.

.JaZ
‘hree weelcs most of the Conservancy farm remainedunder from five to twenty feet of impounded water kent ther^

being added toX ireSly tS!astrons floods on the Mississippi. TOen the water went ^own
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of
remained but only the desolation

barrpn
driftwood Scattered across thebarren fields. Even the trees were killed along with the black-bernes and elderbernes that filled the hedgerows. We had not

desolation. VVhat little corn or oats remained on dry ground

groufd''’^*"^
^ yellowish in the water-soaked

elsewhere on the upper farm more rich wheat was
beaten to the earth to mildew and smother the precious
seedings. The bluegrass behaved in water-soaked earth exactly
as it did m time of drought. It grew tough and went to seed
early and it was possible to clip it only on the high ground.
Everywhere else m the fields, the power mower bogged downand had to be pulled out.
Good fymers are by nature optimistic; otherwise the un-

controllable vaganes of Nature—the floods, the droughts, the
plagues of locusts—would long ago have discouraged them
and the world would have been left starving* We were no
diuerent from other farmers—wc hoped that the great flood
had marked the end of the persistent intolerable rains.
We were wrong. June passed into July and still the rain

continued, not simply showers or simple rains but cloudbursts
coming sometimes twice a day. Even the fish ponds, fed from
tight sod-covered land and springs, overflowed their barriers
and big trout and bass escaped into the Clear Fork and the
lake below. Came time to nil the silos with grass silage and
we began cutting and hauling but quickly found that every
tractor had to carry a log chain so that we could pull each
other out of the mud, a minor disaster which happened ten
or fifteen times a day. Twice the big John Deere dug itself

into the mud up to its belly and a string of four lighter tractors,
chained together, could not drag it out. In the end with four-
by-fours chained to its giant wheels it succeeded in lifting itself

out of the mud.
Somehow the silos got filled with the lush, heavy alfalfa,

brome grass and ladino, but even the grass was so filled with
moisture that it had to be wilted a long time before it could
be safely put away. Weeds grew in the corn and more wheat
was beaten down in the fields of which we had been so proud.
The oats which remained grew more and more lushly and
all but the tough, stiff-stemmed new Clinton variety were
beaten to the ground while weeds began to grow up through
them.
Then the weather turned warm but the rains continued and

at night when the air cooled the whole valley was blanketed
in heavy white mists which appeared at sundown, rising in
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smokelike writhing veils above the trees. For days the valley
seemed more like Sumatra or Java than midsummer Ohio
country. Rust appeared for the first time in our experience on
the ripening wheat and mildew on the leaves and Fruit of the
fruit trees. Some of the grapevines began to die back from the
tops, a sign that their water-logged roots could no longer
stand the lack of oxygen and the wetness of the earth. Three
times the vegetable garden was replanted and three times
drowned out, sometimes standing for days under three or four
inches of water.
Then came a brief respite which in itself was very nearly

a disaster. There was no rain but in its place there was a
bnlhant, burning sun accompanied by hot winds which burned
the moisture out of the topsoil but not out of the subsoil
where the water still soaked the roots of all vegetation. It
baked a crust over open ground and burned the over-lush
leaves of the crops. At night the moisture still rose from the
soaked ground in heavy blankets of fog. 1 1 was as if now it was
the earth rather than the sky which was raining.
Somehow we managed to combine the wheat, although we

lost from five to fifteen bushels per acre of wheat literally
beaten into the earth by the torrents of water. Except for

highest ground, the crop wasmined. In the heads there was no grains at all but only chaff.^d from over the r«t of the Middle West there arose a crythat drought was ruimng the corn crop iust at the crucialmoment of tasselling and pollenization. Because there hadbeen so much ram the corn had set shallow roots on the surface

^aked hardened

^ nUp ‘I'a bale strL,
simply rains but the old cloudburstsRagweed grew higher and h^her in the standing sttarSdhay, partly dry and then soaked, rotted in the AddsWeeds everywhere grew like the fierce tropical growthlha;

TrZe plantations in Ifew w^eks in Ae
xKofSn?' ", for a se^»
i “^atly and proudly kept, acquireda disheveU^, unkempt, half-tropical appearance.

^ ‘ ^

A through the end of Tuly and
mak;nt“®“‘ September. There wi no hay-m^ng season at all, even for the second cutting, and whra&«e was a day or two of sunshine the hay,S d^rinrthe

oSHf
agmn each nightLm

“aSI ?o"; ::iu^£ s':?Wru« 7e
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took in hay which was still damp. Some of it moulded, some
of It heated and turned brown and a little came through as
the good green hay which we always made in a summer iat
was even vaguely reasonable.
Only the pastures and the new seedings gave us any pleasure

or satisfaction, for they were lush and green but even this was
small compensation for all the lost labour and seed and fertilizer
and the depression which arose from the sight of wet hay and
weed-choked cornfields. The buckwheat planted later on wet
ground produced a bumper crop but few farmers take pride
in lowly buckwheat and the season was so wet that the bees
could not even work the blossoms.
And then presently in the beginning of September the rains

stopped and miraculously two weeks of hot weather day and
night set in, and suddenly the corn, after dawdling along all

of the summer, began to show signs of ripening and making
a crop. The soil began to dry out for wheat ploughing and that
miraculous resiliency which preserves farmers against utter and
paralyzing despair began to assert itself.

Gradually the season began to recede into the past. It was
becoming tne ‘old season.’ It was time now to plough and fit

for wheat, to clip the bluegrass pastures and the weeds for the

last time in the evil year of nineteen forty-seven. With the

turning of the first furrow the pride which was humbled began
to rise again. The fields were full of moisture and the ploughing
was easy. The earth turned over behind the plough, dark and
crumbling, and you smelled already the wheat harvest of the

coming season which you knew would be the greatest harvest

we had ever known. The lime trucks began moving across the

remaining worn-out high pastures raising visions of deep, thick

clover. In the desolated oat fields of the Conservancy farm

and on the poor strips of the Bailey Place the sweet clover

stood deep and rank. The new season had begun.

One more disaster in the ‘Bad Year’ still lay ahead—a hard

frost with a clear, full moon which burned the alfalfa and the

f
rapes before they were ripe and covered all the landscape of

leasant Valley with glittering white rime. For a moment our

pride rose again, even in a bad year, for our corn was ripe

and hard, while to the west of us in real corn country thousands

of acres of corn had been frosted while still green and soft.

And then came the warm, clear weather of October, brilliant

with the deep green of the new springing rye and wheat and

the burning colours of the forest, rrom brilliant blue skies the

sun shone all day long while the work for the new season went

on its way and ^1 hearts sang.

What was past was past but 1947 would go down among

the legends of our valley as the ‘Bad Year,’ the worst year
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that any of us, even old Mr. Tucker who was over ninety-one

and had lived all his life in the valley, could remember. VVe

would be proud again of our fields and we would feel a certain

wicked satisfaction when other fields looked worse than our

own but after the bad year it would always be a pride that

was not quite so confident.
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XVI: SPORTSMEN’S PARADISE
For the pursuit of farming is in some sense a luxury. . . .

The earth yields first of all to those who farm of necessity,
but she yields also the luxuries of life. And though she
supplies good things in abundance, she suffers them not to
be won without»toil, but accustoms men to endure winter’s
cold and summer’s heat. . . . And the land helps in a measure
to arouse a liking for the strenuous activity of hunting ... it

affords facilities for keeping hounds and at the same time
supplies food for the wild game that preys on the land.

—Xenophon

T here is no greater beneficiary of good agriculture and
proper land use than the sportsman. As a member of
the Ohio Conservation Commission which devotes itself

to the propagation of fish and wild life and as a farmer who
recognizes that the benefits of wild birds and animals on a

farm far outweigh the liabilities, I have pushed a good wild
life programme at Malabar and as far as possible in Ohio and
other states.

I am not much of a hunter. I can say honestly that I have
never shot anything, beyond a couple of poisonous snakes,

except lions, tigers, leopards and panthers, and then without

much enthusiasm and only out of politeness when the animals

were beaten out for my own benefit when I was the honoured
guest at an Indian shooting party. Even then, at the last

moment, as a tiger or a panther appeared out of the thick

jungle I fired with reluctance to kill an animal so beautiful,

despite the fact that in most cases the beast had been driven

and cornered because it had become a menace to the local

communities, by killing goats, cattle, dogs, and sometimes

people. I am, however, a great fisherman and enjoy fishing in

any fashion from a bent pin and string method on upward.

Catching any fish from a minnow or a sluggish carp to a

barracuda gives me a much greater excitement than shooting

a big Mysore tiger.

I do have, however, no objection to the great pleasure

derived by scores of sportsmen in shooting and hunting and

recognize that in some instances, where natural controls have

been upset by the advance of civilization, the shooting of

certain predatory animals at least becomes a necessity. In
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Cooch-Behar in North Bengal in the wild jungle country where

the plains reach the foothills of the Himalayas, the popu-

lation of leopards and panthers is so great that if it were

not controlled, life on the farms and in the villages would

become impossible. In that wild and beautiful country the

state elephants go out each day to kill panthers and leopards

much as we go upon a campaim to exterminate rats. Fortunate-

ly or otherwise, leopards and panthers do not exist in Ohio
and Ohio is what I am writing about. Indian and African

life is another story.

Our Ohio State Conservation Commission has long re-

cognized the fact that Ohio has a special problem among the

States. Except for a few counties, it is a largely a rich, agricul-

tural area, but it is not agricultural alone, for distributed over

the entire state arc great industrial cities like Cleveland,

Cincinnati, Youngstown, Akron, Columbus, Dayton, Toledo,

and a whole second chain of smaller, industrial cities like

Lima, Canton, Springfield, Mansfield, Massillon, and so on.

This means that at least half or more of the eight million

population dwells in or near cities. This same population,

almost evenly dispersed, has need of recreation and sport which
must come largely from agricultural areas, often enough
intensively cultivated.

The problem of the Commission concerned with fish and
wild life is largely one of providing sport and recreation for

millions of city and suburban dwellers. Partly with the aid of
experts and research men and pardy the hard way, the
commission has set up gradually a permanent policy based
primarily, not upon artificial hatcheries, but upon natural
habitat and food. This policy in turn is largely dependent for
its success upon proper land use by the farmers themselves,
upon proper disposes of industrial and city sewage wastes
and upon the estaolishment of head water lakes as fish breeding
areas and of suitable parks, sanctuaries and game propagation
areas.

The fight against polludon of landscapes and streams is one
^at has been going on condnuously since the beginning of the
industrial revoludon and the parallel growth of our great
cities and is continuing with increasing intensity. Eventually
it will be won on the grounds of health if for no other reason,
but also because the time is not far distant when, with an
increasing population and a decreasing fertility, the world and
this nation in particular will no longer be able to afford (if its
living standards and high level of diet are to continue) the
vast waste aclueved by the funnelling of our mineral and
elemental fertility into our great metropolitan areas and thence,
as sewage and garbage, into our streams and rivers. Pollution
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of streams and lakes by industrial wastes is at ail times inexcus-
able and gradually the average citizen is becoming aware ofthe simple principle that streams and lakes belong to the
people and that industry has no more right to dump its
unprocessed wastes into the streams than the citizen hi todump garbage and chamber pots out of the windows on to
the sidewalk. The two cases are exactly parallel but it will
require a long battle, even at this late date, to win this struggle
tor human decency, health, and civilization against lobbies,
vested interests, and even short-sighted and greedy Chambers
01 Commerce.
The Ohio policy of establishing headwater lakes, farm ponds,

tish and game sanctuaries, and propagation areas has made
considerable progress in Ohio. Sites for headwater lakes and
ponds are chosen in suitable areas with regard both to water
supply and distribution. These provide spawning areas and
refuges for youn^ fish which later grow into big fish within the
area or find their way into other lakes and adjoining streams
to grow into big fish and good sport for the dwellers of our
big, congested cities. They also provide other benefits, for the
policy includes the purchase of land surrounding the lakes to
provide recreation areas for all those devoted to outdoor life.

Hot-dog stands and honky-tonks are rigidly excluded. The
ponds and lakes and the marshy areas surrounding many of
them, also serve in some degree, to help raise the lowering
water table of the state—a condition which has caused great
concern to industries, to cities, and even to farmers who, in
certain areas of this well-watered state, are forced to haul
water to their live-stock for periods as long as six months of
the year.^

Perhaps the most fortunate thing ever to have happened to
the State of Ohio was the establishment, following the terrible
and disastrous flood of 1913, of the MusUngum Valley Flood
Control Project. Its establishment more or less paralleled that
of the Tennessee Valley Authority and its immense benefits,

alike to sportsmen and taxpayers of the area, follows out the
parallel between the two projects.

As the name implies, the district was set up to prevent the
recurrence of a flood which in the area in 1913 caused some
forty millions of property loss and damage as well as the loss

of scores of lives. In one sense the project was revolutionary for

it sought to control floods at their source rather than by
expensive and futile dams, levees and other means at the
bottoms of rivers—a costly and hopelessly ineffective pattern

^ The serious economic and health aspects of the underground water problem
in Ohio and in other states is discussed at length in the author’s earlier

PUasant Vall^^
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which until very recently was followed consistently by the

War Department and Army Engineers. As in the case of the

TVA which sought also to control floods at their source, the

plan met with much opposition, nearly all of it hidebound and

senseless. As in the case of the TVA wisdom and intelligence

won the battle after a long, hard fight.

The flood control plan resulted in the construction of

fourteen dams along the stream beds of the principal tributaries

of the Muskin^m River. All but two of these were, after

another long battle, established to create permanent pool

levels or lakes, with allowance made above the permanent
level for impounding flood waters. Finally, the areas surround-

ing the lakes were set aside as recreation areas and for develop-

ment into state forests. Thus, after a long struggle against a

combination of iroorance, reaction, lobbying, and influence,

there emerged the Muskingum Flood Control District. It

could have been developed further to create even greater

benefits along the lines ot the TVA but as it stands, the man-
made district provides what, with Lake Erie and the Ohio
River, is one of Ohio’s greatest assets.

The dams and lakes served to impound flood waters
absolutely and in a year or two virtually paid for themselves
in prevented losses to property holders, farmers, insurance
companies, and municipalities located within the area. In the
spring of 1947 when in most of the area more rain fell in a given
period than in the great disaster of 1913, the dams impounded
easily all the flood waters and there was not a life lost nor one
cent of property damaged. The efficacy of a joint federal,
state and local watershed development, managed autonomously
by a local control board of able citizens proved its great
benefit in a score of ways. The District has had too little

publicity and its effectiveness is still Uttle known outside the
state. This is a pity for it is a pattern which could well be
followed with ^eat benefit on most of the secondary watersheds
of every state in the nation. It is a pattern, I believe, which
eventually will be accepted and put into use on most of the
watersheds of the nation, but much must still be accomplished
in the realm of education and the abolition of ignorance and
reactionary sentiment.
Not only has the District proved a great economic asset, it

has also proved a paradise for sportsmen and a huge recreation
area for the dwellers in our CTcat Ohio industrid cities. The
whole area is hilly and largely wooded and is that beautiful
combination, so rare in the world, of rich farm land, inter-
spersed wm woods, hills, marshes, and wild country. It is a
natural habitat for game and fish. The Conservation Com-
mission leases from the district the hunting and fishing righu
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for the benefit of Ohio sportsmen and develops these in co-
operation with the District authorities.

Within the area, both in the wooded country and the farms
leased out to neighbouring farmere, the principles of good
land use arc followed and enforced* Reforestation of worn-out
eroded farms is proceeding rapidly and much of the area is
being put back into grass land. No skinflint or ignorant farmer
may lease any land from the District for the conditions of land
use are set up in every lease, and, if these are violated, the
lease is automatically cancelled.
The imposition of these rules of good land use have already

had a great effect upon the fish and wild life populations of the
area. Siltation from eroding farms is the greatest source of
stream and lake pollution—greater even than that of sewage
and industrial pollution—and as the district owned land has
become properly managed, the rate of siltation has declined,
not only removing a peril to the dams and artificial lakes, but
bringing about a decline in the carp and mud-fish population
and an increase in the game fish population. The bare eroded
hillsides are covered by trees, the more possible slopes with
grass land and the rolling farm land is terraced, contoured,
limed at the expense of the district and treated according to
intelligent agricultural principles.

One of the facts overlooked frequently enough both by
sportsmen and farmers, is that game animals and birds will

not stay on eroded and depleted lands. No living creature,

including man, recognizes so well as wild birds and animals
the barrenness of worn-out farms. As regions begin to be
farmed out, even though they return to a tax-delinquent state

of wilderness, game will move out, into more fertile areas,

leaving the wrecked countryside to complete and desolate

loneliness. Perhaps a few squirrels or deer will remain in the

deserted areas which are wooded and a rabbit or two but that

is about all. Even the bird population of worn-out agricultural

areas declines, and as every sportsman knows these desolate

areas provide poor picking.

In certain areas where a poor agriculture has worn out or

is wearing out the land, the wholesale slaughter of wild life

on the roads has become a serious problem for game manage-
ment. It is only lately that research authorities have established

the fact that the slaughter comes about because the wild life

migrates to the roadside at night to feed off vegetation which,

often enough, is growing on virgin land or on soil heavily im-

pregnated by the lime and other minerals coming from the stone

used to surface the roads. Both taste and instinct tell them that

the roadside vegetation is far richer and healthier than that

growing in the depleted farm fields on the other sideof the fence.
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One of the perpetual problems facing the Ohio Commission
IS the misplacement of the wild rabbit populations. It is
probable today that the town and suburban population of
pbbits tar exceeds the rural population. As Ohio farm land
in many regions has become depleted, the rabbits have moved
in upon town and suburban gardens where forage is not only
easier to obtain but is of a much tastier quality owing to the
use of minerals, fertilizers, and composts in more intensively
cropped garden areas. Maintaining any sort of rabbit popula-
tion for sportsmen in the fifteen or more deforested and
agriculturally worn-out counties of southeastern Ohio has
become a permanent problem which appears almost insoluble
although these counties are the wildest in Ohio and many of
the depleted farms have reverted to the state of complete
wilderness. Virtually the only rabbits in the area are connned
to the town, village, and suburban districts. If rabbits are
trapped and sent into the wilder parts of the area, they quickly
disappear having undoubtedly moved out of the area
altogether or into the gardens of the districts where there is a
concentradon of human populations and good agriculture is

pracdsed in the form of gardening.
Both research and the amateur observation of sportsmen

has proven beyond all doubt that abundant fish and game are
linked directly to good agriculture and to proper land use.

Fortunately, the sportsmen’s organizadons of Ohio have come
to take official recognition of this principle and have given
both approval and support to the policies of the Commission
to co-operate with the farmer and to establish food, habitat
and proper condidons for living and propagation rather than
to follow the old expensive and unspordng practice of
ardficially hatching, breeding and raising game and fish to

be put in the field or stream the day before the season opens.

Not only does such a system cost the sportsmen sums amounting
to three or four dollars per bird or fish in licence money, but
it provides tame pheasant which offer less sport than many
of the wilder Leghorn chickens at Malabar. In the case of

hand-fed hatchery fish, it frequently produces a bass or a trout

which will virtually follow you along the stream bank waiting

for a hand-out in the form of a fly or a plug. Unfortunately

there are among the hunters and fishermen of the United
States a good many who are not sportsmen at all but what
might be described as ‘chicken killers’ and ‘bent-pin’ fishermen.

In the field of abundant fish and game in heavily populated

but good agricultural areas, I have had much experience

while living in Europe. At our small farm, less than twenty-

five miles from Paris, and in the surrounding region of the Oise,

there was always an abundance of quail, pheasant, partridge,



grouse deer, and even wild boar were a common sight within

view of the Eiffel Tower and the Sacr^ Coeur. The streams in

the same area provided some of the best trout fishing I have

ever had. (We were indeed able to take trout and salmon

trout from our sitting-room window out of the stream which

flowed against the foundations of the house.) The same could

be said to be true of the country surrounding almost any city

in France, Germany or Austria. The abundance of fish and

game, existing at virtually a level representing maximum of

potentiality, existed in those European areas because there was

sufficient cover, natural or artificially created, a good

agriculture and no flood or siltation from eroding farms.

The same conditions could be established almost anywhere

in the United States, even in the most thickly populated areas,

if our agriculture were better and if steps were taken to provide

the conffitions under which wild life may live and propagate.

In all of Europe there are no clean, wire fence rows, idiotically

burned over or moved two or three limes a summer. In their

place are hedgerows or stone walls overgrown with vegetation

which provides food, cover and nesting places for birds and
other wild life. In the great wheat and sugar-beet areas of the

Valois where the pheasant and partridge shooting is famous,

small strips and patches are lefi deliberately here and there

in the fields to grow up in briars and shrubbery as refuges.

Often enough they are planted artificially to shrubs and trees

and ground cover which provides food for wild life. The farmer
does this for three reasons: (i) Because he recognizes the great

value of an abundant bird population as a control of insect

p^ts. (2) Because the birds he protects and feeds provide him
with sport and a rich and delicious addition to the family
larder. (3) Because, when the shooting season opens, he
frequently reaps a considerable harvest of fees charged for

shooting rights on his place. The old square-field farmer
with his burned-over fence rows has not only caused much
damage to agriculture and soil in the United States, but he
has also been the worst enemy of sportsmen and wild life

generally.

With all of the above facts and elements in mind, the Ohio
Commission has set out upon a long range policy similar iiv

fundamentals to that pattern which has, in European areas
similar to that of Ohio, with large populations in regions
shared by both bi^ industrial cities and agriculture, succeeded
in producing a wild-life population at maximum of potenti-
ality; or in other words a Paradise for real sportsmen.

Occasionaly some mechanical or technological development
arrives in a highly populated or agricultural area which proves
a menace to wild life. The development of the automobile and
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the consequent slaughter of wild life along the high roads is
one of these.

*

Another ^d perhaps more serious menace has developed
recently in Ohio^th specific relation to the pheasant popu-
lation. Most of Ohio’s pheasants exist in the agriculturally
rich flat^ western and northwestern portions of the state. It is
typical ‘pheasant’ country, save that in some areas there is
insufficient cover and that many farmers follow the old habit
of burning over fence rows. At one period, some eight or ten
years ago, the size of the pheasant population and the ex-
cellence of the shooting threatened to rival that of South
Dakota. From that period onward, however, the pheasant
population has been declining and sportsmen have made more
and greater complaints.
Many things—rainy springs, bad winters, and one or two

other factors entered into the decline in the number of
pheasants, but investigation seemed to confirm the fact that
the greatest damage had been done not by seasonal conditions
but rather by technological changes introduced into agri-
culture and changes in agricultural programmes.
About five years ago many of the farms in the area began

to turn from a wholesale programme of corn farming to
putting out larger areas in grass, mostly alfalfa. This was
partly so because alfalfa, when dried artificially and sold as
supplementary high protein feed for hogs and poultry brought
at retail sale as much as 75 to 80 dollars a ton. In tne case of
the more intelligent and informed farmers, the change was
made from one crop or short rotation farming in order to

increase the organic content of their soil, which through
persistent row-crop farming had become so depicted that the
nat ground was becoming more and more like cement and
ceased to drain properly even through the most complicated
tillage systems. Under the new alfalfa industry, the existing

fields were enlarged and what little shrubbery and wild cover
remained in them was destroyed.

All of these changes were detrimental to pheasant main-
tenance and propagation, but the real reason for the decline

was a purely technological one—arising from the way the

alfalfa was harvested. In order to obtain the highest protein

content and therefore the highest price per ton the farmers

began mowing the first cutting of alfalfa from two to three

weeks earlier than in the past, thus catching the hen pheasants

when they were nesting, before the young birds were hatched

and able to escape; and they began mowing alfalfa at night

when in the darkness even the bewildered hen was rarely able

to escape the destruction which fell upon her nest and eggs.

Investigations showed loads of green alfalfa filled with slaugh-
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tered pheasant hens caught while nesting. One load was

discovered which contained 27 dead birds. This, of course,

meant not only the death of 27 pheasants, but a minimum of

216 young birds which would never be hatched. It is not

difficult to see how great was the holocaust created by the

new farming practices.

The situation created a dilemma for the Ohio Commission.

Obviously it was impossible for the Commission, or the sjporte-

men’s organizations or indeed the government itself, to forbid

farmers to continue an enterprise which increased their in-

comes by as much as 50 per cent. It was equally unlikely that

f
entle persuasion would nave any effect worth consideration.

’he Commission could do only two things, both of which it

did. (i) To increase the number of its own purchases or leases

upon land which could be used as refuges or pheasant pro-

pagation areas. (2) To pay farmers in the area to set aside a
small acreage each year to be put into sweet clover or other

crops which went unharvested or which were not harvested
until after the hatching season when hen and young birds

were able to take care of themselves.

The programme has only been inaugurated and its success
is as yet undetermined. That it would help the situation on a
reasonable and economic basis is certain but that it would
restore the old abundant pheasant population remains to be
seen. Certainly, many a farmer, by providing small shelter
and nesting areas on his land, could do much toward in-
creasing sport and outdoor recreation for himself, his friends,
and many an office or industrial worker from the cities.

Whether toey will do so or not also remains to be seen.
Not the least important step taken by the Ohio Commission

has been the contracts made with individual farmers and land-
ownera to maintain their farms as game refuges and pro-
pagation areas. The contract provides for the maintenance
or establishment of proper cover and food plantings for wild
life and frequendy for the establishment of farm ponds with
surrounding areas of cover. Lately emphasis has been placed
as well upon good articultural practices since these auto-
madcally produce abundant fish and game populations just
as bad practices reduce populadons.

rT^
sure, all good farmers engaged in a good programme

of land use automadcally produce condidons favourable to
the potendal maximum populadon of fish and game. Some
farmers and landowners with the tastes and instincts of sports-

"*.^5 naturalists voluntarily lay emphasis on the side of
wild life and take measure which have gready increasedg^e and fish populadon within a comparadvely short space
ot time. Among the Ohio farms at proper land use with
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emphasis upon wild-life protection and propagation, Malabar
IS one.

The natural topography with its combination of thick
woods, maph, springs and streams with productive agricul-
tural land interspersed among them had inherent advantages
and these have been steadily exploited and improved.

In the beginning the 140 acres of woodland scarcely pro-
vided shelter for more than a few birds and a few squirrels
since the whole woodland area had been heavily pastured for
years and consisted entirely of large mature trees with the
ground beneath bare of cover or tree seedlings. As such the
woodland provided little or no cover or shelter for wild life.

The first and most effective step taken was simply to fence the
cattle and sheep out of the area and allow the bare, sometimes
gullied earth to grow again the natural, thick cover which
was normally characteristic of our beautiful, virgin, hardwood
forests in Ohio. Once the step was taken, nature provided the
cover with a rush. Ferns and wild flowers came back in abund-
ance and with them hundreds of thousands of seedlings of the
native trees, among them hundreds of these important nut and
food trees—the beeches, the walnuts, the hickories and the

lovely dogwood, with its white blossoms in spring and its

scarlet berries in the autumn. New wild grape seedlings

appeared and flourished and the Solomon seal berries and the

creeping partridge berries began again to spread. (We did

not agree with the advocated forestry practice of cutting out

dogwood and wild grape, both of which contribute beauty as

well as food for wild birds and game.)
The results of allowing nature instead of undernourished

sheep and cattle to take over the woodland have been satis-

factory and in some senses miraculous for in a period of eight

years, the woods have regained that almost tropical appearance

which the first settlers found on entering Ohio. In spring the

woodland floor is carpeted with great patches of white, purple

and yellow violets, trilliums, Dutchman’s breeches, Canadian

lilies, Wild Bouncing Bet, bloodroot, and wood anemones.

The cover has grown so thick that, in portions of the woods, it

is impossible to see a deer a few feet away in the undergrowth

and during the summer months it is possible to lose oneself

completely. There are many seedlings trees of valuable timber

—wWte ash, red, white and brown oak, walnut as well as the

less valuable beech and maple which have grown to a height

of twenty feet or more since we protected the woods.

And with the regrowth of the cover, the wild life has returned

in abundance. In the daytime one is aware that the thick

undergrowth is filled with small birds and animals and at

night an electric torch turned in almost any direction catches
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the gleam ofsome pair ofwild eyes. Bjonne Bremer, a Bostonian
friend, recently spent two or three nights in a sleeping bag
high on the Ferguson Place on the edge of the woodland and
got little sleep because of his curiosity concerning the wild hie
in the dark woods surrounding him. The beam of his electric
torch revealed raccoon and skunk, rabbit and opossum, fox
and deer.

Below the Ferguson woods hes a marshy area through which
Switzer’s Greek follows a meandering course. It is known on

numbers of wild apple trees and of the beautiful and fragrant
wild crabs. Everywhere there are thickets of blackberries and
wild black raspberries scattered among a considerable amount
of valuable second growth timber. It is a perfect game refuge
and propagation area, especially since it adjoins the restored
grtUity of the rolling bottom fields of the Fleming and Bailey
Places. And we have added to its protections by bulldozing
down into its depth old trees and brush and great bundles of
rusty wire fence. These are quickly overgrown with blackberry
bushes and elderberry bushes so that they become citadels
un^sailable by dogs or even by foxes. The Jungle is alive
with wild life, for added to aU the other creatLes which
frequent the higher woodland, there arc mink and muskrat

^ weU as red-winged blackbirds and wading birds, the king-
common heron and a pair of great blue heronswhich stay with us the year round. And in spring, all the wetground IS a inass of great tropical green skunk cabbage leavesnsmg above Ae bnght gold carpet of the marsh marilold.

nf
raccoon season the hound? get outof hand and run raccoon into the sacred propagaUofi area^niost invariably the pursued raccoon follows the same tacticsheading for the Jungle to take refuge inside the great aS

Where in perfectsa^ thw can thumb their noses at the baffled hounds.*^

last^nmm^^*^^ Wire fence as a refuge

.r pa *.£“

liir ssut.s'ss ssfp

...a f.

.
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was repeated three or four times until at last the discouraged
hawk new away for good.

In the course of chan^ng the landscape at Malabar not
only the shape but the size of the fields was altered greatly.
This meant taking out many old fence rows that bordered the
old-fashioned square fields. Many of these had long since
become hedgerows, grown up in berries of all kinds and
some sassafras and wild cherry trees up to nine or ten
inches in diameter. The destruction of these ancient fence
rows with their thick cover was recognized as a serious loss

to wild life protection since it not only destroyed cover, nesting
places and shelter but also the means of moving from one part
of the farm to another without coming into the open field.

To compensate for this destruction regular plans were laid

out to leave here or there in the new and larger fields, patches
of shelter. In many fields of the originally neglected and run-

down farms these patches already existed in wet land or on
the edges of the gullies where stones culled from the fields

had been heaped in piles about some ancient 40-ton glacial

boulder. Many of these copses were left as they were and
encouraged to thicken. They represented only a minute per-

centage of withdrawal from production of productive land and
we felt that by maintaining and increasing the shelter for bird

life we were actually ma^ng a gain through the power of

wild birds to control insect pests.

We left not only some of the existing patches of shelter and

cover but actually constructed, after the fashion I learned in

France, new patches of shelter located more strategically than

some of the original patches. One patch was constructed about

the heap of great glacial boulders we bulldozed out of the

fields and piled together in a great heap. The areas surrounding

the farm ponds planted in game cover and food plants have

been described elsewhere. Even the small area surrounding

the pond at the Big House is frequented by all sorts of wild

life including wild duck, although the pond is only fifty feet

from the house, the big, dairy barn and all the hub-bub which

surrounds the two establishments. Much of the garden at the

Big House is planted to ornamental and flowering shrubs

among them viburnums, honey locusts, mountain ash, dog-

wood, flowering crab, and standing honeysuckle all of which

provide quantities of food for both animals and birds. The

shrubs are interplanted with cedars, arbor vitae and Pfitzers

whose thick evergreen foliage provides a windless and snowless

shelter for birds throughout the worst winter weather. This,

together with a good supply of grains, is undoubtedly one of

the reasons why some naturally migratory or semi-migratory

birds stay with us throughout the winter.
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The drainage tank in the wide expanse of the lower Bailey

field became a natural gathering place for wild l^c almost the

moment it was established even before the willows or any

vegetation had been planted on its edges. Rosa Multiflora

plantations together with the willows arc making of the drain-

age tank a thick protection for wild life. I visited it only today

and the mud around the edge {for the water level is low in

the late autumn) was covered with the footpiints of deer,

raccoon, and pheasant.

A plentiful supply of water is a necessity in any good
pheasant territory. In northern Ohio I have seen dozens of

E
heasants in dry weather drinking from the water troughs

etween the railroad tracks where engines, passing at full

speed, scoop up water on the run. As a train approached
they would scatter to adjoining fields only to return later to

what in a dry, hot summer was probably the only and certainly

the cleanest water supply within miles.

As a partial replacement of the old, demolished fence rows
the banks of dynamited drainage ditches are beii^ utilized as

shelter and as passage from one field to another, rlanted with
willows and Rosa Multiflora, the areas immediately bordering
the ditches become thickly overgrown very quickly. Elderberry,
wild black raspberry and blacKberries follow with the result

that in short order wild life has both plentiful food and shelter.

The willow roots serve also to tic together the loose soil on
the edges of the ditches to prevent caving in through frost

action. The willows themselves serve to evaporate thousands
of gallons of water a year.

Certainly the virtues of Rosa Multiflora in any wild life

or good land use programme, deserve a paragrapn. It is an
extremely hardy and thorny rose resembling the common
eglantine save that instead of trailing it has a thick, upright
sturdy growth. It has long been used in the Deep South for
quail shelter and food. After a few years its growth becomes
so thick and thorny as to be impenetrable save for small
animals and birds. Within the past few years it has been
greatly promoted by the U.S. Soil Conservation Service for
two reasons, (i) As a hedge substitute for fence along the
borders of curving strips and contours where it is difficult to
build substantial permanent fencing on a curve, (a) As game
cover, food, and protection as a passageway from one part of
a farm to another.
An experimental planting mafle at Malabar produced at the

end of three years a hedge effective enough to turn cattle. In
anothw or three years the hedge will turn even a razorback
hog. Each year it sends up more and more shoots which turn
woody and extremely thorny within a year. The rapidity of ite
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growth depends largely upon soil and climate. In the longer
growing season of the Deep South it will grow and thicken
about twice as rapidly as in our part of the country.

Unlike the old osage and ‘bodark’ hedges it does not grow
into tree size to rob the adjoining field of moisture and fer&ity.
Any tendency of the rose to spread out into adjoining fields can
easily be corrected by running a plough furrow along both sides
of the hedges. It has other virtues as well as those of hedge and
shelter for it produces immense quanties of small rose pips
much appreciated by quail, pheasant and other wild birds
during the hard winter months. Its virtues on the score of
beauty are not to be overlooked; its foliage, very thick, is a
deep green in colour, its growth vigorous and it is not subject
to blights or insect attack, at least in our area. In June it

produces great panicles and sprays of tiny white roses each
centered by a large cluster of gold-dusted anthers.

Gradually we are working out a programme of multifiora

rose not only for use in game shelter and food patches but as a
means of replacing expensive permanent wire fencing. As time
and labour permit, we shall plant all newly constructed fence

on both sides with Rosa Multiflora and by the time the fence

deteriorates over a period of ten years or more we should have
thick growing fences with the forgotten fence virtually encased

by a woody, thorny wall on both sides—a barrier which is there

forever. This rose hedge is extremely hardy. It ignores the

winter and in one case where fire got accidently in the hedge
and destroyed a short stretch of it, vigorous new shoots came
up immediately to replace the old. Within two years the damage
was completely repaired with no mark of the fire damage
remaining. Quite naturally the rose grows better on good land

than poor but in the case of poor land, a mulch of barnyard

manure quickly repairs the deficiencies of both minerals and
moisture and a rapid, quick growth follows immediately.^

All the measures taken at Malabar and at many other farms

in Ohio have been inexpensive; indeed in many states, as in

Ohio, food and shelter plants and trees are provided free by

soil conservation and fish and game agencies. And in many
states the survey and planning of farm ponds is done without

cost by state wild life agencies; some even provide heavy

machinery and labour to accomplish the actual construction.

At Malabar we look upon all these measures as economically

profitable. They represent, it is true, a revolution away from

the old square field, clean wire fence row, over-draining,

' Rosa Multiflora is being more and more widely propagated by the Soil

Conservation nurseries and by other government and state agencies. Any soil

conservation agent or any state fish and game commission or the U. S. Wild Life

Department. Washington, D.C., can supply informadon regarding it.
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penny-wise, pound-foolish American agriculture, but that

agriculture has worn itself out, destroying itself more quickly

than any agriculture in the history of the world. And not only

has it destroyed soil and wild life but very largely it has

brutalized the farmer, made a drudge of his wife and driven

his children off the farm into the cities. There are spiritual and

aesthetic values to good farming just as there arc brutal

economic ones, and ^ contribute to a good agriculture, good

land use, good and healthy citizens and above all, happy ones

with minds which are intelligent, alert and adventurous.

I can think of no greater contrast to the life of any good,

well-managed farm, where game and wild life play a large

part in the picture, than that of the old square field, clean

fence row school of farming, with the fields stretching flat to

the horizon without a tree or shrub, or a wandering willow-

bordered stream to obstruct the view, with fields that are

lifeless save for the crops grown upon them. And there can be
no greater contrast in our own hilly country to a good, well-

managed farm in proper land use teeming with life than the

miserable worn-out gullied acres of a poorly used farm abhorred
even by the rabbits and the wild birds and the field mice
because it is a miserable, depleted thing.

At Malabar the life of the children and young people is one
long excitement not only because of the burgeoning fields and
the livestock but because of the wild things which exist there
in abundance. There is swimming, there is good fishing. There
are thick woods that become in Ae mind of a small boy the
jungles of the Congo. Who can gauge the delight of the heart
of a child at the sight ofa young faun or of a big red fox squirrel
scuttcring about under a hickory tree gathering nuts for the
winter? Or the pleasure of a boy with his first big trout on a
line? Or the excitement of his first shotgun as he trudges across
a field behind the beagles? If you have never seen the look in
the eye of a small boy as he says, ‘Pop, what do you think I

saw? Six deer! In the bottom pasture!’ you have missed
something.

All of mese things go with good fanning and a good life and
they go, too, with keeping the best of young farm boys and
girls on the farm where, by the nation and the world, they
are desperately needed.
But beyond all that there is an ever broader purpose behind

the inen and women who are working for proper land use,
for wild life, for a wider and better understanding of the
pl^ures of wluch nature can provide in such abundance if
helped only a little. Speaking broadly, it is a goal which seeks

wake of the whole American countryside, even in our
thickly populated industrial areas and within a few miles of
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our great cities, a world in which the streams and lakes are
clean and clear and filled with fish, where there is wild game
in abundance and there arc trees and hills and hidden ravines
and valleys where city people can get away for a little while
from concrete pavements and subways and the noise and
stench of motor traffic.

Have you ever stood by the toy farm at Bronx Park Zoo and
watch^ the faces of children from New York tenements who
are seeing their first lamb or baby pig? Go there some time and
watch. The sight will tell you far more than all the words set

down here. In that moment of his first encounter with that
lamb or baby pig, something has happened to the child which
will remain with him all his life.

I have lived in France and Germany in thickly populated
areas where sportsmen had good sport almost at the limits of
the ci^, where farms were green and rich, where the streams
were nlled with trout, where there were green fields and
forests in which to lose oneself as remotely as if one were in the
depths of the Rockies or the Jungles of Sumatra, where there
there were no deserted, wretched farms empty of all life.

It can be done, here in my own Ohio, with its great cities

and its big population. The change is coming about as farmers
learn better how to use their land and real sportsmen lose the
idea of slaughtering game wholesale, of cutting farmen’
fences and leaving his gates open and shooting his cattle. The
whole of this state or any state can become a sportsman’s
paradise and an area of clean streams and beautiful forests

and rich, productive farms to be enjoyed not only by the

prosperous farmer who loves his land but by the city dweller

seeking escape and relaxation from the pressures and arti-

ficialities and nerve-wracking cities. The change will be

profitable for everyone in terms of economics, of sport, of the

spirit and in terms of real civilization.
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I was tired of the idle and turbulent life of Paris: of the

crowd of Petits moitres, the bad books printed with official

approval and royal patronage: the cabals of the literary

''^®*^***‘ —Voltaire at Femcy

^UGUST lo: The construction of the pond has turned

/% out to be a bigger job than any of us including the

engineer and the caterpillar driver anticipated. It is

always l^e this, especially with myself who is always inclined

to be optimistic and brush away small difficulties. .Although

it was not yet finished, the water was ttimed in today in order

to make the fill in the old course of the stream. It take a
week or ten days to fill up the whole of the big pond. Next
spring we plant the borders with willows, French poplars and
snruM that give shelter and food to game of all kinds.

This evemng we foimd Harry and Naomi’s pet gosling in-

specting the big catopillar and making curious peeping noises
of excitement. She is half grown and very friendly, me sole

survivor of three Harry and Naomi hatched from eggs sent
by Charley’s brother. The foxes got one and one drowned
(literally)—a strange fate for a ^(»ling. I bought her on the
spot and brought her up to the big house where she will be
safe ^m Varmints.* She is very tame and keeps peeping all

the time. By common consent she is called Inez after Inez
Robb of International News. There is a certain resemblance
in the way she talks back.

Gilbert and Bea, the turkeys, seemed puzzled by Inez and
apparently unable to decide exactly what she was. They
cirued her for a long time making curious gobbling noises.
Today I heard from Hatch in Mexico. He is a remarkable

fellow. McEvoy did a piece about him in the August Rtader's
Digest, It was good but there is much more to the story of the
remarkable thmgs he accomplished on the Indian farms a«d
villages and is now accomplishing among the miserabW poor
Indians and peasants of Mexico. I met him first in Baroda
where he haa come to discuss with the old Maharajah and
Krishnamacharia, the Dewan, a programme of agricultural
reform in the villages and farms. He is a ftmdamentalist and
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bepn with one Indian village teaching sanitation to the
villagers.

In a short time by the installation of latrines and treatment
ol tanks and marshes, he eliminated hookworm and in the
dry season at least the malarial mosquito. He brought in
Italian bees, and white leghorn chickens to cross with the
hardy native chicken which is very close to the wild jungle
fowl ancestor of all chickens. He brought in good Karachi
bulls and he-goats. Within three years he had, in his first

Mysore village, revolutionized the health and the economic
status, and even the culture of the village. Not the least im-
portant and beneficial accomplishment was the organization
of villages co-operatives which packed and shipped eggs, honey
and cheese to Madras and Bombay and the bigger near-by
cities like Bangalore and Mysore City. The crossed chickens
laid four to five times as many eggs as the original half-wild
stock and the eggs were of better size and quality. Packaged,
they sold from ten to twenty times the price formerly received
in the local markets. From among the bright boys of the village,

he selected six whom he educated in the plan so that they in

tup went to other villages, reorganized them and taught other
bright boys to accomplish the same results. Some such plan
is as necessary in our own South and Southwest where much
of the village and rural population lives below the level of a
European peasant, and many of the people on the level of
Indian peasants. A good many people, talking big about this

country, forget this population which is a very large one.

We are in the middle of the sweetcorn season and our own
plantings have furnished us and scores offriends and neighbours
with some the best sweetcorn I’ve ever eaten. The variety is

Golden Cross which in our soils seems to produce both abund-
ance and excellent flavour. I have never seen com so well

filled out. The fat, sweet grains run to the very top of the ear.

Whether it is because of soil, of variety, or because the weather

has been exceptionally favourable to pollenization I don’t

know. Very possibly it is a little of all three—which is Just

another argument for sound balance in agriculture.

It isn’t only our friends and neighbours who have benefited

by the glut of sweetcorn but our mrred and feathered friends

as well. The woodchucks and the raccoon and possum have

been growing fat on it. The corn grows close to the Jungle,

the wooded swampy area which we keep closed as a game
propagation area and at night possums and coon raid the

patch. In the daytime the woodchucks help themselves. I’ve

caught a fat woodchuck on the job two or three times. He
pulls down the whole stalk and gorges himself, running his

fine, sharp teeth along the rows of grain exactly as a person
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eats corn, turning it over as he eats. If he can get the com
loose from the stalk he will sit up and hold it in his paws while
he eats—a comical sight.

I’ve also caught the slow-witted, slow-moving possum work-
ing on the corn at night. He seems to finish up the partly eaten
ears which the woodchuck and raccoon leave on the ground.
That bespectacled rascal, the raccoon, has his own fashion

of eating and is as selective as a gourmet in choosing his eais.
He doesn’t pull one off and eat it unless it is exactly to his
taste, neither too green nor overripe. He goes along the row
husking ears until he finds just what he wants and pulls it

off, husks it, and eats it on the spot. Apparently he considers
sweetcorn fresh out of the husk sanitary enough for his finicky
tastes and does not carry it to a brook or spring to wash it

first as he does with most thinK he eats. His habit of partially

husking ears to find one to suit his taste is annoying for he leaves
part of the ear open to the attack of insects. Also he is always
operating in direct competition because he selects exactly
the ears you want yourself. Moreover he gets people into

trouble.

Day before yesterday Bob asked, ‘You’ve lived most of

your life in the country. Can’t you tell by the feel of an ear

of sweetcorn when it’s ripe?’

‘What do you mean?’
‘Well, somebody’s going through the sweetcorn pulling part

of the husk of each ear to see if it’s ready.’

‘Listen!’ I said, ‘If you’re out to lecture, go and tell it to the

raccoons!’

While I’ve caught possum and woodchucks at work on the

sweetcorn I’ve never caught Stinky Raccoon no matter how
carefully I’ve approached the sweetcorn patch or operated an

electric torch. He always hears me first and scuttles into the

corn or the thick alfalfa nearby. I never take the dogs on my
after-dark excursions to the com patch for fear that a mother

raccoon has her family out teaching them how to steal sweet-

corn and select only the best ears. No animal is more attractive

or comical than a young raccoon.

In the daytime pheasants and quail clean up the com left

uneaten by the furry animals. Usu^ly at this season the young

of both are pretty well grown but still stick together with the

hen.

I don’t know how much corn the wild things take and I

don’t much care, especially in a season like this when the com
grows in such abundance. Planting a couple of extra rows will

provide for them all and a couple of rows is a small share of

the abundance at Malabar. It’s a small enough reward for

the Job the quail and pheasant do on the insects.
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August 14: Went to Miami University yesterday to do a

speech at the Summer Seminar on the need of decentralizing

our nightmarish industrial cities. It was a long trip— 170 miles

by car, in hot weather but it was worth it—nearly all the way
through rich agricultural country, most of it very well farmed.

The com in the flat country has come on remarkably con-

sidering the cold wet spring. Some of it was the finest corn

1 have ever seen, very different from the drought ridden com
of last summer. Some fields looked like great blocks of lush

green food, an even, thick, dark green with a layer of pale

yellow tassels on the top like frosting on a cake. The occasional

sight of a rich field of middle-western com was one of the

tmngs I missed during all the years of life in Europe.

The pastures were not so good, none of them indeed as

good as our own, but of course most of the rich region is not

really forage or dairy country but com and hog country with
some beef feeding. However I did not see a single herd of
feeder cattle, which certainly does not augur well for the beef
supply—only half a dozen steers here and there which I suspect
were all ear-marked for private consumption through dubious
channels.

The campus of Miami University, one of the oldest state

colleges in Ohio, is very beautiful. By some stroke of fortune
it seems to have escaped the buildings and architecture of the
awful period from about 1885 to 1915. The old buildings have
taste and scale and line and the new ones are beautiful, mostly
in the style of Williamsburg. The trees, as everywhere in Ohio,
are magnificent, all save the elms wluch are dying tragically
of one of the two diseases that have attacked elms everywhere.
It will be tragic if they go the way of the chestnut.

Note: A later study of the trees affected by the elm disease
shows a definite relationship between the incidence of the
disease and the falling water table of Ohio. The trees a^ected
are all in paved city areas or in those areas where the water
table has fallen seriously. Most elms are water-loving trees
and the deduction is that as the water supply fails the tree is

weakened and falls a victim to disease. Tne same situation is

true regarding the white ash, one of our most valuable trees
which is dying off it attains a height of thirty feet. The
talung water table is a direct result of poor farming and
forestry practices. At Malabar where owing to the geological
formation, the water table has been fairly static and has been
neatly improved by soil conservation and forestry practices,
there has been no vestige of the elm disease and the white
ash nourishes in abundance.

Late that afternoon the students were shouting and singing
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to celebrate the capitulation of Japan—not yet definite, but
fairly certain. ^1 the way home we kept the radio of the car
in operation, listening to the cloud of confused reports and
rurnours from Berne, Tokyo, Guam, Chung King, London,
Fans a fantastic world when a car driving along a road in
Ohio IS in communication with the whole of the world. And
on top of this the Atomic bomb!

Tried out today the new ‘Scotch’ plough sent me by Roger
Keyes. It is the type of plough much used in the British Isles
and almost entirely in French Canada. Both Jim Cook and
I who tried it out are enthusiastic. It is longer, slimmer and
the mould-board has a more acute curve than our conventional
mould-board plough. It also has a deep notch just behind the
point. Its real value is that it actually breaks up sod or stubble
rather than simply turning it upside down and burying it.

With the simple adjustment of the Ferguson tractor it is possible
to make it do any kind of job you want. I started ploughing
a poor field on the Bailey Place, part mammoth clover and
part weeds which have been twice mowed during the summer
with the residue left on the surface of the ground. There was
a thick accumulation of decaying organic material, with mould
and bacteria and weeds for perhaps the first time in years since
Bailey stopped using organic material and depended entirely

on chemical fertilizer. Also the ground underneath, although
almost like cement in texture because it contained no humus,
was moist and friable. With the Scotch plough properly ad-
justed I was able to ‘layer’ the decaying residue into the starved
soil—not turning it over and burying it to be smashed down
by the weight of the earth and the implements passing over it

during the fitting of the ground but sandwiched in upright

sections, running vertically so that with a disking all the decay-

ing rubbish will oe thoroughly mixed into the poor, cement-like

soil. This will check almost completely the erosion which is

inevitable even on flat ground with soil totally devoid of

organic material and life.

All this is the first step in bringing soil like that on the

Bailey Place back to life and productivity. The layering with

the Scotch plough followed by fairly deep disking, plus chemical

fertilizer and some barnyard manure and the invaluable con-

servation of moisture which allows life to return to the soil,

will increase the yield of that particular field by at least 500

per cent in one year—which is a great increase but less im-

pressive when one considers that the production base of this

field was less than five bushels of wheat per acre. With other

fields on the Bailey Place where we have jumped wheat pro-

duction from under five bushels to thirty-five bushels, the

process was more clumsily and less efficiently accomplished
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than with the Scotch plough. In French Canada there is

virtually no market for our conventional mould-board plough

and after using the Scotch plough I can understand why.

I suspect that Kenneth, Bob, and Jim may become converts

and want to shift over once they have used the new plough.

It also stays in the ground on gravel mounds and in bare hard

subsoil far better than the conventional plough. I am ploughing

as deeply as possible, between ten inches and a foot, in order

to bring up as much as I can of our minerally valuable subsoil

which is sometimes potentially more fertile than some of our

worn-out topsoil. Quantities of humus added to it make it

strong, alive, and highly productive.

August 15: The new plough continues up to expectations. It

is especially valuable on land which has been freshly limed as,

instead of turning the lime over and burying it seven to ten

inches deep fwhere it remains until the land is ploughed again),

it layers the lime vertically mixing it with the soil to the same
depth.

We have had a curious and interesting experience with the
effect of lime on production and fertility. The 160 acres of
the Conservancy Farm is bisected by a state road which is

usually dry-surfaced with limestone and occasionally with the
local glacial CTavel. In midsummer great clouds of dust rise

from it with the passing of each car and drift across the ftelds.

The land is potentially good land but farmed out and in four
years we have raised production enormously by the use of
lime, sweet clover and the great amounts of humus from the
clover, and the ploughed-in cornstalks and oat straws which
the mechanical picker and combine leave on the field. In
other words nothing is taken off the field but the grain of the
oats and the ear of the corn. None of the content of straw,
comstalb, sweet clover and weeds are removed from the fields
—only the grain which draws heavily on minerals. In addition
the straw and cornstalks draw approximately 90 per cent of
their bulk out of sun and air and this added to the soil plus
the 100 per cent return of both minerals and bulk from the
growth of all the sweet clover and weeds. Naturally this has
increased the organic humus content of the soil enormously.
Limmg, of course, did much to improve the growth of every-
thing on the fields, particularly the legumes.
A couple of ye^ ago Bob proposed protesting to the state

highway authonties regarding the vast clouds of dust which
in dry weather rose from the road and blew across our fields
covenng the crops with a fee dust until the first rain washedthem clean. Halfjestingly, I said, *Why do that? We’re getting
a lot of free limestone quickly avaUable to the crops *

® *
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Observation has shown that this is true. The prevailing
winds are from the northwest and all the fields south and east
of the road show the effects of the cover of limestone dust. 1

1

is most evident from a distance of about seventy-five feet from
the road itself and diminishes gradually to the far side of the
field. Occasionally before a rain the wind turns to the south-
east and carries the dust across the fields on the north side of
the road. Here the evidence in the growth and yield of crops
is even more striking but only on a narrowly limed strip next
to the road. There is no doubt about the benefits the fields

receive from the dust. It is also probable that the dust contains
also valuable trace minerals from the pulverized glacial gravel
which is sometimes used for surfacing the road. In any case,
both crops and weeds on the fields bordering the road are
among the healthiest on the whole farm, even in comparison
with the fields where we have worked intensively in restoring
humus and minerals.

Just came in from looking at the sows which are all having
pigs about the same time, and found a new litter of ten just

born. There may be more which would be a fine record for a
gilt with her first litter. As each pig was born, it stood up,
shook itself and went immediately to feeding. Hogs are very
remarkable animals in their intelligence, adaptability, and
natural vigour. It is easy to see why they can go wild and
survive easily. A sow could travel right across country with
her litter, taking care of herself and family, feeding them,
watering them, defending them from dogs. Sometimes here they

do take to travelling. It is the worst thing about them. 1 find

them among the most sympathetic animals on the farm. There is

certainly nothing more amusing than a smart, clean little pig

with his curious face and bright intelligent almost human eyes.

Usually we buy pigs to follow the steers but this year Bob
thought they would be scarce and high-priced and bought

ten gilts from Vane Close and a boar from the Areharts. He
was right. Pigs are almost unfindablc and black marketeers

are going about in trucks offering $25 a piece for weanling

pigs—a terrific price.

It will be good to see subsidies, price ceilings and all that

nonsense done away with and the return of abundance and

the process of produce finding its own sound price level. That

is the only way to cure black markets. There is no other. It is

also the only way to achieve quantity food production. I

doubt seriously that in a free production market the prices

would have been as high as some of the ceilings that have been

imposed and would have been 200 per cent less than some

black market prices. Certainly all green vegetables would have

been cheaper. Day before yesterday I stopped in Springfield



in a market to buy swectcorn and a watermelon. The sweetcorn

was 6oc a dozen and the smallest watermelon Si. 25. These

are prices unheard of, even in the first World War when there

was no price ceiling. Tomatoes are selling wholesale at Si.50

a basket and peaches at S8.00 a bushel. Yet OPA officios

have the face to tell the public that living costs have not

increased more than 15 per cent. Each of these items represents

a jump in price over 1939 prices of 100 per cent to 300 per cent.

Ask any housewife whether the cost 01 feeding her family has

not doubled in the items where production h<is not been
limited to too low ceilings and are at the moment virtually

unavailable save in the black market where in the case of

poultry the city price, if poultry can be found, is up 300 per
cent. And poultry has been 85 per cent in the black market
since the very beginning because no farmer, let alone a big

poultry feeder who buys feed could possibly produce poultry
at 28 cents a pound. The regulations only resulted in driving
all those who observed ceiling regulations out of business.

Two farmers in Southern Ohio have just been fined and
sent to prison for butchering and selling poultry and meat at

black market prices. This is the drop in the bucket of the
sensational war promised by the OPA against black markets
and highly publicized by the newspapermen and writers
employed by the OWI. What a farce all this government
control of information, prices, etc., has been—not because
it could not work but because it has largely been in the hands of
theorists, incompetents and the sweepings of professional
classes—lawyers, writers, and professors. I find few individuals
more contemptible than the small-fry New Dealers who have
gone from government job to government job in the last
twelve years—always taken care of, through the NYA [National
Youth Administration], OWI, OPA, WXYZ and all other
conflicting and overlapping agencies. Few of them had put
in a full day’s work since 1933 and on the score of efficiency
or ability the score is even worse. It is a whole class, such as
European bureaucracy has known for a couple of generations,
but It is new here. No wonder that one of the strongest
CTpr^sions of contempt in the French language is the word
fonctionaire which translated means no more than bureaucrat.
Its meaning in common French usage is a small-minded,
incompetent fellow, pompous and self-authoritative, a gold-
bneker without initiative or much ability, who is always
t^en care of by government political machinery. Too many
of them wangle their way into posts from which under Civil
oennee regulations it is almost impossible eventually to dis-
lodge them. The French look upon such bureaucratic service
as a kind ofWPA which it is.
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The stigma acquired by the New Deal bureaucrat is hard
on the original meaning of the word in this country, for in the
permanent services such as agriculture and forestry there are
many excellent, intelligent, and devoted servants of the people.
After the last twelve years many words will need re-defmition,
among them the words ‘bureaucrat’ and ‘liberal.’ Both have
been debased from an honorable status and meaning.

While Fred Herring’s machinery has been working on the
new road above Pleasant Hill lake, we have done some horse-
trading for the use of the big bulldozers. Fred has a farm near
Lucas and we have traded the use of our combine and hay-
baler for the heavy road machinery. The balance runs against

us but the extra payment we consider an excellent investment
and a considerable economy.
Today (Sunday) there were two big fourteen-ton bulldozers

at work, one on the old-line fence-row between the Bailey and
the Fleming Places and the other busy with a scoop building a

drainage pond on the Bailey Place.

The fence-row had been in existence for perhaps a hundred
and thirty years and after years of neglect and tenant farming

had become virtually a jungle pile, including a half-ruined

fence, piles of glacial ‘niggerheads,’ old rubbish as well as a

thick growth of poison ivy, elderberries, blackberries and wild

cherry and sassafras trees as much as twelve inches in diameter.

We wanted it out of the way because it prevented us from

running long strips and contours across both farms from one

township road to another, a distance of a mile or more. The

prospect of clearing it out of the way by hand appeared very

nearly insuperable and extremely expensive. Very likely it

would have taken two or three men all winter, hacking,

digging, wrestling and when they had finished the job would

still be unsatisfactory. We figured that it would cost us at least

a .thousand dollars. With the fourteen-ton bulldozer the story

was quite different.

The big affair moved in about ten in the morning and went

to work moving along the fence-row. With no effort at all it

pushed over and uprooted the twelve-inch trees. Its big blade

scooped up the old ruined fence, the underbrush, the rocks

and rubbish and pushed them down into the swampy part of

the Jungle where the great piles of rubbish make wonderful

shelter for wild game. (No dog could dig his way into those

tangles ofold wire, roots, branches and rubbish and it is doubtiul

if even a fox could make much headway through them.)

Everybody was on hand all through the middle of the day

watching the operation and all the kids had to take turns

riding on the seat high up beside the tough and capable driver

who manipulated the big engine as if he were playing a pipe-
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organ. By three o’clock the job was done and the driver was
running the bis blade up and down the road smoothing the

site of &e old mnee-row to the level of the fields on each side,

leaving behind not a rock or a root. In four hours the place
was as clean as if there had never been any line fence on the
site. The job cost exaedy sixty dollars. Three hours and sixty

dollars for a job that would have taken three men (if you
could have found them) all winter at a cost of a thousand
dollars or more!
When he had finished, the driver moved up to the bottom

blueCTass nature on the Fleming Place and went to work
levelling orf the last vestiges of the steep high millrace which
had once fed the mill owned by Ceely Rose’s father. It had
bothered us for a long time because its sides were too steep for
pasture mowing and each year grew up in coarse weeds. The
job took him aoout forty minutes and he went off across the
fields to the paddock across from the Big House to clear out
the rocks and trees and underbrush of an area which was
neither forest nor pasture but only a mess. We wanted it for a
calf paddock because there was shade there and spring water
and It was near the barn. After two hours more the big bull-
dozer had cleared the paddock and left it ready for seeding
with all the rubbish pushed deep into the adjoining woods for
game shelter—and again a job that would have taken three
or four men all winter was done in a couple of hours at a
small fraction of hand-labour costs.

Meanwhile the other bulldozer with a great scoop attached
was doing another job in the middle of the bottom fields on
the Bailey Place. There the swirling waters of the melting
glacier had formed a hollow some twenty or thirty acres in
extent with no drainage outlet. All around the area the land
rose to a height of twenty or thirty feet. In the centre of this
bowl lay a smaller flatfish area in which each winter the water
collected, drowning out all crops and preventing us from
working Ae land until late in the summer. Not only was it
unworkable but it made a weedy, unsightly spot in the middle

2 !j ® A®**
stnps and contours laid out across those bottom
conventional means of draining the area seemed

® question. To have put in tile drainage we should
^ of twenty or thirty feet

we avnid^?
s^undmg rim in order to get proper M and

whenever possible because it drains off
moisture as well as much expensive lime and
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Mer striving over the problem for two years, inspiration orrather memory came to the rescue. 1 remembered suddenly
the drainage tanks used sometimes in Europe and in India todram off flat and. Why not follow that pattern and simply
dig a deep pit lower than the surrounding land, spread out the
earth excavated over the surrounding area and let the water
settle into the tank. I did not know whether it would work in
this kind of area but with the big bulldozer and scoop it would
not cost much and it was worth trying.
So the bulldozer and scoop went to work and in three hours

excavated a hole eighty by twentv feet and about ten feet deep
in the very centre of the bottom of the bowl. In three hours at
the cost of something less than fifty dollars the drainage tank
was completed with all the earth taken out and spread level
and smooth over the surrounding area. I hope it will work’
(Note: November 1947. It did work. Water which formerly
drained into the bottom of the bowl and remained there until
well into the summer drained into the new pit making a
permanent pond or tank. Even during the heavy, persistent
Hood rains of the spring of 1947, it reduced enormously the
amount of water standing on the field, even though the tank
filled to the top and over-flowed. At wheat plowing time we
were able to plow to within two or three feet of the edge of the
tank and the ground was moist, as it should be, but not wet.
Fortunately, most of the water which formerly stood in the
basin has found a natural drainage outlet through subter-
ranean gravel, apparendy blocked until the pit was dug. We
planted Babylonica willows at intervals of six to eight feet

along the edge of the tank. These serve two purposes: (i) The
rapid growth of the intricate roots hold the steep sides together

preventing cave-ins from winter frost action and prevent any
siltation. (2) As the willows grow they will in themselves serve

to evaporate scores of gallons of water a day through their

leaves, thus absorbing much of the unwanted excess water.

Actually, the tank has become a fourth farm pond in which
sunfish and big bullfrogs are flourishing. All during the summer
the mud about the edges is covered with the tracii of raccoon,

pheasant, quail and other game which come there to drink.

As the tank lies in the very midst of a wide open stretch of

field, we plan next spring to plant Rosa Multinora, standing

honeysucUe and other food and shelter plants to give the game
better cover and security.)

The day was an exciting one and proved beyond much
doubt the great contribution which modern heavy machinery

can make towards land restoration and farm maintenance.

For something less than two hundred dollars we had literally
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changed the landscape at Malabar in a single day as well as
putting into production some thirty or forty acres of what had
not only been a series of eyesores but useless and unproductive
land. Without the machinery the same job would have been
impossible or prohibitively expensive. The possibilities in the
business of reclaiming potentially good land which had been
misused and exists in millions of acres in the United States,
seem almost limitless.

While making the excavation we watched closely the soil
structure and discovered many interesting things. Perhaps the
most interesting was the evidence of natural erosion at the
period between the two great glaciers. At a depth of ten feet
we found a ten inch layer of what must have been topsoil
antedating the glaciers or at least topsoil built up during the
thousands of years that passed between the two glaciers. This
was buried beneath a mixture of clay and gravel deposited by
the second glacier. And of course at the very top level we found
about three feet of topsoil which had been eroded from the
surrounding slopes through the effects of a poor agriculturem our own times. Nearly all the soil excavated had the deadness
of soil long water-soaked in which anaerobic action had
destroyed very nearly aU life or at least aU life contributine
anything of value to productive agriculture.

(Note: Afterwards we ran a field cultivator to a depth of ten
inches through the layer of dead soil excavated from the pit in
order to admit air and sunUght which in turn would change
the action of anaerobic to tlic healthy aerobic action which is
so important to productive agriculture. The excavated soil

to impregnate
It with Ae beneficent moulds, fungi, and bacteria whi5i would
eventually turn it from dead into living soil and therefore

s^oulS'irih
^ foUowing summer the

signs of being dead and unproductive but in

On^^f to come to life and reaUy produce.One of the signs was the appearance of earthworms.)

“ quotation from Thoreau in this
Jorker. lt wntten concerning museums but it

Ae^^orl^f ^otd'S.ai’it might save

abow the^hm^ sp^ow could be heardaoove me clamour for higher wages, fcghcr profits, election
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promises, water closets and automobiles, above all the outcry
for materialistic things and standards by which man does not
live, by which eventually he dies the death of the soul, of the
spirit, of all understanding and growth, in the end, of decency
itself. An age in which God is represented by the Holy Trinity
of plumbing, overtime and assembly lines is not a great age,
unless man learns to use these things for his freedom and the
growth of his spirit rather than his brutalization.

In all the oceans of printer’s ink used by columnists regarding
the Atomic bomb I have seen no mention of its true and
profound horror—that it is the symbol of the fact of utter
destruction and negation to whicn so many brilliant minds
have devoted their energies. It is appalling to reflect on how
much of human thought, of spirit, of creative force either in
the polished beauty of a turbine or the quiet still beauty of a
garden, can be annihilated by a single Atomic bomb. The
deepest horror of war is not the death of individual men but
the destruction of so much that man has striven painfully and
eagerly to build up in his slow, aspiring climb upward out of
the steaming swamps of the primeval world. As in an ant-hill

kicked over by the careless foot of a passer-by, there will always
be a few ants and a few men to cnerish the impulse and the

aspiration to carry on and build another ant-hill or another
civilization elsewhere. That impulse and aspiration is the most
profound justification for the existence both of the ant and of

man himself. I have heard that a few scientists refused to lend

their brilliant talents to the creation of the Atomic bomb.
It is possible that in a centruy or two these men will be honoured
above those whose names and faces appear everywhere in the

press today.

Perhaps it is that the world needs not a dictator or Com-
munism or technology or any of the other materialistic

doctrinaires of doctrines but another Jean Jacques Rousseau
who with all the snobberies, and affectations and romanticism

which followed in his trail like the trail of a comet had as much
to do with revitalizing the European world of the tired, cynical,

brilliant eighteenth century as the steely-minded Voltaire.

Together they and their followers planted the seed of a

revolution which revitalized the civilization of the world and

brought man another step upward in the long, slow ascent of

his development.
Reason, machines and guaranteed wages are not enough

because man does not live by these thing atone and if the spirit

and nature itself are ignored, they lead him only into the blind

alley of defeat and eventually of annihilation. Mankind can do

without plumbing but not without Saint Francis of Assisi. It

can survive without automobiles but scarcely without the
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leavening experience, wisdom and faith of Saint Augustine.
Russia found that man could exist on the bare, materialistic

skeleton of the Marxian system with its machines and lavishly

decorated Moscow subway but he could not live without the
writers and the actors and the dancers of the ballet, and in the
end that he could not live without even the dubious splendours
of the Orthodox Church. It is simply that in all life on this

earth as in all good agriculture there are no short-cuts that
by-pass Nature and the nature of man himself and animals,
trees, rocks, and streams. Every attempt at a formula, a
short-cut, a panacea always ends in negation and destruction.
And the worst violation of all is the negation of the nature of
man and his relation to the universe and eternity. In that lies

the whole answer to the eternal and inevitable failure of a pure
Marian doctrine. It is like trying to farm by chemical
fertilizer alone, ignoring the immense powers ofrain and water,
the beetles, the bumble bees, the fungi and moulds, the earth-
worms, and the minute invisible bacteria deep in the soil
without wUch the whole scheme of the universe and man’s
relation to it and his whole life would in the end be annihilated.
Marxian Communism is philosophically and socially a shallow
short-cut, cure-all formula and in the natural order of life and
Imman nature there is no such thing. Man’s progress towards
Ae Light can never be achieved by any mass formula which
ipOTes the individual and certain rights bestowed upon him
by God and Nature. Eliimnate them and man becomes no
more th^ a brute or another cog in an assembly line. Those
who behcve m industry and technology as the sole means ofman s advance and liberation are as far wrong as the Marxian
doctrinaire.

^
Jimmy has talked to Bob and me and decided to stay on here

instead of returning to school in Cleveland in the autumn. He
IS a remarkable boy, matured, serious as a man of thirty vet
there IS notlung stuffy about him. I feel that when I am withhim 1 have the companionship ofa mature and intelUgcnt man
yet when he is put with the kids no one of them h^ such a
capacity for enjoying himself. He came here when he was

dunng the summer to keep in training for

Wk “ apicultare that he cameback for the Christmas and Easter hoUdays. The interest haspown steadily until this year he has decided to take up fanning

brith?f®iT
""

k
to have a place of his own. Ibnght fellow, he has finished high school in three vears

colhge. He plans to do it at the Lucas High School.
Ihis summer he acted as foreman of the other boys and
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began by helping in the dairy with Harry who in the shortage
of manpower has been in charge of bolii dairy and poultry.
About a month ago Jimmy took over a good-sized dairy and
the hogs single-handed and has done a good job.
He is one of those who cannot be deprived of an education

and really has little need of college. He learns not only from
books but from the fields, the animals, and the earth itself.

College on the other hand could not harm him by fixing in
his mind theories and ideas which in time will become inert,
outdated and embalmed, for he has a live and growing mind
like that of both my grandfathers which continued to g^ow
after seventy up to the day of their deaths in their nineties.
And he will escape the specialization which so many of our
schools seek to impose and which has done much injury to the
growth and advance of education in this country. It has
produced too many single-track limited minds which act always
upon the assumption that the narrow field in which they arc
utterly absorbed has found the key to the universe; and the
universe is quite a tall order. The worst offender is perhaps the
mechanical mind which assumes that because it has evolved a
new carburettor it is final authority upon economics, history,
philosophy, and God knows what. Any reader can pick out
wthout much trouble a dozen such minds among men famous
in the mechanical-industrial world of America.
Many of our engineers are great offenders. They believe,

quite seriously, that steel, cement and logarithms are the whole
solution to problems of floods and drouths, overlooking com-
pletely such elements as erosion, bare earth, siltation, rainfall,

the actual value of marshes. There are in America millions of
dollars wasted in the dams, flood control and water supply
measures which have become useless after a few years through
flooding or siltation, because the mind of the man who built

the dam was limited by cement, steel, and logarithms. As
often as not that sort of mind knows nothing whatever of
their ramifications or implications. The most colossal example
of the limitations of an engineering mind is the billions of
dollars spent in constructing levees on the lower Mississippi

to control waters which can only be controlled by forests and
marshes and proper land use and dams along the tributaries

and headwaters of the great and turbulent rivers. We have
only begun to understand that fundamental truth. In the

meanwhile we have not only lost the vast sums spent annually

for a century by the nation in building levees but have suffered

year after year the flooding and destruction of valuable land,

property and lives. The vast achievements of the Tennessee
Valley Authority are the product not of a specialist engineer’s

mind but of the minds of a handful of really educated engineers
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such as those of Lilienthal and the two Morgans, encouraged
and supported by a really educated political mind like that of
the late George Norris.

One finds me same kind of specialized mind in agriculture.

-

The soil man trained primarily as a chemist all too often sees
soil only in terms of chemistry, ignoring the very principle of
life itself and the life which is perpetually born of death itself.

The specialist in botany sees nybrid com as the panacea of
corn-hog production. While it increases com yields by a fourth
and is resistant to disease, yet even the added yield has not
kept the annual average yield in our ^eat corn areas from
declining steadily each year, because the hybrid com rooter
and the average farmer have forgotten that the fundmental of
com production is still the soil and that the hybrid corn which
yields 25 per cent more also takes more out of the soil. The man
who believed after Leibig that chemical fertilizer was the sole
element in soil fertility ended up with barren fields of the
consistency of cement with traces of acids. The whole South
and some of the Middle West is an awful testament of this
specialized belief.

Jimmy is certain to escape these errors of specialization
whether he goes to college or not because he has a live, inquiring
mmd, interested in eveiything and coupled with it is the im-
mense force of a mind which forgets nothing.
L^t night just at twilight I came upon one of those sights

which occur now and then in the life of a farm—a moment
ot arrested beauty which brings the satisfaction and delight ofmerdy being ^ye. I had been up on the high Ferguson Place
lool^g for a heifer who had hidden herself away somewhere
in toe underbmsh to have a calf and as I came down off toemgh pmeau I noticed in toe evening light what appeared at
hrst to be the cattle gathered around toe salt block. Almost
at once, however, I discovered the mistake. They were deer—
SIX of toem—a big-antlered stag, three does and two partlygrown fawns. I stCKid quite stiU watching them until toe breeze
earned my scent downwind. The big buck raised his head and
looked towards me, stamping his hooves. Then in a second, aU
^ turned and cleared the high fence bordered by barbed-wre as if It were no obstacle at all. The flash of their white

abundance around the salt

top at toe bottom ofthe deep Fermson ravine and ^though I have tried againand ag^ to ^d them this is the first time I badgermore than a faint, distant shadow of brown moving quietlyand quickly through toe underbrush.
^ ^ ^
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August 20: Back from two days in Detroit where we went for
^ricultural reasons to talk with Roger Keyes and others at
Harry Ferguson, Inc., concerning new agricultural implements
for the New Agriculture and with officials of the Stran-Steel,
a subsidiary of Great Lakes Steel Corporation, regarding their
plans for farm buildings. Growing production has swamped
us and we need new dairy buildings to house a bigger herd,
new feeding barns for more beef cattle and poultry buildings
for several thousand more chickens or turkeys. Harry is

enthusiastic over turkeys but I remain cynical and dubious.
They represent a big investment, a low will to live—less even
than sheep—and a brainlessness that is virtually unexcelled.
Incidentally, it would appear in the case of many animals
that the will to live is somehow related to intelligence and to a
greater internal resistance to illness and death. A ewe or a
turkey, both stupid creatures, if it feels badly, will simply lie

down and die with serenity, almost with pleasure. The hog,
perhaps the most intelligent of farm animals will fight with
all its wits and spirit against illness and death.
The steel dairy units, standardized but flexible enough for

adaptation, have immense possibilities on the grounds of fire

resistance, durability, moving and general convenience. In a
short time we have evolved plans for a really modem and
practical dairy unit, in which the cows would run free in

covered feeding sheds, partly open all the year round for

health’s sake, with a milking-parlour where they would be
fed silage and grains. Hay would be fed actually in the mow
or storage room itself where they would be walled in by the
bales of hay and straw. It would of course be a one-storey,

ground floor mow and as they consumed the hay the cows
would gradually eat their way out until spring pasture was
ready. We had the idea of using movable hayracks so that as

the bales were consumed the racks could be moved back and
out. Thus they would always be exactly next to the hay so

that no carrying and little labour would be involved. All the

mow and feeding shed would be kept bedded all winter and
the manure removed as the occasion permitted. All of this

plan has its origins in the mind of H. E. Babcock of Cornell

University, perhaps the best, most co-ordinated and com-
prehensive mind in American agriculture.

If our plan works out we shall put the new dairy unit on the

plot next to Bob’s house at the crossroads by the red school-

house. It will make an interesting contrast with the older farm

buildings of the Beck Place just across the road—the one steel,

fireproof, practical and completely modem, the other modern,

somewhat old-fashioned, subject to fire and wasteful of labour.

It seems to me that the need for two or three-storey farm
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buildings has largely disappeared. So far as we are concerned
baling is the only practic^ way of handling hay and straw
and forage in bales can be stored much more easily on the
ground level than overhead in the huge, high, old-fashioned
mows. This is especially true when the bales are kept, as we
plan, exactly next to the cattle and actually form a part of
their shelter. Few things can increase the profits and efficiency
of a farm so much as modern buildings conceived and planned
for saving labour and with consideration for modern machinery
and feeding methods.

^

Dr. Borst of the Zanesville, Ohio, U.S. Soil Conservation
Station, who discovered and developed the use of alfalfa as a
poor-land crem, spent all of Sunday with us. We went over the
whole farm, field by field, and showed him with a good deal
of pride the fine thirty-acre field of alfalfa high up on the top
of the hill on the Ferguson Place on what was only four years
earlier a barren eroded hilltop. Also the fine two-head-per-
acre bluegrass-white clover permanent pasture next to it

established on the same sort of land.
We found a lot more evidence of the ecological fact of the

effect of minerally balanced soil and abundant organic material
in relation to disease and insects. The only alfalfa attacked by
leaf-hoppers is on spots, usually on the flat spots where the
terribly depleted topsoil remains. Here even our concentrated
efforts have not yet been able to restore the soil to full life

and strength. The leaf-hoppers simply do not attack the healthy
plants on good, well-balanced soil.

The same evidence showed up brilliantly in the vegetable
garden where a large plot given over to tomatoes, cantaloup,
sweet pepper, cucumbers, and late sweetcorn exists in abundant
health absolutely free from insects, blight or disease although
no dusting or spraying has been done. The melons are absolutely
free from the blight which usually attacks them. For the first

time in our experience we have not lost a single cantaloup
plant after germination, and this in a patch representing about
a third of an acre.

Most of the time with Dr. Borst was interrupted by farmei
visitors, some of whom stayed with us to complete the tour.

It was the first Sunday without gas rationing and visitors

descended like locusts upon Egypt. Some came simply out of

curiosity but a good many were farmers or soil men whom
I always find interesting and am glad to see. Very often I

learn much from them. One party I found the most interesting

was made up of three boys from Clark County, more than

a hundred miles away, with their girls. They were all under
eighteen and very much alive, intelligent and full of ideas.

They stayed with us all the afiernoon and at the end asked
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shyly if I would come down to Clark County during the
winter to talk to the 4-H Clubs and the farmers. It is clearly
evident that the future of our agriculture, and therefore the
future of a large segment of our complex and interlocking
economy lies in the hands of our young people. With them
the land-grant colleges, the extension service and the soil

conservation service are doing a wonderful job. Very likely
the government money spent on their education is the best
investment made of government money and its good results
affect us all, even in the congested areas of our unhealthy
cities—a fact which too few people understand.
One of the striking things we have discovered slowly is the

relation between animal secretions and droppings and the
gemmation and vigour of meadow seedlings. Without excep-
tion in the fields where cattle and sheep were allowed to wander,
the germination and vigour of seedlings is much higher than
in the fields, even with much better soil, from which they have
been excluded. This fact is also true on the poor areas where
barnyard manure has been used. The most striking example
which caused Dr. Borst to whistle and say, ‘Jehosaphat!* was
the cemetery field, once perhaps the poorest field on the
Fleming farm, mostly steep and rough, which had been
destroyed by row crops and erosion. Lime, a mixed legume
seeding, and turning over the field to cattle for two years
achieved a miraculous result. The seeding, even on the poor,
bare, mound-tops and steep slopes is fantastically thick and
wgorous. It is a mixture of ladino, alfalfa and brome grass.

^ we stood in the deep growth talking about that particular
neld^ Dr. Bent said, ‘We still know practically nothing about
these things. I do know that if virgin leaf mould topsoil out
of our virgm woodlots is used alone in the greenhouse or in
window-boxes, the plants grown in it are feeble and spindly.A little lime and a Uttle barnyard manure completely auter its
character and the resulting germination and vigour of growth
is astomshing. ®

During the middle of the day we, with the help of the kidsand \jsitors, drove the shorthorn herd with Blondy, the Angus
pasture to the Ferguson Place to ioin

the blue-roan herd running with Elmer, the white Shorthorn
bull, a distonce of about a mUe and a half, mostly along
^ghways. Everything went wrong—calves got lost, one ranback up to thejao-acre Bailey pasture. One of the cows was

nnr.
confusion. In order to rescue

back so herd

to A * ^ find him. Each time we sought

he found
^^iJ^eh-tailed it up over the hiUtop whirche found a clump of bushes or a patch of blackberries to hide
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m, staring out and watching us with comical, very brightblack eyes When we tried to surround him, he would brfakhrough and with his tail straight up in the air take up overthe hill. I am sure the little stinker enjoyed every minute of it.
It was a hot day and all of us felt like killing him but we couldn’t
help laughing*

^ we passed the bottom pasture all the yearling beef cattle
crowded up to the fence bawling with curiosity and sociability
perhaps reco^izing their mothers of last season or wanting
to meet their brothers and sisters born this year. In the uproar
and confusion a white calf got through the fence to join them
and Jimmy the high-school athlete and Harry ran him down
on foot and finally returned him to the herd. Harry put him
in the back seat ofJimmy’s car and sat on him to keep him
quiet. ^

Once we reached the Ferguson Place, Blondy and Elmer
engaged in a first class bullfight surrounded by admiring and
vei7 vocal cows of both herds. Blondy, the big Angus is heavier
and older but Elmer had the advantage of having horns. They
pushed each other around, bellowing and pawing for a long
time until Blondy decided he had had enough. He wanted to
quit but Elmer pressed the issue and finally Blondy simply
broke down the heavy gate and set off down the Ferguson
lane through the thick woods with Elmer behind him. The
chase continued all the way back to the Bailey Place along
the highway and over and through fences to the elation of
the Sunday tourists on the road.

Finally we gave up and simply put up the gates leaving the
two gentlemen in the big Bailey Hill pasture. The pursuit
continued at a slowing pace until dark. We could see them
frorn across the valley—big, black Blondy walking ahead,
willing to call the whole thing off and followed at exactly
the same speed by Elmer about ten feet behind. In the morning
when we passed the Bailey pasture on the way to Cleveland,
they were eating peacefully side by side without their harems,
who, with all the calves, were eating rich alfalfa and clover
on the high, distant Ferguson Place.
The two bulls have always run together before with the

combined herds after breeding season, but up till this year
Blondy was the pusher and kept the younger Elmer in his
proper place. Apparently Elmer considers himself grown up
now and will take no more pushing around. Of the two I am
afraid that for reasons of personality and charm my sympathies
are with Blondy, the Angus. He is a very gentle fellow with
great dignity who allows you to come up and scratch his ears
in the open field. Elmer, the Shorthorn, has always been a
little dumb and shy.
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Spent Monday in Cleveland for a meeting of the Mayor’s
Committee on the new farm Cleveland plans to set up on the
lake front in the very heart of the city about two minutes
from the public square. It will be a real farm of about i6o
acres—a unique development among farms and cities in that
it will be in the heart of the city itself. It will provide a spectacle
of great interest to city folk, especially the children, and do
a good deal towards bringing about some degree of under-
standing between city and country people. It is planned also
to have exhibitions of farm machinery and products of all

kinds—^in other words, to make an agricultural centre in the
heart of a large area which is one of the richest agricultural
and industrial areas in the world.

I have also been made Vice-President of the new association
which is establishing a new international horse and livestock
show in Cleveland. It will fall in the week between the Toronto
and Chicago International and permit e^^bitors to show
during the intermediate week instead of having to lay off.
Cleveland has great advantages with its auditorium and
exhibition hall in the very middle of the city adjoining the
proposed site of the farm, with railway sidings only five
minutes away. The site of the Chicago show is more than an
hour’s drive from the centre of the town. I am honoured by
the two appointments as I am not a Clevelander but live

75 miles away, down in Richland County.
We shall be a full household over the weekend with Ramona

Herdman of Harpers, Freddy Spencer convalescing affer

w Navy hospital in Washington, Mimi Rand and
Muncl King motoring east from the Pacific Coast and Mac
coming down Ihim Detroit for Saturday and Sunday.

August 21: Folly home from Dr. Wadsworth’s with six goods^ng pups. They are beauties with black faces that look as if
they had been smudged with soot. Knowing her fiivolous,chamng character I was afraid that she wouldn’t be a good
mother but Ae type that leaves the babies at home to go to
toe nearest beer-parlour. Just the contrary is true. She is a
demon motl^ and won’t leave the pups and turns into a furywhra any of the oAer dogs come near. We have set up the
family m a basket full of straw in the cellar assembly room,
ihis suits hCT fine as every now and then she will leave themwng enough to run up the stairs to my room to say ‘hello.*
ohe IS a fantastically mtellic^t and sympathetic dog—^prettv.

soci^le with eyes that really talk.
I he demand for Boxers is extraordinary. It appears that

there are at least ten customers for every pup thars bom. Imust say I understand it. Every customer is a satisfied customer,
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and they are the best dogs in the world with children. Thelarm IS full of kids and they put up with all sorts of prodding
pushing and pulling When they can’t take any more, they
sirnply walk off, but there is never a growl out of them.

^

Mimi Rand and Muriel King arrived last night to .spend a
couple of days on their way through by car from San Francisco
to New York. George Rand is at present on Okinawa.

Certainly no nation in history has ever been defeated as the
Japanese have been. It appears that MacArthur was made
tor the role of military governor. Some of his communiques
read as it they were sent down out of a cloud by God Himself.
It may be that the Japanese will become utterly confused and
mistake him in the end for their Emperor. Why not? It would
be a good solution and MacArthur would have no objections
whatever to being descended from the Sun-God.

Yesterday in the new pond I came across an almost
inexplicable circumstance which perhaps an ecologist or a
botanist could explain although I have never heard one of
them do so. The new pond was constructed to fill a hollow
in the fields below the Bailey house and in the deeper parts as
much as 12 to 15 feet of earth was removed. Most of this was
nlled-in, eroded topsoil from the fields above—the result of
years of abominable farming. The record was all there like the
excavated records of past civilizations. About three feet down
we came across an old string of blocked tile put there for
drainage purposes and then sbe feet below the level of the first

string we uncovered another that had been put in earlier. I
doubt that the second string was put in more than thirty years
ago because tiling for drainage was scarcely in general use
anywhere before that. And the tiles were of a comparatively
rnodern t)me of manufacture. In other words approximately
nine feet of good topsoil had moved down from the fields above
in less than thirty years. (For the past three years under our
management none has moved.)
But the remarkable discovery came on the surface of the

bare, scraped, subsoil five or six feet further down. There,
during the last few days, weed seeds have begun to germinate.
The only deduction is that they have been buried at a depth
of about twelve feet for at least thirty years and all that time
have remained dormant. One explanation might be that the
seeds were carried in and dropped on the bare, scraped
excavation by the scraper during its operations, but this is

nullified by the fact that, on investigation, the tiny seedlings
proved to be growing from seeds germinating an inch or two
below the surface of the scraped subsoil. More than that, some
of the seedlings were those of a great cockle-burr which we
have a mile and a half away in the Conservancy bottom
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alluvial soil but have never been seen by us on the Bailey

Place. The only conclusion is that the seeds have remained in

damp, almost wet ground for at least thirty years without

germinating.

One circumstance is even more remarkable and that is that

the seeds existed not in the layer of silted-in topsoil but well

below that level, or that the level of the original virgin forest

topsoil actually is the silt clay loam piled up by the second

great glacier. This leads to the fantastic speculation that the

seeds have been buried there and remained dormant for over

200 thousand years, waiting only for the elements of light and
heat to start them into life. I cannot figure it out otherwise,

yet it is unbelievable. Sauvegeot, of the French Ministry of
Agriculture, told me when he was here that he was convinced
that in France there existed wheat grain from grains which
had lain stored in Egyptian tombs without light, moisture or
heat for over five thousand years. He showed me pictures of
the grain—a heavily bearded tall growing wheat which gave
good yields. The story is a classic one in agricultural circles

but has been denied again and again by agriculture experts.

The experience with the excavation here leads me to believe
that there might be some truth in it.

Paul Sears has recovered the pollen of various varieties of
evergreen trees from borings penetrating the layers of silt

deposit by the second glacier lying deep underground. I have
seen a bottle of the pollen on his desk and it resembles the
pollen of certain evergreens existing today. Possibly some of it

comes from varieties of trees long since extinct. I am going to
transfer some of the cockle-burr seedlings into pots and let

them develop to see whether they exactly resemble the varieties
now Rowing in the Conservancy land or whether they arc
variations as in a plant from seeds that have been dormant
for centuries. Most of the other seedlings are of the common
pigweed which is everywhere in the cornfields and ga^ens
^d which germinates only under the proper conditions—that
is in ploughed and cultivated groimd that is well-fertilized.
One never finds it in a wheat field or a meadow, yet once such
fields are ploughed and cultivated it appears at once.

All these and many other things lead me to believe that
there are vast unexplored fields of knowledge concerning
germination stimuli and the behaviour of plants in relation to
soil of which we know little or nothing. Again and again we
have had evidence in our fields that legume seed fafiing on
knolls and mounds eroded down to the dry silt subsoil will not
wrminate at all, unless cattle have had access to the fidds for
long periods. On those same bare knolb the legume seed whichm some cases has been completely dormant for three or four
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years will spring into life and germinate with the first applica-
tion of animal manure. We have just had evidence of this onthe bare, eroded Bailey Hill where seeds of mammoth clover
seeded three years ago suddenly came to life in considerable
quantities during the heat of mid-August upon the application
of barnyard manure.

Mte: Further examples of delayed germination on the same
Bailey Place Hills have been astonishing. On fields where
broom sedge, sorrel, tansy, poverty grass, etc., were the only
vegetation, these disappear sometimes in a single season
lollowing the application of lime, chemical fertilizer and
barnyard manure. In their place appears millions of volunteer
seedlings or redtop, mammoth, red and alsike clovers in some
areas so thick that no hand seeding would have been necessary.
1 he seedlings appear in our planned seedings of alfalfa brome
grass and ladino. In one four-acre area of wet ground, a thick
sod of redtop formed within a year of the application of lime
and fertilizer. Until then the area had grown only weeds and
marsh grasses. Only two assumptions arc possible: (i) That
the seeds of the volunteer legumes and grasses did not germinate
until hme and fertilizer had been applied.

(2 ) That any seed-
lings from seeds which did germinate could not make any
growth or were crowded out by the acid-loving-soil plants.
The area had not been seeded to any of the volunteer plants
for at least a generation and redtop, a native grass like the
white clover, had never been seeded on the Bailey Hills. In
our experience with renovating old, weedy, worn-out blue-
grass pasture, applications of lime and fertilizer together with
pasture clipping produce within two or three years beautiful
heavy sods of almost pure bluegrass and white clover without
any seeding whatever.

Two mysteries have impressed government scientists and
practical farmers this season. One is the widespread spontaneous
appearance of leguminous plants everywhere through the
Middle West followed by a tremendous growth, ihis is

particularly true of our native wild white clover. The other
mystery is the veritable plague of wild carrot which literally

infests the whole middle-western region. It is a weed which
always particularly in run-down, semi-barren fields but
this year it is everywhere in vast numbers—in fence rows,
pastures, meadows and even cultivated land. The year has
been an abnormal one—cool and wet, with many inches more
than normal rainfall. Did this produce the germination of
wild carrot and legume seeds which had lain dormant for

perhaps many years? The wild carrot is evident everywhere
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I have gone in the Middle West as if it had been sown broadcast
over the whole region.

Conversely the tent caterpillar which infested all Ohio
during the drouth season of last year for the first time in my
memory is virtually nowhere in evidence at all this year. At
this time last year whole landscapes were desecrated by masses
of dreary cobwebs hanging on denuded wild cherry and black
walnut trees. This year in all my travels over Ohio I have
seen only two or three nests of the tent caterpillar.

Freddy Spencer arrived from the Navy hospital in Washing-
ton to spend a week or two convalescing from the results of
the Pacific campaign. Commander Frazer flew him out,
stayed for lunch and went back to Washinrton in the afrernoon.
The trip takes under two hours by plane. When we established
ourselves here we figured we were beyond the Bucks County,
Connecticut, Long Island area and could thus avoid some of
the ‘drop in’ visitors, but planes have cut all that out and
people drop in frequently from Washinrton and New York
for a meal. I’ve never liked suburbs or suburban life and now
planes have made nearly every place a suburb of some place
else.

Had a long and interesting letter today from Frederico
Rangel, head of the Brazilian Farm Bureau, who visited us
here in the spring. He is back in Wo and wrote a lot about
politics and a^cultural conditions in Brazil. He urged me to
pav Brazil a visit in the near future, saying that I’d have not
only a good reception from the agricultural but the literary
people as well. It^s a good idea if ever there is time.

Augu^ 27: This entry is largely a paean of praise to a plough,
a small, hght, two-bottom plough which is a honey. It is the
ocotch plough I wrote of some aays ago*

ploughing a tough run-out field
01 ali^a^ ladino and brome grass, oome of it was fairly heavy
clay that 18 wet in spring and fiom time to time cattle had
run over It. Now at the end of August it was tough and hard
and the heavy, conventional mould-board plough kept riding
out of the ^und in the hard clay and the gravelly knolls.
l.ate m the afternoon I took over fromJim Cook and exhausted
^ysj^sweanng at the difficulty of keeping the plough in the

Bob who was fitting the same field and
told him that if this modem mould-board plough was the

enmneers coidd produce, then I was throughMth agnculture and he could have the tractors, plough and
the cultipacker and spring tooth over to meand went back to the machme shop to put on new points. In
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a little while he returned and I got back on the tractor withoutlooking at the plough It did no better than before and when

7 ' :
Degan working with theadjustment which regulates the pitch of the blades. Suddenly

I hit exactly the right angle and the little beauty bit into the
earth down to six, eight, nine inches through hard clay and
gravel. 1 he joke wasn’t any longer on me. It was on Bob and
Kenneth who had treated my light, small plough with cynicism
and even contempt. (The truth is that at times all of us fall
into that cursed attitude of ‘What was good enough for gran-
pappy IS good enough for me.’) The little beauty, by the per-
lection of line and design, did what their big mould-board
plough couldn t do.

They watched while I made two more rounds with the Scotch
plough sticking right down to eight or nine inches, ‘layering’
the soil and alfalfa and throwing a little fillip of soil over the
ridges of the sod. By the time I came up to them they were
talking about chan^ng the heavy mould-boards for the Scotch
plough. For myself I cannot see why more farmers haven’t
discovered it before now, except that the implement companies
have not promoted it.

August 26; Drove to Mansfield today for the first time in
months except to take a train. The trip was to help the Work-
man sisters and the dog refuge which they set up some years

They are unmarried, very intelligent and share my feeling
about animals. Some Mansfielders regard them as eccentric,
which they are not. The opinion is born of limited experience
and understanding. They are very good citizens and far above
the average in character, intelligence, and education, using
virtually the whole of their small income for the dog shelter.

The need for it arose out of the mismanagement of the whole
dog fund by County Commissioners in the past who used even
the office of the dog warden to bolster their political positions.

On the way in I felt again that evil satisfaction which all

good farmers feel at some time—that his crops look better

than any of his neighbours. On the way into town the only
corn I saw which was not ‘fired’ was on Ralph Mengert’s
place. Even Heldenbrand’s showed signs and always he has
the finest corn in the valley, because he loves his land, but
for the last two years he has been in poor health and with
the shortage of labour he has had to leave most of his farming
to two boys under eighteen. They do a good j'ob but it is not
the same as if Heldcnbrand was in the field himself. Our own
corn, especially on the upper farms, is green, tall, fresh and



unwithered despite the heat and a three-day hot wind which
has dried everything—perhaps the tail-end of the Galveston
hurricane.

The good condition of the corn results from four things:

(i) Because it is planted on contour in strips and no rainfall has
been lost by run-off. (2) Because of an abundance of organic
material in the soil which holds the moisture and makes the
fertilizer available. (3) The presence of hay beans and weeds
in the rows which blocks the drying winds, shades the soil and
keeps it cool and moist and serves to break up the heavy drops
from cloudbursts and thunderstorms into a fine mist which is

absorbed too per cent by the soil instead of the drops sealing
up a dusty soil and running off (4) Bob’s use of fertilizer and
his refusal to be ‘penny-wise, pound foolish.’

All these conditions except the hay beans and weeds are
present in Roy Mengert’s fields and even on his steep hillside
the com looks lush and green.
On the way to Glevdand the other day through parts of

Wayne and Medina Counties, once two of our richest Ohio
counties, I saw only two or three fields which you could call
first-class com.
The odd thing is that it takes no more labour and no more

money to farm well than to farm badly—usually it means much
less labour—^yet a lot of farmers won’t change their ways and
spend a good part of their time finding excuses why their crops
don’t look well.

On the whole, this has been rather a tart entry.

August 31: Another year gone—a crowded year which has
passed quickly, ending as it began with watching the barometer.
Both wars arc finished and the difficult peace begun*
We have had for five days a hot sun and a hot wind, evil,

dehydrafing and devitalizing for man and beast alike. It is
extraordinary how rapidly and how deeply a hot wind can dW
out the soil to a great depth, even when it is covered by sod or
mulch. I^e in a country of dry, hot winds would be intolerable
to me. It IS easy to understand why people in such countries
develop eccentricities that sometimes come close to madness.Much of the com in the neighbourhood is fired although our
own, save m the spots where there is a deficiency of organicmatm^, still looks green and lush. The hot dry weather comes
at a bad time for much corn in the Middle West, as it is in the

when moisture is vital.
The barometer this morning has gone down for the first^ atmosphere is dry and dustywto that feeling of still suffocation which makes it difficult toperform any task well whether it be writing or thinking or
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working in the fields. August—particularly the end of August—
IS not my favourite month. It has neither the lush prornise of^nng not the prormse of ripening harvest which comes with
September. In our country is it usually hot and dry with the
bluegrass dormant and the clover withering in the heat. All
the hvestock looks fat and well for most of them have ladino
and alfalfa to fall back upon. I think all of us will be reallyh^py only when the whole of our 960 acres is knee-deep in
ladino, alfalfa, and brome grass, with the steepest hillsides and
wet bottoms in bluegrass and white clover. That is still two or
three years away but we are making rapid progress. It is good
to see the deep green marching across the hill pastures which
° ago were so thin and barren and weedy.
Of course conditions are exceptional at Malabar but loneli-

ness, what with telephones and radios and automobiles and
new aeroplanes, is a thing of the past save on farms in remote
areas.

Yesterday we christened the new pond by all knocking off
work in the middle of the afternoon for a swim—all the wds,
Bob, Harry, Jimmy, and Naomi and the little Hellers who
waded around the edges. The dogs went in too, swimming
around among us. Heidi, the St. Bernard puppy, takes to the
water like a fish. In the hot weather she walks in casually and
swims around until she has had enough. She is a comic puppy,
very good-natured and already bigger than the Boxers,
although she is only about one-third grown. Her paws are so
big that they flap when she walks and sometimes become
unmanageable when she is trying to hold a bone.
The water in the new pond is all spring water from the big

spring on the Bailev Place which gushes out of the rocks at a
temperature of 50 degrees. There is no bare watershed so that
there is no siltation or discolouration. All the surface water
comes off sod. It is so clear that when seen from a distance it

is the colour of turquoise and when you stand above it the
colour is that of clear jade. Swimming in it had a special

sensual pleasure. The water is already about six feet de^ and
it will be up to a fourteen-foot depth in another week. It cost

very litde money and was made in two days. The delights of
a pond are so endless that I wonder more people do not
construct them.

Last evening after supper Bob, Kenneth, Tom, Charley,
Freddy Spencer and I funed for bluegills and sunfish in the

pond by the Big House. It is overpopulated and we had not

the time during the war to fish it enough to keep the population
within proper limits, even with the kids helping. After a hot
day the fish were sluggish and all we got was about twenty
which we put in a big milk-can to transfer to the new pond
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where they will breed and serve to feed the brown and rainbow
trout with which we are stocking it in the spring. The new
pond should make an ideal fish pond for the water is perfect

and we left a good deal of topsoil in the shallow areas to grow
vegetation, food, and shelter.

Already the pond lies like a jewel in a setting of deep-green
alfalfa and com below the road where passers-by as well as
ourselves can enjoy its beauty. Willows, poplars and flowering
shrubs will add immeasurably to its beauty.
One of the fish we transplanted to the new pond died today

and the giant water beetles were working on it. Where they
came from I do not know, but there were three of them,
diving like divers working on a sunken submarine and rising

again to the surface after a minute or two. The life of a pond
is a fabulous, intricate thing, a whole universe in itself, near
at times to the very steaming slime out of which all of us rose
and are still rising, painfully, in the long ladder of evolution.
Perhaps when I am older and less rushed, I can sometimes
take a whole year simply to watch one of the ponds and what
goes on in the depths, on the surface and along the shoreline.
The first pair of mallards appeared on the pond and went

away again. I doubt that any wild ducks will stay there, even
over night, for it is too new. Hope, Mac, and I worked all

afternoon with the tiller and the bush and bog harrow making
the borders on the pond ready for planting.

It has been a good year despite tne hard work, the rain, and
the cold, and the shortage of help. The livestock has all been
healthy and the crops abundant and we have managed to do
much more work than we counted on doing, particularly in
the spreading of lime and the improvement oi pasture. The
results of past years have begun to pile up in abundance.

If we aid not know from our own records and from the
record of the fields themselves that we have been doing a
successful job, we should know from the increasing number of
farmers who come to us to ask how we have achieved this or
that improvement or increase in yield. More and more they
come, not only from considerable distance but from among
our neighbours, some of whom were among the greatest
SMptics in the beginning. We have never preached or given
advice but have kept our noses to the grindstone working for
results, knowing that most fanners believe only what they sec.
Fortunately they can see almost everything we do and the
r^ults we obtain. Except for the high, lost Ferguson Place
almost the whole area ofevery farm is visible^m toe township
and county roads.

^

Pass^-by have seen the bottom pastures carrying more «T>d
more hvestock through each season. They have seen green
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expanses of alfalfa and sweet clover in country where traditionhad ]t neither crop could be grown. They have seen, if thevcared to climb the long hill ‘up Ferguson way’ thirty acres of

PrnH^h-fl
growing on the top of what was once a barren,eroded hill. They have seen wheat yields jump on the BaileyPlace in two years from less than five bushels to thirty-three

bushels against a nation-wide average of twenty bushels per
acre. Yesterday the neighbour who sells us our hybrid seed-corn came to look over the various cornfields. On the Bailev
Place where only three years ago there was scarcely a corn-
stalk more than three or four feet high, with cars that were
nubbins, he saw com ten and eleven feet high, lush and green
despite the hot, dry weather, which will yield well above
seventy-five baskets to the acre. He said, T still don’t believe
what I am seeing. The Bailey Place as far back as I can re-member has always been known as the thinnest farm between
Newville and Little Washington.’

All these things have been the real satisfaction, more even
than the economic gains which have come with them. One
neighbour slipping in ^casually* to come round presently after
much made talk to the question he came to ask is the greatest
reward we can have. A farmer likes to see: he docs not like to
be told. He is the king of pragmatists and rightly so, for in no
other skilled profession is it more necessary to know that one
thing works and another does not.

Best of all, we have not made a single improvement or
employed a single practice which is not within the economic
means of any farmer who is able to get a loan from a bank or
from the Farm Security Administration. The scale has been
larger than that of most farmers but acre by acre both costs
and practices are within the limits of any average farmer on
the scores of labour, of time, and of cash expenditure. And
during the past three years we have been gravely handicapped
by shortage of labour and above all of skilled capable help
and materials with which to work.

It must be admitted that the larger scale has brought us
some benefits, chiefly in the field of mechanical equipment,
for the larger acreage permits us to support such expensive
pieces of machinery as a cornpicker, a combine, and an
automatic baler. Such machinery can, however, be owned
co-operatively by a group of farmers, or in most fairly good
agricultural areas, it is available for custom work. Our own
machines have done hundred of hours of work for neighbour-
ing farms during the last few years.

All of our experience boils down in the end to the soil and
consequendy to a better agriculture. We believe that an agri-

culture which raises lOO per cent of the potential production
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per acre without loss of fertility, cannot help being a prosperous
agriculture. Too many farmers are farming two and three and
sometimes as high as five acres to produce what one acre
should, if properly farmed, produce. Too many farmers when
they seek to increase production and income, go out and buy
another farm instead of gaining the increase by properly
farming the land they already possess. The farmer who &rms
five acres to produce what one should produce is destined for
eternal defeat, for his costs in labour, taxes, interest, time,
gasoline and wear and tear are five times what they should be
and will constantly defeat him. Expansion horizontally in
terms of land rather than vertically in terms of production
was responsible for the ruin of most of those farmers who went
down in defeat after the first world war. It ^^dll be the ruin of
more farmers in the years following the second world war,
although the number is less because because the methods of
American agriculture have undeniably been improved and
because a good many farmers remember what happened the
last time. But there are many farms too which have been
overworked to produce crems at high war prices, farms which
have lost in fundamental fertility fer more than their ownere
gained through flash high prices during the war years. In
many cases they can be restored but the process of restoring
fertility is a slower one than destroying it and many farmers
who will not make the effort or the expenditure of time,
intelligence and money to restore it are already on the down

g
rade, with the wheel rolling faster and faster downhill toward
nal destruction.

In the deepest sense, no farmer can overwork his soil, so long

^ he puts back into it as much or preferably a little more than
he takes out of it, both in organic material and in minerals,
loo many farmers follow a ‘pennywise, pound foolish,* policy,
borne of them^ save a doUar or two per acre on fertilizer
and mk the failure of a crop when the extra doUar or twowould have brought a return of fifty times the expenditure.
or even made the difference between success and total failurem a crop.

One of the things we have learned, partly fiom those goodmen whose hyes arc devoted to problems of soil and partly

o
“ the relation netween the health of planteand Ae health of animals, birds and humans and the healthand balance of our soil itself. As we have increased the mineral

m field wd garden and jhcir resistance to disease and inse£has steaddy increased. So in exact ratio has increased thehe^th and re^tanw of poultry and cattle and ultimately ofthe people hvmg off the crops and animals grown on sou to
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which mineral and organic material has been restored. There
are few places in the world where a better record of health
and vigour can be shown by a small community comparable
in size to that at Malabar. This is particularly true of the
children. Scientifically, logically, it is perfectly evident to any
thinking mind that you cannot produce off soil that is deficient
in calcium and phosphorus and many other elements, either
plante, anirnals or human stock which possess resistance,
vitality and in the case of humans, energy or intelligence.

It is s^e to say that the ^eater part oi the agricultural land
of America is a depleted soil, deficient both in organic material
and in minerals, and in the older regions of the East and Deep
South the deficiency has reached proportions which made it

virtually impossible in some areas to produce people who are
capable of learning or of helping themselves, even with the
aid of schools and expenditures of money in terms of subsidy
and relief. The economic and social problems of large depleted
areas of the United States are, as they are in the case of an
individual farm, largely those of soil and secondarily of diet.
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ANOTHER LETTER TO A SERGEANT

Malabar Farm, 1947

My dear Sergeant:

On reading over Malabar Farm I am aware that I am guilty
ofmany sins ofomission and commission as well as of repetition.
As for the sins of omission, they are inevitable for agnculture

and hoi^culture are at once arts, professions, and sciences,
their range is so vast, so complex and so intricate, that it

is impossible to encompass their ramifications in a whole book
or inde^ a whole lifetime of steady writing. Their horizons
are entirely without limit since they encompass the whole
pattern of the universe, of man and his existence. Each time
that one reaches the top of one hill another lies just beyond
In^ it is very like our own country in Pleasant Valley. It is
probable that the science of agriculture has made more progress
in the preceding generation or two than in aU the history of
the world up to thenj yet we have really only scratched the
surface of the mysteries. As Wheeler McMillen has said in the
ouotaUon I used a Uttle earlier in the book, ‘I do not believe
that anyone knows very much about farming.*
As to sins of commission, I no doubt have been guilty ofmMy—m drawing false deductions, in making assertions

which may turn out any day, month or year, from our own
cxraence, to be wrong. I do not, however, beUeve that these
parhcular sms of commission are very serious. They may even
be ofconsiderable value in creating controversy and explorationand research. An agnculture or research or a pedagogy which
IS not controversial, inquisitive and even at times a fitUe angry
is a dead agnculture, a dead research and a dead pedagogy
In ^ aspect of controversy lies the value of men like Ed

controversial PlowmasCs Folly, and A Second

f Howard, who is much more a pure

^ Agriculture TestSnent

to
^^ They have the power to stir up things,

hundreds of thousands of TanntSresearchen, gardeners, amateurs and the yoimg men and
Irf SrjSS’ “ «nake our agnLltiL and that

good
,

- -«i ttna uways will
of observation and great intellect
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It has always seemed to me that our great agricultural
educational structure—the greatest and most expensive in the
world—has been guilty of two great weaknesses: (i) That it

has too often been a closed affair in which professors and
research men wrote papers at each other and that much of the
material sent out to farmers is so technical and so dull as to be
unreadable and at times unbearable. Agriculture is an exciting
profession, one of the most exciting on earth but, save in the
case of a few men like Liberty Hyde Bailey, Hugh H. Bennett,
Aldo Leopold and H. E. Babcock, little of that excitement
has ever reached the average practising farmer or the young
men and women about to enter the profession. Of course these
men, and others like them, arc essentially both great crusaders
and great teachers, and are born, not made. (2) That all too
often the farmer is told to adopt certain practices because he
wll get better yields and make more money or even improve
his soil, but all too rarely is he told why this is so, or are the
processes by which improvements and better yields come about
explained to him.

If more were explained to him of what goes on in soils, in

plants, in livestock and explained in an interesting and
stimulating and even controversial fashion, progress toward
a better agriculture would be infinitely more sound and rapid.
It would inevitably bring about more and greater contributions
from the farmer himself to the science of agriculture. It could
ignite a thousand sparks in a thousand young men and women
who might one day make immensely important contributions

to the science. The g^ood farmer is no fool and he need not be
treated as a child. He can understand the ‘mysteries* if given
half a chance.
Again and again I have heard a middle-aged farmer say,

‘Why didn’t somebody tell me that? I would have understood
how the thing worked and it would have made all the

difference.’ And you could read in his sun-burned face the

disappointment at the interest and satisfaction he had missed

by not knowing how a ‘thing worked.’
I know of no element of our population more intelligent or

more eager for information and scientific knowledge than our

average good farmer. It is difficult or impossible for him to

obtain good books and treatises existing only in distant libraries

or in the archives in the Department of Agriculture. I would
suggest that the Department, and our State Agricultural

Colleges, could undertake no better or more profitable projecl

than to issue a series of pamphlets, written simply and with

some degree of enthusiasm, upon the almost endless subjects

which arise from the science of apiculture. One on ‘Bacteria’

perhaps, one on ‘Ploughing and Fitting in All Their Phases,’
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one on ‘Organic Material and what goes on in the Soil,’

and so on.^

As to sins of repetition in this book, they are many but most
of them, I believe, are inevitable since agriculture is so

intricate, complex and interwoven a science. That is why
keeping books on a farm as one might keep them for a retail

store has baffled and still baffles the agricultural economist.
The question is always, ‘What to charge off to what?’ because
no single aspect of agriculture exists alone or can be isolated.

How is one to charge against the costs of a bushel of wheat
the benefits of the lime put on the soil six or seven years earlier,

or the nitrogen and organic material produced by the legumes
and grass ploughed in before the wheat was seeded, or the
value of the straw once it has been worked through the barns
and returns to the soil of another and different field as life-

giving manure, or the benefits of the sunlight, air, and water
which have contributed more than 90 per cent to the growth
of the crop or any of at least a dozen other elements which go
into amculture?
Or how can one estimate merely in terms of cash the benefits

of the monthly milk cheque which is the backbone of many a
dairy farm family’s economy? It is impossible to analyse it in
dollars and cents and charge off debits and credits. The
evidence of its value is none the less there. It is evident in the
greener fields, the better buildings and maintenance and
greater productivity and the better fencing, which are
characteristic of almost every good dairy farm.
^1 of these things remove farming from the realm of pure

business and make of it an art as well as a science. Even the
philosophy or rcli^^ous sense or the temperament of a farmer
may well pay off in dollars and cents in a fashion which can
never be entered in the ledger. In our own case at Malabar
enthusiasm and curiosity and pride of accomplishment have
paid even bigger dividends in dollars and cents than the lime
and the fertilizer or the modem machinery.
That is why there are repetitions in this book. I found

almost at once that, whether I was dealing with health in
plante, ammals, and people, or the virtues of grass and legumes,
or wild life, or farm economy or almost any other element of a
sound agriculture, the individual aspects could not be separated
because their fundamentals were hopelessly and intricately

pattern which resembled that of the univerae
itecll. That IS why agnculture to the good farmer is a calUng
ot mtneate vanety and fascination which he would not

to luch a project is the excellent agricultural year book»d put out azmuftUy by the Department ofA^cutlure
by writing to his congressman*
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e for any other regardless of rewards in money. So if
repetitions have annoyed you here and there in this book,
lorgive them. They could not be avoided.

r**i
book, I have noted that it appears a

little like a many-layered sandwich in which heavy foods were
alternated with light ones. This was a pattern which was
partly conscious and partly unconscious but it is, I think
somewhat symbolic of the life of a good farmer. There arc
periods of hard work and worry, alternating with periods of
relaxation, delightj and satisfaction, but again they arc inter*
woven and overlapping, and contribute to the fascination
which a good farmer finds in his profession,

I have noticed that a gjreat many pages are given over to
weather and to other manifestations of nature but these too
play great parts in the richness of life in the country. I have
observed, as I re-read the record, that I am no different from
any other farmer in the fact that I find the weather very
rarely perfect.

A farm, especially a diversified farm, is itself a whole world,
a cosmos in miniature in which the farmer like the sailor and
the fisherman lives intimately with the fundamental realities
ofour existence in the universe. Like the sailor or the fisherman,
a farmer always has an eye turned toward the sky, watching
the quarter from which the weather comes. Like the sailor
and the fisherman he lives by the barometer and learns to
observe small things which indicate the weather—the turning
of leaves on the trees, the frantic efforts of the flies to enter
the house or the dairy, the behaviour ofcatde and the anguished
singing or the silence of the tree frogs. When the turkeys start

oiling their feathers you can look for rain or at least a thunder-
storm. When they quit their bare exposed perches in the trees

in the winter and take to the bam you can make ready to
stoke up the big fires and get out the snow plough.

All of these signs are more infallible than the reports of the
scientific weatherman sitting high atop a skyscraper in some
distant city, and they are a great deal more interesting.

Weather for the farm is rarely the right weather. If you
need rain for the corn, the pastures, and the new seedings, it

may be a disaster for the hay cut and drying in the field or
for the grain that is just dry enough for combining. If you have
good haymaking and harvesting weather—bright and hot and
dry—it may be bad for the com and the pasture. Weather is

the principal reason why the farmer has gained the reputation

of being a ‘grumbler.’ Rarely is the weather right for every-

thing. On those days, not more than half a dozen times a

year, when the weather is right, the good farmer is the happiest

man in the world and would not change places with any man.
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City folks rarely understand what disasters and what delights
weather can bring to the farmer. In their physically limited
and protected lives, rain merely means that the buses and
street cars will be overcrowded, or a hot spell means only that
they will be uncomfortable and will grumble, louder perhaps
than the most discontented farmer. Weather docs not mean
to them floods or droughts which may ruin their income and
destroy the rewards of a whole year’s work, with whole fields
ruinea perhaps for years to come. It does not mean the loss
perhaps of hundreds of cattle snowed in on the range.
Because of the weather and the fact that good farmers live

close to the earth, to the trees, to the animals and are aware,
whether they choose or not, of the eternal, inexorable, ruthless
and beautiful laws of creation and nature, all of them are
religious men in one way or another. I do not mean by this
that every farmer is a fanatic churchgoer or a ‘shoutcr.* That
kind of farmer lives usually on mar^nal land, too poor even
to provide a decent living. Often enough his motivation springs
largely from fear and the hope for a foture life less bitter and
pove^-stricken than this one. Your good farmer on good
land is constantly aware, perhaps more than any other clement
of the population, save the sailors and the fishermen, of an
immense plan in which compensation, order and precision are
all involved. It is a plan and a force with which he must live
and he learns by necessity to understand and respect it. A
church may be an instrument ofgreat good in a rural common-
ity or It may be a dead thing, or it may be merely a force to
promote ignorance, bigotry, and evil. Usually it depends upon
the pastor or the priest who heads it. Too many of our rural
churches serve more as social meeting places than as housesm wluch to worship God. Too many of them have little or
no relation to the daUy lives of the people in the neighbourhood.

pastor has in his grasp potentialities for immense good
if he chooses to use them.
IJc ^gion of the good farmer goes far beyond all this.He has in the Great Plan with which he must live daily.

9S an mfinitcsimal part of the whole divine scheme. He knows
Uiat he must adjust himself to the immutable laws of that
«an. If he is clever or wise he will learn even to turn theselaw to hu own advantage. He will understand them and plan

become a blessing rather than a curse. He^ Ic^ new ways of combating a drought and even perhaps
of tornmg it into a profit. He is a foolish man who sets himsw

to the laws of nature
tor m the end he will be defeatra and crushed.A good many of the best farmers I have known were notregular church-goers, usually because the church in their
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community was a dead or sometimes even an evil thine

Q
against them, they will work on the

babbath, for the sin of waste, as our Lord made clear, is a
far worse sin than that of missing a service and never was this
truer than in the starving world of today. The faith of a good
farmer is far beyond church-going or the conventional fears
or superstitions of the ordinary man. It is a direct faith in
(jod Himself, in the very universe with which he lives in so
close an association. The church can minister to and support
that faith or show the way to use it to the advantage of one’s
fellow man, but even the church is an insignificant thing in
relation to the greater faith, no more than a feeble attempt
of man to understand and formalize the greater law, to reach
up and bring down to earth for the limited understanding of
man what is essentially beyond understanding.

Well, Sergeant, here is the book. I hope you found at least
some partial answers to the questions you ask but I hope most
of all that it may act as a spark plug. Knowing you a little
better after your visit, I would say that you’ll find agriculture
a pretty satisfactory profession. It’s very different from what
it was in your grandfather’s day, particularly in its economic,
technological, and scientific aspects, although the fundamental
satisfaction of rural living recorded long ago by Hesiod and
Virgil and Voltaire and countless others, remains the same.
The old-fashioned frontier farm, with its rigours and its some-
times bitter satisfactions, is gone and in its place is the farm
in which business, science, and even philosophy and art play
their roles.

Some people are born for country life and others for city
life, but the old bromide, ‘You can take the boy out of the
farm but you can’t take the farm out of the boy,’ is still true
and it would, I think, be true in your case, no matter what
success or wealth you might amass in any other calling you
might undertake. I have seen that old saying in operation a
hundred times with men who have made great success in

other fields and amassed great fortunes and fame but about
middle-age or later, they get themselves a farm and from then
on that farm becomes something of an obsession in which
virtually all other interests become lost and absorbed.

In a world and in a nation where the opportunities of the
Horatio Alger hero become steadily more restricted and the

acquisition of vast money fortunes like those of the nineteenth

century Robber Barons has become an impossibility, the farm
is a good place to be and agriculture is a good field in which
not only to find security but satisfaction in living. In good or

average times the income of the average good farmer is far

larger than that of 85 per cent of the rest of the population.
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In bad times the difference between the status of the good .

farmer and ofmost of the rest of the population is the difference

between that of a roof, good food, security and that of destitu-

tion and public relief. In other words, I diink you are making
a sound choice. What we need is young men who want to be
farmers rather than young men who, as so often in the past,

became farmers merely through indifference and lack of
gumption.
We hope to see you now and then and to hear how things

are going with you. In the meanwhile good luck to you in
a profession which is the oldest in the world and certainly one
ofthe most important, worthy, satisfactory and dignified.

L.B.
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